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Agency

DEFINITION OF "AGEN'r

Rcprescntative capacity, hallmark of agency
"Agent' is defined in Section 182 of the Act in the following words:

182. "Agent" and "principal" defined—An ''agent " is a person

employed to do any act for another, or to represent another in dealings
with third persons. lule peroon for whom such act is done, or who is so
rpcortd, io called the principal".

The emphasis is on the power of the agent to represent his principal in dealinas with
third persons. But the above "definition is ide enough to embrace a servant pure
and simple, c en a casual employee, a man who is engaged by me in the street to
black my hoots; but it cannot for a moment he contended that they are all to be
placed in the same cate gory '. 1 Thus what distinguishes an agent from a person
appointed to do an act, is the agent's representative capacity coupled with a power
to affect the legal relations of the principal with third persons.

'The essence of the matter is that the principal authorised the agent to
represent or act for him in bringing the principal into contractual relation with a
third person.

The concept of "agency" has been thus explained b y RANIASW..\stt J of the Madras
I ugh Court in Kuislinn v Ga,iujmr/u:

In legal phraseology, every person who acts for another is not an agent. A
domestic servant renders to his master a personal service; a person may till
another's field or tend his flocks or work in his shop or factory or mine or may
be employed upon his roads or ways; one may act for another in aiding in the
performance of his legal or contractual obligations of third persons.... In none
of these capacities he is an agent and he is not acting for another in dealings
with third persons. It is only when he acts as a representative of the other in
business negotiations, that is to say, in the creation, modification or termination
of contractual obligations, between that other and third persons, that he is an
agent.... Representative character and derivative authority may briefly be said to
be the distinguishing feature of an agent.' '

• Vtvi, BOSE) in Kahaiip v lirkorani. AIR 1938 Nag 255.
2. Mah.r1i Chandra Barn v Radha Kishore !Jhauncharjee, (1908) 12 Cal WN 28, 32. A person

performing ministerial acts is not an agent. Mohan Uil fain v Swami Man Singh, (1962) 1
SCR 702: AIR 1962 SC 73 For the position of post office, see I T.C. v Paine)' & Cu, AIR
1959 SC 1070; 1.T.C. v P.M. Rathod & Cu, (1960) I SCR 401: AIR 1959 SC 394; Shri
JaçdLsh Mills Lid v CIT., (1960) 1 SCR 236: AIR 1959 SC 1160; Maiwa Coded Mili.s Lid v
CI T. (1966) 2 SCR 651: AIR 1966 SC 1466: CIT. s' O'aie Gino Works, (1955) I SCR

85: AIR 1954 SC 429.
3. AIR 1955 Mad 648.
4. AIR 1955 Mad 648. 651. Post Office is agent of the sender, LTC. v P.M. Ratltod & Cu,

(1960) 1 SCR 401: AIR 1959 SC 1394; buyers from manufacturers for export purposes, only
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The same appears from an observation of the Supreme Court 5 to the effect that
"the expression agency is used to connote the relation which exists where one
person has an authority or capacity to create legal relations between a person
occupying the position of principal and third parties".

Test of Determining Etisience of Agency Relations/tip

The test of determining the existence of agency relationship has been explained
by DHAWAN J of the Allahabad High Court in the following words:5

"Agency depends on true nature of relation ship." 7 The American
jurisprudence refers to a case in which it was held that the use of the words
'agency agreement' and 'agent' by the parties in a contract does not necessarily
establish a relationship of agency in the legal sense. 8 The law in India is the
same. It has been held in several decisions that the fact that the parties have
called their relationship an agency is not conclusive, if the incidence of this
relationship, as disclosed by evidence does not justify a finding of agency, and
that the court must examine the true nature of the relationship and the functions
and responsibilities of the alleged agent-"'

Applying this test to the facts of the case before him the learned Judge held that
when the Assam Government placed its quota of a commodity at the hands of a
dealer for resale to consumers, he was not an a gent of rbe Government esen if he

WOS described as such in the a g reement)° Similarly "a person does not become an
agent nierel because he gives advice in matters of bug, ess".° A "procurement
agent" has been held to he not an agent. as he is only a pson directed to do an act
on a commission and not to represent another)

channel attooed by the State for export, not agents. Sort' rf .51: orc ,51:sre Spg & .5f1y

Co. AIR 1958 SC 1002 Stare of Mctharashtra v Dr'epak, (1996i 2 t3om CR 468, an ageor
cannot challenge the authority of the principal from shom he derrvd his appointment All
agent appointed to collect toll tax on a bridge ssas not allowed to say that the Goernrnetit
should not recover anything from him because the cost of the bridge had already been
recovered.

5. S:ed Abdul K/jar/sr v Rand Reddy , ( 1979) 2 SCC 601: AIR 1979 SC 553, 557. Store of
Or/rat V [)aS Jr ii Ta? Das, (1962) AP 140; llabidal S a rrspclrarzd SIra/i v S. S. (ED Vcrchaa lC

,Isor lid, AIR 1960 Born 548. formal agreement not necessary; LoLa/iris, Gratrrrrg & 011M,11%

v finn! llatraspati Co List, AIR 1962 Punj 56. An agency can arise ss rrhoirt any formal
contract. Gacirtd Pra.cad v Board of Rnr'errae. AIR 1965 SC 66.

6 Loots Koran v Jo/sri & Co. AIR 1967 All 30S, 310 . 11; Purs/rsrttarrrdri v Orb!' Khan. (/963)
AP 407, all the circumstances to he examined, and not merely labels usad h7 the parties

7. Quoting from IIALSOIRY ' S LAWS OF ENGLAND, 3rd edn, Vol I, p 146.
S. AMERiCAN JCRISF'RUDLNCE, 2nd Edn, Vol 3, p 431. The case is McCart y v King Crmnrts

Medical Service (.rrfrii. 26 Wash 2d 660; 175, p 2d 653,
9 Following cases are cittot: Bwrarrrs iOirrk v Ram l'rn.srtd. AIR 1930 All 573; l'hoolclrrrrirl

Agarneal 8 M. Co. AIR 1938 Lab 814; Suryciprakasorya v Mat/ie.vots's Coffee Works, ( 19 13)
14 Mad Li 249. See Oirthcr Gao Sugar Mills Ltd v Nand Kr.rliore Bajrnria. AIR 1955 SC

441; Kucltwrir Untie & Stone Co v Dehri Rohtus Light Wy Co Lid, (1969) 1 SCR 359. AIR
1969 SC [93.

10. Lao,, Karat, v John & Co. AIR 1967 All 308; State of AP vi. Rice 51,/is, AIR 1959 AP 352.
Where, on the other hand, the miltcr was given the authority for hulling paddy act
distributing the same according to Government but also for accountability, ha was held to he
an agent. A.Z Mo/rantr,ned f'araaq v State Govenrtnient, 1984 Ker LT 346 FB.

II, Mahesh Chandra Basu v Radha K/shore Bharlacharjee, (1908) 12 Cal WN 28, see alp 32

12. Stale of Madras v Jaya Lakshrni Rice Mills, ILR 1958 AP 671, 678-79. The Supreme Coon
haf h1d ilat' an indecndeisrbiiils not in' agdñt. even if so described in the Contract.
Goc'on Woodruffe & Co v Shaik MA. ?4ajiei ,& Co AIR 1967 SC 181; see also Khed,a
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A person who was described under the Madras Foodgrains Procurement Order,
1947, as a 'wholesale dealer" has been held to be an agent. He was to purchase and

sell at price fixed by the State and he was also responsible for safety. Thus, he was a
channel through which the Stare was operating and became an agent of the State.13
Similarly, where a person was authorised by the Government of India to procure
rice in Nepal, to have it milled at a specified mill in Bihar and to dispatch it to
different latcs as directed, he was held to be an agent of the State. 14 Coal
dispatched by a colliery under colliery control order has been held to constitute the
colliery into an agency for the consignee making the latter liable for frei g ht arid
demurrage.13

Agency in Hire-Purchase Transactions

To know whether a person occupies the position of an agent or riot, the law has
to go by his functions. The law has to see the substance of the transaction and no[
the parties' lcrnurtology. tC The relevance of the expressions used in an agreement

ahakari Ginning & Pressing Soen'rs v State of Ginjarar, (1971) 3 SCC 480: (1972) 1 SCR
714: AIR 1972 SC 1786. The Court re/ii's! upon Baltliacer & Son v F.M. .hboiearli, AIR 1919
PC 166. See further on the position of procurement agent, Ireland v Livingston, (1871) LR S
HL 395: Hill, 31 Mod LR 623,

13. G A/luraiah v State of AP, AIR 1963 AP 394. For another example of a running Slate
agency, see hart C/mud Madan Gopal v Stoic of Punjab, (1973) 1 scc 204: AIR 1973
SC 381. See also Li/merry Sales Services v JcmI,ki Mull & Sons, (l997) All-IC 2368 Delhi,
handing a'. er of shop on exclusive possession basis for business, the sub . tettee to he
responsible for all expenses like pa y ment of staff, telephone, electricity, etc, agency, not
tenatici Happy Horne Builders /' Ltd v Dc/lie L'merpri sev. (1995) All-IC 1320. a legal
counsel is not a g ent. A counsel appointed by the rrtanaging director of a company t o
negotiate he sale of the compass's propert y in as held not to he in a position to act as an
agent of the company and in that capacity to rescind a contract and to forfeit the earnest
money of the contractor and appropriate it towards his claims against the company. Vr7av
Traders V Rajaj Auto lid, (1995) 6 SCC 566, appointment of a distributor for Oajaj
vehicles, the distributor had to pay the price of the vehicles ordered by him, delivery was
to he gtvcn on payment of price and he had to hear damage to vehicles in transit. The
relationship was held to he that of principal to principal buyer and seller and not that of
principal and agent. Section 206 which prescribes a notice for terminating an agency
would not be applicable.

14. Government oflntdia v Janmonadluar Rungto, (1960) AP 19. Sellers who collect Sales Tax do
not become agents for tax collection: State 7Ax Carnuiir v Soda Suk/t Vrapar Maridal, ( 1959)
10 SIC 57 All; Babu La/v State of UP, AIR 1966 All 204.

' 

LIC/ifi	 /it JOy CoLid, AIR 1969 SC 193, Official
receiver is not the insolvent's agent, Ranigopa! NaOker v M. As'var, AIR 1957 Mad I. A
carrier who forwards goods to another carrier does not do so as an agent, Sukul Bros v H.K.
Kavarona, AIR 1958 Cal 730. A person who purchases goods to supply them to his
constituents, it depends, whether he is an agent. See Pannalni Babulal v S.T. Corninrs, AIR
1956 Ass 710: Sarvanaras'ana v State c'f Madras, AIR 1957 AP 474. See generally the
opinion of the Supreme Court in this matter in State of Mysore v Mysore Spinning and
Weaving Co Lid, AIR 1958 SC 1002; Gane.sh Export and Import Co v Mahndeo, AIR 1950
Cal 188, the use of the word "commission" for price does not convert the vendor and
purchaser into principal and agent: State of Madra.0 v Jcisa/ak.ihtni Rice Mills, AIR 1959 AP
352, payment for work by way of commission, not exhaustive of the matter; Fruit and Veg.
Merchants' L.'nurnm v Delhi Improvement Trust, AIR 1957 SC 344: 1957 SCR 1, a trust
constituted to hold and manage an estate, held, agency. Gha.ci Ram Agarwal i n State, AIR
1967 Cal 568, fair-price shop is not agency, but ownership, held not liable for movement of
goods to some oilier place; S.N. Barech v State of WB, AIR 1963 Cal 79; an independent
buyer is not an agent, Varsha Engg P Lad V Vtjas' Traders, Baroda, AIR 1983 Guj 166.

lb. Superintendent ofStaanps, Born v Br-eu! & Co. (194-4) 46 Born LR 686: AIR 1944 Born 225;
Shri Ttrurnaia Venk,aresh warn Timber v Comenri Tax Officer, AIR 1968 SC 784; (1968) 2
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has often been considered in connection with hire-purchase transactions. A
transaction of this kind generally involves three parties, the dealer, who provides the
goods; the financier, who provides money to the dealer and the hirer, who takes the
goods and pays hire-purchase instalments to the financier. What happens in real
substance is that the dealer hands over goods as directed by the financier. Lest the
dealer he regarded as an agent of the financier a hire-purchase agreement often
expressly declares that the dealer is not an agent. The Hire Purchase Act. 1972
regards the dealer as an agent of the financier for some purposes, one of them is that
if any representations are made by the dealer to promote the sale of the product, he
would be deemed to be an agent of the financier. But whether he is a general agent
of the finance company remains an open question. The Court of Appeal has
witnessed two views being expressed. In one of them it was stated that the dealer is
a party to the hire-purchase transaction in his own right and not as a representative
of any other party, though for many purposes he is an intermediary between the two
others. I7

The other view considered the dealer as an agent of the finance company for
many purposes of Law) 8 The House of Lords has expressed (obitcr) the opinion that
the questions of the liabilit y of the finance company for acts or defaults of dealers
can be rosolsed onl y in reference to the general mercantile structure within which
the arise or, if one prefers the expression. to mercantile reality. The reality of the
Situation is that customers often do not know about the finance company. They
conic only to the counter of the dealer, s% ho does everything. " It this is so. a general
responsibility of the finance compan y for the acts, receipts and omissions of the
dealer in relation to the proposed transaction of hire-purchase ought to flow from
this general structure of relationship and espectation."iS

Co-agents and Co-prisicipa/s

Where the authorit y given to co-agents is joint, it would he necessary for them
to act jointly and onl y then their principal sould he hound. Where the authority is
joint and several an y one of theni would he competent to act for the principal .° .'t7

agent who represents more than one principals in one and the same transactions,
should account for to all of them Jointl y , for an account given to one may not
absolve him from his liability.21

SCR 476: Slurlid/iar v ,k'iy)iuri In!. AIR 1960 Raj 296, description as pucca adirui not

exhaust sc.
17. Mercantile Credit Co v Hamblin, (1965) 2 QE 242, 269: (1964) 2 All ER 592, 600601.
IS. Iinuicii 5 .s Lid v Sn,ioon, ( 1962) 3 All ER 386: 962) I WLR 1184.

9. Branwhite v Worcester Works Finance, (1969) 1 AC 552: (1968) 3 All ER 104. Se
Northgran Finance Ltd v Athlcy. (1963) 1 QB 476 where it was recognised that he can be
an ager.; for some purposes of the relation, e g.. to accept offers on the terms of the
company's proposal forms. See G.H. Trciu), TUE LAW OF CONTRACT, 532 (5th cdii,

1979).	 '	 .	 .	 .	 ..

20. Brosn v Andrew. (1849) 18 U QB 153; Liverpool Household Stores, Re, (1890) 59 U Ch

616:Guthi'ievAr,nslrong,(1820)5 and Ald62S. ,	 " .......

21. Raghbar Dayal v I'iare Lsl, AIR 1933 Lah 93.
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ESSENTIALS OF AGENCY

Principal should be competent to contract

An agenc y being a contract of cmpio rent to bring the principal into legal

relations with a third party, the first requisite is that the principal should he'

competent to crirrtraci:2

183. Who may employ agent—An y person who is of the age of
iu;ijoriiv ;iccordi no to the law to which he is subject, and who is of
sound mind, m;iv employ an agent.

It tollos that a minor cannot appoint an agent. The appointment of an agent

in'. 015 Cs a ciurasi. Cnd a minors a g recrncllt is void. Emphasising this principle,

[31 \\ i\; I. 3. h'iers ed in S/rep/raid v ('a; rririglit:23

'An infant cannot appoint an agent tin act for him neither by means of a

power of atirirney, nor b y any other means. If he purports to appoint an agent,

notnlv is lie appointment itself void, but everything done b y the agent on

behalf t ihe infant is also void and iticapable of ratification."

Lsplaining the reason for the infant's incapacit y . his Lordship said:

An infant has not sufficient discretion to choose an agent to act for him.

Ile is all too likely to choose a wrong man; and so the law declares him to be

incapable of choosing an agent at all."

lInt in situations where a minor is capable of binding himself by contract he may

appoint an a gent to contract on his behalf. "Whatever a person can do personally he

cail do through an agent.'' 4 The follo's ing article in Bowstead on AGe'(,Y

emphasises the same principle:

''Air infant or a lunatic is hound b y a contract made by his agent with his

authority, where the circumstances are such that he s¼ould have been bound if

he had himself made the contract."'

Further. "there is nothing in the Act which prohibits the guardian of a minor from

appointing an agent for him".27

Where a principal who had executed a power of attorney became old, weak,

mentally infirm and not in a position to think independently, it was held that the

power of attorney had become worthless; that the engagement of a lawyer under it

22. The base of an agency is an agreement, Garnac Groin Co inc v Faure and Fairdoi4g/i lot,
968 AC 1330; rioted, Fridman, 84 LQR 224.

23. 11953) Ch 728, 755.
24. Powell, TilE LAW OF AGENCY, (1952) p 242, citing STrnLLNG, Li. in i/raven v Webb, ( 1901)

20s 59, 77.
25. 11 L cdn. p 14. See also Kusa Panda v Bain/inab, AIR 1966 On 60.
26. Sfe Webb, The Capacity a/ an infant to Appoint an Agent, (3955) 18 Mod LR 461, and a

note a by R.E.M. on Shephard v Cartwright, 69 LQR 446 (1953).
27. Madanlal Dhariwal v Bhe ru/al, AIR 1965 Mys 272. Only natural guardian can deal with the

property of a minor for the benefit of his estate. Dealings by a dc/neto guardian without the
permission of the court are void. See Gurmel Singh v Ujagar Singh, (1991 . 1) 99 Punj LR
571. No specific enforcement of such a contract was allowed. The court cited: Abdul /Ioq
Mo/sd Yehia Khan, AIR 1924 Pat 84; Bobu Rwngshwor Prasad Sn/ti v Anandi Den, AIR
1956 PaL 53; KM. Rwna,jathan Cheroar v P.S.L. Romanathon Cheuiar, AIR 1960 Mad 207;
Gujoba TuLsiram v Nilkanth, AIR 1958 Born 202; Bholanai/i v Balbh.adra Pd, AIR 1964 All
522; Narpat Rnj v Babujai, AIR 1964 Raj 92,
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came to an end, the principal being unable to give instructions because of menial
infirmit y and that the holder of the power was no longer competent to give evidence
on behalf ol the principal.

The principle that every person has the right to appoint an agent for airs
purpose does not apply o here the act to he performed is personal in character or
when it is annexed to a public office or to art involving any fiduciary
obi igaiion.

Agent need not be competent

184. Who may be an agent—As between the principal and third

persons, any pers on may become all 	 hul no person N% ho is not of

the age of majority and of sound mind call 	 an agent, so as to

be responsible to his principal according to the provisions in that

behalf herein contained.
"the accisi need isol he corllpetert to contract. Section 184 la y s down -,,cry

clearly hat ''as between the principal and third persons any person ma y become an
agent''. Ordinaril y , an agent incurs no personal liah:lii y while contractin g for his
principal and, therefore, it is not necessit y that he should he competent to
contract.° Thus a person ma y contract through a nnntir agent, but the minor No ill tot

he responsible to his principal-' l ''In the da ys when 'married women lacked
contractual capacity the y could nonetheless act as agents:' 0 A company may act as

an agent beyond its capacit y OtltiatilL'S).0

Consideration for appointment not necessary

185. Consideration not necessary .—No consideration is

necessary to create an agency.
Lastly, Section 185 provides that no consideration is necessary to create an

agenc y . Generally an a gent is remunerated by way of conlrinssion for services
rendered, but no consideration is immediatel y necessary at the t:mc of appointment.

Agent and Servant
An agent occupies a position which is in many respects similar to that occupied

by a servant, bailee or trustee. The distinction between an "agent" and a "servant"
has been underlined by the Supreme Court in Lakslrniinarava'i Rant Gopal & Sons v

fl yclerabud Gos'ern,iicnr, 14 BHAGWATI J adopted the distinction as it is stated in

28. Maiieiidra ['ramp Singh v ['ridani Ku,ntiri Dt'si, AIR 1993 All 143.

29 , .4gs'i'y TIC. Mar/mi v DijrriLi & Ses.sion5 .Iitdgt', (1999) 3 SCC 614: AIR 1999 SC 1585:
(1999) Cr1 U 2092.

30. Mohonirdollv v Schiller, (1889) 13 Born 470, no liability of a foreign commission agcrn.
De Souza, Re, AIR 1932 At] 374, minor son acting for his lather, noticc in win effective.

Si. Foreman v Great Western Rl y Co. (1878) 38 LT 851.

32. Trcd, TuE LxW OF CONTCT. 534 (5th ada, 19 1 91 citing Sieien ''n v Hardie, (1775) 2

Writ. B) 572,

33. Br/I Houses Lad v Coy Wall Properties, (1966) 2 WLR 1323: (1966) 2 All ER 674.
Commission for financial advise allegedly beyond the company's powers.

34. AIR 1954 SC 364: (1955) I SCR 393. See also Indo Union Atm lid v T. Srinis'asan, AIR

1946 Mad 530 Chandi Pd Singh v State of UP, (1955) 2 SCR 035, 041: AIR 1956 SC
149;RamPdvC,I,T,,(1972)2SCC696AIR 1973SC637,
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Powell's LAW OF AGENCY 35 and HALSBURY'S LAWS OF ENGLAND. 36 The main
points of distinction which have been emphasised are as follows—

(1) An agent has the authority to act on behalf of his principal and to create
contractual relations between the principal and a third party. This kind of
power is not generall y enjoyed by a servant.

(2) 'A principal has the right to direct what the agent has to do; but a master
has not only that right, but also the right to say how it is to be done.' '
A servant acts under the direct control and supervision of his master and

is bound to conform to all reasonable orders given to him in the course of
his work. But an agent, though bound to exercise his authorit y in
accordance with all lawful instructions . . . is not subject in its exercise to
the direct control of supervision of the principal."38

(3) The mode of remuneration is generally different. A servant is paid by
way of salary or wages, an agent receives commission on the basis of
work done.39

(4) A master is liable for a wrongful act of his servant if it is committed in
the course of the servant's employment. A principal is liable for his
agent's wrong done within the "scope of authority".

(5) A servant usually serves only one master, but an agent may work for
several principals at the same time.-U)

The managing director of a compan y is an employee of the company, but in the
matter of the compan y 's relation with third parties he occupies the position of an
a2ent. 4 ' Similarly. (lie see rclarv of a company is its servant, but in respect of the
flatters that come under his domain, he becomes an agent in his dealings with third
persons. 42 "Professional advisers, such as stockbrokers and architects often act as
agents for their clients. Other professional persons are en g a ged simply to produce a
specified result: for example, to prepare a report or to paint a picture. Such persons
have no power to act on behalf of their clients.......

The court is not hound b y the terminology of the parties, but by the substance
of the relation. Where an agent was described and treated as a servant, but the nature
of the dealings showed that he was in essence an agent, it was held that he having

35. ((952) at pp. 9.20.

36 Hailsham Ediiion, Vol 22. p 113, para 192. See aiw Haffeun, AGEC (2nd edo) 11 and
Professor Ceg il A Wright, IS Can Bar Rev 287.

37. Per BRASiWE.L 13 in R v Walker, (1958) UMC 207. 208 3t UT lQS 137.

38 Supra f P. 25. See also QamcirShofj7 v Cominr, E.P.T., (1960) 3 SCR 546, 55 U AIR 1900 SC
1269.

39. But see Performing Right Sodctv Ltd v Mire/tell & Booker lid. (1924) 1 KB 762.

40. Klteiliti SnI,kari Ginning A Pressing Society v Stare of Gujarat, (1971) 3 SCC 480, 4S4:
(1972) 1 SCR 714: AIR 1972 SC 1786. For distinction between agency and sale see Gordon
WoodrofJe & Co v Sitoik M.A. Majid A Co. AIR 1967 SC 181, 183.

41. 1/ely /luichj,isi,ri v Brav/iead Lad, (1967) 3 All ER 98; Korliandarman v CIT., AIR 1967
Mad 143; QoniarSha.[ji Tabjiv Com,nrEP.T., AIR 1960 SC 1269.

42. Panoroia Deep v Fidelis Furnishing Fabrics, (1971) I WLR 430: (1971) 3 All ER 16 CA:
Chandi Pd Singh v Store of UP, AIR 1956 SC 149: (1955)2 SCR 1049.

43. See G.H. Treiial, THE LAW OF CONTRACT, 532 (5th edn, 1979) citing Leicestershire C.C. v
Michael Faraday, (1941) 2 KB 205, valuers not agents, nor bound to surrender valuation
documents prepared for thb purpose of r'Arntrrrorig v Jr ksn;1917) 21(13 822;
Fraser vt/N. F'urpjan, (1967)1 WLR'898,9l0, s6ck6r6kers not aént's.' 	 "
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invested his personal money and resources in the working of the agency, the same
could not he summarily terminated. It required some reasonable notiee.

Agent and Bailee
An agent diFfers from a bailee in certain respects. Firstl y, the relationship of bailor

and bailee subsists only so long as the bailee holds some goods beloneing to the bailor.
but this is not necessary for the subsistence of agency relationship. Sometimes an agent
may be in possession of his principals propert y and to that extent he may also be a
bailee. And sometimes art bailee may become an agent when he is authorised
to dispose of the bat lor's property accordin g to his direciions

Secondly, an agent is a representative with a power to contract on behalf of
his principal. A bailee does not have that power. The Supreme Court accepted
these points of distinction in a case in which a hanker had assumed the
responsibility of receiving the goods on behalf of an account-holder and to
release them in favour of his c'Lisiomers a g ainst par mcnt. The banker ss as held
thereby not to have become air 	 He remained only a hailce.45

Agent and Buyer
A selling agenc y has to he distin g uished from a transaction resulting in an Out

and out sale. The legal position of an independent bur er,is enormousl y different
from that of an agent. An illustration is to be found in the decision of the Supreme
Court in Gordon Wood)-offe & Co v Shaikh V.A. )!/id	 Co. The court pointed
out that even an agent can become a purchaser when lie pa y s the price to the
principal and discloses to him that fact. The opening words of the contract in
question were that the defendants were buying the goods for resale in the United
Kingdom. If it were not an outright sale. but onl y an agenc y , it s; ould riot have
been necessary to provide for the price, for the time of delivery and for the fact
that sales tax was to be borne by the defendants.

Kinds of agent

Agents are of several kinds. The word 'agent' is used to describe various
types of activity. For instance, Lord HERSCHELL observed in Kcnnedv v Dc
Tra,fford:47

'No word is more commonly and constantly abused than the word
'agent'. A person may be spoken of as an agent and no doubt in popular
sense of the word he may properly be said to be an agent, although when it is
attempted to suggest that he is an agent under such circumstances as create
the legal obligations attaching to agency that use of the word is only
misleading."

"The description 'agent' is often emplo yed in business in a complimentary
and not in a legal sense." 48 Thus one hears of 'dress agency; private inquiry

44. Popular S/roe Shirt v Sri,rirasa Rao, AIR 1990 (NOC) 87 (AP).
45. United Coninrercia! Bank v 1/ear Chandra Sarkar, (1990)3 SCC 389, 396. In the subsequent

case of Vijuya Bank v United Curp,i, AIR 1990 Ker 209, the pledger bank being hailer, and
not sri agent, was allowed to recover compensation from the go.owri-keeper for damage to
the goods.

46. AIR 1967 SC 181.
47. (1897) AC ISO, 188.
48. HALSBURY'SLAWSOFENGLAND, (2nd cdn) I, para 194(g).
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agent; secret agent' 49, and the word is also used in reference to mechanical
agents, such as washing or cleansing agent. The types of agent that are known to
the business world are, however, fewer. Only those may be briefly described here.

Factor

"The word 'factor' in India as in England, means an agent entrusted with the
possession of goods for the purpose of selling them." 30 "He is a mercantile agent
whose ordinary course of business is to dispose of goods, of which he is entrusted
with the possession or control by his principal."51

Broker
A "broker is also a kind of mercantile agent.-12 He is appointed to negotiate and

make contracts for the sale or purchase of property on behalf of his principal, but is
not given possession of the goods.

Del Credere Agent

A "del credere agent" is another type of mercantile agent. In ordinary cases the
only function of an agent is to effect a contract between his principal and a third
party. The agent then drops out. 53 He can neither sue on the contract, nor he is held
liable for the failure of the third party to perforni. 34 But where an agent undertakes,
on the payment of some extra commission, to be liable to the principal for the
failure of the third party to perform the contract, he is called dcl credere agent and
his extra commission for the guarantee is known del credere commission. The
position of such agent was explained in Couturier v Hastic:

The defendants acting as del credere agents sold the plaintiffs goods
which were supposed to be on a voyage but which unknown to the parties had
already been sold b y the captain owing to damage by heat. The buyer
repudiated the contract and, therefore, the agents sere sued for the buyer's
failure to perform.

The question was "whether the defendants are responsible by reason of their
charging a del credere commission. though they have not guaranteed by writing".56
The Court said that they were. "A higher reward is paid in consideration of their
taking greater care in sales to their customers and also for assumin g a greater share
of responsibility than ordinary agents, namely, responsibility for the solvency and
performance of their contracts by their vendees. This is the main object af the
reward being g iven to them." Keeping this in view, the court held that a del credere

agency is not a contract of guarantee, even if it may terminate in a liability to pay

49. Powell, Tin; LAW 01- AGuxc:Y, (1952) p 27, f.n. 3.
50 See SW AR CJ in Eli. Parakh v King Emperor, AIR 1926 Oudh 202.
St. BOWSTEAD ox AGtatcY, (II ih cdii, 1951) 2, cuing Raring v Carrie, (1318) 2 B&.'\ 37;

S,vi-e,o v lhil!,'r, ( I 853) 25 Ch D 31 53 U Ch 249 (CA).
52. Sec Co,,iiiiercii1 Enterprisers v Madan Mohan Singh, AIR 1951 Hyd 47 and William Sot

Magor t Co v /',e.sliomn,,i Agarwaila, ILR 1956 Ass 268.
5$, See PAL 3 in Sukumari Gupta v D/iirendra Nath, AIR 1941 Cal 648, 655.
54 Se,' Section 230.
55. (1952)  8 Exch 40, reversed sub-narn in Float/c v Coiaurier, (1953) 9 Esch 102. affirmed.

(1856) 5 HI. Cas 673. A dubs/i is an agent of this kind, namely. a guarantor plus an agent.
Feriyaniianna v Banians & Co, AIR 1926 Mad 544.

56. See PARKE B at p 55. It has been seen before that under the Statute of Frauds a guarantee is
not enforceable unless it is in writing. -	 -
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the debt of another, because the agent has a personal interest in the transaction and,
therefore, a writing is not necessary.57

The nature of liability incurred b y a del credere agent has been explained by the
Allahabad High Court in the following words:

"A del creclere agent incurs only a secondary liabilit y towards the
principal. His legal position is partly that of an insurer and partly that of a
surety for the parties with whom he deals to the extent of any default by reason
of any insolvency or something equivalent. His liability does not go to the
extent of making him responsible to the principal where there can he no profit
by reason of any stringency in the market."

A del ciedere agent is, however, not liable to the buyer for any default on the part
of his principal. 39 Nor is he liable for any disputes between the principal and the buyer
relating to the contract or the sum due. 66 The extent of his involvement as a guarantor
\V55 thus explained by BUCKLEY LJ:ot

"The liability of the del credere agent is contingent pecuniar y liability, riot a
liability to perform the contract; it is a pecuniary liability to make good in the
event of the default of the buyer in respect of a pecuniary liability. It does not
extend to other obligations of the contract. It does not expose c/cl cr0/crc arcent to
an action to ascertain the sum due. It is limited to a contingent pecuniary liabIllt\
in respect of a sum which as between the seller and the bu yer is an ascel tamed
sum."

CREATION OF AGENCY

In the words of DESAt I of the Supreme Court:` "The relation of agenc y arises
whenever one person called the agent has authorit y to act on behalf of another called
the principal and consents so to act. The relationship has its genesis in 3 contract."

The relationship of principal and agent ma y be created in an\' of the following
ways:

(1) by express appointment;
(2) by the conduct or situation of the parties;
(3) by necessity of the case; or
(4) by subsequent ratification of an unauthorised act.53

Express appointment

Any person who is competent to contract and who is of sound mind may appoint
an agent. The appointment may be expressed in writing or it may be oral.(i

57. See also Suzion & Co y Grey, (1894) 1 QB 285.
58. Champ Ran v Tuisi Ran, (1927) 26 All U 81, per SEN 1 at p 82.
59. Shaw v Woodcock, (1872)7 B &C 73: 31 RR 158.
60, Churchill & Sian v Goddard, (1937) 1 KB 92. See also Chortey: Del Credere, (1929) 55

LQR 221.
61. Thomas Go)'rirl & Sons V Churchill A Sons, (1914) 3 KB 1272 Ch. On the same point,

Rushalme & Bolton v S.G. Read A Co (1955) I WLR 146.
62. SyrdAbdul Khader v Rwnn Reddv. (1979)2 SCC 601: AIR 1979 SC 553, 557.
63. See a statement of these modes of constituting an agency in Su/.uinari Gupta v Dhirendra

Nath, AIR 1941 Cal 643, 655.
64. Dclhcrsse ex. p., (1878)7 Cli 1) 511.
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'In English law no man can become the agent of another except by the

will of that other person. His will may be manifested by writing or orally or

simply by placing another in a situation in which, according to the ordinary rule

or law, or perhaps it would be more correct to say, according to the ordinary

usage of mankind, that other is understood to represent and act for the person

who has so placed him; but in every case, it is only by the will of the employer

that an agency may be created.' '

"In Indian law the definition given in Section 182 seems to be somewhat wider in

this respect.... The definition does not limit the employment to one by the principal

only.... It will include an employment by any authority authorised by law to make

the employmem." Thus, where an agent was appointed under the provisions of a

Statute for the protection of the interests of quarrelling co-owners and of third

persons. the Calcutta High Court held that the agent so appointed would come

within the definition, thou gh he would not have the same "well-known and settled

incidents" attached to him as arise in the case of contractual agency. 66 Similarly,

loan incurred by an agent appointed under the terms of it statute was held binding on

the proprietors.','

In England also, "the law may atthute an agent to a person: for example, when

a compan y is first formed, its original directors are its agents b y operation of law....

A statute may empower the court to appoint a person to act on behalf of another and

so enable the court to create the relation of principal and a gent. Thus a person

appointed by the court to manage the affairs of a mental patient has been held to be

the patient's agent"f5

Where the appointment is made b y a deed, it is called a 'power of attorne y ''. In

a case before the Supreme Court"" a power of attorney, b y which a person was

appointed as a caretaker of certain agricultural laiids, was signed by the three

owners of the lands and one of the arguments was that the appointment was

ineffective because how could three persons become the principals of one agent and

that too by a single power of attorney. Overruling the objection. L)ES.-\i 3 said:

'"l'he relationship of agency has its genesis in a contract. If agency is the

outcome of a contract between the principal and the a gent, in order to show that

three principals jointly constitutin g an agent b y a deed called Power of

Attorne y ' somethin g which was impermissible, provisions of the Contract Act

LLV )l _La*da ' i 5itUUU hive 0cc- rh 611000 is having been violaiea

65. See Poi. J. (iupra), citing frorn Pole v Leask, ( I S60) 54 ER 4S!: (ISO]) S LT 645 (11 L), 64S.
See also Samuel v hilisq /ierhe, (1905) t KB 184: 77 ii (K B) 59:96 LI 69: 24 TLR 160.

66. The appointment was under the provisions of Ben gal Tenanc y Act (S of I SSS).
Dt'pt/ oft mono! i/mi vbmz,mdrv v K. Ri,z mOrg, AIR 1 999 StkKim7,

letter Of apiniment under a siaiutC stated that the appointment has been made with the
approval oI he Government. it was held that the plaintiff need not give-any further proof of
his appointment.

67. Simkummuiri Gs.'pm v Dhmire,idra Nor/i, AIR 1941 Cal 643. For another cvarnple of siatimiory
agency, see Fin t	 nd Peg ' robl,' Merchan ts'  Un oni v Del/Ii Iimipro','en;,'ri I lemma!, 1957 SCR

OS. G.H. 'I rciiat, Tn LAW Oi C0NTR,sC1. 530 (Sib cdiv 1979). citing Pi'wmmp:omm V lturkine/miv,

(1908) 2 KB 572.
69. Syrd Abdul Khader v RatiO Reddy, (1979) 2 SCC 601: AIR 1979 SC 553, 557, See also

110101(1 /rnuaOs Lid V JCJ v c-e Anibal, (1977) 3 8CC 474. which is on interpretation of power of
ai tot ney.
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by such a contract. Nothing of the kind was pointed out to us On the. contrary,
in 1-JALSOURY'S LAWS OF ENGLAND, 70 the folIosing proposition has been
stated: 'Co-principals may jointly appoint an agent to act for them and in such
case become jointly liable to him and may jointly sue him.
The three principals who si gned the power of attorney had no joint property.

Even so the power was regarded to be valid and applicable to their respective
agricultural ands.

An oral appointment is also valid even though the contract which the a g ent is
aurhorised to make has to be in writing.72

Under the Salar y Saving Scheme adopted by the Life Insurance Cor poration of
India We employer, when authorised by the LIC to collect premium amount froin
the salar y of an employee and forward it to the LIC, becomes an a gent of the LIC
for that purpose. Where such an employer failed in forwarding the amount to the
LIC and consequentl y the policy was in the state of lapse at the time of the
einploye&s death, the National Commission under the Consumer Protection Act.
19S6 directed the emplo yer to pay the amount due under the polic y . The Supreme
Court did not approve this decision and directed the LIC to make payment under the
policy. The emplo yer was directed to pa y Rs 25,000 as the costc of the
proceed in g s. 3 The Court referred to its own earlier decision in I-Jars/md I S/to/i v
LIC of lntha. 7 The Supreme Court cited the following passa g e from 1-1 \I.SrsLRy-SLsws OF ENGLAND:75

Under the law governing contracts of insurance the premium may be paid
by the assured to the insurers or to an insurance agent acting on behalf of the
Insurers and if the agent has the authority to receive it the pa y ment binds the
insurers. The authority need not be an express authority, it ma y he implied from
the circumstances."

Implied agencies

Implied agencies arise from the conduct, situation or relationship of parties.
\Vhene er a person places another in a situation in which that other is understood to
represent or to act for him, he becomes an implied agent. 75 Thus, where a woman
allowed her son to drive a car for her, she paying all the expenses of maintenance

70. Vol I, 4th edn, para 726.
71. A person performing the niinis[criat act of signing letters on behalf of the military secretary

of an ex-Ruler, held, not an agent. Moharr/uI Jo/ti v Sawai Man Singtiji, (1962)  f SCR 702
AIR 1962 Sc 73. Post office becomes an agent when the agreement between parties is thatlicques may he scsi by posi. iT C. v Pat,iev Ca, 1959 Supp 2 SCR S68 AIR 1959 SC070: ito/ore Mo/an United Mills Lid v C.LT., i 1966) 2 SCR 65 t: AIR 1956 Sc 1466.tn7portani mcnihers of a community are not Its agents. Shaikh Peru Bus v Ka/atidi Pat, Rat,,(1969) 2 SCR 563: AIR 1970 SC 1885. There Can he no agency for illegal acts A. ThangalKunj u Maca/jar v M.A. Patti, (1955)  2 SCR 1196: AIR 1 956 SC 246.12 
11, —d V li//c, (I S69) LR 4 Ch 54S.

73. Dc/hi Electric Siir'p/v Undertaking v /3a,anti Devi, AIR 2000 SC 43: (1999) 8 SCC 229( 1999) 9S Comp CasôqS-(I099)3Cpjlc
74 • ( 1997) 5 SCC 64: (i997) AIR SCW 2395: AIR 1997 SC 2459. In this case the court 

wasConcerned with an insurance agent s t rpotnted under Section 42 of the Insurance \ct inc his
appointment under the LIC Regulations for he purpose of soliciting or procuring life
nsurance business for the LIC and the Regulations and the conditions of his service did not

suihonse hint to collect premium on behalf of LIC.
75. 254 (VOl 25, Pars 4601,.
76. See Lord CRAwOgTh at Pole v Leask, L 1 86 1 ) 8 LT 645, 648 (HI.).
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and operation, it was held that the son was an implied agent of the mother and when
he made a collision injuring his wife, the wife could sue the mother for the fault of
her agcnt A permission granted to a person to ferry a car from one place to
another makes him an agent for that limited purpose so as to create liability for
consequences of negligent driving. 78 The borrower of a car would not occupy that

position. 7 ' Unauthorised pretensions do not have that effect. 8° An employer allowed

to collect premiums from his employees and forward the collection to the
organisation, became the implied agent of the latter though described explicitly in
the scheme as the agent of the employees .5'

Estoppel
One of the well-known illustrations of implied agency is agency by holding out

or estoppel. The principle of holding out has been thus stated in an American case:
"Where a principal has by his voluntary act placed an agent in such a

situation that a person of ordinary prudence, conversant with business usages
and the nature of the particular business, is justified in presuming that such
agent has authority to perform a particular act and therefore deals with the
agent, the principal is "toppedas against such third person from denying the

agent's work .'
An early illustration is Pickering v Btis03

A purchaser of hemp allowed it to remain in the custody o the broker
through whom he had bought it. The broker's ordinary business was to buy and
sell hemp. He sold the hemp and received the price.
The Court held that the sale and receipt of money ssere binding on the principal

Lord Et.t.F.NtSOROUGH explained the principle thus: If a person authot ises another

to assume the apparent right of disposing of property in the ordinairy course of trade.
it must be presumed that the apparent authority is the real authority. He may bind
tht principal within the limits of authority with which he has been apparently
iothcd by the principal; and there could be no safety in commercial transactions if

he could not.'
A recent illustration is it 	 of the Orissa Hi g h Court.5

A landlord appointed a trtlisildar to manage his agricultural lands. He let

0111 the Lands in tenants on certain terms.
.5,, .,,ih, ,rii	 si ih	 ad sva not	 ivcn in him and, therefore. the OuesttOn was
whether the tenancy agreements would bind the landlord. It was held that the

77	 Siiiiili v tine. (19-40) 1 KB 424 For an example of an ii1ipticd agenc y in addition in being

paid servant. sec J. A ,'ynciunii v iS. Ba/nih \ndar. (I 983) 2s Repoi Is 73 Mad.
7S Ornnnrnnl v ('rasrjhle Maior Senicrn iii, (Ci53) I \VLR 1120: Vand yke v Fender, (1970, 2

QB 292.

79	 i/crew vtnnnicn, t19411) I KB I 88, t/rnrgcin v LiiwitIilnur ,v. 1973 AC 127.

80. K,'niiedv v Dc irouJfor/. I 897 AC I W. I SS.
St. Dc/hi F/en inc Sapply Lindcricrkirig v Ilanrnrrii IAn 1, (1999) 8 SCC 229: (1999)  93 Ccmp C.c.

695. ( 1999) 3 CPJ IS.

82. IRVINE C. in Jtdinrsoni v A1i/i;airkee. ( SOS) 46 Neh 480: 64 NW Rep I 100, borrowed from

John S. Ewart. E.vtappe/—Principal and Agent. 16 }Iarv LP 186. 187-8S.

SI (tSt2) KB 15: 13 RR 364,

83	 R (1 r1i'nUb: i)n v Nt sttkor Bran:, AIR 962 Ott tO-I Ste also Dana Sugar lift/Li Lad s

Kin/n,', 1i,!nria. AIR 1955 SC 441.
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landlord had, by making the tahsildar incharge of the lands, created an appearance
of authority which, according to the prevailing usages, included the right to let.

Husband and wife
A wife living with her husband has the implied authority of the husband to

buy articles of household necessity. In the striking words of Hornby:
"As long as people continue to live in houses, the wife will normally do

the household shopping. and the husband will pay the bills.... The law of
principal and agent will always cut deeply into the law of husband and
wife.' '
A wife's implied authority to bind her husband by her credit purchases is,

however, subject to some important limitations. In the first place, it is necessary that
the husband and wife should be living together. If the wife is living apart from the
husband without his fault and if she has been left unprovided for, she may become
an agent of necessity of her husband to pledge his credit to the extent to which a
reasonable maintenance makes it necessary, but she will not be an implied agent.86

Secondly, they must be living together in a domestic establishment of their
own. "The mere fact of marriage does not make the wife an agent in law of her
husband"; nor the fact of living together is sufficient. There must be a domestic
establishment of which the wife is the incharge. If there is a domestic establishment
of which a person is acting as the manager, the presumption of agencY will arise
even if that person is not the wife. This well-known principle was established in
Debenliain v MeI1o,i:87

The defendant was the manager of a hotel, where his wife acted as the
manageress. They lived together in the same hotel, but had no domestic
establishment of their own. The wife incurred with a tradesman a debt for
clothes, payment for which was demanded from the husband.

But he was held not liable, the court saying that the mere fact of cohabitation did
not give rise to presumption of agency, unless it was in a domestic establishment.

If these conditions are fulfilled it is immaterial whether the tradesman did or
did not know that the buyer was a married woman.83

Thirdly, the wife can run her husband into debt onl y for necessaries. -The
domestic arrangement of the family being usuall y left to the control of - the wife, her
authorit y extents to all those matters which fall within her department, as. for
example, the supply of provisions for the house, clothing for herself' and things of
that sort.'' 89 The word 'necessaries" is no doubt not free from ambiguity. But it has
been held to include articles suited to the style in which the husband chooses to live,
because "the husband conductin g himself in the manner of a wealthy man no doubt
expects his wife to conduct herself in the manner of a wealthy man's wife". But

85. Tue Pioci pi.ics OF .Aeeyc y , (1952), 32.
86. A ss fe who weni away to live apart from the husband 

because of his bringing second wife
into the home was held to be not justifiably living apart. Nat/rubhoi v ihavr. (1876) I Born

I .'\ woman pur c hasing in her own right does not purchase as a rcprcscntaiiie, the
hiisharitl not liable. lnn/zaia1a1 V Indorc)iandji, AIR 1947 Nag 48.

87. (I880)AC24.
SS. Pocquir Lad y Benuch'rk, (1906) AC 148.
89. Piztllqi.wn v tTh yu'r, (1870)  6 CP 38,
90. Robert Simpson Co Ltd v Riug!aa, horrowcd from 8 Can BR 722.

48
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[he wife cannot embark upon the purchase of things beyond the station in which
they live. 91 Thus where the goods supplied to a wife included a gold pen and pencil,
a sealskin cigar case, It sealskin tobacco pouch, a glove and a handkerchief, the
husband was held not liable.92

Lastly, the husband will not be liable if he makes a reasonable allowance to his

wife for her needs. Thus, for example, in Gird/tail La! v Crai'.fora 3 the Allahabad
High Court held th a

t the husband will not be liable even if the fact of allowance is
not known to the seller.

The husband can negative liability by proving94_

(1) that he expressly warned the tradesman not to supply goods on credit;95

2) that the wife was already supplied with sufficiency of the articles in
question;

(3) that tue wife was supplied with sufficient means for the purpose of

buying the articles without pledging the husband's credit.

Further, the (English) Matrimonial Proceedings and Property Act, 1970, lncli

restricts the implied agency of wife, provides in Section 4(1) that: "Any rule of Jaw

and equity conferring on a wife authority, as agent of necessity to her husband, to

pledge his credit or to borrow money on his credit is hereby abolished."

Husband itor implied Agent of Wife

A husband has no original, inherent or implied power to act as an agent for his

wife. His authority can arise from an appointment as agent, expressly or impliedlv,

or by ratification by his wife of acts done by him on her behalf. Accorditsgly, a wife

was held not liable on a contract made by her husband in her name and s ithout her

;itithority when she disaffirmed the contract within reasonable time after etting In
know of it. 96 .1 husband has no implied authority to sell his wife ' s property-97

Agencies of necessity

The reason for the agency of necessity has been thus stated by Story:98

'Although the powers of the agents are, ordinarily, limited to particular

acts; yet . . . extraordinary emergencies may arise, in which a person, who is an

agent, may, from the necessities of the case, be justified in assuming

extraordinary powers; and... his acts fairly done, under such circumstances, will
be binding upon his principal.'

Originated with Marine Adventures

The principal of agency of necessity was first applied to cases of marine adventures.

Unforeseen emergencies may arise in the course of a marine adventure which may

threaten the goods and the master of the ship is not able to communicate with the

91. Sey'nore v King.cate, (1922)  38 TLR 586.
92. Phillipvon v Iiyter. (1970)  6 CP 38.
93. (1885) 9 All 147.
94. Miss Gray Lid v Earl Cathcart, (1922) 38 TLR 562, 565.
95. Morel Bras & Co v Earl of We.vrnwr('Iand, (1903) I KB 6$ CA.
96. K. Kaulu v Commission, Endowments Deptr, 1986 AnJh Li 44.
97. Jawaharlal Dainsa & Co v Chinra Chjitemma, (1989) Andh LT 335.
98. ON AGENCY, 9th edn. Section 141 as cited by MCCARDtE J in Prager v Blasrpiel Stamp d

ilcrieock Lid. (1924) 1 KB 566, 57. The learned Judge states at pp. 568-571 the general
principles of the agency of necessity,
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principal. In such circumstances the master gets the power and it is also his duty to
sell the goods in order to save their value) The sale will bind the cargo owner.
Initially it was supposed "that this doctrine of authority by reason of necessity is
confined to certain well-known exceptional cases, such as those of the master of a
ship or the acceptor of the bill of exchange for the honour of the drawer". 2 But in
subsequent cakes the same principle was applied to carriers by land. 3 Thus, in Sims
& Co v Midland Rly Co:'

A quantity of butter was consigned with the defendant railway company. It
was delayed in transit owing to a strike. The goods being perishable the
company sold them.

The sale was held binding on the owner. The company's action was justified by the
necessaties of the case and it was also not practicable to get instructions from the
Owner.

Similarly. in Great Northern Railway Co v Swnfield:5

A horse, having been consigned with the defendant-company, was not
received by anyone at the destination. The company had no arrangement of its
own to keep animals and, therefore, placed the horse with a livery stable-
keeper.

The company's action was held to be reasonably necessar y in the circumstances
and, therefore, the compan y was allowed to recover the charges of the stable-
keeper.

And then became Principle of General Application

"Thus the basic principle is a broad and useful one. It lies at the root of various
classes of cases of which the carrier decisions are merel y an illustration." 6 The
reason for this wide rule as to agency of necessity was thus stated by MCCARDtE J in
Prayer v Blasipiel Stamp & Heacock Ltd:'

'The object of common law is to solve difficulties and adjust relations in
social and commercial life. It must meet, so far as possible, sets of facts
abnormal as well as usual. It must grow with the development of the nation. It
must face and deal with changing or novel circumstances. Unless it can do that
it fak in its function and declines in its dignity and value. An e.sp:uitdin0
society demands an expanding common law."

I. See the numerous cases set Out in the Carvers CARRIAGE BY SEA,
2. Sec /lawta yne v Bourne, (1841) 7 M&\V 595 per PARK B. See also Lord ESIIER in

G%ezlIian: v Twist, (1893) 2 QB 84, 87 and EYRE J in Nicholson v Chapman. (1793) 2 HR
254.

3. Great Northern Railwa y Co v Swafield, (1874) t.R 9 Ex 132.
4. (1913)4 KB 103.
5. (1374) LR Ex 132.
6. See MUCARDIE J in hager v B/a apiel Stamp & Ileacuck Ltd, (1924) I KIt 570.
7. ibid.
S. The learned Judge cured folloivuig cases as illustrations of the wide general principle: Gui/sun

V Twist, (1895) 2 QB 84; Harris v Fiat Motors. (1970) Times LR 54; Beard v !.andon (ictieriil
Omnibus Co (1900) 2 QB 530 and Bank hfNnw'South Wales v Ow.rtctn, (1879) 4 App Gas 270.
290-91. See also Sach v Afilkos, (1948)2 KB 23, Lord GODDARD CJ at p 35.
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Pre-existing Agency not Necessary

It was also supposed at one time that agency of necessity is confined to cases in
which there is subsisting relationship of principal and agent and the agent, in some
emergency, exercises an authority which is not expressly provided in the contract.
For example, SCRWTON L.J. observed in Jebara v Ottanian° that "the agency of
necessity develops from an original and subsisting agency and only applies itself to
unforeseen events not provided for in the original contract". According to him the
principle would not apply "when there is no pre-existing agency, as in the case of a
finder of perishable chattels or animals'. Two cases have been usually cited in
support of this proposition, namely, where the finder of a dog spent money on
feedinst it, 10 and a person spent money on rescuing logs from a river1 I and neither of
them could claim a lien on the goods for his trouble and expense. B0WEN L.J.
observed in one of the cases on the subject that "liabilities are not to be forced upon
people behind their hacks any more than you can confer a benefit upon a man
against his w1ll  .'2 The case where help is volunteered by a pure stranger are
covered in Roman law by the doctrine of A'egorioruin Gesrio. 13 Referring to this
doctrine it is observed in ANSON'S LASV or CONTRAcT:i4

Our law does not recognise the ,tegoliorutn ,çesror of Roman law—the
man who voluntarily spends his own money upon the necessary protection of
the property of another."

This may he the general principle of English law, But exceptions have been admitted.
A person who carries on salvage at sea is entitled to his compensation from il)e person
whose property has been salvaged) 5 Similarl y, svhete a bill of exchange has been
dishonoured either by non-acceptance or by non-payment, any person may honour it
by acceptance or payment for protecting the honour of the drawer and may
subsequently recover from such person. But it has been pointed out by Lord GODDARD
CJ in Sachs v M,lkos 16 'that the court should be slow to increase the classes of those
who can be looked upon as agents of necessity in selling or disposing of other people's
goods without the authority of the owners".

"In the United States it is fairly clear law that a finder of lost goods is entitled to
recover from the owner his necessary and reasonable expenses incurred in the
successful recovery and preservation of the goods."17 In India a finder has no right of
action, but he is entitled to lien unless his lawful charges are paid. He has also a limited
right of sale.' 8

9. (1927)2 KB 254, 257, reversed sub nom. Ottoman v Jebara, (1928) AC 269.
10. Bin.oead v Buck, (1776)2 Wm Bt I 17:96 ER 660.
II Nicholson v Chapman, (1793) 2 fly B 1 254: 3 RR 374.
2. Falcke v Scottish imperial ins Co. (I 886) 34 Ch D 234.

13. For meaning of this phrase see Waiter B. Williston, Agency of Necessity, (1944) 22 Can BR
492.

14. (1964) 22nd cdn by Guest, p535.
15. The Vice Steel Barges, (1890) 15 PD 142.
16. (1948) 2 KB 23. 36.
17. Williston, Agency of Necessity, (1944) 22 Can BR 492, 5C9 and the authorities cited there.
18. Section 177.
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Relief of Injured Persons

Another occasion for a person to act as an agent of necessity arises when an

injured person is in urgent need of medical attendance. Any person acting on his behalf

may call the services of a doctor; or any doctor may volunteer his services. The person

benefited is bound to pay the charges of the service. Williston in his article on Agency

ofNecessirv' 9 cites the following cases as an illustration of the principle:

In Matheson v Smilev2° the Manitoba Court of Appeal held that a surgeon

was entitled to recover from the deceased man's estate reasonable remuneration

for his services when he had, without request, given aid to a man who had

attempted suicide.

Conditions for Application of the Principle

The conditions which enable a person to act as an agent of neces.say'of another have

been stated by MCCARDIE J in Prager v Blasipiel Stamp & J-Ieacock Ljd.'

INABILITY TO COMMUNICATE WITH PRitsCIPAL—'In the first place, it is of course

clear that agency of necessity does no[ arise it the agent can communicate with his

principal. The basis of this requirement is that if the principal's directions can be

obtained the agent should ask it before acting.":: A well-known illustration is

Gwilliani v 7w/s13.
While the defendants' omnibus was being driven by their servant, a

policeman, thinking that the driver was drunk, uidcircd him to discontinue dro. in2,

the omnibus being then only a quarter of a mile from the defendants' yard. The

driver and the conductor then authorised a person sho happened to he standin g by

to drive the omnibus lionic. That person through his negligence injured the

plaintiff.

The plaintiff's action against the c ners failed, because the defendants might have

been easily communicated with and, therefore, there was no necessity for their ser ants

to emplo y another person.

ACT StIOtJt.D liE REASONABLY NECESSARY.—In the next place, it is essential

for the agent to prove that the sale was necessary. What does this mcan' '

LtNDLEY L.J. observed in a case that "by necessary is meant reasonably necessary

and in considering what is reasonably necessary every material circumstances must

be taken into account, e. g . danger, distance, accommodation, expense. time and so

fcrth". 5 Sachs v MJ(cos 5 is an illustration explaining absence of necessits:

The defendant alloed the plaintiff 10 Store certain furniture in his house

free of charge. Thereafter the y lost touch with each other. Some ihi cc years

later the defendant needed the space taken up b y the furniture and '. rctx' two

19. (t944) 22 Ca'i BR 492. 506.

20. (1932)2DtR781.

21. (1924) t KB 566, 57172.

22, The learned Judge criasidered [his as 'established by all the decisions', and cites Caret on
CARRIAGE BY Sua, Aiiicks 295. 299, Srciiori on Cii.xkTicit Pstcrtrs, I lih Edit, Article 95 and
Springer Great Weia'rn Plc Co. (1921) I KB 257.

27 (1S95)2QB84.

24 NICC..SRDIE J in Prager &os,', (1924) 1 KB 571. The learned Judge cites a number of cases in
which the term has been explained.

25. Phelps fairies & Co v Hill, (189) 1 QB 605.610-11.

26 (1948) 2 KB 23.'
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letters to the plaintiff at an address supplied by his bank, but received no reply.

His attempt to reach the plaintiff by telephone also failed. lie then sold the

furniture. Six years later the plaintiff claimed the furniture.

It was held that those facts gave rise to no agency of necessity since they exhibited

nothing in the nature of an emergency compelling the defendant to sell the furniture.

As to the question of damages the court pointed out that if the plaintiff received the

letters, he would be entitled to recover only the actual sale proceeds of the furniture.

But that if he did not receive the letters, he would be entitled to compensation for
the increased value of furniture between the date of sale and his discovery of it.

A y ear later the same court faced another problem of the same kind in Munro v
Wj/I,nott7.

The plaintiff left her car in the defendant's yard without pa y ment. The
storage was intended to be for a short time, but the car remained there for
several years. It became an obstacle owing to the conversion of the yard into a

garage. After unsuccessful efforts to communicate with the plaintiff the car was
repaired and sold.

The court held that the facts showed no emer gency which would have entitled the
defendant to sell as an agent of necessity.

Another interesting decision is Pragerv Blasrpiel Soi,np	 [leacock Ud.

During the First World War the defendant purchased for the plaintiffs, as

their agents, fur skins to be despatched to Romania. Owing to the occupation of

Romania by German forces It became impossible for the defendants to send the

skins or any eommutlicalion to the plaintiffs. In the last year of the war. the
defendants sold the skins.

\Vhcn peace returned the plaintiffs claimed their goods. The ;leh.mdants sou ght to
justify their action under the principle of agency of necessity. But the court held that
there was no necessit y to sell the soods. They had been purchased by the plaintiff in

time of war in the hope of receiving them when peace arrived. The goods being

dressed furs were not likely to deteriorate if care was used .21

BONA FIDE IN THE INTEREST OF PARTY CONCERNED—in the third place, an
alleged agent of necessity must satisfy the court that he was acting bonafide in the
interest of the parties concerned. 30 In Tronson v Dent, 3 ' the Privy Council plainly
indicated that bonafides was essential in addition to actual necessity."32

27. (1949) 1 KB 295.
28. (1924) 1 KB 566.
29, See McCARDtE i's judgment at P 573.
30. The lcarncd Judge cites here the opinion of CoLms,N J in Ewbahk v Nitting, (1849)7 CB 797,

804, ibid., at p 512.
31. (t853)S Moo PC4I9,452.
32. See also LINDLEY LI in Phelps & Co v Hills, (1891) 1 Q8 205, 611-12; Carver's CARRIAGE

13Y SEA, 6th edn, Articles 298, 299; Scrutson on CHARTER PARTIES. 11th edn, Article 97.
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Relations of Principal and Agent

DUTIES OF AGENT
Mutual rights and duties of principal and agent may be wholly provided for in

their contract. But the following duties of general nature are imposed by law upon
every agent, unless they are modified or excluded by special contract.

1. Duty to execute mandate
The first and the forehiost duty of every agent is to carry out the mandate of his

principal. He should perform the work which he has been appointed to do. Any
failure in this respect would make the agent absolutely liable for the principals loss.
Thus it has been held in a number of cases that:

"The rule of equity is, that if an order is sent by a principal to a factor to
make an insurance, and he charges his principal, as if it was made, if he never
in fact made that insurance, he is considered as the insurer himself.'°

In such cases the agent is held liable to the principal for the amount which would
have been recovered if the goods had been insured. 2 Thus, for example, in Pannalel

_lankjctas v *j0/105f1.

A commission agent purchased goods for his principal and stored them in a
,:!(-)down pending their despatch. The agent was under instruction to insure them.
He actuall y charged the premium for insurance, but failed to insure the goods.
The goods were lost in an explosion in the Bombay harbour.

The agent was held liable to compensate the principal for his loss minus the amount
received under the Bombay Explosion (Compensation) Ordinance. 1944, under
which the Government paid compensation up to fifty per cent in respect of the
uninsured merchandise lost in the explosion.'

2. Duty to Follow Instructions or Customs [S. 2111

211. Agent's duty in conducting principal's business—An agent

is hound to conduct the business of his principal according to the
directions given by the principal, or in the absence of any such
directions, according to the custom which prevails in doing business of
the same kind at the place where the agent conducts such business.
When the agent acts otherwise, if any loss he sustained, he must make it

good to his principal, and if any profit accrues, he must account for it.

I. Lord Chancellor in Tic/u'! v Short, (1750) 2 \cs Scii 239: 28 ER 159. Adopted by the
Supreme Court in Pi,inalil Jan/odin v Mohan/al, AIR 1951 SC 144, 146.

2. See Smith v Lance/len, (1788) 2 TR 187: 1 RR 457 cited by the Supreme Court, ibid.

3. AIR 1951 SC 144.
4. See also Illustration (ii) to Section 212. See also Sri y o y Solvent Oil Extraction Lid v Indian

Bank, (1)96) 2 And/i WR 184, failure of the person uudcr duty to ensure, liability.

f 615 1
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lilusirations

(a) A, an agent engaged in carrying on for B a business, in which it is the cost(-
to invest loin time to time, at interest, the moneys which may be in ha'
omits to make such investment. .4 inust make good to 13 the iniciesi usual!)
obtained by such investments.

(b) B. a broker. in whose business, it is not tire custom to sell ott credit, Sells
goods of A on credit to C. whose credit at the time was very high. C. hcforc
payment, becomes insolvent. B must make good the loss to A.

Section 211 provides that an a gent is bound to conduct the business O f his
principal according to the directions given by the principal and to keep himself
%ki lhill the confines of his authority. For example, an estate agent cannot make a
binidin y contract on behalf of his principal s ith a third part y . 5 In the absence of
dircctins, the agent has to follow the custom which prevails in businesses of the

same kind and at the place where the agent conducts such businesses. When the

agent acts otherwise, if tins loss be sustained, he must make it good to his principal,
arid, if any profit accrues, he niList account for it. 6 Thus, for example, in Li/Ic)' v
Dotibleclmcy:7

An agent was instructed to warehouse his principal's goods at a particular

place. He placed a part of them at a different \\ arehouse which was equally
safe. But the goods were destro yed without negligence.

The agent was held liable for the loss. An y disobedience of, or departure from,
the instructions makes the agent absolutely liable for the loss.'

Where a principal had given instructions of ambiguous nature which were

capable of two meanings, he was not permitted to argue as against the agent that he

should have read the instruction in the other sense than ss hat he actu:i!l y did

In the absence of instructions, business customs must he followed. Where, for

example. the customs of a particular trade require that goods should not be sold on

credit or in return for a negotiable instrument, the agent should not do so. If he does

so, he would be liable tin the principal for any loss resulting from the transaction)5

In reference to a broker the importance of acting according to customs wash
ighlighted in the following words:

5. John v Philip, (1987) 2 Ken LT 50.
6. Section 212. See the judgement of KANIA CJ imi Pa,inahiI .Jti,ikitja,v V Mohan/al AIR 1951

C 144, 14/.
7, 1881 7 QBD 510. 'Where the act shich an agent is cmplo)rd to perform is one sshich by

law is void (such as the making of a wagering contract), the principal cannot recover
damages for the failure to perforns t. CHITTY ON CONTRAC1S, 51, pars 2095 (24th cdn,
1977). Citing Cohen v Kiotel, (1899) 22 QL1D 680; Cheshire Co v Vniighnin & Co, (1920)
3 KB 240.

8. See further Bo.crock v Jardine, (1365) 159 ER 707, an agent authorised to buy cotton, bought
for die principal and divers others in uric large-scale contract so that the principal had no
particular contract to enforce, held bound to refund principal's money: Patninurs' e.s p. (1883)
24 Ch D 367, purchasing shares of companies other than those directed.

9. Ireland  Livingston, (1872) 27 LT 79. Where the directors of a company isere instructed to
Purchase a business as it then stood, they were held not liable when the business turned out
to be insolvent. It was an imprudent Instruction on the part of the principal. Overrend Cur,iev
vGibb,(l872)LR 5 }IL 480.

10. Ferrer v Robbins, (1835)2CIA & R 152.
Ii. Soloman v Broker, (1862)2 F&F 726: 121 RR 828, the broker sold goods at an inadequate

price whereas he was under a duty to sell at a value in accordance with the customs of the
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"Brokers emplo yed to sell goods are bound to do so in the usual wa y , and

if it is usual to send the seller an estimate of value in order that he ma y he

enabled to fix a reserve price, they ought to do so; and whether it is so or not

the y are bound for their own guidance to make a careful estimate of the valuc

and if they sell, even by public auction at a price much below their fair value,

then not having made such an estimate, will be evidence of negligence, and if a

loss is caused thereby they will be I able."

Where a booking acent did not prepare the airway bill with proper skill and

dilicence inasmuch as the relevant boxes relatinu to the items as to 'cash on

delivers' and collection of charges by the carrier were left blank by him, he being in

Mach of dut y , he was not allowed to recover his expenses in arranging

consignment of the goods)

Akin to this is the duty to maintain the business secrets of the Principal. A bank

is under a similar duty of 
s ecrecy SO fur as the customer's dealings with him are

concerned and would he liable in damages if any loss is caused to the customer by

leakage of secret information. Certain currenc y notes were deposited oh a bank br

dernonctisation. The hank informed the Income Tax Authorities and the customer

thereb y lost the utilisation of that money. Even so the customer's action against the

hank failed. The bank was under a higher national duty which superseded the duty

to the customer.

An agent is also under a duty to maintain confidence, Secrecy and non-

disclosure of ans sensitive information about the affairs of his principal A hanker

m:iv be liable if the state of his custonicr's account is leaked, except wlieie the

disclosure is under compulsRu of law, e. g ., duty to ohy an order under Bankers'

hooks Evidence Act, or under lituher duty owed to State or public i nstitutioris which

supersedes lower dut y or under an y statement in a formal claim or with customer

pe Fill iss i sin

3. Duty of reasonable care and skill IS. 2121

Section 212 la y s dos; n the standard of care and skill required of an agent.

212. Skill and diligence required from agent—An agent is
bound to conduct the business of the agency with as much skill as is
generally possessed by persons engaged in similar business, unless the
principal has notice of his want of skill. The agent is always hound to
act with reasonable diligence, and to use such skill as he possesses;
and to make compensation to his principal in respect of the direct
consequences of his own neglect, want of skill or misconduct, but not
in respect of loss or damage which are indirectly or remotely caused
by such neglect, want of skill, or misconduct.

particular srade. held liabte for the Principal's loss. Paul Beier v Cii.roioi iverdn.c. (t)04i

iO Born I, customs of We place of business.
I Sn !r Frciihr nv! ('ivmom'rvig Con.u(tnhts P Ltd v Fiel Traders. AIR 1987 Cal 20. For

anether case of iailurc of agcni to follow instructions see ForsringsaknerseisAaper Vooa v
Butcher, (1986) 2 All ER 488 QBD.

13. S)iankarlal v Stan' Suit: of India, AIR 1987 Cal 29.
4. ibid.
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Illustrations
(a) A. a merchant in Calcutta, has an agent, B, in London, to whom a sum of

money is paid on A's account, with the orders to remit. B retains the money
for a considerable time. A, in consequence of not receiving the money.
becomes insolvent. B is liable for the money and interest from the day on
which it ought to have been paid, according to the usual rate, and for any
further direct loss—as e.g.. by variation of rate of exchange—but not further.

(6) A, an agent for the sale of goods, having authority to sell on credit, sells to B
on credit, without snaking the proper and usual enquiries as to the solvency of
B. B, at the time of such sale, is insolvent. A must make compensation to his
principal in respect of any loss thereby sustained.

(c) A, an insurance-broker employed by B to effect an insurance on a ship,
omits to see that the usual clauses are inserted in the policy. The ship is
afterwards lost. In consequence of the omission of the clauses nothing can
be recovered from the underwriters. A is bound to make good the loss to B.

(d) A. a merchant in England, directs B, his agent at Bombay. who accepts the
agency, to send him tOO bales of cotton by a certain ship. B. having it in
his power to send the cotton, omits to do so. The ship arrives safely in
England. Soon after her arrival the price of cotton rises. B is bound to
make good to A the profit which lie might have made by the 100 hales of
cotton at the lime the ship arrived, but not any profit he might have made
by the subsequent rise.

Thus every agent is hound to cany on the business of agency with reasonable skill
and care. 15 For example,' 6 a bank was instructed by the plaintiff to collect a certain
amount on his behalf and to remit it to him. There was no specific instruction as to
the manner of remittance. The bank sent the amount by draft placed in a letter sent
by ordinary post. The bank was held negligent iii sending the amount like that.

The standard of care and skill which an agent has to bestow , depends upon the
nature of his profess• ion. An agent, having authorit y to sell on credit, must take
care to ascertain the solvenc y of his buyer. An insurance broker must see that usual
clauses for the protection of the principal are inserted in the policy. An estate agent
should know the land laws and also must take care to ascertain the solvency of the
tenant. ' If an agent is retained for assisting his principal for lending money on a
mortgage, he must make reasonable inquiry about the value of the property. 16 A
stockbroker should know the regulations of the stock exchange. An agent should
command enough legal knowled ge to sufficiently and adequately safeguard the

for the incompetence of the labour employed by him.2'

IS. Duties and liabilities are the same whether the agent is working for connsideraiioin or without
it. Agir.w v Indian Carrying Co. (I S63) 2 Mad FIC Cases 449.

16. Bank of Biliar v Tain Scol, Dealers, AIR 1960 Cal 475. If he satisfies the required siairdrd,
he is not liable for the principal's loss, if any, and it would be no cause of action that Lhc tons
could have been avo;dcd if the agent had acted differently. Raja Ram v Abdul Rushini,
(1915) 31 1 17450; lsigruiai Liberate Co v Laguinav Syndicate, ( 1899) 2 Ch 392.

17. Every person who acts as a skilled agent is duiy-hound to exercise reasonable skill ann
knowledge in the performance of his duty, l'aaduranga v Jairamdas Paindurnnga, AIR 1925
Nag t66; Lee v Walker, i't872)LR7CPI21.

IS. He V Tindal, ( 186 1) 1 B&S 296.
19. Baxter v Gapp. & Co Lid, (1939)2 KB 27,
20. Park v Harn.mond, (1816) 128 ER 1127. He has to assure the proper legal formalities of a

contract. Neilson v James, 9 QOD 546 (1882).
21. Nagendra Nat/i v Nagendra Baja, AIR 1929 Cal 988.
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If the principal suffers any loss owing to the agent's want of care or skill, the
agent must compensate the principal for such loss. Section 212 limits the agents
liability to "direct consequences". 22 It provides that the agent must "make
compensation to his principal in respect of the direct consequences of his own
neglect, want of skill or misconduct, but not in respect of loss or damage which are
indirectly or remotely caused by such neglect, want of skill or misconduct". If, for
example, an agent fails to send the principal's money in time, he may be liable for
the money and the loss of interest, but not if the principal becomes insolvent by that
reason. 3 An example of direct loss is to be seen in the facts of Keppe? v Wheeler.4
An agent was appointed to sell a house. lie received an offer which he promptly
communicated to his principal. The latter accepted it provisionally "subject to
contract". Subsequently the agent received a higher offer which he failed to pass on
to the principal. This resulted in final acceptance of the first offer in ignorance of the
second. The agent was held liable to make good the principal's loss in terms of the
difference in the two prices.

The meaning of the expression "direct consequences" has been explained by the
Supreme Court in Patina/al Ja,iA'idns v 41aI;anial:

Art having been instructed to insure certain goods, failed to do so.
The goods were lost in an explosion at the docks. Even if the agent had taken
out a fire insurance policy in the usual form it would not have covered a loss of
this kind, as fire due to explosion -smild have been art excepted peril. But the
Bombay Government passed an ordinance under which it undertook to pay half
loss in cases of uninsured goods. Thus the principal got only half of o hat ho
would have got if the goods had been insured.

The agent contended that as the passing of the Ordinance could not have been
anticipated, the loss was too remote. But, it was held by a majorit y , that the loss was
the direct result of the agent's negligence. 26 Their Lordships, following English
decisions, 27 felt that the intervention of the Government Ordinance did not break the
chain of causation. KANIA CJ said: 'Once misconduct is admitted or proved the fact
that the Ordinance did not exist and could not have been in the contemplation of the
parties is irrelevant for deciding the question of liability."

In cases of difficulty the agent's duty is to use all reasonable diligence in
communicating with his principal, and in seeking to obtain his instructions, if the
principal can be communicated with by reasonable care, before taking any steps in
facing the difficulty or emergency.

214. Agent's duty to communicate with principal.—It is the
duty of an agent, in cases of difficulty, to use all reasonable diligence

22.Naravariar, Den v Flansniantha. AIR 1950 Ori 241.
23. Illustration (a) to Section 212.
24. (1927) 1 KB 577.
25. (1950) I SCR 979.
26. Per KAWt.A CJ and D.As J (PATANJALt SASTR1 J dissenting).
27. The following English decisions bearing on the question were considered; Pa/coos and

Furness Withy	 Co. Re, (1921)3 KB 560; Laesborich S.S v Edison, (1933) AC 449.
28. For example, in setting shares otherwise than as directed. F3udhulal v Shrikisan. AIR 1961

MP57.6t: Pani Bat vShi y Knnwar,AIR 1981 Raj 184.
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of communicating with his principal, and in seeking to obtain his
instructions.

Where the agent informed his principal that purchases have been effected on his

behalf and subsequently confirmed it by reporting that the goods would be

despatched as soon as transport strike was over whereas he had done nothing in the

matter, it was held by the Supreme Court that such a neglect and misconduct of the

agent misinforming the principal was squarely within the wide terms of Section 212.
"lie must bear the hnitn to pay damages,' the court said.

4. Duty to avoid conflict of interest

215. Right of principal when agent deals, on his own account,
in business of agency without principal's consent.—If an agent
deals on his own account in the business of the agency, without first
obtaining the consent of his principal and acquainting him with all
material circumstances which have come to his own knowledge on the
subject, the principal may repudiate the transaction, if the case shows,
either that any material fact has been dishonestly concealed from him
by the agent. or that the dealings of the agent have been
disadvantageous to him.

lffiistrofioiis

(ii) 1 directs I1 to sell As estate B buss the estate for himself in the name of C.
.4, on d:scosering that 1? has bought the estate for himself. may repudiate the
sale, if he can show that B has dishonestly concealed any material fact, ot that
the sale has been disadvantaeous to him.

(h) A directs B to sell A's estate. B. on looking over the estate before sel[iiig it.
finds a mine on the estate which is unknown to .1. It informs A that he wishes
to buy the estate for himself, hut conceals the discovery of the mine A allows
[Sin buy in ignorance of the existence of the mine. A. on discoverin g that S
knew of the mine at the time he bought the estate, may either repudiate or
adopt the sale at his option.

216. Principal's right to benefit gained by agent dealing on his
own account in business of agency—If an agent, without the
krurwl pelov of his nrinrinai deals in the business of the aencv on his
own account instead of on account of his principal, the principal is
entitled to claim from the agent any benefit which may have resulted
to him from the transaction.

Illustration

A directs B, his agent, to bu y a certain house for him. B tells A it cannot be
bought. and bu y s the house for himself. A may, on discovering that B has bought the
house, compel hun to sell it to A at the price he gave for it.

An agent occupies fiduciary position and, therefore, it is his duty not to do

anything which would bring his personal interest and his duty to the principal in

conflict with each other. This conflict invariably arises when the agent is personally

29. Jayab)uirarhi Corpsi vS. V.f'.N.S.:V. Rajesekara Nadar, 1993 Supp (I) SCC 401: AIR 1992
SC 596.
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interested in the principal's transaction, for example, where he himself buys the

property he is appointed to sell or delivers his OWfl goods when he is instructed to

buy on behalf of the principal. A stockbroker was employed to buy some shares for

his principal. He submitted to his principal for signature certain papers which

showed that the purchase was being effected in the market. But, in fact, the agent

was transferring his own shares to the principal. The principal was allowed to claim

rescission. 30 A well-known illustration is the case of Dc Busche vA/i:3'

The plaintiff consigned a ship to a compan y in China for sale "at £90,000

payable in cash". With the consent of the plaintiff the company appointed the

defendant, a Japanese agent, to sell the ship. The defendant attempted to sell

the ship, but having failed to find a customer, bought the ship himself and

without disclosing this, remitted the above sum through the company to the

plaintiff. Soon thereafter a war broke out and ships were again in great

demand. A Japanese prince bought it 
front defendant at £ 1,60.000. The

plaintiff stied the defendant to rcc&ver the profit made on resale.

He was held hound to account for the profit. There would have been nothing

wrono if the agent had bought the ship after disclosing the fact to his principal

The gent might have been honest in this particular case. But if his contention

sas :ccepted, many an agent would make secret profits b y feigning inability to

seP.2

The principle is incorporated in Section 215, which provides that it an agent

deals on his own account in the business of agency, without first obtaining the

consent of his principal and acquaintin g him with full facts, the principal may

repudiate the transaction if he can show that—

(a) a material tact has been dishonestl y concealed from him, or

(6) the dealing of the agent has been disadvantageous to him.33

The first illustration to the section sa ys that it the agent has secretly bought the

principal's propert y for himself, the principal may repudiate the transaction if he can

show that the agent has concealed any material fact or that the sale has been

disadvantageous to him. Where, for example, the agent discovers a mine on the

principal's estate and without disclosing this fact buys the estate for himself, the

principal ma y repudiate the transaction. The mere fact of the agent buying the

principal's property brings his interest in conflict with his duty to the principal arid,

30.Arrnarrong v Jackson. (t917) 2 KB 822. WiJ..UrS J observed in Mo//eu v Robinson. (1870)
LR 5 CP 646. 655 that 'it is an axons of the law of principal and agent thai a broker
employed to sell cannot himself become the buyer without distinct notice to the principal so
thas the latter may object to it if he thinks proper". Clarke v Tipping. (1846) 9 Beav 254, it is
an accepted rule that an agent must gIc his principal the free and unbiased use of his own
discretion and judgment.

31. (I878)8 ChD828.
32. The principle is applicable even where there is a inere possibility of conflict and the agent

acts in good faith. Boardman v P6pps. 1967) 2 AC 46: (1966) 3 All ER 721. (1966) 3 WLR
1009. Such dealings can he only with full disclosure and consent. Charter v Trevelvan,
(1844) 65 RR 305, 315.

33. Detriment of the principal is a question of fact. Razneshwaradas Banarsidaa v T'rmsookhrai
Bashesharila, AIR 1927 Sind 195. Repudiation by the principal must be within reasonable
time after discovering the facts. Flint v Woodrri, (1852) 29 1-fare 618; Armstrong v Jackson,
(19 17)2 KB 822.
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therefore, it has been pointed out that the conflict is in itself a sufficient
disadvantage to the principal.33

5. Duty not to make secret profit
Another aspect of this principle is the duty of the agent not to make any secret

prof-it in the business of agency. His relationship with the principal is of fiduciary
nature and this requires absolute good faith in the conduct of agency. What is meant
by secret profit? It means any advantage obtained by the agent over and above his
agreed remuneration and which he would not have been able to make but for his
position as agent. Acceptance of bribe is a profit of this kind, even "if the employers
are not actually injured, and the bribe fails to have the intended effect". 35 A military
officer who took bribe and allowed goods to pass under the authority of his uniform,
was held liable to account for the same to the Crown. 36 Similarly, where an
auctioneer received from the buyer commission in addition to what his principal
paid him, he was held bound to handhand over the commission to the principal.37

Where an agent sells his own stock to the principal without disclosing the fact,
he is bound to account for any profit he made in the transaction. It is immaterial that
the agent charged , only the prevailing market price. 38 A principal agreed to buy
horses from a dealer provided that his veterinary surgeon would pass them as sound.
The seller bribed the surgeon and obtained his certificate. The horses turned out to
be unsound. The principal was held justified in rejecting them and countermanding
the cheque which he had issued for the price.39

34. See, for example, Janlodas v D/iiznomo/, AIR 1917 Sind 5. But it has been hIiI in
IanieJ,and v C/iajuinm & Sins, (1927) 169 IC 827, that some disadvantage in addition to

this bare conflict must be ahown. Groin GoldEsplorarini Standard, 1. 1900) I QBD 233, an
agent for sale and purchase cannot act for the other party at the same time or rake a
commission from him unknown to the principal,

35. J/urrwgton V Victoria Graitnig Duck Co, (1878) 3 QBD 549. (Jluck.oein v Burner, (I 931
AC 240, recovery of promoters secret profits.

36. Reading v King. ( 195 1 ) AC 507.
37. Andrews V Raiiisav & Co. (1903) 2 KB 635. The principle of these cases is incorporated in

Section 216. See Gij iler Safet y Glass Co v Scorch, (1938) Ch 211 and Swrli,tg Eitgg Co v
Patchett, (1955) AC 534, misuse of inloirnation.

38. Bentle y v Craven, (1853) IS Iieav 75: 104 RR 373. See Section 216 and its illustration cird
at n. 458 ahu' C.. 2:':.....2........... ,ranl iuu, i"JUt) 29 All 730 or that tic was
running the risk of loss or iltj; the principal suffered no loss. tSi//itiinn.n v Stevens, (1866) LRI PC 352. I'ail.er > AlcKenno. (1874) LR 10 Ch App 96; Kalti rain B/tolartriir s C)iitnttiruni,
MoO/al, (1934) 36 Born 1.R 68, Cape Brewn,& Co, // (ISS 4 ) 29 Ch D 795; !jidvi,e/1
Mining Co v Brookes, (1887) 35 Ch D 400. BEAUMONT CJ of the Bombay High Court
observed in Kalirran, c C/twz,z,r,n,,i ...\lR 1934 Born 86, 33 that the words of S. 216 are quitegeneral and Contain no such qualification on the liability of an agent to account for the profit
made by sale of his own goods lo the principal as was approved in Cape Brews A Co. Re.
(1884) 29 Ch D 795. The decision in Cape I3re'ten was approved by the Privy Council in
Borland v Earl, (1902) AC 83,

39. Shipuray V Broadiiood (1899) 1 QB 369. The principal is cittitled to claim interest on the
illicit profits made by the agent. Totarani v 2a/i,n Sirrgli, AIR 1940 All 69, following Regir v
Ganilnell Stuart, (1939) 3 All ER 235, the agent fot feits his commission. Salomon.c v Pender,(1865) 3 H&C 639: 34 IJ Es 93: 159 ER 682, by selling to himself; Andrews v Ramsay,
(1903) 2 KB 635, by taking bribe; the section gives option to the principal to avoid the
transaction in reference to the third party or to affirm it and hold the agent liable for his
breaches. Vinavak Rac' v Ron.rorda.r, (1870) 7 BHC (OC) 90; Joachinsorz v Meghjee
VallaIj/rda.s, (1910) 34 Born 292; Ili,'i:.. Re, (1902) 1 Ch 705, recovery' of commission
from solicitor.	 .	 .
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Knowledge which is acquired by an agent in the course of the business of
agenc y and which he converts into advantage does not require accountability if the
agent neither uses the principals property in the process nor diverts his business
opportunities 40

As a part of the agent's duty to be honest to his principal, it is necessary that the

agent should not disclose any confidential information received by him from his

principal. If he does so, the principal may terminate the contract and hold the agent
liable in damages for his loss, if any,-'

6. Duty to remit sums [S. 2181

218. Agent's duty to pay sums received for principal—Subject
to such deductions 4z , the agent is bound to pa y to his principal all
sums received on his account.

The agent is bound to pay to his principal all sums received on his account.43

The agent is, however, entitled to deduct his lawful charges, but subject only to this
ri g ht, the principal's moneymust he remitted to him even if it has been received in

pursuance to a void or illegal contract. The agent has to perform this dut y even if his
earnings for the principal flow Out of void or illegal transactions. "If an agent
receives mone y on his principal's behalf under an illegal and void contract, the
agent must account to the principal for the money so received and cannot set UI) the
ille g ality of contract as a justification for withholding payment. which illegality the
other contracting party has waived by paying the amount."ts

7. Duty to maintain accounts [S. 213]

213. Agent's accounts—An agent is bound to render proper
accounts to his principal on demand.

Accounts are necessary for the proper performance of the agent's other duties,
for example, the duty to remit sums to the principal.45

40. North sk insulin Lithorojoriurn v C.L b'encartl, (1953) Ch 430; Abs v Benham, (I 891) 2 Ch
244 CA. For accountability of a pretended agent see Phipps v Boardman, (1967) 2 AC 46.
For the position of an agent drawing commission from both sides see Fu!lwood v /iurIe',
(1928) 1 KB 498.

St. LS. harris Trustees v Power Packing Seriices, (1970) 2 Lloyd's Rep 65. The agent can also
he restrained by means of an injunction from disclosing confidence. Anton Pilfer K.G. v Mfg
Processes ha', (1976) Ch 55. Burden of proving breach of duty is on the principal. Gokal
C/toad Jagan Nath v Nand Rajn,n Das Anna Ram,,,, (1939) AC 106.

42. Deductions indicated in S. 217.
33. He must rece i ve payment in cash or is such manner that he can conveniently perform this

duty. Pearson v Scot, (1878)9 Ch D 102.
44. it/iolaiiat/s v Muichand, (1903) 25 All 639 (wagering transactions); Palanioppo v

Chokaiingani, (1921)  44 Mad 334. Illegal agency is itself not as such enforceable. Sykes v
Ijeadon, (1379) 11 Ch D 170.

45. As a part of the obligation to render accounts the agent has to produce vouchers in support of
expeadiitsre incurred by him. Sec S. Paul & Co v State of Tripura, AIR 1984 Cal 378;
,Sitnoda Prasad v Disarkanath (188t) 6 Cal 754; Ranidas v IThogivari Dax, (1905) I All U
347; the duty is owed to the principal. No other person can demand agent's accounts.
Chidan,bara Chettv v Pichappa C'hetty, ( 1907) 30 Mad 243. Accounts which have been
suhmiitcd and kept by the principal cannot be questioned Ram Swaroop v Partap Naroin,
AIR 194S All 130. Gray V Haig, (1854) 20 Bear 210. 109 ER 96, Accounts cannot he
demanded Ircsrrm legal representatives of the agent. fl;c cnncipal can recover from agent's
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There is no provision in the Act enabling an agent to institute a suit for accouns
against the principal. The Supreme Court in Narandas v Pappaftwia 46 laid down
that the provisions of the Contract Act are not exhaustive in this regard and that the
Eight of an agent to sue the principal for accounts is an equitable right arising under
special circumstances. One of those special circumstances is where all the accounts
are in the possessicri of the principal. In a case before the Madras High Court, 47 an
agent was running a mill which was taken over by the owners. The agent claimed
that he lost his accounts in the process of take-over and, therefore, claimed accounts
from the principal. The court did not provide him any relief because he was not able
to give any proof of the loss of his accounts. 48 Where an agent was appointed to
secure orders for supply of goods, his commission to be payable when the principal
received payment for supplies, it was held that quite naturally an account would
have to be maintained by the principal and the agent had the right to demand an
account. 49 The same is the position where the accounts are so complicated that a suit
for a definite sum of money is not possible. In cases where settlement of accounts
alone can do complete justice between the parties, the agent can sue the principal for
accounting even if he is having some evidence of the transaction with him.50

The Lahore High Court faced a case of this kind in Ram La! v Asian

Coiirinrel. 5 ' TAPP 3 observed:
"The right to claim a statement of accounts is an unusual form of relief,

only granted in certain specific cases and is only to be claimed when the
relationship between the parties is such that this is the only relief which will
enable the claimant to satisfactorily assert his legal rights."
In that case, the plaintiffs, who were insurance agents, were to be remunerated

by a commission calculated on the prcmia paid on all policies effected or introduced
through them. The court held that as the plaintiffs could not know which of the
policies had lapsed, matured or forfeited, they were entitled to demand rendition of
aceou nts.

The Sind High Cotirt explained the position in the following words:
"An agent has no statutory right to the account from his principal.

Nevertheless where it is equitable from the particular circumstances and the
relationship of the parties that one should account to the other, a suit for
account will lie. If an agent can satisfythat all accounts arc rightly in possession
Li dw.	 ,Trd	 i-a- a: aad	 'c!d

possession accounts which would enable him to determine his claim for
commission against his principal, he will be entitled to sue for an account. But
if it is found that the a gent has no accounts because of his own failure or fault,

estate anything that he can show to be due from the deceased agent. Blimtrui Sing/i v MaI110
Ati.shah-ud. din, AIR 1929 PC 119; Piirshnttn,ri v Ranikri.c/i,zi, AIR 1945 Born 21.

46. AIR 1967 SC 333.
47. State of TN v Alagir Siibranianirini, AIR 1988 Mad 248.
48. See at p. 253. There is not right to demand accounts where the claimant is not an agent but

an independent contractor. Dc/join ('eniCn; (Bharat) lid v TV. Quit/I, 1987 Reports 8 Kcr
583.

49. Saroj Kapur v Nitin Cn.ctings lid, AIR 1987 Dcl 149.
50. Thiruvenkidani v Quilon Pencil Factory, (1990)2 Ker LT 327.
51. AIR 1933 Lah483.
52. Gtilabrni v India Equirable ins Co, AIR 1937 5usd 51.
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he should not be granted the relief he claims, much less if it is found that he has
accounts which he is withholding.
A suit by an agent against his principal for a specific sum of money is not a suit

for accounts. It is only in exceptional cases where the agent's remuneration depends
on the extent of dealings which are, not known to him or where he cannot be aware
of the amount due to him unless the accounts of his principal are gone into, that a
suit by an agent for accounts against his principal might be competent."

The Division Bench of the Nagpur High Court allowed a sale pusher ot books
to know from his principal an account of the volume of sale induced by his
efforts.M

The principle behind these rulings was affirmed by the Supreme Court in
N.M. Gaziwala v Papanmial. 55 The agent sued for an account and the principal
sought enforcement of promissory note given by the agent to the principal. The
court passed a decree on the promissory note subject to set-off for amounts due
from the principal to the agent. The principal thus became accountable for those
dues .

Inspection ofAgent's Accounts
Conceding the right to the principal of inspecting his underwriting agent's

computerised accounts., the court said:
"That obligation to provide an accurate account in the fullest sense arises

by reason of the fact that the agent has been entrusted with the authority to bind
the principal to transactions with third parties and the principal is entitled to
know what his personal contractual rights and duties are in relation to those
third parties as well as what he is entitled to receive by way of payment from
the agent. He is entitled to be provided with those records because they have
been created for preserving information as to the very transactions which the
agent was authorised by him to enter into. Being the participant in the
transactions, the principal is entitled to the records of them."5'
Explaining the source of the agent's obligation to maintain accounts and to

provide inspection the court held that the obligation to keep records and provide
records to the principal arises Out of the agency relationship and does not depend on
that relationship having been created by contract. The duty would coexist with a
contract of agency. The express arrangements for inspection do not oust this, though
they qualify the implied duty, for instance, by relieving the agent of duty to deliver
their original hooks, accounts and records.

The duty to provide access to the records survives the termination of the
contract. It would be extremely inconvenient and potentially very damaging to the
principal if the obligation does not survive termination of the contract. It is clear that

53. Ramachandra M. Co v Biran Kutli & Bros. AIR 1938 Mad 707.
54. Bascint Kuriiar v Roshan!al. AIR 1954 Nag 300.
55. AIR 1967 SC 333: 1966 SCR 38.
56. Followed in Stare v Ala gir Subramanian, AIR 1988 Mad 248, the special circumstances

would have to be established by the agent.
57. Yasuda Fire and Marine Ins Co v Orion Marine Insurance Underwriting Agency. (1995) 3

All ER 211.
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there can be obligations under the contract which do survive its termination. The
classic example is of course an agreement for arbitration.

8. Duty not to delegate [S. 1901

Delegatus 11011 potc'sf delegare is a well-known maxim of the law of agency.
The principal chooses a particular agent because he has trust and confidence in his
integrity and competence. Ordinarily, therefore, the agent cannot further delegate
the work which has been delegated to him by his principaL59

It was laid down in John McCain and Co v Pou t O that unless so authorised by
the principal, an estate agent has no right to appoint a sub-agent and delegate to him
his powers hich require special skill and care. No implied authority could be
pleaded. In this case the sub-agent effected a sale on his own account. The agent
(plaintiff) had sued for his commission. The court negatived the claim as the
contract of agency did not permit appointment of sub-agent.

This principle and its exceptions are stated in Section 190:

190. When agent cannot delegate.—An agent cannot lawfully
employ another to perform acts which he has expressly or impliedly
undertaken to perform personally, unless by the ordinary custom of
trade a sub-agent may, or, from the nature of the agency, a sub-agent
must, he employed.

But there are exceptions. In the following eases the agent may delegate the
work to another:

1. Nature of Work

Sometimes the very nature of work makes it necessar y for the agent to appoint
a sub-agent. For example, an agent appointed to sell an estate may retain the
services of an auctioneer and the one authorised to file a suit may engage a lawyer.
A banker instructed to make payment to a particular person at the particular place
ma y appoint a banker who has an office at that place. 6 ' A banker authorised to let
out a house and collect rents may entrust the work to an estate agent.62

2. Trade Custom

ILi, 1U-: a	 cind '.d he "c'rc	 gtA tr, him if iher
is ordinary custom of trade to that effect. Thus architects generally appoint
;urveyors.63

. Ministerial Action

Art 	 cannot, of course, delegate acts which he has expressly or implicdly
undertaken to perform personally, e.g., acts requiring personal or professional skill.

58 Heyman v Darwins, (1942) 1 All ER 337.
59. See TIIES1GER IJ in Dc Binche vAil, (1878) 8 Ch D 286. 310.
60. (1975) 1 AtI ER 129; relying on (1882)22 Ch D 194:(1871) LR 6 CF445.
61. Summon Singh v National City flank of New York, AIR 1962 Punj 172: 1LR 1952 Punj 189.
62. Mohlnder v Mohan, AIR 1939 All 188; Union of India v Amar Singh, (1960) 2 SCR 75:

AIR 1960 Sc 233, goods received from another railway, sub-agency not constituted; Nngpur
Electric Light and Power Co v R.B.S.R. Pandit, AIR 1937 Nag 379, director of a company
appointing an advocate; Ramdeo v talumaiha, AIR 1937 Nag 65, a general agent appointing
an advocate for a suit.

63. Moon v Wit,iey Union, (1837)43 RR $02.
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But the agent may delegate acts which are purely ministerial in nature, e.g.,

authority to sign.

4. Principals Cnscnt

The principal may e%pressly allow his agent to appoint a sub-agent. His consent

may also be implied from the conduct of the parties. The principal may ratify his

agent's unauthorised delegation.

A person who is appointed by the agent and to whom the principal's work is

delegated is known as "sub-agent". Section 191 defines "sub-agent' as "a person

appointed by and acting under the control of the original agent in the business of the

agency".

191. "Sub-agent" defined.'—A "sub-agent" is a person employed

by, and acting under the control of, the original agent in the business of

the agency.
In a case before the Supreme Court:

A person had sent certain parcels by V.P.P. to a destination in Pakistan.

The articles reached Pakistan. The y were delivered to the addressee and thcit

value was collected. The Government of Pakistan, havin g snapped the postal

treaty with the Government of India, did lot forward the am	 Tount. he Indian

Post Office could not pay to the sender. The sender sued the Government.

Holdin g the Government not ltabc, iiC court said that when two sovereign poserS

enter into a postal treaty, neither of them can he described as an agent af :h pther.

Neither can be said to he employed or acting under the control of the other as

required of a sob-agent under Section 191.

When a sub-agent is appointed what relationship is constituted between the

principal and the sub-agent and the agent? The answer depends upon ,,hcthcr the

sub-agent has been properly or improperly appointed.

1. Improper delegation [S. 193)

193. Agent's responsibility for sub-agent appointed without

authority—Where an agent, without having authority to do so, has
appointed a person to act as a sub-agent. the agent stands towrrds such
person in the relation of a principal to an agent, and is responsible for
his  acts both to the principal and to third persons-, the principal is not
represented by or responsible for the acts of the person so employed.

nor is that person responsible to the principal.
Delegation is improper when it is not authorised, that is. when It is not within

any of the recognised exceptions. The effect is that the principal is not hound b y the

appointment, lie is riot represented by that person, nor hound b5 his acts. That

person is also not responsible to the principal. But the agent will be rCsper\ihic to

64. Mason v Joseph, (1804) t Smith KB 406.

65. Union of India v MoM Nazin,, (1990)  1 SCC 284: AIR 1980 SC 43!.
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the principal for any act of that person. The agent stands in the position of principal

towards that personarid is as such responsible for his acts to third partiesf

2. Proper delegation [S. 192]

192. Representation of principal by sub-agent properly
appointed—Where a sub-agent is properly appointed, the principal
is, so far as regards third persons, represented by the sub-agent and is
bound by and responsible for his acts, as if he were an agent originally
appointed by the principal.

Agent's responsibility for sub-agent—The agent is responsible
to the principal for the acts of the sub-agent.

Sub-agent's responsibility.--The sub-agent is responsible for his
acts to the agent, but not to the principal, except in case of fraud or
wilful wrong.

In Calico Printers' Association v Barcla ys Bank67 WRIGH'r J explained the
effect of proper delegation:

"Even where the sub-agent is properly employed, there is no privily

between him and the principal-, the tatter is entitled to hold the agent liable for

breach of the mandate, which he has accepted, and cannot, in general claim

against the sub-agent for negligence or breach of duty."

The following effects of the appointment are stated in Section 192:

1. Principal Represented b y Sub-Agent

In the trsi place, so far as regards third persons, the principal is represented by

the sub-agent. He is bound by and responsible for his acts as if he were an agent

originally appointed by the principal .

2. Agent's Responsibility for Sub-Agent

Secondly, the agent is responsible to the principal for the acts of the sub-agent.

If, for example, the sub-agent has misappropriated the principal's property or its

sale-proceeds, the agent is responsible for the same. There is no privity of contract

between the principal and the sub-agent and, therefore, he cannot sue the sub-agent.
except 101 traua or willut wrong. Even where fraud or wilful wrong is established
the principal has the choice to site either the agent or the sub-agent. 69 But the agent
may exempt himself from such liability.70

66. A person who was appointed as a sole agent was held to have no authority to delegate. Jo/in
McCann & Co v Pow, (1974) I WLR 1643.

67. (1931) 145 LT 51. A similar exptanston occurs in Mercantile Bank v Cheiu,nal, AIR 1930
Sind 247, 250.

68. See also Raghunat/i Pd v Sewa Rtim, AIR 1980 All 15.
69. Nensukhdas v Birdicha.nd, (1917) 19 Born LR 948,
70. Summon Singh v NC. Bank of New York, AIR 1952 Punj 172.
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3. Sub-agent's Liability to Principal

The sub-agent is not directly liable to the principal, except for fraud and wilful

wrong. A well-known illustration is Calico Printers' Association v Barclay's

Bank71.

A sub-agent failed to insure the principal's goods, which were destroyed by

fire. But the principal could not recover against the sub-agent.

Similarly, in Summon Singh v N.C. Bank of New York: 7-1

The plaintiff in a foreign countr y appointed the N.C. Bank to deliver a sum

of money to one Pritam Singh of Jullundur, whose address was given. The bank

instructed its Bombay branch accordingly. The Bombay branch appointed the

Punjab National Bank which delivered the money to a wrong person.

The plaintiff's action against either bank failed. The Punjab National Bank was held

not liable on the principle that a sub-agent is not liable to the principal except when he

is guilty of fraud or wilful ssTong. The wrong delivery was due onl y to negligence. The

NC. Bank had exempted itself from the consequences of wrong delivcrv.7

A sub-agent is, however, bound by all the duties of an ordinary agent

His rights cannot go beyond those of the main agent and they hase to he

exercised through the agent except where direct action would be necessary to give

business efficacy to the appointment of a sub-agent. Where a sub-agent (tire-

protection coating specialist) was appointed on a g reed basis in: the purpose of

coating the 52-storey building undertaken by the contractor, it \SaS held ti be an

implied term that his work would not be rejected except on reasonable 1)asis.75

Substituted agent [Ss. 194 and 195]

194. Relation between principal and person duly appointed by

agent to act in business of agency—Where art agent, holding an

express or implied authority to name another person to act for the
principal in the business of the agency, has named another person
accordingly, such person is not a sub-agent but an agent of the principal

for such part of the business of the agency as is entrusted to htm.
lIlirs:rahoris

(a) A directs B, his solicitor, to sell estate be auction, and to employ an

auctioneer for the purpose. B names C. an auctioneer, to conduct the sale. C is
not a sub-agent. but is A's agent for the conduct of the sale.

(b) .4 auihoriscs B, a merchant in Calcutta to recover the mone y s due to .4 from C
& Co B instructs D, a solicitor, to take legal proceedings a g ainst C A Co. for

the recos cry of the mone y . D is not a sub-agent. but is solieiior for .1

71. (1931) 145 LT St CA. New Zealand and Ausxraliait Liri:d Co v Watson, (IS S 1) 7 Q13!) 374,
privity not constituted by mere knowledge or consent to appointment: Stephent v
(18-32) 37 RR 44S, mone y paid to sub-agent, pritcipal could sue only the agent. not sub-

agent.
72. AIR I 952 Punj 172.
73 See also Arsirii/i( Raii'Jinnd v ftha,'nindas Faieh C/iif, (1940) 180 IC 9: New Zealosd A

Australian [mid Co v Watson, (1881) 44 LT 675: 7 QBi) 374 and Peacock v Ba0 Nat/i,

(1891)18 Cat 573.
74. Obbaashi'Gurri lid v industrial Fireproofing P Lid, (1991) 3 Current t.J 2330 HC

Singapore.
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195. Agent's duty in naming such person—In selecting such

agent for his principal, an agent is bound to exercise the same amount
of discretion as a man of ordinary prudence would exercise in his own
case and, if he does this, he is not responsible to the principal for the

acts or negligence of the agent so selected.

Illiisjralions

(a) A iustrUct B a mcrchant, to buy a ship for him. B employs a ship surveyor of
good reputation to choose a ship for A. The surveyor makes the choice
negligently and the ship turns OUt to he Unseaworthy and is lost. B is not, but
the surveyor is. responsible to A.

fI' ) A consigns goods to B. a merchant, for sale. B, i n due CoUrse, employs a;i
auctioneer in good credit to sell the goods of A. and allows the auctioneer to
receive he proceeds of the sale. the auctioneer sftcro aids becomes insolvent
ss Wuut having accounted for the proceeds. B is responsible to .4 for the
proceeds

A sub-agent has to be distinguished Irorti a substituted agent. Sections 194 and
195 contain special pros isions ahou r substituted a gents....ccrrdin g to Section 194
when an agent has an express or implied authority of its principal to name a person to'
act for him and the agent has accordingly named a person, such person is not a
sub-acent, but he becomes an agent for the principal in respect of the business which is
entrusted to him. The two illustrations to she section further explain the position of a
Substituted agent. A solicitor is appointed to sell an estate b y auction and to employ an
auctioneer for the purpose. The auctioneer thus appointed is not a sub-agent but an
agent of the emplo'er himself for the purpose of the sale. :milarly. when an agent is
authorised to recover debts and lie appoints a solicitor for ;lic purpose, the latter is not
a sub-agent, but a full-fledged agent for the purpose.5

One of the effects of appointing a substitute is that a direct privity of contract
is established between the principal and the "suhs:rtute". The agent is net
concerned about the work of the substitute. His only dut ,̀ 1 is to make the selection
of the substitute with reasonable care. Section 195 55/S that "in selecting such
ageni for his principal, an agent is bound to exercise the same amount of
discretion as a man of ordinary prudence would exercise in his own case; and, if
he does this he is not responsible to the principal for the acts or negligence of the
agent so selected". The two illustrations appenoed to tile secuori expiaiii ie pUiIIL.
A merchant is instructed to buy a ship for his principal. The merchant employs a
ship surveyor of good reputation to choose a ship for the principal. The surveyor
makes the choice negligently, the ship turns Out to be unseaworthy, and is lost.

75. See also the decision of the Supreme Court in Qa,nrar Sliafji Tabjr v Coninir, Excess ProJir.c
Tax, (1960) 3 SCR 546: AIR 1960 SC 1269, where a person named as an agent for the
company with the approval of the Board of Directors was held to be a substituted agent;
Aggnrwa! Chamber of Commerce Lid v Ganpal Rai Him Ll, 1958 SCR 938: AIR 1958 sc
269, privity of contract established. ('Cairo! Bank of India v Rue Cha,rd, AIR 1958 Punj 159,
the principal asking his hank to collect the proceeds of their invoice through a particular
bank, the matter handed oer to that bank which, therefore, became a substituted agent;
Nensuklidas v Birdichand, (1917) 19 Born LR 948, explaining the position of the substituted
agent. A.C. Rangaswarni v D.J. Renuka, (1997) AttiC 975 Kant, holder of power of attorney
is equal in the right of transfer to the owner, part payment taken by tIne attorney, sale failed
to go through, attorney liable for refund as much as the owner.
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The surveyor, but not the agent, is liable to the principal. In the second

illustration, goods are consigned to a merchant for sale. The merchant employs an

auctioneer in good credit to sell the goods and allows him to receive the proceeds.
The auctioneer becomes bankrupt without having accounted for the proceeds to

the principal. The agent is not liable.

Remedies of ptlncipal for breach of duty

"A principal has threefold rights against an agent who fails in his duty:

(a) to ask for an account and also demand payment of secret and illicit

profits earned by him as an agent; 76

(b) to seek damages for disregard of the terms of agency as also for want

of skill and care;

(c) to resist the claim of the agent for commission and indemnity by the
plea that the agent had acted for himself, i.e. as a principal .,,17

RIG (ITS OF AGENT

The following are some of the important rights of an agent:

1. Right to remuneration [S. 2191

219. When agent's remuneration becomes due—In the
absence of any special contract payment for the performance of any
act is not due to the agent until the completion of such act but an

agent may detain moneys receivd by him on account of goods sold,
although the whole of the goods consigned to him for sale may not

have been sold, or although the sale ma y not be actually complete.

Ever y agent is clearl y entitled to his agreed remuneration, or if there is no

agreement, to a reasonable remuneration- 79 Where the amount of remuneration is

left on principal's discretion, even then reasonableness would be the criterion. 79 The

76. Beau'mont v Bi,tilrhee. (1802) 7 Ves 599, 608, account of profits made by lessee-agent by
entering into anangcrnent with adjacent owners.

77. V.G. Rarnachandran. LAW OF AGENCY. 401 (1985) citing Manek v Juitla. AIR 1947 Born
135. Where no loss is caused by breach of duty, the principal is entitled to recover only
nominal damages. Ma,tchubhai v John H. Tad, (1896) 20 Born 633. In the case of a
delayed sale, the difference recoverable is the price actually reahscd and that which
would base been realised when the goods ought to have been sold, Chal!oporlir v

Suruvva, 12 Mad Li 375: Mai)iradar Afutsiddilal v Kishivichwid Rantjidas. AIR 1925 Lah

332, nominal damages.
78. For example, the Lahore I{igh Court held in ,k/iijrrheed A/am V Asa Rant. AIR 1933 Lah 784

that "where a person is proved to have acted as broker, he is entitled to his commission: and
even if he fails to prove the rate of commission agreed upon, a reasonable amount ought to
he awarded to him as such commission". The mode, manner/ and time of payment ma y he

provided for by a special contract. Green v Muter, (1861) 3 343, contract providing

for payment on completion, no quwtrunl nieruit claim. Custer v Powel, (1795) 6 TR 320.

payment to broker if title approved, Ayyannnh v P.K. Subrrinmanra, AIR [924 Mad 211

Me/ito v Cassimbai, (1922) 24 Born LR 847, where remuneration is payable on completion

of sale, no quantum ntcruir if the transaction proved unsuccessful. Hindustan Antibiotics Lad

v Xoh!i Medical Stores, (1997) AIHC 2630 MP, recovery of agreed commission for the

extended period of agency.
79. Kofi Sunkerseite Obu vA. Strauss & Co Lid, 1951 AC 243; Bryant v Plight. (1939)  5 M& W

114; British Bank for Foreign Trade Lid v Novinex Lid, (1949) 1 KB 623; Powell v Briton,
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difficult question is as to when remuneration becomes due. Section 219 says that "in
the absence of any special contract, payment for the performance of any act is not
due until the completion of such act...'.

This provision raises two questions. When is the act complete? and secondly, is
the act a result of the agent's services ? Both questions depend "first and last on
particular terms of the particular contract". 5° Thus where an agent was appointed to
secure orders for advertisements in a .newspaper, the commission in respect of an
advertisement being payable when it was published, the agent was held entitled to
commission on orders actually obtained by him although the advertisements to
which the orders related were not published until after the termination of
employment. 81 As against it, where an agent was engaged to negotiate for the

purchase of a house at a commission of 2 per cent on the purchase price, he was
held not entitled to any commission till the completion of the purchase of the
liciuse. 52 Much deperiu; upon the nature of the service that the agent undertakes to
provide. Thus, in a case before the A!tahabad I ligh Court, 53 an agent was appointed
to introduce a purchaser willing to purchase the defendant's property. He did
introduce one and even the sale was settled and earnest money paid, but it could not
be completed through the purchaser's inability to find mone y . The agent was
nevertheless held entitled to his agreed commjssjon.54

Secondly, the transaction that results must he due to the agent's services. The
bargain must be direct result of his service. 85 In Green v Bar Lett86 an agent was
appointed to set] a house. I-Ic held an auction but failed to find a purchaser. One of
the persons attending the auction obtained from him the address of the principal and
purchased the house from him without intervention of the a gent, Even so the
irans3ctiOn was held to he a result of the agents eftri entitling ln;n to his
commission.

(1954) I WLR 401. Where there is no express contract, cusiorn or usage of the particular
trade become applicable. Read y Mann, (1830) tO B&C 438.

80. Scllers v London County Newspapers, (1951 ) 1 All ER 544.
SI. ibid. Another similar case is Bi/bee v Hasse & Co. (1889)5 TLR 677, the agent was entitled

to commission on orders received from the customer introduced by him even after the
termination of his agency.

82. Ayanatli Cheuy v Subranuania Iver, (1923) 45 Mad U 409. The court relied upon the
followin2 statement of Lord EStIER in Peacock v Freeman. 4 TLR 541: 'Land could oak' be
said to have been sold when the conveyance was complete not when there was a mere
contract to sell."

83. Sheikh Fond Baksh v Hargidal Singh, AIR 1937 All 46.
84. See also Sarai-.vaci Devi v Motile), AIR 1982 Raj 103: (1982) Raj LR 251. Where

commission was payable to an estate agent as and when he introduced a ready and witting
customer but the principal refused to sign the agreement, held, the agent entitled to
commission. Following Abdulla Ad v Animendra Kissen, AIR 1950 SC 15 and Jaques v
LJoydD. George, (1968) 1 WLR 625; Alpha Trading Con Dunui Show Patten Lid, (1981) 2
WLR 169 CAB.

85. See, for example, Bray v Chandler, (1856) 18 CB 718; Gribson v Crick, (1862) 31 U Es
304. it need not necessarily be the immediate cause of the transaction, but it must be shown
that it was brought about as the direct result of his intervention. Burton v Hughes, (1885) I
TLR 205. It is not sufficient for the agent to show that it would not have been entered into
but for his services, if it resulted therefrom only as a casual or remote consequence: Tribe V
Taylor, (1876) 1 CPD 505 and Jordon V Ramchandra Gupta, (1903) 8 Cal WN 831. As
explained by TEKCHAND J in Andley Brus v-KM. McCready, AIR 1928 Lab 605, 607.

86. (1863) 14 CS (NS) 681: 8 LT 503: 11 WR 834: 32 UCP 261. Approved by the Privy
Council in Bairckdll's aewie, (1910) AC 614.
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The principle of this case has been followed by the Bombay High Court. 87 The

defendants appointed the plaintiff, a broker, to obtain a loan on the mortgage of his

premises. He introduced the manager of a bank who would have made an advance if

the security offered had not proved to be insufficient. Ultimately, the bank did make an

advance, but through another broker. The plaintiff was held entitled to his commission.

Where the agent's services are onl y remotely connected with the

transaction, his remuneration is not earned. Tribe v Tcivlor,i 98 is an apt illustration.

The defendant requested the plaintiffs to introduce a purchaser of his

premises or a source of capital. The plaintiff introduced one Wood who

advanced a sum of money by way of loan. The agreed commission was paid to

the plaintiffs, Subsequently Wood entered into partnership with the defendant

and advanced a further sum. The plaintiff's action to claim commission on this

second advance failed.

The judge said: "The question which arose was.., whether the subsequent advance

was the result of any act of the plaintiffs. If... the plaintiffs had introduced any new

person, who had advanced the money, I should have thought the defendant would

have been bound to pa y the commission claimed. If they had induced Wood to

become a partner and to introduce further capital, I should have thought they would

have been entitled to commission on that.... Was the subsequent partnership the

result of the introduction or of art negotiation? Caissa pro.vi'/ria is not

the question; the plaintiffs must show that the act of theirs was the causa causans. It

is true that (second) advance might not, and probably would not ha
ve been made by

Wood, but for the original introduction by the plaintiffs. But that is not enough."89

The principal is, of course, under a duty not to prevent the agent lrorri earning

his commission. But this does not prevent the principal from selling the property

himself or from refusing to sell at all. A well-known case is Luxor (Easthor,ie) Ltd v

Cooer9t.

An agent was promised his commission if he brought about the sale of the

defendant's cinemas. The agent introduced a customer but the company refused

to sell. The agent brought an action for his commission.

The House of Lords held against him: "There was no implied term that the principal

would not dispose of the property himself, or through other channels or otherwise

act so as to prevent the agent from earning his commission."92 Viscount StM0N LC

said: 93 "The agent necessarily incurs certain risks, e.g. the risk that his nominee

87. Vasanji Moolji v Karsonda Tejpol, AIR 1928 Born 270.

88. (1876) CPD 505.

89. At p. 509, ibid. per BR8TI 3.
90. Where the transaction fell through because of the defective title of the principal, the broker

was allowed his commission. Elms v Gonad Chan4ar, ( 1903)30 Cal 202.

91. (1941) AC
92. Chorely and Tucker, CJ..SES ON McAN'flUt Lw. 118 (196. 4th cdii) The court has to find

ouL the intention of the parties from the terms of the contract and all the surrounding
circumstances. Sacliidanand Dun v Wrirva Nath, AIR 1924 Cal 517.

93. At p. 117, ibid. For the purposes of his remuneration the agent has the right to demand accounts
from the principal though there is no statutory provision on it, .'Varandas .4icsvardns Gajiwala v

S.P.A.M. Fapammal, AIR 1967 SC 333, 335.
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cannot find the purchase price and will not consent to terms reasonably proposed to
be inserted in thetontract of sale.... The agent also takes the risk of his principal not
being willing to conclude the bargain with the agent's nominee. The last risk is
ordinarily a slight one for the owner's reason for approaching the agent is that he
wants to sell.'

Effect of Misconduct [S. 220]

220. Agent not entitled to remuneration for business
misconducted.—An agent who is guilty of misconduct in the
business of the agency is not entitled to any remuneration in respect of
that part of the business which he has misconducted.

Illustrations

(a) A employs B to recover 1.00000 rupees from C. and to lay it Out 00 good
security. B recovers the 1,00,000 rupees and lays out 90,000, rupees on good
security, but lays Out 10.000 rupees on security which he ought to have
known to be had, whereby A loses 2000 rupees. B is entitled to remuneration
for recovering the 1.00.000 rupees and for investing the 90,000 rupees. He is
not entitled to any remuneration for investing the 10.000 rupees and he must
make good the 2000 rupees to H.

(6) A employs Bzo recover I OW rupees from C. Through Bc misconduct the money is
not recovered. B is entitled to no remuneration for his services, and must make good
the loss.

An aocnt is not entitled to any commission in respect of that part of the business
which he has misconducted. 94 Section 220 accordingly provides that an agent who is
guilty of misconduct in the business of agency, is not entitled to any remuneration in
respect of' that part of the business which he has misconducted.

The effect of misconduct is twofold. Firstly, the agent forfeits his right to
commission- This is irrespective of any loss suffered by the principal. "The principle
underlying the rule is that 'a principal is entitled to have an honest agent and it is only
the honest agent who is entitled to any commission'- ' 5 The commission is forfeited
only in respect of that part of the agency business which has been misconducted. 96 An
agent was employed to sell leasehold premises. Great many tailors were interested in
acquirin g the premises. The agent. being afraid that the ;al landlord would not
Permit lease to tailors, obtained his permission in advance. This considerably increased
the price. The agent, howesci, sepi la	 'o:	 :!	 1i1 him to

94. There is no misconduct where commercial practices of a trade allow the broker commission
from both parties. di where the principal leaves the agent to lock for remuneration to a third
party or where he knows that the agent will get remuneration from third party. Bow's Emporium
N Brett, (927)44 TLR 194; Baring v Stanton, (1876)3 Ch D 502; Municipal Corpi of Bonbay
v Cc .'rji Ihrji, (1895) 20 Born 124, a custom or knowledge of that kind would have to be
proved by the agent. But otherwise commission from the other party is a misconduct. Andrec,s v

Riii.vay & Co. (1903) 2 KB 635. Discount money retained in the honest belief that the agent is
eniitlec ;o it is not a misconduct though the amount may have to be handed over. Hippisley v
Knee Bros (1905) 1 KB I. Misconduct may comprise unauthorised acts, improper delegation,
Beable v Dickenson, (1885) I TLR 654; accounts not properly rendercd. White v Luicoln,

(1803) 8 Ves 363; dishonestly overcharging, conflict of duty and interest, secret commissions.
95. Srdhar Vasanta Rao v Gaped Rao, AIR 1940 Mad 299, 301, quoting Lord ALVnSSTON CJ in

Andrews v Rantsay & Co, (1903)2 KB 635,638.
96 See Pisrushottcun vAnsruth Ghee Co, AIR 1961 AF 143.
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accept lower price. This was a misconduct and breach of duty on the part of the agent.

Re was not allowed to recover his commission. 
97

Secondly, the priacipal is entitled to recover compensation for any loss caused

by the misconduct. "The illustrations to the section make it clear that payment of

damages caused by the misconduct is in addition to the forfeiture of commission or

remuneration.....

2. Right of retainer [S. 217]

217. Agent's right of retainer out of sums received on

principal's account--An agent may retain, out of any sums received

Oil accoun of the principal in the business of the agcnc\', all moneys
due to h msclf in respect of advances made or expenses properly
incurred by him in conducting such business, and also such
remuneration as may be payable to him for acting as agent.

The agent has the right to retain his principal's money until his claims, it' any.

in respect of his remuneration or advances made or expenses incurred in

conducting he business of agenc y are paid. The right can be exercised on

sums reccived oil of the principal in the business of the agenc y ", lie can

retain or,! ,, such money as is in his possession. 99 He is not entitled to an equitable

lien, that is, the right to have his claims satisfied in preference to other crcditom s

out of the principal's mone y not in his possession. But a solicitor or vakil is

entitled loin equitable lien on the proceeds of an action conducted b' him till his

costs are paid. His fee is first charge on the proceeds even if the y are not in his

possessio'l He is also entitled, for this purpose, to have the proceeds pass through

his hands."

3. Right of lien [S. 221]

221. Agent's lien on principals property.—In the absence of
any contract to the contrary, an agnt is entitled to retain goods, papers
and other property, whether 1110\1 able, or immovable, of the principal
received by him, until the amount due to himself for commission,
disbursements and services in respect of the same has been raid or

accounted for to him.
In addition to the above right of retainer, the "agent has the right tc. ::;amr

goods, papers and other property, whether m .:be or immovable, of the principal

97 !ieath v Parkinson. 119261 42 TLR 69; EtC '4'mrry (India) Ltd v Far Easieri xlaririe

Tran.cporz Co Lid (19SS) I Mad IJ 144. shon deli', cry ogoods by carrier: (1988) 2 TAC 87.

98.. /lonibay Saw Mills Cv, Ri'. ILR (1888)13 Born 314. 'hcre the claim of secretaries and treasurer

of a compan y , who had adranccd money to the company, 1C, be paid first out of the company's
money was rejected, because they were not in possession Of the money. This right does not
confer any ownership on the agent. The money remains that of the principal. Tl4rner Morrison

Co Lid VCIT, 1953 SCR 520: AIR 1953 SC 140.
99. SImon v Coc/mirie Mercanrifes Lid, (t92) 32 C 'p Cas 378; Morrison. CX p. (1868) LR 4

QB 153; Ciillianji Sangibhov Raghaiji Ymjpf. Ri 1906) 30 Born 27; Sithba Pmllai . Rama-

swam' flyyar. (1903)27 Mad 512.
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received by him, until the amount due to himself for commission, disbursements and

services in respect of the same has been paid or accounted for to him",

The conditions of this right are:

(1) The agent should be lawfully entitled to receive from the principal a

sum of money by way of commission earned or disbursements made

or services rendered in the proper execution of the business of

agency.

(2) The property over which the lien is to be exercised should belong to the

principal and it should have been received by the agent in his capacity

and during the course of his ordinary duties as agent. 2 The property is

considered to be sufficiently in the possession of the agent where he has

been dealing with it. Thus where an auctioneer was engaged to sell

furniture at the owner's house, he was held to be sufficientl y in

possession to exercise lien for his commission. The property held by an

agent for a special purpose cannot be subjected to lien. The existence of a

special purpose implicitly excludes the right. 3 Similarly, where

possession is obtained without the principal's authority or by fraud or

misrepresentation, there is no lien. Briefly, the agent's possession must

he lawful.

(3) The agent has only a particular lien. A particular lien attaches only to that

specific subject-matter in respect of which the charges 4 are due. No other

property can be retained.

For example, in Bomba y Seov Mills Co, Re:5

The secretaries and tseasurers6 of a compan y claimed lien over [he

company ' s property for their-advances.

SCOn J rejected the claim "because the sums advanced and expended were not, as

required (by Section 221) 'disbursements and services in respect of the property on

which the lien was claimed, but were loans made on behalf of the company

generally and for the purpose of the whole concern".7

Effect of lien

The effect of lien as between the principal and the agent has been thus stated by

A.H. KHAN J in Gopcildas v T/iakurdas:8

the Vent's lien does not give unrestricted authorit y to the agent to deal

with the properly in any manner the agent may like. The right is limited in

t. Lord ELrENBOROUGII in HoILgilfon v Mathew, (1803)3 Bos & P 4S5. 494, described lien to
be the right in one roan to rends that which is in his possession belonging to another until
certain demands of the person who is in possession are satisfied". Cued by A.H. KiIAN J in
Gopaldas v Thokurdas. AIR 1957 MP 20, 22.

2. See MEItTA AJC in Pevronji Bit intji v RaJi Jaierelio,zd. (1934) 150 TC  (Sind) 483, 447.
3. Williams v Milladgtvn. (1788) 1 HO B I 81: 2 RR 724.
4. Section 171 confines genrral lien only to bankers, factrs, wharfingers, attorneys and policy

brokers. A general agent i s not covered by any one of these categories.
5. ILR (I 8S9) 13 Born 314,
6. Who were a sort of managing agents, now banned.
7. At p 321 in Bombay Srt'-.' Mills' case.
8. AIR 1957 MB 20, 22
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nature. It enables the agent to retain the property till his dues are paid. But this
confers no authority on the' agent to sell or otherwise dispose of the properly
without the consent of the owner''

A partnership firm acting as the clearing and forwarding agents of the principal
detained the goods of the principal because of a dispute about their commission
amount and had the goods sold on an interim court order. The firm was held to
be in the wrong. It had no right to sell because lien does not give that right. An
agent can no doubt dispose of the goods with the consent of the principal or
with court order, but in this ease the order of the Court was not valid because
the firm being not registered could not have filed a suit. The sale was wrongful.
The court directed the firm to keep intact the money equivalent of the value of
the goods so that the remedy of accounts would be effectively available to the
principal. 10

Where, however, in terms of his agreement with the principal, the agent has
become a pledgee of the goods, he ma y sell them after giving a reasonable notice to
the principal of his intention to sell.t

As against third parties the lien is effective only to the extent of the principal's
rights on the property. If the principal has limited rights, the lien will be equally
limited. If the property is already subject to some rights or equities in favour of third
persons, the lien will also be subject to them. But where the property on which lien
is being exercised is a negotiable instrument, the agent will become a holder for
value to the extent of his lien and will acquire a title free of prior equities if he acts
in good faith and without notice of them. 12

 the principal creates any charge on the property subsequentl y to the
attachment of the lien, that will be subject to the lien.

Loss of Lien

The agent's lien is lost in the following cases:
(1) Lien, being a possessory right, is lost as soon as possession is lost.

Possession is lost when the agent delivers the goods to the principal
himself or to a carrier for the purpose of transmission to the principal.
In the latter case, the agent cannot revive his lien by stopping the goods
in transit.it But where the property has been delivered for a special
purpose, like safe custody, which is inconsistent with lien, the lien is
not lost.

As long as the agent remains in possession, his lien is effective, and is
not affected by the fact that the company to which the goods belonged
has been ordered to be wound up,' 4 or that the principal has become
insolvent. The agent's possession is not terminated where property has been
obtained from him by unlawful means or by fraud or misrepresentation.

9. The learned Judge relied upon Balamnt v Budhwtsal, AIR 1926 L.ah 94; Mulchand SI,ib
Ditari v S/iso Ma! Shro Pd, AIR 1929 Lah 666.

tO. Knvita Trehan v BaLiorn /Ju'vgne Products, AIR 1992 Del 92.
11. GopaldasvThakardas.AIR 1957 MB 20, 22.
12. Lyndon & Joint Siock Bank v Sinions, (1892) AC 201.
13. K,shun Das v Gariesh Rain, AIR 1950 Pat 481; Sweet v Pvni, (1860) 5 RR 497.
14. Chidambaran Chetiiarv Tinnevelly Sugar Mills Co. (1908)31 Mad 123.
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(2) The hen is lost, when the agent waives his right. Waiver may arise out of
an agreement express or implied or may be inferred from conduct

inconsistent with the right.

(3) The agents tin is subject to a contract to the contrary and, therefore,
does not exist where the agent has by his agreement with the principal

excluded it.t5

4. Right to Indemnity [Ss. 222 and 2231

The right to indemnity is founded upon the statutory provision contained in

Section 222.

222. Agent to be indemnified against consequences of lawful
acts.—The employer of an agent is bound to indemnify him againstagainst

the consequences of alk lawful acts done by such agent in exercise of
the authority conferred upon him.

111145t rations

(a) B. at Singapore, under instructions from A of Calcutta, contracts with C to

deliver certain goods to hit.A does not send thc.goods to B. and C sues B for

breach of contract. B informs A of the suit, and A authorises him to defend the

suit. B defends the suit. and is compelled to pay damages and costs, and

incurs expenses. A is liable to B for such damages. costs and expenses.

(b) B, a brokef at Calcutta. 1w thc orders of A, a merchant there, contracts with C

for the purchase of 10 casks of oil for A. Afterwards .1 refuses to receive the

oil, and C sues B. B i nforms A. who repudiates the contract altogethei B
defends, but unsuccessfully, and has to pay damages and costs and incurs

expenses. A is liable to B for such damages. costs and expenses

The right to indemnity ext"ttds to all losses and expenses incurred b y the agent to

the conduct of the busincssY' Where, for example, a stockbroker, on the instiuclons
of a solicitor, contracted to sell certain shares and had to incur liability to the
purchaser by reason of the owner's refusal to complete the sale, the stockbroker was
held entitled to recover indemnity from the principal.t

The agent must have been damnified in the lawful conduct of the business of
agCncy. A wagering agreement is not unlawful. It is only void. Accordingly. the

Suic ,oc Cuuo lit '1aiio/rvti Baiioai,  aIuveu an ecns to recover inacislitity

for losses incuired by him in wagering transactions entered into on instructions of

his principal.t9
Where the act done by the agent on instructions from his principal is apparently

lawful, but it turns out to he unlawful or injurious to a thiri person, the agent i.

entitled to indemnity against the consequences of the act.

IS. Riot /'raoid eState of SIP, (1969) 3 SCC 24, 27: .4lR 1970 Sfl ISIS: (1970) 2 SCR 677, the
right i excluded where the property is accepted for a special ptirgosc.

16. B.K. MUKtIERJEE J in Kishanlal v Ba,iisnrilal, AIR 1954 SC 500, 502.

17	 IlicIiens v JacL.\on, (1943) AC 266, ilL: Chri.cto J'orir!e.c V Tern', (1924) AC 506.

18. AIR 1954 SC 500.
1. See the judgment ef MUKERJ[A J it p 502, ibid. See also Rend v Anderson. (1884) 13 QBD

779, where it was held that a principal may have to indemnify his agent for lost bets, though
the bets were themselves void. Acts done in excess of authority do not create right to
indemnity. Dnvson v Fernandes, (1889) 6 TLR 73.
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223. Agent to be indemnified against consequences of acts
done in good faith—Where one person employs another to do an act,
and the agent does the act in good faith, the employer is liable to
indemnify the agent against the consequences of that act, though it
causes an injury to the rights of third persons.

Illustrations

(a) A. a decree-holder and entitled to execution of 13s goods, requires the olliLci
of the Court to seize certain goods representing them to be the goods of B.
Tile officer seizes the goods, and is sued by C, the true owner of the goods. .1
is liable to indemnify the officer for the sum which he is compelled to pay to
C. in consequence of obeying As directions.

(0) 8, at the request ofA sells goods in the pOSSCSS:On of .4. but ss hiclt A had not
right to dispose of. 8 does not know this, and hands over the proceeds of the
sale to A Afterwards C. the true ossner of the goods, sues B and recovers the
value of the goods and costs. .4 is liable to indemnify B for what he has been
compelled to pay to C and for 13's own expenses.

One of the. illustrations appended to Section 223 seems to be based upon the

facts of Adainsoti V lards:25

An auctioneer sold certain cattle on tustructions from the defendant and

was held liable to the true owner for cons erston. He recovered indemnit y from

the principal because the act in question ss as apparently lawful.

Where, however, the act in question is apparently unlawful or criminal, such as

heating a person or publication of a libel, the principal will not be liable upon an

express or implied promises to indemnify the agent against the c .nseqtences of

such act. For example, an agent, appointed to import adulterated mustard oil,

suffered loss and punishment, but he could not recover indemnit y ." Where,

however, the plaintiff on instruction, from the defendant, paid a sum of money to

the caste panchayat to have the defendant's caste disqualifications removed, he was

allowed to recover the money from the dcfendant.2

224. Non-liability of employer of agent to do a criminal act.—
Where one person employs another to do an act which is criminal, the
employer is not liable to the agent, either upon art or an
implied promise, to indemnify him against the consequences of that
act.

1l/ustratio,is

(a) .4 emploss B to heat C. and agrees to indemnify him against all consequences
of the act. B thereupon beats C. and has to pay damages to C for so doing. A
is not liable to indemnify B for those damages.

(b) B. the proprietor of a newspaper, publishes, at A's request, a libel upon C in
the paper, and A agrees to inden-nifv 0' a gainst the consequences of the

20. (1827) 4 Bing 66: 29 RR 503. The Supreme Court has held in A. Thiangal Kunju .kludalinr
M. Venkatachajani Patti, (1955) 2 SCR 1196, 1211: AIR 1956 SC 246, that [here can he no
agency for the commission of a crime, The wrongdoer would he personally liable.

21. Rani Kiinir v 1ksmi Noosrws, AIR 1947 Cal 157.
22. Haari,,ial s Khc,':ciand AIR 1962 Raj 86.
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publication. and all colts and damages of any action in respect thereof. B is

sued by C and has to pay damages, and also incurs expenses. A is not liable to
B upon the indemnity.

Where the act in question is apparently tortious, the agent, who has been held
liable on it, may recover contribution from the principal (not indemnity) under the
Law Reform (Married Women's and Tortfeasors) Act, 1955.23

5. Right to Compensation [S. 2251
225. Compensation to agent for injury caused by principal's

neglect.—The principal must make compensation to his agent in
respect of injury caused to such agent by the principal's neglect or
want of skill.
Thus every principal owes to his agent the duty of care not to expose him to
unreasonable risks. 24 The illustration appended to the section makes the point clear:

A employs 8 as a bricklayer in building a house, and puts up the scaffolding himself.
The scaffolding is unskilfully put up, and B is in consequence hurt A must make
compensation to B.

23, Section 6(1), (2). 'Contribution" is different from 'indemnity" because indemnity covers
the whole of the loss suffered by the agent.

24. Federal insurance Co v Nakano Singapore P Lid, (1992) 1 Current U 539 CA Singapore,
liability for weak scaffolding.
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Relations of Principal with Third Parties

AGENT'S AUTHORITY

The acts of the agent within the scope of his authority bind the principal)

Section 226 of the Contract Act gives statutory effect to the principle by declaring

that:

226. Enforcement and consequences of agent's contracts.—
Contracts entered into through an agent, and obligations arising from
acts done by an agent, may be enforced in the same manner, and will
have the same legal consequences, as if the contracts had been entered
into and the acts done by the principal in person.

Illustrations

(a) A buys goods from 8, knowing that he is an agent for their sale, but not

knowing who is the principal. B's principal is the person entitled to claim from A the

price of the goods, and A cannot, in a suit by the principal, set-off against that claim a

debt due to himself from R.

(6) A. being B's agent, with authority to receive money on his behalf, receives from C

a sum of money due to S. C is discharged of his obligation-40 pay the sum in question to 8

It is necessary for this effect to follow that the agent must have done the act

within the scope of his authority. The authority of an agent and more particularly its

scope are subjects of some controversy. The uncertainty is largely due to the fact

that the authority of an agent does not depend upon one source. It emanates from the

principal, but its dimensions depend upon legal inferences, which, in turn, depend

upon the purpose of the agency, the surrounding circumstances and a desire to

Sec PriIe.ar Electronics P Linided v Add! C,p;pnr, (1978) 1 5CC 636. where it was held that
sales aide by a taspayer through his branches run by his agents would be regarded as sales
Made by him. V. Rwiies/i v Convenor, &MCL7, AIR 1997 AP 79, a candidate who was
entitled to a reserve seat for admission to engineering college was invited by telegram for
interview. Telegraph Department delayed message. Taking the Telegraph Department to be
the agent of the sender, its lapse was the lapse of the principal which the principal must
rectify . Direction for admission. Vinath Kurnor P. v Secretars, Selection Committee, (1995)
I Mad LW 351; P. Maheslir.ari v Srcrctary , Selection Conuniitee, AIR 1995 Mad 168'
(1995) I Mad LW 348 and .4rul Latha Gold v Gait of TN. (1994) 2 Mad LW 686, principle
of agency attracted when post office is selected as a carrier of message. Oriental Insurance
Co Ltd v Rid,niL'iibai, AIR 1995 Kant 18. the mere issue of a risk note by an agent does not
conclude the contract of insurance. It has to he followed b y proposal, acceptance and
payment of premium which was not done in this ease.
The varying viewpoints hasc been presented by iL. Montrose in The Basis of the P.er of
an Agent in Cas,'s of Ariu! and Apparent Authorit y, ( 1938) 16 Can BR 757. The Iallowtng
articles arc there considered Cook, Agenc y by Esroppl. (1905) 5 Cot LR 35: Evt, Agen,
of Estoppel, ( 1905 ) 5 Col 354; Cook, Agrncy of E.cioppel—A Repl y, (1906)6 Coluta LR 3-i.
Cook. Es rappel as Applied to Agenc y , ( 1903) 16 Harv LR 324. Ftc who does an act through
,another is deemed in law to do it himself. See Municipal Corpri, Delhi v Jagdish Lal. (1969)
3 SCC 389: (1970) 1 SCR 579: AIR 1970 SC 7.

[641]
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protect bona fide commercial transactions For, agency came into being to promote
and not to hinder commerce.3

The authority of an agent means his capacity to bind the principal. It refers to
"the sum total of the acts it has been agreed between principal and agent that the
agent should do on behalf of the principal"." When the agent does any of such acts,
it is said he has acted within his authority.

Actual Authority

Actual authority of an agent is the authority conferred o.i him by the principal.
It is of two kinds, namely, express or implied. Sections 186 and 187 provide this:

186. Agent's authority may be expressed or implied—The
uthoritv of an agent may be expressed or implied.

187. Definitions of express and implied authority—An authority
is said to be express when it is given by words spoken or written. An
authovity is said to be implied when it is to be inferred from the
circumstances of the case: and things spoken or written, or the ordinary
course of dealing, may be accounted circumstances of the case.

flIusrrario
.4 owns a shop in Scrampurc, living himself in Calcutta, and visiting the shop

occasionally. The shop is managed by B. and he is in the habit of orderin g goods from C
in the name of .4 for the purposes of the shop. and of paying for them out biAs funds
with A 'a knowledge. B has an implied authority from A to order goods from C in the
name of A for the purposes of the shop.

Express authority

Where the authority is conferred by words, spoken or written, it is called
express authority. 5 A power of attorney, for example, which is a kind of deed and
authorises the agent to do certain acts, is an illustration of express authority. 6 But,
however precisely the authority of an agent may be drawn, disputes as to its scope
are likely to arise. The scope of express authority is worked out by construction of
the words used in the documents. For example, where a principal, while going
abroad, authorised his agent and partner to carry on the business, and his wife to
accept bills on his behalf for his personal business, he was held not bound when his
wife accepted bills for the business, which the agent was conducting and which was

',is per.n- OusiflesS, i tie occision has been criticised, particularly
because the agent and the third party had acted in good faith to meet the principal's
genuine business needs. Accordingly, in a subsequent case of agency by power of
attorney, where the agent obtained a loan outside his authority by signing a cheque
on behalf of his principal to pay the principal's workmen, the principal was held

s', for example, Stoljor, THE LAW OF AGie'cy: ITS HiSTORY AND PREsE1r PRLNCIPLES,196 t).
4. U. Monirose, Actual and Apparent Aurhorwy, (1938) 16 Can ER 757, 761.
5. Sections 186 and 187.
6. See, for instance. Lhc decision of the Suprcm.e Court in Syed Abdul Khoder v Rami Reddy,

(1979) 2 SCC 601: AIR 1979 SC 553, where a power of attorney was construed.
7. .4ttwood v Msnnngs, (1827) 7 B&C 278. The decision has been criticised in Sloljor, TIlE

LA W OF 	 94(196!).
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bound. 8 Where the appointment was for "fixing' a steamer, intention being to let it

out, the principal was held liable when the agent instead hired a steamer.9

But where the third party has knowledge of the limitation on the agent's

authority or could have discovered it b y reasonable examination, he would be bound

by it)° Thus, where an agent was given very sside power of withdrawing the

principal's money "without restriction", the principal was held not bound when the

agent gave a cheque to a car dealer to purchase a car for himself, 0 and paid a few

cheques into his banking account to wipe out his overdraft. 12 In either case it was

the duty of the third party to make a reasonable inquiry whether the agent had the

authority to use the principal's money for his personal purposes)3

An agent cannot borrow on behalf of his principal unless he has clear authority

to do so. The power to draw or endorse bills or notes does not include the power to

borrow.' 3 Where the agent has the power to borrow, the fact that he borrowed

beyond the authorised limit, does not prevent the third party from holding the

principal liable, 15 because the third party has no means of ascertaining that fact.

Similarl y , the fact that an agent has acted from improper motive does not take the

case beyond the scope of authority. Thus in !fczmbro v Burnctrd)6

An agent was appointed to underwrite policies. He underwrote a policy

sshich in fact amounted to a guarantee of a company's debts. He knew

the precarious condition of the company, but being interested in it, wanted to

help it. The principal %s as held liable because the third party could not

have known with what motive the agent was underwriting a particular policy.

Implied authority

"An authority is said to be implied when it is to be inferred from the

circumstances of the case; and thin g s spoken or written or the ordinary course of

dealing, may be accounted circumstances of the case." This definition of implied

authority in Section 187 is illustrated thus:

S. Reid s R1ibv, (. 13941 2 Q14 40

9	 Sic,'gci?l N Rosii,u,i, 19(6) 85 UK13 187: cf Ireland v La i n,ton , 1872 LP,5 ltL 395
in lt,aal/ursr i' A.C. Israel v N igerian Prod:,ce .S taric'rrig Co. 1972 AC 741, 7571

771.772.

10. F',r'iaoii v (ni Chin! Br,),!, (1905) 33 Cal 343, the parcr of atroi rev cx' C.5Si restricting
borroo ing.

v Bar,i,'r, Prenrbrvke S Slater, (1929) AC 176.

12	 5!i,iii,id Bank Lid v Reck itt, (1933) AC

13. ('ii;r,d I'roi,nce Governn,eni v Church .4di,,,,,ar, 7'ru.,i Ai.%n Lad, (1948) 22 Luck 93. AIR
943 Oudh 54, the third party knew that the agent was acting under power of attorney, but

did not bother to aeqaint himself with its terms.
4. JO Ohs V Morris, (1902) I Ch S16.  ('sri u,ii:zrtl Durga San i coca ,5i,s rihv v Sri Sam r'igi'i:cii' s,

(1997) 6 Andh LI,) 306: (1998) 2 Andh WP 2S4, a husband has no authority to act as such
for his wife, if he is auihorisrd by reason of business matters he cannot go-beyond the
authority conferred for business purposes. A pronote was executed by three persons in
favour of the wile. The husband had no authority to discharge the two of them and confine
1:abIi:1\ to wits one of them. Dvskchai VVSf'n('r \ R(i, r'ch Builders. (1997) Bcm CR
664, power of aiiorncs, unless so auihoriscd, had no right to strike a deal and to perform the
same. Rio iiionil tVos,llen Mills Lad Cool Indic Lcd, (1998) 1 Cat RN 53, an agent cannot
iriiti:ite legal proceedings on behalf of principal without express authorisation.

IS lYiihuigion v Herring, (1829) 5 Bing 442
16 (1904)2KB 10 (CA)
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A owns a shop in Serampure, living- himself in Calcutta and visiting the
occasionally. The shop is managed by B, and he is in the habit of ordering goods from C in
the name of A for the purpose of the shop, and of paying for them out of A's funds with A's
knowledge. B has an implied authority from A to order goods from C in the name of A for the
purposes of the shop.

Implied authority is an instance of real or actual authority for it is conferred
upon the agent by the conduct of the principal as interpreted in the circumstances of
the case.

The distinction between express and implied authority is not fundamental,
but depends merely on whether the authority is delimited by words or by
conduct. If P tells A that he is to act as manager, this is really a compendious
way of stating that he is to do all the acts as manager would ordinarily do.
Those acts might well he termed as express authority. However, it is often said
that if an agent is placed in a certain position he has implied authority to do all
the acts a person in that position ordinarily does.t7

An illustration of implied authority is to be found in Ryan v Pilkington. 18 An estate
agent was appointed to find a purchaser for certain property. He accepted a deposit
from a prospective customer and misappropriated it. The principal was held liable,
because an estate agent has an implied authority to take a deposit. He cannot,
however, receive payment or give any warranty unless actually authoriscd)9

Thus the extent of an agent's authority, whether express or implied, depends
upon-

1) the nature of the act or business he is appointed to do;
(2) things which are incidental to the business or are usually done in carrying

it out;`)
(3) the usual customs and usages of the trade.

This is the essence of Section 188 which defines the extent of the agent's
authority in the following words:

7. J.L Montrose. Actual and Apparent Authorirv, (1938) 16 Can 764. The American
Restatement refers to this kind of authority as "incidental". Article 35 says: ''Unless
otherwise agreed, authority to conduct a transaction includes authority to do acts which are
11 WCULdl 0.) 0., UNUdliy dLLU1HPdiJY0., LII 41C CdULIdUL) IC..CSSd.i Ui aLCLIiiijJiiSii Ii.

IS. (1959) I WLR 403: (1959) 1 All ER 689 (CA). Other instances of implied authority are to be
found in Rainanathan v Kumarappa. AIR 1938 Cal 423: Got'erdhandas v Frjed,nans
Diamond Trading Co, AIR 1939 Mad 543; Paboodan v Miller, AIR 1938 Mad 966; Jaunpur
Municipal Board v Banwarilal, AIR 1939 All 623.

19. See 13owsTa.D ON AGENCY. (13th edn by Reynolds and Davenport, 1968), p 73. See also
Foujdar Kanseshwar Dun SinghSing/I v Ghanshyamda5, 1987 Supp SCC 689, where the elder
brother sold property and was held to be imptiedly authorised by long acquiescence with
open knowledge; Banarsee Dos v Goolam Hoosein, 13 Moore IA 358, drawing and
accepting of bills, implied authority if incidental to business. Bank of Bengal v Ramanathan,
( 1916) 43 IA 48:43 Cal 527, authority to borrow implies authority to crease a charge, pledge
or mortgage. Malukchand v Sham Mohan, (1890) 14 Born 590; Bank of Bengal V Fagan,
(1849) 5 Moore IA 27, authority to sell does not include authority to mortgage; Pe.stonj i v
Gool .4lohd (1874) 7 Mad HC 369, authority of a firm of merchants to run their ordinary
business does not imply authority to accept bills, etc; Sarvanarayanan v Vu/ia!, AIR 1959
Born 452, authority to sell present goods does not include authority to sell future goods.

20. Things necessary means things necessary for carrying Out the purposes of agency.
' 1urugesa v Province of Madras, AIR 1947 Mad 74, an agent appointed to take possession
of land on expiry of lease cannot accept rent; Sudej Cotton Mil!.c Lad v Ranjit Singh, AIR

952 Punj 263, an agent acting ultra circa the company.
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'ope of authority

188. Extent of agent's authority—An agent, having an authority
to dcn act, has authority to do every lawful thing which is necessary
in ordtz to do such act.

An agent having an authority to carry on a business, has authority
to do evet' lawful thing necessary for the purpose, or usually done in
the course, of conducting such business.

Illustrations

(a) A is çmployed by B. residing in London, to recover at Bombay a debt due to
B. A may adopt any legal process necessary for purpose of recovering the
debt, aNd mar give a valid discharge for the same.

(h) .4 consttutcs B. his agent to carry on his business of a shipbuilder B may
purchas timber and other materials, and hire workmen, for the purpose of
carrying on the business.

A well-known illustration is the case of Dingle v Hare.

An agent was authorised to sell artificial manure lie had no authorit y to
give any warranty about the goods. Yet he warranted to the buyer that the
manure contained 30 per cent phosphate of lime.

The warranty turned out to be false and the principal was sued for its breach. He
was held liable, because it was usual in the artificial manure trade to give a vs arranty
of this kind. BYLES J said:

"When the jur y found thai it was usual to sell these artificial manures vsith
a warrant y , the nice distinction as to the extent of the agent's authority became
quite irltnlalei ml. An agent to sell has general authority to do all thai is usual
and necessary in the course of such employment."
Thus every agent has the implied autliorit) to act accordin g to the customs

and usages of a particular market or trade. 22 The principal is bound by such
usages even if he is unaware of them 23 or even if they conflict with his
instructions. Thus, vs here a bill-broker in London was entrusted with certain hills
for discounting, and he pledged them, the principal was held hound as it was
usual for bill-brokers in London to raise money by depositin g their customers'
bills en bloc.4

But the custom or usage must not be unlass ful or unreasonable. 'Whether a
custom or usage is unlawful is a question of law. Any custom which changes the
very nature of the agenc y , as for example, which converts the agent into a principal
is unreasonable. Robinson Molter 5 is an illustration in point.

21. (1S59j 7 CB INS) 45: 29 U (CI') 43: 1 LT 35
22. Siiuon v Trritiani. ( 1 819 .) 10 ..\&12 27: 8 U QH 210: ticsrkt'r v Edwards, (1887) 57 U QB

147. D/ia:ipar Rae /ilSr/;abad Bank, AIR 1927 All 44, authority to carry on business, to
receive and to spend moneys includes authority to borrow Ait.stridja crii,I New Zealand

Bank v ,4nllers de Ci,isrructions, (1967) AC 86 where such inference is necessary to go e
business efficacy to the transactions.

23. Scott & F/noon v Godfrey. (1901)2KB 726.
24, Foster v Pearson. (I 835) 1 CM & R 489: 4 Li Ex 120.
25. (1874) LR 7 1lL 802:41 U C  362: 33 LT 544.
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R authorised a broker M to purchase for him 50 tons of tallow. M supplied
his own tallow as there was a custom in his trade to buy large quantities of

tallow in his own name and then to allocate it to his principals.

The House of Lords held the custom to be unreasonable. It made M a wholesaler

rather than an agent. It also created a conflict between his duty to the principal and

his personal intercst.6

Similarl y , a custom which gives the agent liberty to adjust his personal

accouWt by way of set-off or otherwise for the claims of the principal is

unreasonable. Thus, where an a g ent was authorised to collect from the underwriters

a sum of money due under a policy of insurance, he was not allowed to set-off his

personal debts to the underwriters against that money although a custom to that

effect was alleged. 27 The principal would, however, have been bound by this

custom if he were aware of It.

The principle of Dingle v IIare applies to all cases where the agent acts as a

seller. For example. an agent appointed to sell a horse may wanant it as good if the

principal is a horse dealer, 9 or if the sale is being held at a market place, 30 but not if

it is a private sale. Similarly, an agent to sell a property has authority to state the

condition and value of the property to a proposed purchaser 32 and an agent to

discount a bill may warrant It as a good bill, but he cannot endorse it)

Authority of special agents

Factor

A factor is a mercantile agent who is put in possession of the goods of his

principal for sale. He has the authority to sell them in his own name, 54 to warrant

them if it is usual to do so, 35 to fix the selling price and to receive payme111.36

Broker

A broker is a mercantile agent appointed to sell the goods of his principal, but

he is not given possession thereof. He may sell the goods in his own name, and may

receive payment. 37 But if he discloses the name of the principal, he cannot receive

26. See also BOwsTE,,DoN AOENCY, 84 (13th edu by Reynolds and Davenport, 1963) where in
Article 31 the circumsiantes in which a custom is regarded unlawful or unreasonable are
explained.

27. Sweenng v Pearee, (1859) 7 CB (NS) 449; another such case is Blackburn v Mason, (1893)
9 TLR 286: 68 LT 510.

28. ( 1859) 9 CB (NS) 145.
29. Howard v Sheward, (1866) 2 CP 148.
30. Brooks v Hmsal, (1883) 49 LT 569.
31. Brady vTodd, (1861)9CB(S)592: 127RR797.
32. Mu/lens v Miller, (1882)22 Ch D 194.
33. Fenn v Harrison, (1791) 3 TR 757. Arnali English Medium High School v Govt ofAP, AIR

1993 AP 338, concession made by the Advocate-General on behalf of the State, binding.
34. Baring v Carrie, (1818)2 B & Aid 137:20 RR 383: Exp Dixon, (1876)4 Ch D 133.
35. Dingle v Hare. (1859)7 CB (NS) 145: 121 RR 424.
36. Drinkworer v Goodwin, (1775) Cowp 251.
37. Campbell v Hassel, (1816) 1 Stark 233.
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payment. 3t He may act according to the usual course of business except where a

usage is unreasonable or unlawful 	 1-Ic may sell on reasonable credit.°

Estate or House Agent

"A house or estate agent is in a different position from a broker at the stock

exchange owing to the peculiarities of the propert y with which he has to deal and

which does not pass by a short instrument as stocks and shares do, but has to be

transferred after investigation of title as to which various stipulations, which might

be of particular concern to the owner, may ba y c to be inserted in a concluded

contract relating to such property. The parties, therefore, do not ordinarily

contemplate that the agent should have the authority to complete the transaction in

such cases. That is why it has been held both in Prigland and here, that authority

given to a broker to negotiate a sale and find a purchaser, '.sithout furnishing him

with all the terms means 'to find a man willing to become a purchaser and not to

bind him and make him a purchaser'." This passage ocurs in. the judgment of the

Supreme Court in Abdulla Ahmed v Ani,nendra Kissen AH Icri I

The facts of the case were that an estate broker was appointed with an

authority for one month to negotiate the sale of a property on certain terms as to

price and with which his commission was also linked Before the cxpirv of the

month he found a customer ready and willing to purchase and conrnunicatcd

the fact to the principal. The principal terminated the author:t y of the agent and

directly entered into account with a nominee of the person found b y the agent.

The agent claimed his commission.

It was held that the agent having negotiated the sale and secured a buyer who made

a firm offer acquired the right to commission on the basis of the preferred price

subject to the condition that the bu y er should complete the transactton, and as this

condition was fulfilled, the agent's right to commission became absolute and could

not be affected by the circumstances that the principal for some reason 01 his oo n

sold the property at a lower price

A general power of attorney was constituted for dealing with existing pcoperties

of the principal as well as properties acquitted after the appointment of the attorney.

A contract made by him in the exercise of the power could not be cancelled. The

purchaser had himself cancelled the agreement to buy. He claimed refund of the

consideration. The vendor wanted to set-off his claim for damages for breach. The

court said that this could be possible onl y on showing that he remained ready and

willing to perform his part. The purchaser had justification in cancelling because the

vendor's title was defective. The court said that this right of refund is available also

to a person who had prior knowledge of the defect.4

38. Lanek v Jameson, (ISSÔ) 2 TLR 206.
39. As to when a Custom is unreasonable or unlawful, nrc Rovrn.con v Molter, (' S74) LR 7 HL

802:44 U C? 362: 33 LT 544.
40. Boorman v Brown, (1542)3 QB 511: 61 RR 287.
41. 1950 SCR 30, 36: AIR 1950 SC 15; see also John v Philip. (1987)2 Ker LT 50 (SN).

42. R.L Pinto v F. Afe,iees, AIR 2001 Kant 141.
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Auctioneer

An auctioneer is an agent appointed to sell goods at a public auction. He,

therefore, does not have the authority to sell by private contract .43 He cannot sell on
credit," or accept any payment other than cash, or warrant the goods. 45 He acts both
for seller and buyer and, therefore, can sign the contract for hoth.6

Ostensible or apparent authority

The apparent authority of an agent is thus explained by DENNING U:'0
'Ostensible or apparent authority is the authority of an agent as it appears

to others. It often coincides with actual authority Thus, when the board (of

directors) appoint one of their members to be a managing director they invest

him not only with implied authorit y , but also with ostensible authorit y to do all
such things as fall within the usual scope of that office. Other people who see

him acting as managing director are entitled to assume that he has the usual

authority of a managing director. But sometimes ostensible authority exceeds
actual authorit y . For instance, when the board appoint the managing director,
the y may expressly limit his authority by saying he is not to order goods worth

more than £500 without sanction of the board. In that case his actual authority

is suhect to the £506 lirriitatiort, but his ostensible authorit y includes all the
usual authority of a managing director. The company is bound by his ostensible
authority in his dealings with those who do not know of the limitation. Thus, if

he orders goods worth £1000, the compan y is bound to the other party who
does not know of the £500 limitation."

Thus, "when it is said that an agent's act was within the scope of his apparent

authority all that is meant is that the act appeared to be aulhorised" 45 A leading
authorit y is Wtteau v Fe;i ssick.49

The defendants had forbidden the manager of their hotel from buying

cigars on credit. The plaintiff gave cigars to the manager on credit, which were

used in business. The manager's name appeared over the board, the plaintiff

trusted him and had never heard of the defendants. Being unable to recover the

price from the manager, the plaintiff sued the defendants.

The court found that 'cigars were... such as would naturally be supplied to and dealt
in such an establishment", WILLS J, therefore, held that "once it is established that
the defendant was the real principal, the ordinary doctrinr c r 'p!	 aciIL

43. Mews v Carr, (1856) I U&N 484: 108 RR 683; Marsh v JeIf, (1862) 3 F&F 234: 130 RR
836: Reldon v Campbell, (iSSt) 86 RR 534.

44. Williams v Eovr(, (186) LR 1 QB 352. Payment by cheque, etc may be accepted if there is
a custom to that effect, Forcer v Lacy ifartland & Co. (1855) 31 Ch 0 42; Bharat
Sc4rvoydaa Mi/h- C Li?! Shree Ram Mills, AIR 1959 Born 309.

45. Payne v Lecoiijleld, (1882) St U QB 641
46 Emerson v hectic, 1809) II RR 520; Bartlett v Fi4rnel!, (1836) 43 ER 404; Bell v Ba/li,

(1897)1 Ch 663, hut not his clerk.
47. lieJy . 1futclnnsoi '. Brayhead Lid, (1967) 3 All ER 98: (1968) t Comp U 263, 267. For the

authority of the managing director of a company in business matters and to deal with the
property of the on'pany and to appoint a counsel for that purpose see Happy Home Builders
P Lid V Deliq Enterprises, (1995) AJ-iC 1320 Kant. The company was estopped from
denying his authorit y in the above respects.

48. IL. Monuosc, Actual and Apparent Authority, (1938) Can BR 757, 765.
49. (1893) 1 QB 346.
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applied, that the principal is liable for all the acts of the agent which are within the
authority usually confided to an agent of that character, notwithstanding limitations,
as between the principal and the agent put upon that authority''. 50 In another sum ar
case, the manager of a public house was authorised to buy spirits only from 4, but
he bought them from another person telling him that he was a manager. The
principal was held not liable, because the fact of agency \s as disclosed and it ss as
well known that such managers had authority to buy only from authorised sources.
But if in the above case the fact of agency had not been disclosed, the principal
would have been liable in the manner of a dormant partner.

Similarly, in a case before the Kerala high Court '52 it was held that a person
having responsibility to carry on the business of the store of a cooperative sOciety
must be deemed to have auth ority to purchase coods on credit notwithstanding that
the society had advanced him enough money br the purpose.

A decision 01 the AlLihahad High Court furnishes another illustration.53
In pursuance of an agreement the plaintiff despatched a svagonload of

potatoes to the defendant. The latter refused to take deltx cry The plaintiff then
sent his agent to take delivery and to sell them at the available price. The
defendant offered to the agent a less sum of money in full payment, which the
agent accepted. The plaintiff received the money but brought an action for the
balance.

It o as held that the defendant could presume that the agent ss ho was sent to sell at
the as ailablc price had the ostensible authorit y to settle with the defendant at -a less

price
In the above-cited Kerala case the court adopted from Smith and Wait's

MERCANTILE L.Ass the follos ing statement on the distinction between ''implied''
and "ostensible authority";

"Implied authority is teal authority, the exercise of which is binding not
only as between the principal and the third party, but also between principal and
agent. It differs onl y from an express authority in that it is conferred by no
express words, but is to be gathered from surrounding circumstances. The term
"ostensible authority", an the other hand, denotes no authority at all. It is a
phrase conveniently used to describe the position which arises when one person

50. See also Ldnn4nds v tho/ie(t, 1865) LR I Q8 97 where at p 99 COCIKttiRN CJ observed:
" [ A l e1l-estabIished pnncipte is that if a person employs another an an agent iii a character
which involves a particular authority. he c:inrioi by secret reservation disest him of that
authority."

SI. Daun v Sirnmzn.s, (1879)41 CT 783.

52. Va/apcid Co . opercirive Stores Lads' Sri,ioa.sa lver, AIR 1964 Ker 176.

53. lshaq v 3'fadan La!, AIR 1965 All 34. See also TrOie:i v Thinbinson. (1863) 11 CBNS 663:

134 RR 688, communication to the third party that an agent was approaching him for
amicable settlement, but the agent was secretly advised not to settle for a less than a certain
amount, held that the other party was not bound by the secret reservation and, therefore, the
settlement for a rut's less than that was binding on the principal. The decision would have
been otherwise if the third party had no;ice of the prmvaie mnsu-uction. Site National Bolitian

Navigation Co Wiison. (1880)5 App C-as 176. where Lord BLcKtsL:icN obscrscd that onve
an agent is clothed with ostensible auLhority, no private instructions prevent his acts s thin
the scope of that authority from binding his principal.

54. 177 8t.h cdn, 1924). Valapad Co'operiaSie Stores Lads Srinoasa her, AIR 964 Ken 176.
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has clothed another, or allowed him to assume an appearance of authority to act
on his behalf, without actually giving him any authority either express or
implied, by which appearance of authority a third party is misled into believing
that a real authority exists."55

Apparent Auihority is Real Authority

The statement portrays the truth in Lord ELLENBOROUGH'S observation that
'apparent authority is the real authority".36 Whether there is appearance of authority

in a particular case depends upon the facts of the case. An appearance of authority
may, for example, arise from the course of business. A well-known authority is
flunthro v Burnard. 57 Here an agent was authorised to underwrite insurance
policies. The principal was held liable when he underwrote a gurantee policy
because underwriting of guarantee policies was within the ordinary course of
business of a Lloyd's underwriter.

Appearance ofAuthorii'y arisingfrom Course of Dealing

An appearance of authority may arise from the course of dealing adopted in a
particular case. Thus, where a principal once authorised his servant to purchase iron
on credit and paid for it, he was liable when on a subsequent occasion he sent the
servant with ready cash, but the servant again incurred credit. 5 But if the original
act had been unauthorised, the principal would not have been liable for the second,
even if he had paid for the first. "Thus in Barret v l,'t'ine. 59 it was laid down that a
mother who has once paid for a horse for her infant son does not thereby raise an
inference of a general authorisation to him to pledge her credit for his future equine
purchases. "(0

Representation of,4 urhority b y Conduct

A representation of apparent authority has to emanate from some conduct of the
principal. There must he some conduct on his part which enables the agent to
occupy a position of apparent authority. For example, a principal used to order
goods from the plaintiff. He had a servant whom he never authorised nor ever sent
out for buying goods. The Servant was dismissed and after that on two occasions he
bought goods from the plaintiff in the principal's name. Each time the principal paid
the account in ignorance. He was held entitled to recover back the money . for h
had done nothin g to to acqutie an appearance of authority.61
Where a Crown agent without ever having been so authorised, sold steel plates
belonging to the Crown, the latter was not bound by the sale. The agent's own

55. Cited by MATHEW 3 in Vainpad Co-operative Stores Ltd v Srinivasa Jyer, AIR 1904 Kei
176. 177,

56. Pickering v Busk. 1812 KB 15: 15 East 38. The facts of the ease are stated under Agency b
Es!oppel.

57. (1904)2 KB IC.
58. Hazard v l'rea'welj. (1722) t Stra 506.
59. (1907) 2 Ir. R 462.
60. Borrowed from Hanbury, Tile PRINCIPLES OF ACte'icy , 28(1952), Irish reports being notavailable beire. See also Gillman v Robinson, (1825) I C&P 642, where BEST CJ said (at p

643): "1 agree that one transaction is not enough to raise the presumption of a general
authority, but several instances arc 'sufficient."

6l Bailey& W7thes Ltd v House, (1915)31 TLR 583
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representations could not create an apparent authorityP 2 On the other hand, in the

American case of Kanrtel/es v Locke, 63 the principal was held liable for the act of a
complete imposter. The plaintiff arrived at night at a small hotel. She was greeted by

a man in the corridor. lie booked a room for her and took charge of her valuable

articles and issued a receipt in the principal's name. lie disappeared with the

articles. The hotel-keeper was held liable because the imposter could not have

occupied that position of apparent authority without the hotel-keeper's negligence.

In Panorama Development. (Guildford) v Fulelis Furnishing Fabrics the facts

were:

The plaintiff ran a cars-on-hire business. The defendant company's

secretary hired cars front the plaintiff ostensibly for the company's business,

telling him that the cars were wanted to carry important customers of the

company. He wrote on the company's paper ordering the cars, signing himself

"Company Secretary". In fact, he used the cars himself and not for the

Company's purposes.

It was held that the secretar y had ostensible authority to enter into coni:acts for

hiring cars for which the company must pay.

Continuance of Apparent Authorit y till Tenninarion
An apparent authority once created continues to exist unless it is terminated by

a notice to the third party. It cannot he terminated or restricted pri' ately. Thus a

principal who had terminated the authority of his agent who had occasionally

bought wool for him was nevertheless held liable for the agent's further purchases

as the supplier had no notice of the terminationY 5 Similarly, where a man lived with

his mistress as husband and wife and used to pay for the mmstrcss's purchases, he

was held liable for the purchases made after he had left her, because the supplier did

not know of that fact.56

Agent's Possession
The possession of servant or agent is that of his master or principal for all

purposes. A suit against servant or agent cannot be maintained on the basis of such

possession 61

Statutory Provision about Apparent Authority
The doctrine of ostensible authority is given statutory shape in Section 237 of

the Contract Act.

237. Liability of principal inducing belief that agent's
unauthorised acts were authorised,—When an agent has, without
authority, done acts or incurred obligations to third persons on behalf

62. An-Gm. for Cevlo,re v Silva, 1 953 ;	 461. See also Arniagas Ltd v Mwmdogas SA, The

Ocean Frost, (1986)2 A" ER 385 agent's own representation as to charter-party.

63. 1t9t9) 12 Ohio 	 210.

64. (1971)2QB711.

65. Dodsleyv Varley, (1840)12 A & E 632.

66. Ryan v Sams, (1848) 12 QB 460. In Su,nnmers v Solomon, (1857) 7 E&B 879, the principal
became responsible to a supplier who supplied jcwellery to the shop manager as usual not
knowing that he had been remo\cd.

67. Mahabir Prasad fain v Ganga Singh, (1999) 8 SCC 274.
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of his principal, the principal is bound by such acts or obligations if he
has by his words or conduct induced such third persons to believe that
such acts and obligations were within the scope of the agent's
authority.

lllustrtions

(a) A consigns goods to B for sale, and gives him instructions not to Sc!] under a
fixed price. C being ignorant of B's instructions, enters into a contract with B
to buy the goods at a price lower than the reserved price. A is bound by the
contract.

(b) A entrusts B with negotiable instrumentS endorsed in blank. B sells them to C
in violation of private orders from A The sale is good.

The provision has been used in quite a few cases to fix the principal with
liability for unauthorised acts of his agent. 68 The prominent among them seems to
be a decision of the Nagpur High Court,69 where a banking firm was held liable for
the misappropriation of the funds of a customer by a person who, to the knowledge

of the firm, was accepting deposits from customers, The Court said:

"Their Lordships of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council ruled in
Ram Pertab v Marshall 70 that the right of a third party against the principal on

the contract of his agent though made in excess of agent's actual authority was

nevertheless to be enforced when the evidence showed that the contracting

party had been led into an honest belief in the existence of the authority to the
extent apparent to him."

Actual or Constructive Notice of Lack ofAuthoritv

Where, however, a person contracting with the agent has actual or constructive

notice of any restriction on the agent's ostensible authorit y , he is bound by the
restriction. Thus where an agent, authorised by a poer of attorney to operate a

business, but not to borrow money, produced the pO\ver of attorney to a lender

whom he asked for a loan, but the lender did not read it and adva,ced a loan, he

c uld not recover it from the principal as he had constructive notice that the agent
had no power co borrow.'' Where a broker was permitted to receive pa y ment for his
principal's goods by drawing upon the seller a bill of exchange and 'nd securing his
acceptance to it, a payment made in that manlier became binding upon the principal.

68. See, for example, Moo3a B/toy v Krici-ih. AIR 1952 1-lyd 79, where a petty contractor was
held liable for the mone y misapproprta:cd by hi agent put by him in charge of the work See
also Dui,-ibandhu Saha v Abdul L'sri:[ Mo/Ia, IER (1922) 50 Cat 258; Virdhnran Bro,r v Rae//rn
K/s/ian, AIR 1924 Nag 79, RamachatOran v Registrar, Co-op Sailer/es, AiR 1963 Mad 105:
(1962) 2 IYLLJ 407, where a clerk of the society was held to be authorised to receive
payments. Representation of authority should have been towards the particular plaintiff and
not to the world unless the plaintiff acted on that wider representation. Farqua/iarsnn v
King, (1902) AC 325; Long v Snivt/i, (1831) 7 Bing 284; Kerala Valley Tea Ca v
Lachmiisara yaiian, AIR 1939 Cal 14 : 	is necessary that the agent acted on behalf of his
principal	 that the principal acquiesced in his acts. Morarji Prernji s Miirfi. AIR 1924 Born
232: (1923) 48 Born 20.

69. Bissessardas Kasturchand v Kribu/r/ta,r,/, AIR 1945 Nag 121: ILR 1945 Nag 204. An agent
authorised to borrow on exceptional terms in an emergent siluation, borrowed on exceptional
terms Without any emergency, yet the principal was held liable for the loan. Mwita/griac v
Shida, (1890) 15 App Cas 357.

70. ILR (1898) 26 Cal 70 1.
71. Jacobs v Morris, (1902) 1Ch8J6.
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But where the broker was authorised to receive payment only in respect of one

previous contract, that was held to be not sufficient to create an apparent authority

to receive such payments in the future also2 2 Once an ostensible authority is

created, the principal becomes bound by agent's acts within the scope of such

authority. He cannot rely upon any private restrictions upon the agent's authority. 73

Just and Reasonable Solution

The ultimate question is whether the circumstances under which a servant has

made a fraudulent misrepresentation which has caused loss to an innocent party

contracting with him are such as to make it just for the employer to bear the loss.

Such circumstances exist where the emplo yer by words or conduct has induced the

injured party to believe that the servant was acting in the lawful course of the

employer's business. They do not exist where such belief, although it is present, has

been brought about through misguided reliance on the servant himself, when the

servant is not authorised to do what he is purporting to do, when what he is

purporting to do is not within the class of acts that an employee in his position is

usually authorised to do and when the employer has done nothing to represent that

he is authorised to do it. Applying these principles to the facts of a case before it, the

House of Lords held that where an agent was authorised to dispose of a ship, a

charter-party granted by him did not bind the principal. The sale of a ship backed by

a three-year charter-party is a transaction of wholly different character from a

straightforward sale.74

Rule 8 of the Life Insurance Corporation (Agents) Rules, 1981 framed under

Section 48(2)(cc) of the Life Insurance Corporation Act, 1956 prohibits agents from

collecting premium on behalf of LIC. Accordingly, an implied or apparent authority

could not be inferred for that purpose. The fact that LIC accepted the premium

amount from him, which he had taken from his client, would not create an apparent

authority in favour of the agent.75

Agent's Authority in Emergency [S. 1891

189. Agent's authority in an emergency—An agent has
authority, in an emergency, to do all such acts for the purpose of
protecting his principal from loss as would be done by a person of
ordinary prudence, in his own case, under similar circumstances.

72. Kamal Singh Deegar v Corporaeed Engineers Lid, AIR 1963 Cal 454.
73. Sara/tar Ali v Roberts Cotton Assn. (1963) 1 SC 244 (Pak): Rant Pertab v Mars/tall. (1899)

26 Cat 701, where their Lordships of the Privy Council ruled that the rights of a third party
against the principal on the contracts of his agent though made in excess of the agent's
actual authority were nevertheless to be enforced when the evidence showed that the
contracting party had been led into an honest belief in the existence of the authority to the
extent apparent to him, Ram. den v IYvson, (1866) LR I HL 129, honest belief in the
authority of the agent; Moosa Bho y v Kristin/i, AIR 1952 }tyd 79, where a petty contractor
was held liable for the money misappropriated by his agent who was made by him incharge
of the work entrusted to the cntractor by the third party; Fazal I/a/ri v E.I. Rl y Co. AIR
1922 All 324. a railway company holding out a clerk as having authority to accept
consignments.

74. Arnrngar lid v Mudoga.c SA. The Ocean Froit. ( 19S612 All ER 385 HL
75. Hors/tad J. Shah v tiC of India, (1997) 5 SCC 64 AIR 1997 SC 2359. The policy lapsed

because of delay in payment by the agent The Supreme Court ordered on compassionate

grounds the insurer to pa y hack the total drsit amou-nt with Oldest
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Illustrations

(a) An agent for sale may have goods repaired if it be necessary.

(b) A consigns provisions to H at Calcutta, with directions to send them
immediately to C, at Cuttack. B may sell the provisions at Calcutta, if they
will not bear journey to Cuttack without spoiling.

This section creates a special authority in emergency. It Constitutes the agent

into an agent of necessity to counteract the emergent situation An act done in the

exercise of this extended authorit y would bind the principal if the agent was not able

to communicate with his principal and the course he took was necessary in the sense

that it was the only reasonable prudent course left open to him and that he acted in

good faith in the interest of the parties concerned .16

Where agent exceeds authority

227. Principal how far bound, when agent exceeds authority.—
When an agent does more than he is authorised to do, and when the
part of what he does, which is within his authority, can he separated
from the part which is beyond his authorit y , so much only of what he
does as is within his authority is binding as between him and his
principal.

Illustration

A. being owner of a ship and cargo authonses B to procure an insurance for 4000
rupees on the ship. II procures a policy for 4000 rupees on the ship, and another for the
like sum on 

the cargo. A is hound to pay the premium for the policy on the ship, but not
the premium for the policy on the cargo.

228. Principal not bound when excess of agent's authority is
not separable.--When an agent does more than he is authorised to
do, and what Tic dries beyond the scope of his authorit y cannot be
separated from what is within it, the principal is not bound to
recognize the transaction.

Illustration

.4 authorises B to bu y 500 sheep for him B bu y s 500 sheep and 200 lambs for one
sum of 6000 rupees.A may, t p udiate the whole transaction.
\Vk nen".tf. :,5 a,ii;ivi is actuau or apparent, the principal is not

hound by the excess wet k, but vs here it is separable from the authorised work the
principal is bound to that extent 77 For example, an agent is authorised to insure a

ship. He insitres the ship as well as the goods under separate policies. The principal
is bound univ b y due policy on the ship If lie had i,ikcn out ouik one policy In

76. The ordinary examples arc an agent shipping goods from a diflcrcnt port hccusr the
designated port presented strippurig difficulties end an a	 iegent signr a salvage agueenicnu
Duitu,u Price A Ce v Ra/uiiiizootuljitli < Co. AIR 1925 Cal 609: (7ui,uo P,i iJic Ltd v / 'oil
Corpa u/India, (198!) 3 WLR 860 HL, noted in 19S2 JBL 114. For furih'r deiails see under
"Agency of Necessity .sirprri. For art account of the provisions of the American Restatement
on the subject, see 5' G. Rimachandrin. LAX 01 : AGto.c y . notes under S I S9 at p 205 ( IqS5
edit).

77. Section 227. The pi incipal, being not bound, is also not entitled Er claim the benefit of ire
work, e.g., principal nut stiosred to take advantage of the testimon y of his agent beyond his
authorit y . Vqayalatha Chit Fund l' Lid v Krishna Sherry, (1988) 1 Ker U 143.
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excess of instructions, the principal would not have been bound. 78 Where the agent

was authorised to sell half .I over a property and he contracted to sell all the

rights, the principal was held to be bound to the extent of half rights, they being

separable from the rest.79

Where the authorised work is not separable from the rest, the principal may

repudiate the whole of the transaction. 5° For example, an agent is authorised to

buy 500 sheep. He buys 500 sheep and 200 lambs for one sum of 6000 rupees.

The principal may repudiate the whole transactton. 8 ' Where an agent was

authorised to draw bills up to Rs 200 each, the principal was held not liable when

the agent drew up to Rs 1000 each. 82 Similarly, where an agent was instructed to

contract for the purchase of cotton to be delivered at the end of January. the

principal was held not liable when the agent contracted for delivery in the middle

of that month.93

Effect of notice to agent

229. Consequences of notice given to agent--Any notice given to
or information obtained by the agent, provided it he given or obtained in
the course of the business transacted by him for the principal, shall, as

between the principal and third parties, have the same legal
consequences as if it had been given to or obtained by the principal.

Illustrations

(a) .4 is employ ed b y B to buy from C certain goods, of ohich C is the appacnt
owner, and buy s them accordingly In the course of the treaty for the sale. .4
learns that the goods really belonged to D, but I? is ignorant of that fact. B is not
entitled to set-off a debt owing to him from C against the price of the goods

(b) A is employed by B to buy from C goods of which C is the apparent owner. .4
was, before he was so employed, a servant of C. and then learned that the goods
really belonged to I), but B is ignorant of that fact In spite of the knowledge of
his agent. B may set-off against the price of the goods a debt owing to him from
C.

The effect of the provision is that notice given to or information obtained by an

agent in the course of the business transacted by him on behalf of his principal, shall,

as between the principal and third parties have the same legal consequences as if it had

been given to or obtained by the principal. Acting on the principle of the section the

Calcutta High Court held that where the secretary of a society was do facto as well as

dejure inchargc of the affairs of the society, a notice given to him of the fact that a

78. Brains v Ewing, (1866) I Ex 320.
79. A8ammed y Miwwiad Kunslri, AIR 1987 Ker 228. Where breach of cont-ract is caused by

agent's want of authority and the purchaser through the agent loses his purchase and sues the
agent, his damages can be as ;csscd as at the date when he lost his purchase if that is a more
just measure of compensation and not on the basis of the difference bctsccn ihc marict and
contract saluc on the completion date. He was alljv.-ed recovery on the basis of the
difference on the date ofjudgmcnt, that being the date "hen he lost h

i
s purchase, .5., demim v

Shahsas'ari, i989) 2 All ER 460 Ch D.	 -
80. Section 228.
81. IllustratiL ri to Section 228.
82, Prernbhai v Brown, (1873) 10 Born HC 319.
83. Aidctpa Ncya.k v Norsi Xcshinvii, (1871) 8 Born HC App C,,j3 IQ
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partner of a fir-ni with which the society had dealings had retired, operated as a notice

to the society.

Knosc'ledge of Broker

Whether a broker is acting as an agent of the assured or the insurer, depends upon

the facts of each case. It has been held that when a broker has the power to bind the

insurer, popularly known as 'binder", he will be an agent of the insurer and his

knowledge will be deemed to be the knowledge of the insurer. Thus, where a member

of the broker's firm knew of the criminal past of the assured, the insurer was riot

permitted to deny liability on the ground that the past had not been disclosed.8

In such circumstances an assurance given by the broker would bind the insurer. In

one such case the broker orally assured that the new car purchased by the assured

would be substituted under the same policy for the old. The insurer was held liable

though he was not in a position to give such substitution.

Liability for agent's wrongful acts [S. 2381

Section 238 of the Contract Act lays down the principle by which the liability of

the principal for the wrongful acts of the agent is to be determined.

238. Effect, on agreement, of misrepresentation or fraud by
agent.—Misrepresentations made, or frauds committed, by agents
acting in the course of their business for their principals, have the same
effect on agreements made by such agents as if such misrepresentations
or frauds had been made or committed by the principals; but
misrepresentations made, or frauds committed, by agents, in matters
which do not fall within their authority, do not affect their principals.

Illustrations

(a) A. being B's agent for the sale of goods, induces C to buy them by a

misrepresentation. which he was not authorized by B to make. The contract is
voidable, as between B and C. at the option of C.

(b) A. the captain of B's ship signs hills of lading ssithout having received on board
the goods mentioned therein. The hilts of lading are void as between I? and the

pretended Consignor.

To ho :Hui v. ;d , iidaiiiy. for the wrongs ot his agent it is

necessary that the wrong must have been committed in the course of theprincipal's

business. Although the particular act may not be authorised but if it is done in the

course of carrying oil 	 authorised business, the principal is liable.57

84 Jan i Vn ii oi,'ihiI t'i'iii iho,ik,'r v Ii ekanasi I Co-op 1/(using Sot ier c, AIR I 9 S6 C uj 162
85. Waist ciii! v £sc's lnvura,uce Co Lid, ( 97S) I Lloyds Rep 633.
86. Sccsskuni v Mason. (1978) 2 Lloyd's Rep 430.
87. For example, Lard LiNDIEY in ('iui:eric' Life Assurance Co v Brassy, (1904) AC 423. 427,

stated the principle of vicarious liability in the following is curds: "Although the particular act
which gives the cause of action may not be authorised, still, if the act is done in the course of
employment which is authorised then the master is liable for the act of his servant." This
doctrine has been approved and acted upon by th i s Board in ,S!iucka y v Commercial Bank of
New llusr,u.oi i(),, (1374) 5 PC 94; Sii'ire v From is, (1877) 3 App Curt 106, and the doctrine in as
applicable to incorporated companies as to individuals. All doubt on this question was removed
by the decision of the Court of Exchcqurr Chamber in Barwick v English Join! Stock Bank,
(1867) 2 Ex 259, which is the leading case on this subject. It was distinctly approved by Lord
SfiLOORN[; in the !-tusc of Lords, in Jiouildnsorth v Cit y of Glaagoue Batik, (1880) 5 App Car
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A master is liable for the wrongs of his servant committed in the course of the
servants employment, whereas a principal is liable for wrongs done by the agent in
the course of business. The expression "course of business' has been generally taken
to mean the same thing as "course of emplo y ment". Accordingly, the principles
governing the master and servant relationship have been applied to that of principal
and agent and also to partners. To quote Professor Street: "There has never been a time
when cases on roaster and servant were not cited as authority in tire law of principal
and agent.'55

Secondly, although Section 23S speaks of "misrepresentations" and "frauds" in
reference to "agreements made by agents" the principle is applicable to all cases
whether an agreement is involved or not.

Misrepresentations and frauds
An agent appointed to sell his principal's goods or property has often to make

statements concernino the nature and quality of the property and, in his enthusiasm to
Find a customer, may make exaggerated statements. The law does not like to hold the
principal liable for the agent's extravagant statements unless it finds some fault with
the principal himself. If, for example, the principal has authorised a false statement to
be made, or knows that it is being made by the agent or keeps the real facts from the
agent, obviously the principal is liable. The liability of the principal is enforced, at the
option of the third part y , by avoiding the contract if it is still executor y or by holding
the peincrpal liable in damages. Such liability came to the principal in the following
three cases:

Fuller v Wilson: 59 An estate agent stated to the purchaser that the house under
sale was free from rates and taxes. The principal was aware, but the agent was not,
that the house was subject to taxes and taxes were levied soon after the plaintiff
purchased the house. The principal would have been held liable if the plaintiff had
relied on the representation. DEt'Nt,AN CJ said .. ...if the purchaser was actually
deceived in his bargain, the law will relieve him from it. We think the principal
and his agent are for this purpose completely identified, and that the question is.
not what was passing in the mind of either, but whether the purchaser was in fact
deceived by them or either of them."

London Cou,irv Freehold & Leasehold Properties Lid v Berkerlv Pro perry
lnr'esone,rt Co 1—id: 9° Negotiations were afoot for the sale of a block of flats by the
defendant cornpan\ to the plaintiff company. The solicitors of the plaintiff
company, while going through the draft agreement, put a marginal note inquiring
whether all the tenants were pa y ing their rents regulaRly The solicitors of the
defendant company consulted the propert y manager of the company and then
informed the plaintiff's, also by way of marginal note to the draft, that the tenants
were paying rents regularly with immaterial exceptions. The statement turned out
to he false. The defendant compan y was held liable in fraud because one of its

317, 326, and has been fo1!ocd in numerous other cases There can be no agency for doing
wrongful acts. A. Th'rnga1 Kienjs Mudii!iar v M. Venkaurctinlani Pil(a, (1955) 2 SCR I96.
AIR 1956 Sc 246. The agent would be personally liable.

88. Street, FOUNmADONSOF LEGAL LtAB1UTY, Vol 2, p454.

89. (1842) 3 co 58.

90. (1936)2 All ER 1039.
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agents (property manager) who knew the real facts had made a false statement,
and the company has necessarily to act through its agents.

13,iess v Woolcy:9 ' A director of a company started negotiations for a contract
without any authority and made fraudulent misrepresentations. Subsequently he
was :iuthorised to complete the contract, but did nothing to correct the
misrepresentations. The company was held liable.

In the following cases the principals were held not liable:

Cor, tfoo! v Poiike: 92 The plaintiff had employed an agent to let a house. The
defendant was in contact with the agent for a house. The defendant asked the
agent: 'if there was any objection to the house", to which he answered that there
was not: the defendant entered into and signed the agreement, but afterwards
discovered that the adjoining house was a brothel, and on that ground declined to
fulfil the agreement. He claimed the riLht to avoid the agreement as there was
fraudulent concealment of a material fact. But he was held bound by the
agreement. There was no guilt in the principal because he neither knew nor had
authorised the statement to be made. There was no guilt in the agent because he
did not know that there was a brothel.
This decision has been criticised. 93 It should be the duty of the principal to

apprise the agent of the whole situation, otherwise he creates the risk of innocent
misrepresentation being made by the agent. Moreover, rescission is allowed even
for innocent misrepresentation and there was no reason why this should not have
been attributed to the principal. If the principal had himself said "there was no
objection to the house" he would have been guilty of fraud, and when lie gives an
ostensible position to his agent to make this statement, the elementary principle
that 'he who acts through another is deemed to act himself' should have been
followed.

Despite criticism, the decision has been followed in Armstrong v Strain:94

One Mr Strain, a retired practitioner, 'owned a bungalow in an area
notoriously prone to produce settlements because of the heavy clay sub soil.
The bungalow had suffered severely from this scourge and had already been
underpinned three tinies 11 . 95 He was naturally anxious to dispose it of and
entrusted it to his partners for this purpose. His partners arranged it with another
firm, which found Armstrongs as buyers. The bunealow wac d p er'rtwt 1, l-

a very nice condition and one of the partners of the latter firm valued it at
£2000 for mortgage purposes. The agents knew of the last underpinning but not
of the two earlier ones. Within two months of the transaction the bungalow
collapsed finally. But Armstrong's action to hold the principal liable in
damages for the fraud failed. The court found no conscious falsehood and,
therefore, acquitted the principal "and the unfortunate Armstrongs were left
with the ruins of a bungalow".

91. (t954)AC333:(t954)2WLR832:(1954)I All ER9O9HL.
92. (1840)6 M&W 358: 55 RR 655.
93. For a critical analysis of this and contrary decisions see Patrick Devlin, Fraudulent

Misrepresentwion: Division of Responsibility betis'een Principal and Agent, (1931) 53 LQR
344; Stotjar, TllELAWOFAGCy, 68 (1961) and also (1949)12 ModLR 44.

94. (1952) 1 All ER 139 (CA).
95. L.C.B. Gowcr, Agency and Fraud, (1952) 15 Mod LR 232.
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The decision has been described by L.C.B. Gower as one that is socially
undesirable and logically unsatisfying.' The learned writer has stated the position of
English law in the following words:

The law is that a principal is not liable for fraud in respect of his agent's
acts unless—

(a) he intends or knowingly permits the agent to make a false statement,
or

(b) his agent acting within the actual or apparent scope of his authority
makes a statement with knowledge of its falsity or recklessly not
caring whether it be true or false.

Agent's torts
"One who chooses to do business through an agent may in certain situations be

liable for a tort committed by the agent. The doctrine of respondent superior (let the
superior answer) will be applied to make the principal liable where the agent
commits a tort while engaged in the business of the principal, or. as it is commonly
said, when the tort is committed by the agent while acting in the course of and
within the scope of his agency."

"An agent kicked a bo y from a moving streetcar. The principal was held liable
for assault and batter,,-. 3 An agent, emplo yed to collect evidence for his principal in
a pendin g lawsuit, offered to bribe a witness. It vas held that the act was within the
course of the employment of the agent and that the principal was bound by it."'

It was at one time said, on the authority of Barwick v English Joint Stock Bank5

that the principal would not he liable where the agent committed a tort for his
personal benefit and not for the benefit of the principal. But the HOUSe of Lords in
their decision in Lloyd v Grace Smith & Co' clearl y ruled that Barwick Cave was not

yan authority for an such principle and that th only'  condition of the principal's
liability is that the act in question must he within the course of the agency business.
The facts of the case were its follows:

Grace Smith & Co were a firm of solicitors of some repute and
respectability, Mrs Lloyd, a widow, being dissatisfied with the income of her
two cottages, consulted the firm's clerk, who was incharge of the conveyancing
business, as to how to improve the income. lie advised her to dispose of the
cotta g es. He asked her to bring the title deeds which she did and obtained her
si gnature on two papers. lie converted these papers into a sale deed to himself
and subsequently disposed of the property and misappropriated the proceeds. It

I. LCB Gower, Agency and fraud, (1952 15 Mod LR 232 at p 231. See Arrna'yiv lid
%liidogas SA. The Oc,'i:n Frait, il9Sb) 2 All ER 385 where there sas no ostensible authorits.

2. Atlanta' Die Ca iting Co v Whiting Tubular Prin/imciv Inc. 337 Nticli 'III: 60 NW 2d 17.1,
repor:cd nStHrson cnd Lazar. Ri:c'EXT Cssi,s ..\ND MATSRi .o.S ON Bi'siNEss L,.\w, ]31
(1955).

3. Schultz v lz Cross ('iO Rlv Co, (1907) 133 Wis 420.
4. Chicago City fl/s Co v McMohan, (1882) IU 485. The statement is borrowed from Spencer

and Gillain, A TEXT BOOK OF LAW AND BusiNr',ss, 280 (3rd edn, 1952).
5. (1367)LR2Ex259.

6 (1912)AC716.
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was held ''that the Hum wcie icsponsible for the li,iud caiiiiniitcd by heir
representative in the course at his e11)p1oyment''.7

RI(;117s ANt) r.i..itrt.irir;s OF LN)1sc'r.o1d) l'RINCII'.\I,
The rights and liabilities at a principal under contracts made b y his agent

depend upon whether—
(a) The principal's existence and name were disclosed b y the aucnt:
(b) The principals existence was disclosed but not his name,
(c) Neither existence nor name of the principd is is disclosed,

Where the principal is disclosed
Where the existence it th p incipal is disclosed, Section 26 applies,

accordintz to is hich the aecnt's acts and contracts 'is Ii have the same legal
consequer7ce as it the conn acts had been entered into and the acts done by the
principal in person''. The principal may sue the third party upon the contract and

i ci aa. tar example, o here the agent is authorised to receive payment, a
payment to him dischamgcs the third party from his liability to the principal.

The agent can neither sue nor be sued upon a contract made b y hinn on behalf of
his principal. "The contract is the contract of the principal, not that of the agent, and
prima fade at common lass he only person who can sue is the principal and the
only person who can be sued is the principal.8

Unnamed principal
Even where the agent does not disclose the name of his principal, but dscloscs

his Own representative character, the contract will be the contract of the principal.
unless there is something in its form or signature to show that the agent intended to
be personall y liable. Where an agent signed the contract as a broker, "to my
principals", but did not disclose who the principals were, he was not personally
liable. 9 "There is nothing whatever on the contract to show that the defendant
intended to act otherwise than as a broker."

Undisclosed principal
The doctrine of undisclosed principal conies into play when the agent neither

discloses the existence of his principal nor his representative character. In such
circumstances the question arises what are the mutual rights and liabilities of the

dic igciiL and we wiru party.
There is nothing unusual in this doctrine insofar as the relations between the

'àgnt and tht third party are concerned. Since the agent has contracted in his own
naae, he is bound by the contract. He may be sued on it and he has the right to sue
the third party, and the principal is not liable in such case.10

But the principal too has the right to intervene and assert his position as an
undisclosed party to the contract. This right of the principal is protected by the
Contract Act itself. Section 231 declares:

7. The relationship of a locker-holder with the bank is that of bailee and bailor and not that of
landlord and tenant. The bank will be liable if an employee fraudulently tampers with a
lockcr. National Bank oJLahore v Sohan Lal, AIR 1962 Punj 534: ILR (1962) 1 Punj 566.

8. Mantgomerie v United Kingdom Steamship Assn, (1891)1 QB 370, 371, per WRIGHT I.
9. Sourhwell v Bowditch, (1875)1 CPD 374,

I D. J. Thomas & Co y Bengal Jute Making Co, AIR 1979 Cal 20.
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If an agent makes a contract with a person who neither knows, nor
has reason to suspect that he is an agent, his principal may require the
performance of the contract;

This right of the principal has been described as "anomalous because it does
not fit in any of the established principles of the law of contract.!,

'The rule which permits an undisclosed principal to sue and be sued on a
contract to which he is not a party, though well-established, is itself an
anomaly.''

Similarly, in Bowstead's LAW OF AGENCY 13 the doctrine is described as "surprising
but well-established by the cases,' Yet the doctrine has business cons enience to
recommend itself. But for this doctrine, the property or money of (inc person would
have gone to enrich the estate of another person. '' If, for example, an agent sells his
principal's property in his own name and reccises the price, the principal is
obviously entitled to trace his money and recover it, even if the agent has gone
bankrupt. An action of this kind was allowed as early as (1710) in Gurriri V

Cullum.

But the principal's ri ght to sue the third part y was established with art
setback. In what has been considered to he the ver y first ease, namel y , Scro,isliirc v
,4ldcrton:°

A farmer's oats ssere sold by a del crccJC,c' factor without disclosin g the
name or existence of the farmer. The factor became bankrupt. The farmer
discovered the buyer and informed him not to pay the factor. Even so the buyer
paid him.

Lee Cl was of opinion that the bu yer should he responsible io the undisclosed
principal in such cases. "Here bein g notice before actual payocnl, there could he no
harm (lone." But the jury obstinately held for the defendant.

The right of the undisclosed principal to intervene and sue the third part y ts,
however, subject to the followin g qualifications. The y are laid down in Sections 231
and 232.

231. Rights of l)artR's to a contract made by agent not
disclosed—If an agent makes a contract with a person who neither
knows, nor has reason to suspect that he is an agent, his principal
ma y require the performance of the contract: but the other
contracting party has, as against the principal, the same rights as he
would have had as against the agent if the agent had been principal.

11. Cheshire and Ftfooi, Till t.A\V OF C0NTR.\CT, 41 S (6th edn. 1964)
12. Lord DAVEY in Kei5'hles .Stiys,'i,',i & ('o v fliiriz,ii, (1901) AC 240, 256 For collection of

c.\nesions like this HI- Stutter Frienfrls, The Lndiahro'd Principal, (1953) 16 Mod LR
299.

13. 13th cdn by Reynolds & Davenport (1965), p273.
14. The historical foundation of the doctilne is traced in Sioljar, TIlE LAW OF AGENCY, pp

204-211 (1961).
15. (1710) Bull NP 42: Willes 400, 405-406.
16. (1743)2Stra 1152.
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If the principal discloses himself before the contract is
completed, the other contracting party may refuse to fulfil the
contract, if he can show that, if he had known who was the principal
in the contract or if he had known that the agent was not a principal,
he would not have entered into the contract.

232. Performance of contract with agent supposed to be
principal—Where one man makes a contract with another, neither
Know i n g nor having reasonable ground to suspect that the other is an
agent the principal, if lie requires the performance of the contract,
can only obtain such performance subject to the rights and
obligations subsisting between the agent and the other party to the
contract.

Illustration
A. who owes 500 rupees to B. sells 1000 rupees worth of rice to B. A is acting as

agent for C in the transaction, but B has no knowledge nor reasonable ground of
suspicion that such is the case. C cannot compel B to take the rice without allowing
him to set-off A's debt.

Subject to Equities

Firstl y , the other contracting party would have against the principal "the same
rights which he would have had against the agent if the agent had been principal".
This declaration of Section 231 is further supplemented by Section 232 which says
that "the principal, if he requires the performance of the contract, can only obtain
such performance subject to the rights and obligations subsisting between the agent
and the other party to the contract"." The main concern of these sections is to
ensure that the third party is not put to any disadvantage by the intervention of The
principal. If, for example, the agent owes some money to the third party, which the
latter could have set-off against the price of the goods sold	 he would have
the same right if the principal sues him for the price.tS Morttdg'u v Forwood t9 is an
illustration in point.

The plaintiffs, who were acting for the owners of a cargo, employed B &
Co as their agents to collect from underwriters contributions in respect of

.9	 c: n3tc::b	 cmpioyCd the defenciants, wtto
were brokers at Lloyd's, to collect the money, and they did so. At the time
when the defendants received the money there was a debt due to them from B &
Co The defendants did not know and there was nothing to lead them to suppose,
that B & Co were not acting as principals in the matter and the defendants
believed that B & Co were acting as principals.

It was held that the defendants were entitled to stand in the position in which they
would have stood if B & Co had really been principals; and that consequently, the

17. According to Pollock & Mulla these two sections emphasise the same principle:
COMMENTARIES ON THE CONTRACT ACT, 708 (8th edn by Sctalvad & Gooderson, 1957),

18. See Greer v Downs Supply Co, (1927) 2 KB 28, where timber was purchased under the
impression that the buyer would have sec-off against the seller and the undisclosed principal
of the seller was not allowed to intervene.

19. (t893)2QB350(CA).
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defendants were entitled to set-off against the demand of the plaintiffs for the

money which they had collected the debt due to them from B & Co. 20

The iIlutration appended to Section 232 is more or less to the same effect.

A, who owes 500 rupees to B, sells 1000 rupees worth of rice to B. A is

acting as agent for C in the transaction, but B has no knowledge nor

reasonable grounds of suspicion that such is the case. C cannot compel B to

take the rice without allowing him to set-off A's debt.

A contract to underwrite the shares of a company, i.e., to take up that portion

of the shares which is not applied for by the public, was not allowed to be

enforced by the undisclosed principal of the underwriter because an

engagement of this kind proceeds upon the personal reputation and integrity of

the underwriter.2'

But where the third party does not believe the agent to be a principal or there

are suspicious circumstances he may not be able to claim a set-off. Thus, for

example, in Cook v Es/zelby:22

L & Co sold cotton to C, in their own names, but really on behalf of an

undisclosed principal. C knew that L & Co were in the habit of dealing both

for principals and on their own account and had no belief on the subject

whether they made this contract on their own account or for a principal.

It was held that C could not, in an action brought by the principal for the price of

cotton, set-off a debt due from L & Co.

Third Party's Right to Repudiate Executor-y Contract

Secondly, if the principal discloses himself before the contract is completed, the

third party may repudiate the contract if he can show that if he had known who the

principal was or that the agent was not the principal, he would not have

contracted, 3 The right of the third party to repudiate the contract arises only when

the identity of the undisclosed principal would have been so material to him that if

he had known the true facts, he would not have contracted. Thus in Said v Boa:24

A theatre ticket was purchased by a person through an undisclosed agent

knowing full well that a ticket would not have been issued to him on personal

grounds. It was held that - the theatre-owner had the right to repudiate the

contract and exclude him from admission.

It means that an undisclosed principal cannot intervene when he knows that the

other party would not have dealt with him. This principle will apply only when

"some personal consideration (forms) a material ingredient". 26 In Dysrer v Randall27

a piece of land was purchased by somebody for an undisclosed principal. The owner

20. The court followed George v Clagget, (1797) 7 TR 359 and Fish V Kenipwn. (1849) 7 CB
6S7: 181JCP206.

21. Collins v Associated Greyhound Racecourses Ltd. (1930) 1 Ch I.
22. (1887) 12 App Cas 271.
23. Section 231.
24. (L920) 3 K 497.
25. Treital, LAW OF CONTRACT, 540 (2nd edit), cited in BOWSTEADON AG1OCY, 277 (13th edo

by Reynolds and Davenport), (1968).
26. Dyster v Randall, (1926) Ch 932, 939.
27. (1926)Ch 932.
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would not have sold the land to him, set he was allowed to intcrvene and enforce
lie contract. '78

(inc/icc/used Principal cannot Intervene against Express 'rt't'iri.v

Lastl y , an undisclosed principal cannot intervene if some express or implied
term of the contract excludes him from doing so. Where, for example, an agent
described himself in the contract as -owner" , 29 ''proprietor '''0 it shows an intention
to in;ike a pei sonal contract and consequently precludes the undisclosed principal
from intervening. But where, in a contract of letting out, the agent described himself
as the ''landlord''. es iclence was allowed to show that he was only an agent
Similarl y , ''the description in a charter-party of one of the contracting parties as
'charterer' does not, of itself, designate him as the onl y person to fill that position'',
and the undisclosed principal was allosscd to sue hr the breach of the charter-
party

TItiisl Party '.c Rçi,'ht ngcioi.dt Undisclosed l'riiicipal

Just as the undisclosed principal has the right to sue the third party, the latter
has the right to sue the principal. Difficult questions in this connection have arisen
where the principal has alread y paid the agent. trusting that lie has paid or will pay
the third part y , but the agent has defaulted or has gone bankrupt before payment.
This happened in Davison v Do,ialdso,i,32

The manacing owner and the husband of a ship purchased goods on credit
from the pla i ntiff for the purposes of the ship. The undisclosed partner settled
his account with the husband believing that the latter had paid the plaintiff. But
he had ir ':'t done so and had gone bankrupt. The plaintiff sued the principal.

The court said: ''Where a peron is supplied with goods it is his duty to see that the
seller is paid .... Paitriers ought not to settle with their co-partners without satisfying
themselves that the pa y ments have been actually made:'33

PERSONAL LIABILITY OF AGENT [S. 2301

230. Agent cannot personally enforce, nor be bound by,
contracts on behalf of principal.—In the absence of any contract to
that effect, an agent cannot personally enforce contracts entered into
by him on behalf of his princwal. nor is he nerconallv hound h'0
them.

Presumption of contract to contrary—Such a contract shall be
presumed to exist in the following cases—

(1) where the contract is made by an agent for the sale or
purchase of goods for a merchant resident abroad;

28. Even "licre no personal considerations are involved and the third party was told that the
agent o as not acting for any principal, the third party can avoid the contract for fraud.
Archer v atone, (1898) 78 LT 34, cf Ber8 v Sadler Moore, (1937) 2 KB 158.

29	 lluuuub!t' v hunter, (t 848) 12 QB 310, 317.
30. Forinb y Bros v Forrnby,(1910) 102 LT 116.
31. Fred Drughorn Lid v Rederiak,ieb 01cager Transatlantic, i1919)  AC 203.
32. (1882) 9 QI3D 623.
33. Ibid., at p 629 per JESSEL, M.R.
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(2) where the agent does not disclose the name of his principal;

(3) where the principal, though disclosed, cannot be sued.

It has alread y been seen that the chief function of an agent is to establish
contractual relationship between his principal and third parties. The agent then
drops out. He can neither sue nor be sued on contracts made by him on his
principal's behalf. Section 230 accordingly provides: In the absence of any
contract to that effect, an acent cannot personally enforce contracts entered into
by luni on behalf of his principal, nor is he personally hound by them. 34 Where a
consignment was landed from a ship but the consignee did not take deliver) and the
question arose as to s ho \\as liable to pa y demurrige, it was held that the liability
was solely that of the consignee and not that of the shipping agent. 35 Similarl y , in a
case before the Calcutta I lih Court" it was apparent front bill of lading that the
document was signed b y the ageni of a principal who was named in the document.
There as no contract to the effect that the agent would he hound by ,  contract.
Thus, unless it is shown that there is a contract to the effect of binding the agent,
catered into on behalf of the named pi incipal, the agent cannot he hound by it. The
attachment of the hank account of the agent was not allowed to be continued.
Earning of commission by the agent cannot make his agency as one coupled with
interest. The mere fact that sonic of the persons were directors in the principal
company as sell as in the agency company was not a material fact when the
principal was full y disclosed.37

This is knoss n its the principle of the agent's immunity from personal liability.
This rule applies even where the agent has contracted bey ond his authority and
the principal would not he liable. Even then the agent cannot be sued on the
contract it he professed to act for the principal. 38 though he will then he liable to
compensate the third party, for his loss.39

But there are certain circumstances in which the agent incurs personal
liability. Section 230, which incorporates the principle of agent's immunity for
personal liability, says that there may he a contract to the contrary. In other
words, the agent may contract to undertake personal liability. The section further
goes on to provide that such contract is presumed in the following cases:

34. See Marine Container Services South P Lid v Go Go Garments, AIR 1999 SC 80, an agent
of a contractor against whom there was a complaint under the Consumer Protection ACL.

986 for deficient services was held to be entitled to raise the defence of immunity and that
defence could not be brushed aside without due consideration.

35. BoardofTn.istees of Port of Madras v Southern Shipping Corpn P Lad, AIR 2001 Mad 413.
See atp4I7.

36. Jaylee E.rpons v Natvar Parekh Industries Lid, AIR 2001 Cal 150.

37. Another case to the same effect Midland Overseac V CAl. B. 71 Tana, AIR 1999 Born 401, the
contract of carriage was entered into by agent on behalf of foreign principal who was named
and disclosed. The agent did not undertake any personal liability. The agent could not he
sued personally for the alleged breach of contract.

38. Lewis v Nicholson, (1852)8 QB 502: 88 RR 683; Jenkins v Hutchinson, (1849) 13 Q13 744:

78 RR 500. Where the matter is doubtful as to who between the two is sueablc, both should
be sued. (1989) Malaysian U 187, SC Kuala Lumpur.

39. This liability arises under Section 235 as that of a pretended agent. He may be also sued for
deceit.
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1. Foreign principal

When an agent contracts for "a merchant resident abroad" 40 there is the

presumption that the agent undertakes personal liability. The original presumption

of English law was that the agent alone was liable and he had no right to pledge the

credit of a foreign principal. The presumption still stands, but it has declined in

importance. The presumption was needed at a time when it was difficult to sue

foreign principals and for the convenience of merchants a usage came into existence

that the agent of a foreign principal incurs personal liability. But now on account of

changed conditions of international trade, merchants trust each other and agents do

not like to incur personal liability. The resulting position has been summed up by

SCRUTTON U in the following words:

"White I think that one cannot at the present day attach the importance

which used to be attached forty or fifty years ago to the fact that the supposed

principal is a foreigner, it is still a matter to be taken into account in deciding

whether the person said to be an English agent has or has not made himself

personally liable." '41

The presumption being still a part of the law, an agent can only overthrow it by

contracting in a manner showing an intention not to incur personal liability. Thus,

where a contract was signed "by the authority of our principals,.., as agents", or

"Greenwich Marine Incorporated as agents for Trader Export S.A." 42 it was held

that this was sufficient manifestation of the intention to exclude personal liability.43

Where a charter-party contract was signed by agents "for and on behalf of J.M. &

Co (as agents), JAM." they were held to be not personally liable under the charter-

party, although they were described as charterers. Where a contract made through

an agent for the import of metallic recovery expressly provided that the obligations

of the principal or seller were not enforceable against the agent, a claim for shortage

in metallic recovery against the agent was held to he not maintainable.45

By virtue of the provision in Section 230 the presumption has statutory force in

India. A company registered in England, and having a place of business in India, has

40. Section 230(I).
41. H.O. Brandi & Co v H.N Morris & Co. (1917) 2 KB 784. 797, in some of the cases.

however, it has been stated that the presuniotion has	 UeLDCI una the whole
auest,o"	 :	 .,esiuon or the parties. See, for example, PRITChARD J in J.S Volt
& Mosiev Lid v Sir Charles Cunningham & Partners, (1949) 83 LIL Reports 141: quoted in
Powell. THE LAW OF AGENcY, 252 (1961). Mr A.H. Hudson in his three contributions,
namely, Agent of a Foreign Principal, (1960) 23 Mod LR 695, and (1957) 35 Can BR 336;
Agents for Foreign Principals, (1966)29 Mod LIZ 353 has argued that the presumption still
exists as part of the law. See also Teheran Europe Co Lid v S.T Belton Lid. (1968) 2 QB
545. The matter depends upon as to whom the third party gave credit or may be presumed to
have given credit. He cannot be presumed to have given credit to a foreign principal about
whom he knows nothing. James Macintosh & Co v Sree }anjsna Mills Co Lid, (1990)2 Ker
U 141.

42. Tudor Marine Ltd v Trada.x Esport S.A.. (1976) 2 Lloyd's Rep. 135.
43. Miller, Gibb & Co v Smith & Tyre Lid, (1917)2 KB 141, See also Lilly v Snrales, (1892) 1

QB 456, where also the mode of signature excluded liability of the agent who mistakenly
quoted a wrong rate of freight.

44. Universal Steam Navigation Co v James McElvie & Co. (1923) AC 492. The liability of an
agent does not arise where the principal has contracted directly. Union of India v Chinoy

.Chafilani& Co, AIR 19B2 Cal 36S............•.	 .......
45. Nandan Iron and Metal Industries v Feiresty Inc, AIR 1992 Del 364.
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been held to be a foreign principal for the purposes of this presumption and the
Indian agent acting for it was held personally liable.

2. Principal unnamed
The presumption of agent's persona] liability arises when he "does not disclose

the name of his principal". Where an agent contracts for an undisclosed principal, he
definitely is personally liable, being a party to the contract. But when he contracts
for an unnamed principal, there is only a presumption of his personal liability. The
presumption may arise even where the agent discloses his representative character,
but not the name of his principal. Accordingly, the honorary secretary of a school
was held personally liable for the rent of a house hired by him in his own name
though for purposes of the school. 47 But where an agent disclosed his character as
the secretary of a club, personal liability could not be imposed on him. 45 The same
result would follow where the representative character is already known to the third
party. 49 But in every such case the form of contract will be the deciding factor. In an
English case, a broker signed a contract in his own name, but had added: "Messrs
Southwell, to my principal. etc." It was held that lie was not personally liable.50
"There is nothing whatever in the contract to show that the defendant intended to act
otherwise than as broker." Where an order was placed over telephone by a broker
to another broker for the supply of bunkers, the ordering broker was held to he not
personally liable. The general practice in placing orders by telephone was not to
disclose the name of the principal and, moreover, the supplier already knew that the
order was sent by a broker. 32 Where, on the other hand, the usual mode of operation
over telex of a forwarding agent was to remark, without disclosing the name of the
principal. "We can do this for you", he was held personally liable, though in that
case he indicated the name of the liner to whom he was forwarding the goods. 53

3. Non-existent or incompetent principal

An agent is presumed to incur personal liability where he contracts on behalf of
a principal who, "though disclosed cannot be sued". An agent who contracts for a
minor, the minor being not liable, the agent becomes personally liable. This result
may not, however, follow where the other party already knows that the principal is
minor. 54 Similarly, where promoters buy goods on behalf of a projected company
they become personally liable to pay for them. The company, being not in existence
at the time of the contract, cannot be sued.-55 Now, by virtue of the provision in
Section 9(2) of the European Communities Act, 1972, an agent of an unformed
principal will be deemed to be contracting personally so as to entitle him to sue and

46. Tutika Basavraju v Parry & Co. (1903)27 Mad 315. See also Radhakri2,hna Sivaduua Rai V

Tayeballi Dawoodbhai, 1962 Supp (I) SCR 81, lOt, 103; MR 1962 SC 538.
47. Btiojabliai v Ha yrn Samuel, (1898)22 Born 754.
48. North-Western Provinces Club v Sadullah, (1898)20 All 497.
49. Mackinon V Lang, (1881)5 Born 584.
50. Southwell v Bowditch, (1876) t CFD 374.
SI. Per JESSE MR, ibid.
52. N. &I. V)assopulos v Net.' Shipping Lid, (1977) I Lloyd's Rep 478.

53. (1977)2 Lloyd's Rep 57.
54. Sher Manibhai v Rai Ri4paltha. (1899) 24 Born 166.

55. Kelner v Baxter, (1866) 2 CF 174. By virtue of S. 9(2) of the European Communities Act, an
agent of an unformed company becomes personally liable, See Phonogram Ltd v Lane,
(1981)3 All ER 182 CA.
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be also sued on the contract. The Calcutta High Court did not permit an agent of the
Russian Government to be sued personally because it was neither averred nor
proved that the Government of Russia could not be sued in India or elsewhere. The
mere fact that such a suit required permission of the Government Df India could not
be taken to mean that no Suit was possible.

Election by Third Parr [S. 233]
In all the above situations "where the agent is personall y liable, a person

dealing with him may hold either him or his principal, or both of them, liable." The
only illustration given in the section Says:

A enters into a contract with B to sell him 100 bales of cotton and
afterwards discovers that B was acting as agent for C. A may sue i. ncr B or C,
or both, for the price of the cotton.
This seems to be a departure from the English law, where the third party has to

elect between the liability of the principal or agent and the election once made is
final and binding on him. 57 If, for example, he has obtained judgment against the
agent, he cannot afterwards sue the principal even if the judgment again.,,-,.- 'he agent
has remained unsatisfied. 58 But this rule has been criticised. 58 Clearly it i contrary
to justice that T should not be able to sue P if his judgment against A is .osatisfied.
The rule works particularly harshly where T does not even know of P . existence
until after he has obtained judgment against A.5°

It is perhaps for this reason that the Indian Legislature marked i, departure
from the English rule and allowed the third party to sue the agent and the
principal jointly. Cmi -ri-s-TRO'FTER CJ of the Madras High Court doubted
whether this was the intention of the legislature and opined that the English rule
should be follo\ved. 51 But a subsequent Division Bench of the same H i gh Court
disagreed with him. lEACH CJ said: 'There is no ambiguity in the language used
in the section and I am unable to sec an y thing unreasonable in the rule, which it
embodies. What would be the position if a suit is brought against the principal
after judgment had been obtained against the agent in an earlier suit is another
matter, but we are not called upon to consider that question here." 62 Earlier the
Bombay High Court had also held that the section plainly intends to create joint
liability.63

But it seems that even irnd " .. . :.:c:. ,oIiie roiiu ot election is likely to be
involved. The third party has to choose between the liability of the agent, or the
principal or both and the choice once made shall hind him.Ga

56. Union of India v Chinov chablani & Co. AIR 1976 Cat 467.
57. Kendall v Hamilton, (1879) 4 App Cas 504.
58. Mere commencement of proceedings constitutes evidence of election but that is rebuttable.

Clarkson Booker 1.1(1 V Andje/. (1964)2 QB 775.
59. See the dissenting judgment of Lord PEx7.ANCE in Kendoll V Hamilton, (1879) 4 App Cas

504, where he described it as "unbending and indiseriminaic".
60. Powelt, Tun LAW OF AGENCY, 270 (1961, 2nd cdn).
61. Kutnkris/inwi Nair v Appa Nair, (1926) 49 Mad 900, 902: AIR 1926 Mad 1213.
62. Shanisudilin v Show Wallace & Cu, (1939) Mad 282: AIR 1939 Mad 520.
63. S)nvlalMc:ilal v Birth C/rand, (1917) 19 Born LR 370.
64.. This opinion is expressed in Pollock & Mulla, THE INDIAN CONTRACT AND SPECIFIC Rtmips

ACTS, 712 (8th edn) by Setalvad & Gooderson, 1957.
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Election may be express or implied from conduct. An implied election takes
place when the third patty debits the account of the principal or the agcnt. 5 teccives
a negotiable instrument from one or the other in payment of the nice, or sues one or
the other. Filing of a slot is a stiong pruiia flute evidence of election, but is not
conclusive.66

E.rtoppi.'I of Third Party { Section 2341

234. Consequences of inducing agent or principal to act on
belief iht principal or agent will be lieki exclusively liable—
When a person who has made a contract with all 	 induces the
a gent to act upon the belief that the principal onl y will be held liable,
or induces the principal to act upon the belief that the agent only will

he held liable, he cannot afterwards hold liable the a gent or principal
respectively.

One method of elcct:iig between the principal and the agent is indicated by
Section 234. If the third party leads the agent to believe that only the principal will
be held liable or the principal to believe that onlr the agent )vill he held liable, he
cannot afterwards chan ge his stance He \lould have to confine himself to the
liability of a person whom he has selected by that process. Thus where a purchaser
of goods gave notice to the seller's agent that the agent alone would he held
responsible if the goods did not turn out to he of contract quality, he could not
proceed against the principal.17

4. Pretended agent [S. 235)

235. Liability of pretended agent.—A person untruly
representing himself to he the authorised agent of another, and thereby

inducing a third person to deal with him as such agent, is liable, if his
alleged employer does not ratify his acts, to make compensation to the

other in respect of any loss or damage which he has incurred by so
dealing.

Thus where a person pretends to act as the agent of another, he may be saved by
the principal by ratifying his act. But if no ratification is forthcoming the pretended
agent becomes personally liable to the third party for any loss that he may have
suffered by relying upon the representation of authority. It would make no
difference to his liability that he honestly belieed that he had the authority in
question or that, even if he did not have it, his principal would ratify his act. 68 The
false representation must be the cause of the contract. A person who acknowledged
the liability of a firm pretending to be one of its partners was held to have incurred
personal liabilit y under the ackno lcdgment. 69 Since the action in such cases is

65. Addison v Gandacequi, (1812)4 Taunt 574.
66. Scarf v Jardine, (1S82) 7 App Cas 345; Cktrk.ton Booker lid v Arc/jet, (1964) 2 QB 775

(CA).
67. Mad/iaca Ganga Pd v Goiiri Shrinker, (1949) I Cut 453: AIR 1950 Ori 42.
68. Collins v Wright. (1857) 8 E&B 647, approved: Sgirkev v Bank of England, 1903 AC 114

followed, V/o Rainaimporr v Guthrie & Co Lid, (1966) I Lloyd's Report I. For comments:
Reynolds, 83 LQR 189.

69. B/ieck Chard v Prabhuji, AIR 1963 Raj 84: (1963) 13 Raj 84.
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under the tort of deceit, tort principles as to damages would apply rather than those
applicable to breach of contract. 70 If the truth is already known to the other party, no
liability arises.'[

Where the pretension is as to a matter of law, the agent would not be liable. For
example, the borrowing power of a company is a matter of interpretation of its
constitutional documents and governing statutes. A misrepresentation as to this will
not create liability. 72 But whether borrowing powers have been exhausted, is a
question of fact. Liability would follow if this fact is misrepresented.73

The agent himself cannot sue on a contract which he has made pretending to be
an agent. This disability is clinched upon him by Section 236.

236. Person falsely contracting as agent, not entitled to
performance—A person with whom a contract has been entered into
the character of agent is not entitled to require the performance of it, if
he was in reality acting, not as agent, but on his own account.

When a person has, in fact, no principal, yet persuades the other to contract
with him as an agent of'another, he is estopped from saying that he had no principal,
and since the contract was with his principal and not with him he has no locus standi
to sue under that right. This will be so whether he feigns a named or unnamed
pr i nc t pal . 7a Where a shipping agent gave a personal commitment of issuing a bill of
lading after mate's receipt but did not do so, he was held personally liable to the
principal for the tort of conversion and for breach of contract under Section 73 of
the Contract Act.7

5	 Breach of warranty of authority
Closel y allied to the liability of a pretended agent is the liability of an agent for

breach of warranty of autho r :;y. Where a person is in fact an agent, but exceeds his
authority, or represents to have a kind of authority which lie in fact does not have,
he commits breach of warranty of authority and is personally liable to the third party
for any loss caused to him by reason of acting on the false representation. 76 This is
the principle of Collins v ((rig/it77.

W was land agent for one C. (V agreed to grant to the plaintiff a lease of G's
farm for 12½ years. He honestl y believed that he had the authority to do so. But
G refused to execute the tas 'd h.: Jiut lie nad given no such

,ouinoi ity to the agent. W, having died in the meantime, the plaintiff sued his

70. Vairaian (hector v .4i'icha Chettisu, (1915.138 Mad 275.
71. S/si Manibhai v llai Rupaliba. (1S99) 24 Born 160, a mother representing herself to be the

agent of her minor son, was held not liable as the other party already knew the principal's
minority: Jones V Hope, (I SSO) 3 TLR 247; Li//v. Wil.ni 8 Co v Sniales Estes A Ca, (1892)
I QB 456; 11a/bet v Lens, (1901) 1 Ch 344.

72. Saffron Walden B.S. v Raoier, (1880)14 Ch D 406.
73. Oliver v Bank e;. 1, England. (1901) I Ch 652, 660; Ra.shdal! v lord, (1866) LR 2 Eq 750:

C.'Jiccry v Colonial Batik of Auvrratn.iia, (1869) LR 3 PC 24: W'erk V l'roperrr (1873) LR S
CP 427.

74. Sesidatt Ro y ,Sfavkara v Napapiso (1907) 54 Cal 628; Hand [z1 Ro y v Gurupada i/a/Air.
(1924) 51 Cal 588: 81 IC 721; S/tree Shies' Gopal Sr/il/tar v Shashibhushan. (1932) 60 Cal
Ill: AIR 1933 Cal 109.

75. Nepal Food Corpn v U.P.T. Import and 8sport Ltd, AIR 1988 Cal 253.
76. GanpatPdvSarju,(l9ll)9 All U8
77. '1557)8 E&B 647: 27 U Q13 215:30 LT 209.
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executors for the loss he had suffered in entering Upon the farm, and they were
held liable.

\VtLt.Fs J said: 78 'The fact that the professed agent honestly thinks that he has

authority that affects the moral character of his act; but his moral innocence, so far

as the person whorn he has induced to contract is concerned, in no way aids such

person, or alleviates the inconvenience and damage which he sustaIns The

obligation arising in such a case is well expressed by saying that a person,

professing to contract as agent for another, impliedly, if not expressly, undertakes to

or promises the person who enters into such contract, upon the faith to the professed

agent being duly authorised, that the authority which he professes to have does in
point of fact exist."79

Similarly, in Young v Tonbee5° an agent was held liable for prosecuting an

action even after his principal, though unknown to him, had become insane, for the
insanity had determined the agent's authorit y at once An agent was held liable to a
person to whom he chartered his principal's ship without authority of the principal
who repudiated the transaction. 81 An agent gives warranty of his authority; he does
not guarantee that, if the contract is within authority, the principal would not
commit breach.

RATIFICATION

The doctrine of ratification comes into play when a person has done an act on

behalf of another without his knowledge or consent. The doctrine gives the person

on whose behalf the act is done an option either to adopt the act by ratification or to

disown it. Ratification is thus a kind of affirmation of unauthorised acts. It is thus
explained in Section 191:

196. Right of person as to acts done for him without his
authority: Effect of ratification—Where acts are done by one
person on behalf of another, but without his ktow]ed ge or authority,
he may elect to ratify or to disown such acts. If he ratify them, the
same effects will follow as if they had been performed by his
authority.

Where, for example, a person insures the goods of another without his
authority, the owner may ratify the policy and then the policy will be as valid as if
the agent had been authorised to insure the goods.82

Ratification may be expressed or implied. Section 197 provides:

78. Cul1ir v Wright, (t857) 8 E&B 647 (657): 27 U QB 215:30 LT 209.
79 principle of this case applies to all cases where a person induces another to do an act on the

faith of his representation. See, for example, Sasrkev v Bank of big/and, (1903) AC 113, transfer to
cowls by the hank on the faith of the defendant's representation that he had the power of attomey
to authorise the transfer, Sheffield v Barcla y, ( 1905) AC 392, a hanker innocently inducing a
corporation to act on the basis of a forged deed; Bank of England v Cutter, (1908)  2 KB 208, the
agent innocently introducing certain person as the owner ef stcck when he was riot so in fact.

60. (1901)1Ch344.
St. 14'eogall v Runcontcve, (1916) 85 UKB 187, the agent was authorised to hire a ship but he mistook

the instruction and let out a ship.
82. Williams v North China Insurance Co. (1876) 1 CF'D 757; Seer of Siaze in Council for India v

Kaniachee Rove, 7 Moore IA 476, unauthorised so of an agcni ratified  by the Goernrnent.
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197. Ratification may be expressed or implied—Ratification
may be expressed or may be implied in the conduct of the person on
whose behalf the acts are done.

Illustrations

(a) A. without authority, buys goods for B. Afterwards B sells them to Con his own
account. B's conduct implies a ratification of the purchase made for him by A.

(b) A. without B's authority, tends B's money to C. Afterwards B accepts interest on
the money from C. B's conduct implies a rat.ification of the loan.

Where the manager of an insurance company effected an assurance which he
had no authority to do, but the company accepted the money which was received
under the policy, that was held to be a sufficient ratification. 83 "Ratification will he
implied from any act showing an intention to adopt the transaction, even silence or
mere acquiescenceSS and if an act is adopted at all, it will be held to have been
adopted throughout." Ratification of a contract required to be in writing need not be
in writin2, but ratification of a contract made by deed must be by deed.85

Requirements of ratification
A valid ratification has to fulfil certain conditions. Some of them are as

follows:—

I. On Be/utlfofAnother
In the first place, it is necessary that the act in question must have been done on

behalf of the person who wants to ratify it. The agent must profess to act as an agent
and on behalf of an identifiable principal. "It is not necessary that he should be
named, but there must he such a description of him as shalt amount to a reasonable
designation of the person intended to be bound by the contract '116 If the agent acts
in his own name and 'makes no allusion to agency" 87 his act cannot be ratified by
any other person, even if the agent in his secret mind intended to act for another.
This is the principle of the famous case of Keigliley, Museted & Co v D14raiit.88

K.M. & Co. authorised their agent to buy Karachi wheat at specified rates
on their joint account. Wheat was not obtainable at those rates. He bought
wheat from Durant at a higher rate. He did so in the hope and confidence that
his act would he adopted by the principals, but he never mentioned the
principals and contracted in his own name. The principals approved the
pui ciiuc, out, whet) tile price 01 wheat tell, retused to take delivery. Durant
stied the agent and the principals for breach of contract.

$3. lltiliit 'vittiod l'o Co v Bank of Baroda. AIR 1977 Kant 204. A mere paflicipation in arbitration
proceedings has been held to be no ratification. Union of lw/ui v KD. Rallia Rain, (1964) 3 SCR
64: AIR 1963 SC 1685. iiliaiivui Shari/er v Gordhajidas. AIR 1943 PC 66, 68. Ratification

becomes effective when it is communicated Raja Gopaluicharvudu v Srcv of State, 38 Mad 997.
84. Allard v ljouuaie, (1863) 15 CBNS 46$; South V I/till Glass Co, (1852) It GB 897; Bank of Mel/i

/rCn v Barcla ys Batik. (1951) 2 TLR 1057, silence of landlord as to repairs by tenant.
85. CHrITs ON CoNrRACtS, 9, par-a 2019 (24th cdn, 1977), citing Con,nert'ial Banking Co of Sydne y v

Mann, (19!6)AC 1.
66. Watson v Suction, (1962)  II CE (NS) 756,771, Wit LE5 J: 31 U (OP) 210.
87. Cheshire and Fifoot, Tile LAW OF CONTRACT, 405 (6th edo, 1964)
88. (1901)AC240.
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But the principals were held not liable. The agent, having con rected in his own

name, his act was not open to anybody's ratification and, therefore, the purported
ratification was ineffective. Lord MACNAGHThN said:

......[B]y a wholesome and convenient fiction, a person ratifying the act
of another, who, without 'authority, has made a contract openly and avowedly
on his behalf, is deemed to be a party to the contract. Does the fiction cover the
case of a person who makes no avowal at all, but assumes to act for himself and
for no one else? On principle I should say certainly not. . (0)bhgations are
not to be created by, or founded Iiçon, undisclosed intentions.'

Similarly Lord JAMES said:
"To establish that a man's thoughts unexpressed and unrecorded can form

the basis of a contract so as to bind other persons and make them liable on a
contract they never made with persons they never heard of, seems a somewhat
difficult task." 90

The words "on behalf of another" as used in Section 196 expressly recognise this
rule. 91 The section, however, does not insist upon the name of the principal being
disclosed. Marine insurance policies are often effected on behalf of anybody
interested and are, therefore, open to anybody's TatifiCation- 92 Where the act is
purported to be done on behalf of another, that other may ratify even if the agent
used his name to commit a fraud upon the third party.93

2. Competence of Principal

Since ratification relates back to the date when the contract was originally made
by the agent, it is necessary that the principal who purports to ratify must be in
existence at the time of the contract and should also be competent. It is this principle
which prevents a person from ratifying a contract made by him during his minority.
Similarly, a company cannot ratify a contract made in its name before its
incorporation. 9 ' But this is subject to the provisions of the Specific Relief Act, 1963.
Section 15 of the Act 95 provides that where the promoters of a public company have
made a contract before its incorporation, for the purposes of the company, and if the
contract is warranted by the terms of incorporation, the company may enforce it.

89. Keiih?es', Mtsseied & Co v Duran:, 1901 AC 240 at p 247.
90. Alp 251 ibid.
9L Set, for example, Raja 160 Bhagwai Dtrvn! v Delti Doral Sohu, (1908) 35 IA 48, 58; Raghavochan

v PcikAiri Mohantrnad, (1916)30 Mad LI 497, 501: Righnrachari v MA Pathri MoM Rotether.
30 Mad U 497. an agent buying in his own name against the directions of his principal a prorcri
at a court auction, the principals subsequent raiificauon of no effect.

92. Hagedorn s' O!it'erson, (18) 4 2 M&S 485: Arnold. MARL\E LsoR.a In other cases, there ic a
general inciStenCe that the principal should t named and disclosed. Boston Fruit Co v Bnt:lr A
Foreign Marine Ins Ca, (1906) AC 336.33S.-31t)

93. 7%edenvrnrt & I lernicna Freres. Re. (1899)2 QB 66. Alter ratificatior the priric!pzt is bour. 	 v

the Set whih.:'	 to his advin:e. ge ct detriment and whethm Ilabdith Lbcrefcr 	 t'ccc: d:
tort, to the Sam ct :m with all the same conscouenes am :' lo 1:i-

L p revhuc authol-tt\'. Wt0on v ))ntrnttn (1843 6 Man & G 2k-, 2.2. 64 RR	 .r .........
sii'mL'tr)y bound, Famrer v	 es, (1643) 12 M&-W'2 2 4., !.nwscn (!33'ctor 7amrc) V Hoamn'c..
Macltme Co tin', (1966)2 All ER 944, Q51:(! 066 I '61_R 132C

as pcvided a Spscific Relic--c. 0: r tinct.a-amrak'd conany is no 
be 	 incorca'ce' Ki,'s"rv Bo,rler. )56:: LO2L'P 174. : 15	 212 iS-73t 441 FP
20Ci9: Enmr's.c En	 Co, e, ()5495 lb (ID 125 Accesh F7(-:i., Mil-. C--' v'Pi'a.?wo2.
Its . kcc No 2. Annoa t)tcriced act once nitified does not cre:ito an uuthor.:v 1cc suet! )Ia'- rcL
low v (":lrwi 23and., o(4Isi, (1877)3 Cal 280.285-22..

25	 the lfld:ae Srccf':c R- I f ..\cl, 177, noA ;rpcarc!
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"Warranted by the terms of incorporation" means within the scope of the company's
objects as stated in the memorandum. The contract should be for the purposes of the
company. A contract to allot shares after the company is incorporated is not for the
put-poses of the company so that the company cannot enforce it against the other
party.

Section 19 of the same Act provides that the other party can also enforce the
contract if the company has adopted it after incorporation and the contract is within the
terms of incorporation.

3. What Acts can be Ratified  [S. 2001

200. Ratification of unauthorised act cannot injure third
person.—An act done by one person on behalf of another, without
such other person's authority, which, if done with authority, would
have the effect of subjecting a third person to damages, or of
terminating any right or interest of a third person, cannot by
ratification, be made to have such effect.

Illustrations
(a) A, not being authorized thereto by B, demands, on behalf of 8, the delivery of

a chattel, the property of B, from C, who is in possession of it. This demand
cannot be ratified by B, so as to make C liable for damages for his refusal to
deliver.

(b) A holds a lease from B, terminable on three months' notice. C, an unauthorized
person, gives notice of termination to A. The notice cannot be ratified by B. so
as to be binding on A.

ONLY LAWFUL ACTS CAN BE RATIFIED—Only lawful acts are open to
ratification. An act which is void from the very beginning cannot be ratified. The
Privy Council observed in a case97 that ratificatiot "must be in relation to a
transaction which may be valid in itself and not illegal". Where money was
entrusted to a person for investment and he put it to his own use, it was held by the
Privy Council that the doctrine of ratification could not be used to validate this
breach of fiduciary obligation.98

Subject to this, any act may be ratified "whether it is founded on a tort or on a
contract". A forgery of signatures, being a crime, cannot be ratified. 99 A minor'c
agreement being void cannot be ratified 1w h'	 ilig majority.

96. imperial Tea Mfg Co v Mwrchershaw, (1899) 13 Born 415.
97. La BanqwJacqies-C.anierv LaBanquedf Epargne,(1887) 13 App Cas III, an appeal from the

Pmvjncc of Quebec. Void acts cannot be ratified. Muloin Chand v State of M P, (1968)3 SCR 214:
AIR. 1968 SC 1238; Staid of UP v Mwnrj La!, (1971) 2 SCC 449: AIR 1971 SC 2210. No
ratification of a Government contract mie in c000-avcruioo of Article 299(I) of the Constitution.
Their Lordsbips observed. 'Thexe can in truth be no notification without an intention to ratify and
there can be no intention to ratify an illegal act without knowledge of illegality." Premila Devi v
People's Bank, AIR 1938 PC 224; United Provinces Govt v Church Mrsrionay Trust A.tm, AIR
1948 Oudh 54. A void aernent may not be radfiable. Dwtush Mercantile Co v Beawnont, (1951)
Cii 620, unauthorised proceedings held to be ratifiable-

98. Mungappa Qtari v OfficlaJ Assignee of Madras, (1937)64 IA 343: AIR 1937 PC 296.
99. Brook v 11oo& (1871) 6 E.xds 89. For ratifkation of Government contracts we Chatuthhuj

VdKidas .asani v More.thwar Paiuthrtz'n, 1954 SCR 817: AIR 1954 SC 236. There may,
bowever, be estoppel against forgery, i.e., the principal may by prior or aubseqoeni conduct be
deprived of his right to iay that there was forgery of signature. Greenwood v Marrini Batik
Ltd (1933) AC 51.
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Acis WHICH WOULD BECOME INJURIOUS BY RATIFICATION.—Similariy, acts

which would become injurious to others by ratification cannot be ratified. This

principle is incorporated in Section 200 which says that an act cannot be ratified

which by ratification "would have the effect of subjecting a third person to

damages".' The illustrations to the section are that an unauthorised notice

terminating a lease cannot be ratified.'

ACTS DONE ON BEHALF OF GOVERNMENT—Such acts are ratifiable in the same

way in which private acts can be. In one of the cases it was observed: 3 "If there had
been any doubt about the original intention of the Government, it has clearly ratified

and adopted the acts of its agents which according to the principle in Buron v
Denman' is equivalent to previous authority.' Thus acts of public servants in excess

Of their authority may be ratified by the Government.

Where public officers exceed their authority the State will be liable only to the

extent it has expressly or impliedly ratified or approved the acts of such officers.

This was laid down specifically as early as 1861 in Collector of Masaiipaam v
Cavalv Verica:a Narrianpa/t. 5 where the court said:

"The acts of a Government officer bind the Government only when he is

acting in the discharge of certain duty within the limits of the authority or if he

exceeds that authority, when the Government in fact or in law directly or by

implication ratifies the excess.

4. Knost'lëdceoff"acrs(S 198)

198. Knowledge requisite for valid ratification—No valid
ratification can he made by a person whose knowledge of the facts of
the case is materially defective.

"To constitute a binding adoption of acts a priori unauthorised these conditions

must exist: (I) the acts must have been done for and in the name of the supposed

principal, and (2) there must he full knowledge of what those acts were, or such an

unqualified adoption that the inference may properly be drawn that the principal

intended to take upon himself the responsibilit y for such acts, whatever they were."6

1. For example, ratification of a ccinujact after its breach by the third party. Kidder Mir.ter V

Han/wick, (1873) LR 9 Exch 13.
2. Fats of this kind Acre involvcd irl Carson A/rrns'd EusufF?aji ,4zani. k !916) 23 Cal U 453,

wherc not:cc to c'uii was gl'cir by one of joint lessors and the other joint lessor was not
allowed to ratify it.

3. Sec - v  of Store v Kwr p achee Bovre, 7 Moore IA 476, 539. 	 -
4. (18S) 2 Lx 167.
5. (1861) 8 Moore IA 529, 554 PC. flrini v L)ennian, (1848) 2 Es 167 ratification of the acts of

a British Naval Commander and thereb y making them sovereign acts and therefore entitled
to sovereign immunity C/mrwrbliuj v Mor.shwar, 1954 SCR 817, ratification of contracts
made without compl y ing sviih Art. 299 of the Constitution. For a full account of such eases
see V.G. Ram:rh:iridrn, Lsw or AcErcY. 270278 (1985).

6. See Fitznzpuricc 1/a yle y, (1856) 6 E&13 868 where the pr::iripi rv:h y t %nowlcdgc of the
fact whether the agent had exceeded authority, stood by his acts whatcvci they were.
Compare: i-kzsr'!er v Lenrayne, (1858) 5 CB (NS) 530; Marsh v Joseph, (1S97) I Gri 213
followed Jr Gouri S/ranker v Jwala Prciso.d AIR 1930 Oudh 312; Thkarani v Madhorao,
AIR 1948 Nag 293, ratiflcaion of contract made on behalf of amino, withon; th knowledge
of facts.
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5. Whole Transaction [S. 199j
199. Effect of ratifying unauthorised act forming part of a

transaction—A person ratifying any unauthorised act done on his
behalf, ratifies the whole of the transaction of which such act formed a

part.
A person cannot ratify a part of the transaction which is beneficial to him and

repudiate the rest. So a ratification of a part of a transaction operates as a ratification
of the whole of the transaction.7

6. Within Reasonable Time

A ratification to be effective must come within reasonable time. 5 If a time is

fixed for performance of the contract, ratification must come before that time
otherwise it will be too late- 9 For example, a tender for supply of eggs was approved

by a board, but not formally. The time for commencement of performance was
September. Before this date the tender was withdrawn. The board ratified its
approval of the tender on October 6. It was held this was too late as it was done after
the date fixed for performance)° Similarly, a policy of fire insurance was not
allowed to be ratified after the occurrence of the loss, because the owner himself
could not have insured at that time. t ' The only exception is marine insurance, where

a policy can be ratified cven after the owner has come to know of the loss) 2 "The

principal has no right to pause and wait for the fluctuation of the market, in order to
ascertain whether the purchase is likely to be beneficial. He is bound if he decides to
notify his determination in a reasonable time provided he has an opportunity of
doing 1t"13
Effects of Ratification

Ratification has the following effects:
(I) It establishes the relationship of principal and agent insofar as the act

ratified is concerned between the person ratifying and the person doing
the act.

(2) Ratification establishes the relationship of contract between the principal
and the third party.

7. HoWl! v Park. (1806) 7 East 164; Commercial Banking Co of Sydney v Mani. (1916) AC 1;

Brisiow v Wlum*ore. (18.61) 9 HL Cas 391, pnncipal bound to perform the' contract In its
entirety.

S. Poriuguese Consolidaied Copper Mines, Re, (1890)45 Co 1) 16.

Q. Dibbins . Dthbus.c, (1896) 2 Ch 348. It is observed in POLI..00K ON CONTRACTS that
ía (1 inLn

	

mU51 in evei-s' case be within a reasonable timc sod v'ber	 time i s enresti
Jchmiis•i wfthi; .';::. in	 done, rss:C.:	 Sr.:	 prt.S .

tervr
Y),'?r. v	 rn S	 S 39C1i c IL:.. 2	 !L'.,':. .

(159u) 2 (Th '48.
Groi ,r	 (irnler ii; Mafãzsis. (19 0)2 6 rC!

2 Willtoms .orih Chin Ins Co. (1876) 1 (1fl
Prince v (inrAe. (1 823) 1 B&C 56 PtLwrd. ;;idurj il1:	 ':,,,'.ri'
AIR 1939 Mad 957, 960. IhMJp.i v 1!utnp8rcy. I87 (; iTh /'.pp	 .o,rei v

93 2 Cii 646
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Doctrine of Relation Back

Ratification relates back to the date on which the agent first contracted. Section

196 declares that if an unauthorised act is ratified by the person on whose behalf it
was done. "the same effects will follow as if they had been performed by his
authority". Thus there is a contract between the principal and the third party, not
from the date of ratification, but from the date when the agent first contracted. One
of the effects of relation back is demonstrated by Bolton Partners v Lambert".

The defendant made an offer to the managing director of a company who,
having no authority to do so, accepted it. That gave the company an option to
ratify the contract. But the company ratified only after the defendant had
withdrawn his offer. The company sued the defendant for specific performance.

The company was held entitled to it. The company's ratification related back to the
date on which the managing director first accepted the offer. Thus there was a
contract between the company and the defendant from that date. The defendant's
revocation of his offer was ineffective. LtNDLEY U believed that it was not a
question of withdrawal of offer, but withdrawal from contract. The managing
director having accepted the offer, though without authority, there was contract, and
it was not an offer, but a contract that was ratified, He said:

"I can find no authority in the books to warrant the contention that an offer
made, and in fact accepted by a principal through an agent or otherwise, can be
withdrawn. The true view on the contrary appears to be that the doctrine as to
retrospective action of ratification is applicable.''
The decision has been criticised on the ground that it leaves the third party in

a worse position than he would have been in if he had contracted with the
principal, for then he would have revoked his offer until the principal had
accepted it) 6 But if he contracts through an unauthorised agent, he neither has a
contract (until ratified) nor can withdraw from it. The American Restatement

suggests a different rule:
"To constitute a ratification, the affirmance of a transaction must occur

before the other party has manifested his withdrawal from it either to the
purported principal or to the agent, and before the offer or agreement has been
Otherwise terminated or been discharged.""
The decision has also been justified. The defendant had contracted to sell the

property for certain price and was given the same terms. The ratification had not
caused him any prejudice)8

4. (1839)41 ChD29S.
IS. Ibid., at pp. 308-309.
M. See, for example, NORTH .1 in Portuguese Consolidated Copper Mines, Re. (1890) 45 Ch

D 16, 21. Lord LINDLF.Y himself observed in a subsequent case: 'The decision presents
difficulties, and their Lordships reserved their liberty to reconsider It if on some further
occasion it should become necessary to do so." Fleming v Bank of New Zealand. (1900)
AC 577. See also George R. Tamaki, The rule in Button v Lanibert, 19 Can BR 733;
Warnbaugh, A Problem of Ratification, (1895) 9 Ham LR 60; Fry on SPECiFiC

PERFORMANCE, 3rd edo. .
17. Section 88, RESTATEMENT

'
	.......:...

18. See Stoljar, TUELAW OFAOCY, 190-191. (1961); Powell, THE LAW OF AGENCY, 143 (2nd
edn, 1961).
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But the general trend of opinion is against the deciion. That is why it is dot 'to
be extended and was not followed in Watson v Davies19.

The defendant offered to sell his property to a charitable institution. The
offer was accepted by a few members of the board "subject to approval by full
members of the board', The day on which the board was to meet, the defendant
withdrew his offer. The board ratified it and brought an action for specific
performance.

The ratification was held to be too late, and the revocation effective. MAUCJHAM J
said: 'An acceptance by an agent... subject in express terms to ratification by his
principal is legally a nullity until ratified, and is no more binding on the other party
than an unaccepted offer which can, of course, be withdrawn before acceptance."20

The above decision may be said to constitute an exception to the principle in
Bolton Partners v Lanzbert2t . Another exception is where ratification would
prejudice the interests acquired by others. For example, an unauthorised stoppage of
goods in transit cannot be ratified after the transit has ended.22

The doctrine of relation back does not come into play where the contract made
by the agent says that it is "subject to approval or ratification". In such cases the
other party would have the option to withdraw until ratification. 23 Retrospective
ratification also becomes ruled out where the agent and third party have already by
mutual consent cancelled the contract.

19. (1931) I Ch 455.
20. At pp 468469.
21. (18S9)41ChD295.
22. RIFd v Brown, (1850) 4 Exch 786; also not where third parties have in the meantime

acquired psoperty ñghXs. Whitehead v Taylor, (1839) 10 A&E 210.
23. flaW asd Warehousing and Forwarding Co of East Africa Lid Y Jafferali & Sons Lid, 1964

AC I.
24. Wa1t4rvJamn,(l87I)LR6El24.
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Determination of Agency

The relationship of principal and agent may end in any of the ways mentioned
in Section 201.

201. TermInation of agency—An agency is terminated by the
principal revoking his authority; or by the agent renouncing the business
of the agency; or by the business of the agency being completed; or by
either the principal or agent dying or becoming of unsound mind; or by
the principal being adjudicated an insolvent under the provisions of any
Act for the time being in force for the relief of insolvent debtors.
The section provides for the following modes of termination:

1. Revocation;
2. Renunciation by agents;
3. Completion of business;
4. Principal or agent's death;
5. Principal or agent becoming person of unsound mind;
6. Insolvency of principal;
7. Expiry of time.

These modes are considered below:

By Revocation IS. 2031
The principal may revoke his agent's authority and that puts an end to the agency

203. When principal may revoke agent's authority.—Thc
principal may, save as is otherwise provided by the last prccedinc
section, revoke the authority given to his agent at any time before thc
authorit y has been exercised so as to bind the principal.
Section 207 further provides that revocation may be expressed or implied in [lie
conduct of the principal. An illustration appended to the section says:

A empowers B to let As house. Afterwards A lets it himself. This is an

implied revocation of B's authority.
Thus where the owner of a colliery appointed a sole selling agent for his coal
seven years, it was held that the owner could sell the colliery even before Eh'

expiry of this period and thus terminate the agency. He was not bound to keep h:
colliery. 2 Lord PENZANCE said:5

I. See generally Khi!a Dhish v Moot Chwid, (1969)3 SCC 411, 413.414
2. Rhodes v Forwood, (1876) 1 App Cas 256, Other cases of the same kind are Ma-tin/ice

Aircraft Co v Canadian Flight Equipment 1d, (195) 2 QB 556: (1955) 2 All ER
Spenrough UDCs Agreement. Re, (1963) Ch 139; Richards Ko pfod. (l969) I WI .R I
1814. The principle laid down in lianelly Ply & Dock Co v LNW Rly Co. (1875) ER 1
550 that there would be a presumption of perpetual duration in contracts spccifvi:p
inc-limit, does not apply to agency. See Carnegie, 85 LQR 392 and Trcitcl. Tttt 1.''.

CONTRACT, 570 (5th edo, 1979).
3. A: p 272 ibid.

[679
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'Upon such an agreement as that... unless there is some special term in the
contract that the principal shall continue to carry on business, it cannot for a
moment be implied as a matter of obligation on his part that, whether the
business Is a profitable one or not, and whether for his own sake he wishes to
carry it or not, he shall be bound to carry it on for the benefit of the agent and
the commission that he may receive."

Similarly, an agent had provided a charter-pasty to the owner of a ship to run for a
period of 18 months, the agent receiving commission on hire paid and earned. The
owner sold the ship to the charterers within four months. The charter-party ended
and so did the agency. The agent could not recover any damages, for the principal
was not bound to keep the ship for the period of the charter-party. 4 An agent was
appointed by a shirt manufacturer as a canvasser and traveller for five-year period to
scil such goods as may be forwarded to him. The principal's factory was burned
down by a chance fire while there were still three years for the agency to go. The
principal never resumed business and ended the agency. He was held liable in
damages as the agency seemed to have been created for a definite term.5

An agency was deemed to have ended automatically by operation of law when
a war broke out between the two countries to which the principal and agent
respectively belonged. 6 This is so because "agency as a contract is determined by
any event which terminates a contract".'

Revocation may be express or implied. Section 207 so provides in the following
words:

207. Revocation and renunciation may be expressed or
implied.--Revocation and renunciation may be expressed or may be
implied in the conduct of the principal or agent respectively.

Illustration

A empowers B to let A's house. Afterwards A lets it himself. This is an implied
revocation of B's authority.
An example of implied revocation was found in a case in which a father, after

executing a power of attorney in favour of his son, fell into strained relations wrh

4. French & Co Las' v Leesron Shipping Co, (1922) 1 AC 451; El'. Nelson & Co v Rolfe,
(1950)1 KB 139, also involving We of the subject-matter of agency.

5. Turner v Goldsmith, (1891) I QB 544. See also M.S. Des.ai & Co v Ifindustazt Petroleum
Corpn 13d, AIR 1987 Guj 19 where it was held that the termination of the dealership by an
instrumentality of the Slate raises wider questions than mere breach of conLract.
Mc4habuiaizn4a Naynk v State of Orissi. AIR 1998 Ori I, an agency under the publ:c
distribution system was held to have been wrongfully terminated when the alleged points of
misconduct on the pt of the agent were not proved. A similar rnaxtcr, Ashok Agarwal
State of Orissa, (1996) 82 Cut LT 239. Declaration of Government policy that agencies for
National Savings Certificates should not be given to relatives of employees was held to be
not a good ground for termination of existing agencies, Union of India v V.P. Parukauty, AIR
1997 SC 1903.

6. Stevenson & Sons Lid v A.kt for Cartonnagen Industries. (1917) 1 QR 842. Arx,cr example
of justified termination. G. L. Kilikar v Stare of Kerala. (1971) 3 SCC 751: AIR 1971 SC
1196.

7. Treitel, Lw OF CONTRACT, 570 (5th edn, 1979). citing E.'tgUsh v Dedham Vale Properties
Lid, (1978) 1 WL93.
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him so that the son became an adversary and was, therefore, no more capable of

acting as an agcnt.
Revocation is subject to the following conditions:

Revocation operates prospectively [S. 2041

204. Revocation where authority has been partly exercised.—
The principal cannot revoke the authority given to his agent after the
authority has been partly exercised, so far as regards such acts and
obligations as arise from acts already done in the agency.

il/us! rations
(a) A authorises B to buy 1000 bales of cotton on account of A. and to pay for it out

of A's mcey remaining in B's hands. B buys 1000 hales of cotton in his own
name, so as to make himself personally liable for the pi-ice. A cannot revoke B's

authonty so far as re gards payment for the cotton.
b) A authorises 8 to buy 1000 bales of cotton on account of A. and to pay for It out

of As money xmaining in B's hands. B buys 1000 bales of cotton in A's name.
and so as not to render himself personally liable foe the price. A can revoke Bs

authority to pay for the cotton.
Even where the agent has partly exercised his authority, the principal may

revoke it for the future. But it is irrevocable "as regards such acts and obligations as
arise from acts already done in the agency". Where, for example, an agent has been
appointed to buy something for the principal and he has purchased it by involving
his personal liability, his authority cannot be revoked. Where a sale deed was
executed by an agent under his power of attorney before his power was revoked by
a newspaper notification, it was held that it could not upset the deed already

executed and the registration of the deed could not have been refused because of the

revocation.9
Where the agent carries on business even after his authority has been revoked

by the principal, the latter cannot recover profits, if any, made by the agent in that

btssiess)° The agent cannot have any claim to remuneration for a period after the

revocation. tt He can, however, recover compensation for wrongful dismissal. He

may even restrain his principal from appointing any other oersori in his place if

there was a restrictive covenant to that effect. 
12

8. Arnrik S/sigh v SaJwn Singh, (1988-1) XCIII Punj LR 541.
9. !'Lchni Devi v State of Rajasthan, AIR 1992 Raj 24. following Goc,'.arni Mcdii

Pirushoflan,aI, AIR 1984 Cal 297, Nand Ballabh Gurnani s Maq&ool Begam. (1980) 3

3CC 346: 1981 MI Rent Cases 516 SC; J.D. Pathak v V.8. Barn!, AIR 1982 Guj 317.
Kailash v Sub-Re ixtrar of Assurances, indore, AIR 1985 MP 12 and Krishna Gopal

Kaaria v Suite of Puat)ab. AIR 1986 P&H 328. An auctioneer's authority is revocable
beforebe knockdowubut not afterwards, Hare and O'Mc're, Re, (1901) 1 Ch 93; Warlow v

ll7L4, (1859) 120 ER 920.
10. HarilaarPrasa4Sfrighv Kesho PrasedSingh, AIR 1925 Pat 68.

ii. Denmark Pmduclisns Lid v Boscobel Productions Lid, (1969) 1 QB 699; Roberts v ElweIls

Eisseers Co Lid, (1972)2 QB 580; Freedland, 32 Modern LR 314; Drake, 1969 1 BL 113;
MM%neratiog earned up to the dare of revocation remains recoverable. Madusudasi Sen v

Rake! Chandra Das &uak. AIR 1916 Cal 698, if the agent continues to work for the legal
heirs, a new agency is created. 	 -

12. I)ecro-WaI! International SA v Practitioner; in Marketing Lid, (197 1) 1 WL& 361.
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Notice precedent to revocation [S. 206]
206. Notice of revocation or renunciation—Reasonable notice

must be given of such revocation or renunciation; otherwise the damage
thereby resulting to the principal or the agent, as the case ma ,,, , he, must
be made good to the one by the other.

Where an agency has been created for a fixed period, a reasonable notice would
be necessary to terminate it. 1t The length of notice will depend, among other things,
upon the length for which the agency has continued. Thus the Privy Council held
that "the notice of 3½ months given by the respondents was inadequate to deterrnin
an agency which had lasted for nearly 50 years, under which a very large busic,,
had been built up, and great expense incurred by the agents"." Their Loidshtps
would have accepted without question that two years was a reasonable notice

Liability to compensate [Ss. 205.206)
205. Compensation of revocation by principal, or renunciation

by agent.—Where there is an express or implied contract that tltc
agency should be continued for any period of time, the principal mu:
make compensation to the agent, or the agent to the principal, as thc
case may be, for any previous revocation or renunciation of the agene'%
without sufficient cause.

206. Notice of revocation or renunciation .—Reasollah]c notne
must be given of such revocation or renunciation; othenise the damac
thereby resulting to the principal or the agent, as the case ma y he, niw,i
be made good to the one by the other.

If the agency is determined without reasonable notice, "the damages thcrci,
resulting to the agent must be made good" by the principal. Where an agenc\ ia

been created for a fixed period, compensation would have to be paid for it:

premature termination, if the termination is without sufficient cause. Reasonable
notice for premature determination of an agency was not given. The agent
earning Rs 4000 per month. The court was of the view that at least three month
notice should have been Riven. A conloensation of Rc 17 1)00 waq a,,'nr,1,nlv
allowed.' 5 The liability to pay compensation does not arise where the agency is not
for a fixed period. The Madras High Court did not allow any compensation to the
agent for the unilateral termination of an agency, which though created vithut am.

11 A termination without notice is ineffective. Oat Prakash Pariwal, Re, AIR 19SS Cal 1 43,FCI terminating the agency of a storing agent without notice. The requirement of notiCe jl
mandatory. Popular Shoe Mart v K. Srjn yasa Rao, (1989) 2 Andh LT 541.

14. Sohrabji v Oriental Government Security Assurance Co, AIR 1946 PC 9. per Sir Joti'
BEAUMONT. See Shipping Carpa of Indialid v Machado Bros, (1996) AIHC 3869 Mad,
termination of agency held bad because on the reorganisaion of the firm, the agency wascontinued, subsequent termination on that ground not proper; notice was necessary bciorctermination, which was not given.

15. .LK. Sd	 VBright 	 AIR 1980 Mad 162. .........
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siipuláii for its duration, had lasted frm 1952 to 1964, 16 Thus ' no coménsa'tion is
payable In the following cases:

(1) Where the agency has not been created for any definite period;

(2) Where, though created for a specified length of time, reasonable notice
for its termination has been given or the termination is otherwise based
upon a sufficient cause.

Agency coupled with interest [S. 2021
In certain circumstances, however, an agenc y becomes irrevocable. This

happens when the agent is personally interested in the subject-matter of agency.
Section 202 provides:

202. Termination of agency, when agent has an interest in
subject-matter.—When an agent has himself an interest in the
property which forms the subject-matter of the agency, the agency
cannot, in the absence of an express contract, he terminated to the
prejudice of such interest.

Illustrations

(a) A gives authority to B to sell A 's land, and to pay himself, out of the
proceeds, the debts due to him from A. A cannot revoke this authority, nor
can it be terminated by his insanity or death.

(b) A consigns 1000 bates of cotton to B, sho has made advances to him on such
cotton, and desires B to sell the cotton, and to repay himself, out of the price,
the amount of his own advances. A cannot revoke this authority, nor is it
terminated by his insanity or death.

In the well-known case of S,ruart v Sa, tders 17 \VtLDE CJ stated the rule thus:
"Where an agreement is entered into on a sufficient consideration, whereby an

authority is given for the purpose of securing some benefit to the donee of the
authority, such an authority is irrevocable. This is what is usually meant by an
authority coupled with an interest, and which is commonly said to be
irrevocable." 18 The simplest case of such agency occurs when the principal owes
something to the agent and authorises him to sell the principal's goods and pay
himself Out of the sale proceeds. 19 But an authority to pay debts which the principal
owes to some third person does not make the agency irrevocable. 20 In a case before
the Madras High Court, a person was entitled to be maintained out of the income of
a property, known as tarwad property. He was subsequently given the authority to

16. Bright Bros vJ.K. Savani. AIR 1976 Mad 55.
17. (1848)5 CB 895: 17 U (C?) 258: 11 LT (OS) 178.
IS. Ibid., alp 917. Citing from Clark v Lawrie, (1857) 2 H&N 159. The agency is irrevocable

during the subsistence of such security or interest. Frith v Frith, (1906) AC 254,
Corporation Bank v L.aiiiha H. Hula, AIR 1994 Kant 133, mere declaration that the agency
is coupled with interest does not make the power of attorney irrevocable.

19. Pestonji v Marchcrr, (1870) 7 B1-1C App Can 10; Subrahnrania v Narayanan, (1901)24 Mad
130: Suhba Rao v Varadaiah, AIR 1943 Mad 482, buyer authorised to pay off mortgage out
of sale proceeds in his hands. Jogabhai v Rusiomji Nasareanji, (1885) 9 Born 311, an
assignment of a debt is not revocable.

20. Clerk v Laurie. (1857)2 H&N 199; 155 RR 469. See also Bristow & Porter  Taylor, (1817)
6 Stark 50.
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collect rents of the property. The authority was held to be not revocable.2 ' In
another case before the same High Court, in consideration of advances made by the
plaintiff, all the properties of a devason were given over to him on lease for 18 years
with authority to receive rents. That was held to be an authority coupled with
interest and, therefore, iffevocable. 22 Thus the essence of the matter is that "{tlhe
agent has, as it were, bought his authority in order to ensure the payment of a debt
due from the principal". 23 Where an agent was authorised to do all acts in
connection with the performance of a contract and to receive running payments, it
was held to be an equitable assignment of the contract for a consideration making
the arrangement irreversible.' The amounts payable to the agent were not permitted
to be attached for the debts of the principal, but the rest of the amounts, such as
security deposits and retention money, which were not assigned, remained
attachable.

An agency of this kind is not even terminated by the principal's death. A
principal owed a sum of money to his agent and gave him an accepted bill of
exchange with an authority to fill in the drawer's name. The principal died before
the agent could complete the bill. His authority to fill in the drawer's name was held
to be not terminated. 26 But the matter is not free from controversy. For, in Watson v
King, 27 Lord ELLENBOROUOI-1 said: "How can a valid act be done in the name of a
dead man?" Commenting upon the decision, Powell says: "The decision overlooks
the fact that an authority coupled with an interest is really a transfer of property."
An authority coupled with interest is also not determined by the principal's
insolvency.29

Interest Existing at the Time of Creation of Agency

But the doctrine of agency coupled with interest is not without qualification.
In the first place, the interest of the agent must exist at the time of the creation of
the agency.-' O '[Tjhis doctrine applies only to cases where the authority is given
for the purpose of being a security, or... as a part of the security: not to cases
where the authority is given independently, and the interest of the donee of the
authority arises afterwards, and incidentally only." 3 ' This statement of the law

21. Paliyankotan Kuruvjin Pcira,nbaih & Charru Kurn Nair v Kwidwi Appa, AIR 1932 Mad 70,
22. Chaihu Kuin v Kundan Appa, AIR 1932 Mad 70.
23. Powell, THE LAW OF AGENCY, 392 (2nd edo, 1961).
24. Joseph George v Cochin San itarv Wares, (1991) 2 Ker LT 447.
25. Maharani Shrwtndevi v Savjibhai H. l'niel, (1999) 2 Guj CD 3190 (Guj), in the absence of

express contract for termination, even death of the principal would not result in termination
of such an agency. The agency in this case was for the development and construction activity
on land for weaker sections of society.

26. Carter v White, (1883)2 Ch D 666.
27. (1815) 4 Camp 272.
28. THE LAW OF AGENCY, 38, f.n. ( 1961, 2nd edn).
29. Alley v Hotsan, (1815) 4 Camp 325. The Supreme Court has held in Loon.karan Sethiya v

IvanE. John, (1969) 1 SCR 22: AIR 1969 SC 73 that where an agency is created for
valuable consideration and the agent is given authority to secure his interest, the authority
cannot be revoked.

30. Kondayya v Narasinihalu, 20 Mad 97 (1893), advance given for the PUTPO5C of getting
agency and to recoup from proceeds, irrevocable. ;, .........

31. W11.D5 CJ in Smarrv Sandars, (1848) 75 RR 849. Sec A4. John Koalah v4. Divjikar, AIR
1985 A? 30, it was a power of attorney to manage 211 estate, the agent ,wa . rçceive
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occurs in Smart v Sanders. 32 In this case goods were consigned to a fac;Qr for

and he subsequently made advances to his principal on the credit of the goods. It

was held that the subsequent advance could not convert the agency into one

coupled with interest. "The making of such art may be a good

consideration for an agreement that the authority to sell shall be no longer

revocable, but such an effect will not arise independently of agreement.' 33 An

agency created by an irrevocable power of attorney for enabling the agent to

construct houses on the land of the principal for sale was held to be an agency

coupled with interest. The court said that the interest of the agent need not be a

pre-existing interest. Such interest may be created simultaneously with the

agreement. The agent had to seek approval of the building plan. His agency was

not allowed to be revoked.' An agency created through power of attorney

authorising the agent to apply for renewal of permits of the vehicles and, if

necessary, to replace the vehicles by transferring them and spend money for this

purpose, the agency was held to be one coupled with interest and, therefore, not

revocable to the prejudice of the interest. The acts done by the agent within the

scope of his authority were held to be binding on the principal.35

Protection of Existing inierest, Primary Purpose of Agency

Secondly, "the test to be applied for finding out whether a power of attorney

given to an agent is irrevocable or not is to see whether the primary object in

giving the power was for the purpose of protecting or securing any interest of the

agent. If the primary object was to recover on behalf of the principal the fruits of

his decree and, in doing so, the agent's rights were also incidentally protected,

then the power is revocable". 36 Similarly, the prospect of earning a commission is

not an interest for this purpose. 37 Again, a "mere arrangement that the plaintiff's

salary should be paid out of the rents could not be regarded as giving to the agent

an interest in the property. the subject-matter of the agency, within the meaning

of Section 20"

commission at the rate of 5% of the market value of the properiy. Held. this was not an
agency coupled with interest.

32. Ibid.
33. PerW1LDECJ, 75 RRatp862.

34. Shantidevi Pratap Singh Rao Gaekwad v Savjibhai S. Pate!, (1998) 2 Guj LR 1521,

investment by the agent on the basis of the promise creates an Interest

35, Q'iharn Surana & Sans v K. Kesavakrishnnn. (1995) I Mad II 493. The court considered

Board of Revenue. Madras v Annainalni & Co F lid, AIR 1968 Mad 50, debtor authorising

the creditor-banker to sell his properties is pa y himsctf, held, agency coupied with tntcrcst.

36. MOCKEr .i in j'o!ani v Knsi:na Swain!. l'46) ILk Mad )i in l),ih'iioa J[so.i;,:d,

1932 ii7- . sccitriiv gives 0. agaolsi a prc"cnIsLini; dch, S. 102 doe not arioly.

37, Lakhiiu ria'ui v Choioorarii. (I 900 tLR 24 horn 403; rvcr whet c the commission agesc'.
-c' it did, not become one cssupcd unn

isles
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Renunciation by agent [S. 206]

An agent may renounce the business of agency in the same manner in which the

principal has the right of revocation. In the first place, if the agency is for a fixed

period, the agent would have to compensate the principal for any premature
renunciation without sufficient cause. 39 Secondly, a reasonable notice of
renunciation is necessary. Length of notice is to be determined by the same

principles which apply to revocation by the principalA° If the agent renounces

without proper notice, he shall have to make good any damage thereby resulting to
the principal .41

Completion of business [S. 2011

An agency is automaticall y and by operation of law determined when its
business is completed. Thus, for example, the authority of an agent appointed to sell

goods ceases to he exercisable when the sale is completed. He cannot afterwards
alter the terms of the sale. 4 But the Allahabad and Calcutta High Courts have held

that agency is not terminated on the completion of the sale but continues until
payment of the sale proceeds to the principal.43

Death or insanity [S. 2011

An agency is determined automatically on the death or insanity 45 of the
principal or the a g ent. Winding up of a company or dissolution of a partnership has
the same effect. 16 Acts done by the agent before death would remain binding. Where
an attorney appointed a counsel for his principal, it was held that such an
appointment would survive the death of attorney. 47 The court cited the following
passage from Business industrial Co Ltd v lntercliem Corpn 38 . "An attorne y is
merely art a g ent of thc principal and what lie does., he does for the principal. So long
as thc principal is alive, any act done by the attorne y or his counsel is valid and
continues to be valid irrespective of the fact whether the attorney is alive or dead
But the counsel for the attorne y cannot act if the principal is dead." A reading of'
Section 201 makes it clear that on the death of art 	 his agency comes to an end
but it does not obliterate acts done by	 bethe agent on	 half of the principal during the
tenure of his agency.

Where a principal authorised his power of attorne y to present a document
disposing of his property for registration, but the principal died before the aeenl

39 Section 205.
40 Sec Revocation, aspra.
4!. Section 206.
42. Blackburn '. Scliole, (1St Oj 2 Camp 343: II RR 723; VenrIciialani v Nero sancio, ( 19 14)

39 Mad 376. to the matter of an agency for collection of bills and remitting ihe amount,
agency terminates as soon as the drafts are despatched to the principal, Alliance Bank ofSinila y Anzr:i car Batik, AIR 1915 t.ah 211

43. Babic Rant '. Rats Dora!, (I S90) 12 All 541; [ink v Bk1eca Dos. (1899) 26 Cal 715
44. Carapanari v lVoocmiirn, (1554)15 CB 400; Pool v Pool, (tSS9) 58 UP 67.
45. Younge v Totnince, (1910)! KB 215.
46. Salton v New Breecwn Cicle Co, (1900) 1 Cl; 43; see she Brc v ('oiler, (1395) 2 QE 253;

Hero!;! Fie!th"c tid v Man ci, (1974) 1 "di ER 1035.
47. Vasib .aurv Chanan Singh, ( 19 9 1 -1) 9 9 Punj L  216.
43. 1970 Curreat Uj 387.
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could do so, a subsequent registration was held to be invalid. In this case the
Registrar also knew that the principal was dead.49

Principal's insolvency [S. 2011

An agency ends on the principal being adjudicated insoIvent.0

On expiry of time [S. 201]

Where an agent has been appointed for a fixed term, the expiration of the term
puts an end to the agency, whether the purpose of the agency has been accomplished
or not."5'

Effects of termination [S. 208]

208. When termination of agent's authority takes effect as to
agent, and as to third persons—The termination of the authority of
an agent does not, so far as regards the agent, take effect before it
becomes known to him, or, so far as regards third persons, before it
becomes known to them.

Illustrations
a) A directs B to sell goods for him, and agrees to give B five per cent

commission on the price fetched by the goods. A afterwards, by letter.
revokes B's authority. B, after the letter is sent, but before he receives it, s'ils
the goods for 100 rupees. The sale is binding on A, and B is entitled to five
rupees as his commission.

(b) A, at Madras, by letter, directs B to sell for him some cotton tying in a
warehouse in Bombay, and afterwards, by letter, revokes his authority to sell,
and directs 1? to send the cotton to Madras. B. after receiving the second
letter, enters into a contract with C. who knows of the first letter, but not of
the second, for the sale to him of the cotton. C pays 13 the n1snev, with o hich
B absconds. C's payment is good as against A.

(c) A directs B, his agent, to pay certain money to C. A dies, and 1) takes out
probate to his will. B. after A's death, but before hearing of it. pays the money
to C. The payment is good as against D, the executor.

As between the principal and the agent, the authority of the agent ends when he
comes to know of the termination. Where, for example, the authority of an agent
appointed to sell goods is revoked, but he sells the goods before receiving the letter
of revocation, the sale is good. Illustration (a) is relevant to this point.

But as regards third persons, the agency does not terminate until they come to
know of the fact of termination. Where, for example, an agent sells the principal's
goods even after receiving notice revoking his authority, the sale is binding on the
principal and the bu yer gets a good title provided he did not know of the fact of

49. Mujth . urz-Ntsa v .4bd:rl Re) ins, (1901) 23 sii 233: 28 IA 15. A.E. Roihi v B. l(Idlgir,
(1993) 2 Andh LT 425, proceedings could not be continued by the power of attorney after
the death of the principal without taking sower from legal representatives.

50. Elliott v .ta,sunid, tISSI: App Cas 79 involvency out agent would usa tiIc ;ame
effect if it makes him unfit to perform his duties, McCallv Azrrera!iaji Wheat CoLid, (1870)
19 W 188.

51. Llljee v Dadabhai, (1915)23 Cal U 190, 202,erM00asueo i, AIR 1916 Cai 964.
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termination. Illustration (b) is relevant to this point. 52 Where the power of attorney-
holder executed the sale deed in favour of the third 'party who had already paid the
price to the principal under an agreement with him, the principal became bound
though he had tcrminatød the power of attorney but the third party was not aware of
the fact of termination at the crucial moment. 53 The court cited the following
passage from the decision of the Madras High Court in Khatooii B:vr Amniai v

Arulappa NaS.ar: 54 "Policy of law apparently in the interest of trade and commerce
is that the agent's action should bind the principal even though the principal might
have cancelled the agent's authority, unless the third party with whom the agent
enters into the contract know of the termination of the agency." The court also
placed reliance upon the judgment in Trueman v Loder. Here A traded as B's

agent. With the authority of B, all parties with whom A made contracts in that
business, were held to have a right to hold B liable to them until B gives notice to
the world that A's authority is revoked and it makes no difference if in a particular
case the agent intended to keep the contract on his own account. The court repelled
the contention that it was very unreasonable to expect that the principal should
inform the whole world that he has cancelled the power of attorney given to his
agent and that he cannot be expected to approach everybody with whom the agent
was likely to enter into a contract and inform him of the cancellation."

Even when the agency is terminated by the death of the principal, the
termination is effective only when it comes to the knowledge of the agent.
Illustration (c) is relevant to this point. A wife was authorised by her husband to
keep buying goods from a dealer. The husband became a person of unsound mind.
The wife kept up her purchases from the seller, the latter not knowing of the
husband's incapacity. The husband was held liable to pay for the goods.56

Termination of Sub-A encv

When the authority of an agent terminates, it entails the termination of the
authority of all sub-agents appointed by him. Section 210 is as follows:

210. Termination of sub-agent's authority—The termination of
the authority of an agent causes the termination (subject to the rules
herein contained regarding the termination of an agent's authority) of
the authority of all sub-agents appointed by him.

Th	 IlIr,w'r,? 

agency for the purposes of this sectior. 57 	-

52. Whore in ie cisr of a parmrrship firm 	 auiv of p: rv.'s	 tv. ui i'i:au by a
publi: not:c vhih was not dnc ,o th- O::, . no:	 oo. ar	 '.lb'n.: .: rr:'
par . t 	 .;'.'o':	 •.
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Agent's dut y on termination [S. 209]

Section 209 gives the duty of the agent on termination.

209. Agent's duty on termination of agency , by principal's
death or insanity—When an agency is terminated by the principal
(lying or becoming of unsound mind, the agent is bound to take, on
behalf of the representatives of his late principal, all reasonable steps
for the protection and preservation of the interests entnisted to him.

Section 210 provides that the termination of an agents authority amounts to
termination of all sub-agents appointed by hirn. Section 209 charges the agent oh
duty to protect his principal's interest where the principal has died or become a
person of unsound mind.

53



Specific Relief Act, 1963

The

Specific Rc1if Act, 1963'
[Act 47 of 19631

[13th December, 19631

An Act to define mid cwiend the law relating to ceruti,,
kinds of Specific Relief

Prefatory Note—The following extract from the Stiitcnient of Objects and
Reasons is given below:

"This Bill seeks to implement the recommendations of the Law
Commission contained in its Ninth Report on the Specific Relief Act, 1877,
except in regard to Section 42 which is being retained as it now stands. An
earlier Bill on the subject introduced in the Lok Sabha on the 23rd December.
1960, lapsed due to dissolution. The notes on clauses, extracted from the Report
of the Law Commission, explain the changes made in the existing .\ct." (Vide

Gazette of India. Extra., Part 11, Section 2, dated June 15, 1962.)

Be it enacted by Parliament in the Fourteenth Year of the Republic
of India as follows:—

PART I

PRELIMINARY

1. Short title, extent and commencement.—(I) This Act may
be called the Specific Relief Act, 1963.

(2) It extends to the whole of India except the State of Jammu and
Kashmir.

(3) It shall come into force on such date 7 as the Central
Government ma y h'	 tifcctiaa Iii Jic Ofñciaiazette, appoint.

Act not exhaustive

Though Specific Relief Act widens the sphere of the civil court, its preamble
shows that the Act is not exhaustive of all kinds of specific reliefs. The Act is not
restricted to specific performance of con t

racts as the statute governs powers of the
court in granting specific reliefs in a variety of fields. Even so, the Act does not
cover all specific reliefs conceivable,3

I. The Act received the assent of the President on I 3th December, 1963 and published in the
Ga=te of India, Extra, Part 11, Section 1. dated 16th Dccemb,r, 1963-

'2. March I, 1964, ride Notification No S.O. 189, dated January 13, 1964. Gazette of India. Part
II, Section 3(ii),p. 214.

3. Ashok Kwnar Srivasiat' v Ncthm.nl Insurance Co Lid, (1998)4 SCC 361: 1998 SCC (L&S)
1137: (1998) 2 LLN 987: (1998)2 I.LJ 699.

[690]
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2. Definitions.—In this Act, unless the context otherwise

requires,—

(a) "obligation'' includes every duty enforceable by law;

(b) 'settlement" means an instrument [other than a will or
codicil as defined by the Indian Succession Act, 1925 (39 of
1925)] whereby the destination or devolution of successive
interests in movable or immovable property is disposed of or

is agreed to be disposed of;

(c) "trust" has the same meaning as Section 3 of the Indian
Trusts Act, 1882 (2 of 1882), and includes an obligation in
the nature of a trust within the meaning of Chapter IX of that

Act;

(d) trustee" includes every person holding property in trust;

(e) all other words and expressions used herein but not defined,
and defined in the Indian Contract Act, 1872 (9 of 1872),
have the meanings respectively assigned to them in that Act.

3. Savings—Except as otherwise provided herein, nothing in

this Act shall be deemed—

(a) to deprive an y person of any right to relief, other than

specific performance, which he may have under any contract:

or

(b) to affect the operation of the Indian Registration Act, 1908

(16 of 1908), on documents.

4. Specific relief to he granted only for enforcing individual

civil rights and not for enforcing penal laws—Specific relief can be

granted onl y for the purpose of enforcing individual civil rights and

not for the mere purpose of enforcing a penal law.

SPECIFIC RELIEF

Introduction to the outline of the Act
A large number of remedial aspects of law have been taken care of by the

Specific Relief Act of 1963 (47 of 1963). This Act is a replacement of the earlier
Act of 1S77. A mere declaration of ri2hrs and duties is not sufficient to give
protection to life and property. Enumeration of rights and duties must be
supplemented by legal devices which can help the individual to enforce his rights.
Every person who is injured in the social process must have a social redress. Only
then it will be possible to say that human societies have been so organised as to
assure that whercver . thcre is a wrong there must be aremedy. This is the mission of
the Specific Relief Act. Generally, remedies are also provided by the blanch ci
substantive law which defines rights and duties for its own purposes. The law of
contract provides the remedy of damages for breach of contract. The law of torts
similarly provides for recovery of damages in several cases of tortious wrongs.
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Substantive laws, howcver, can never afford to be exhaustive in terms of their
remedies and reliefs. Scope remains for an Act whose only purpose is to provide a
nctwi k of reliefs in ecutain sp ecific terms Such an Act does not confer any right in
itself. It only provides a specific relief so as to remedy the violation of a legal right.
The network of reliefs allowed by the Act falls under the following outlines:

1. Recovery of Possession of Properly

Though the Specific Relief Act is concerned only with the enforcement of civil
rights and not penal laws, even civil law has to take care of certain ri ghts, the
violation of which is capable of creating serious violent clashes, and these are rights
to possession of propert y . The very first chapter provides relief to those Fin havc
been dispossesd of their property.

2. Specific Peifor;iiaiice of Contracts
One of the most important aspects of civil rights is the fulfilment of

expectations cieaicd by a contract voluntarily made b y the parties. Contracts are
at the base of almost all economic relations. All employments and professions are
contract bound. All property, whether business assets or personal, remain locked
up under contracts. For example, money in banks and in other forms of
investment is contractually hound. Thus contracts constitute the modern wealth
They are sacred per se. Moreover, a particular contract is not just an isolated
transaction. It is often a link in a chain of several contracts. A failure at one place
can cause a serious dislocation of economic and social life. Contracts must he
enforced. But the only say the law of contract can enforce a contract is by
awarding compensation to the injured person, In many cases, however,
compensation fails to serve the economic purpose of the contract. A hospital is.
for example, interested in the fulfilment of its requirements and not in receiving
compensation from a failed supplier. There was thus the need for a remedy which
would compel a defaulting contractor to actually perform his contract. This
important function is undertaken by the second chapter of the Specific Relief Act
under the heading: SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE OF CONTRACTS.

3. Rectification aitd Cancellation of Inst rwnents and Rescission of
Contracts

Many transactions are required by law to be in writing. Many more transactions
are put into writing because of expediency. A written transaction is an mnsiruneimi.
An instrument is the result of negotiations. Occasionally it happens that the
instrument that emerges fails to express the intention of the parties. Its rectification
may become necessary. Accordingly Chapter III of the Specific Relief Act helps
parties who want to have their mistakenly executed documents rectified.

Closely allied with documents mistakenly executed is the category of
documents which are afterwards discovered to be void or which become void.
They ought to be cancelled. Chapter V provides relief from such kinds of
documents.

Then there is a category of contracts which, for one reason or another, such as,
for example, lack of free consent, are voidable at the option of the party whose
consent was not free. He has a right to have the contract rescinded. Relief by way of
rescission is provided by Chapter IV of the Act.
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4. Preventive Relief

There are cases in which the nature of the contract does not admit of specific
performance, nor dama ges are likel y to serve any purpose. In such cases the Court
may have to restrain the party threatening breach, to the extent to which it is
possible to do so. For example. a person contracts to sing at a particular place and
also under-takes not to sing elsewhere during the same period. He threatens beach.
The court cannot force him to sing. The positive side of the bargain is not
specifically enforceable. But the negative undertaking ''not to sing elsewhere'' can
be enforced by restraining him from giving his performances elsewhere When he is
so prevented from resorting to other openings, it may exert some pressure upon his
mind and he may he persuaded to go ahead with the performance of his contract
This t ype of remedy is known as preventive relief. It is granted by issuing an order,
known as ''Injunction'', upon the party concerned directing him not to do a
particular act or asking him to perform a particular dut y , known as a mandatory
injunction. Such relief is granted under the provisions of Part Ill of the Act running
from Chapter VII to the end.

5. Declorators' Relief

There is one rnorc matter of which the Specific Relief Act takes care and that is
declarator y relief' Occasionall y it ma y happen that a person is entitled to some

status or character or has a ri g ht in sonic propert y , but there tire persons who are
den y in g him the enjo y ment of his ri g ht. He is allowed b y Chapter VI of the Specific
Relief Act to proceed atraiiist an y person who is denying or interested in denying
hint his ri g ht and the court ma y issue a g eneral declaration as to his entitlement to
such ri ght dcclar.'tor decrees).

Recovery of possession of immovable property
Section 5 of the Speci tic Relief Act. 1963 provides that a person entitled to the

posscssion of specific immovable propert) ma recos er it in the manner prescribed
by the Code of Civil Procedure, 190S.

5. Recovery of specific immovable property.—A person entitled
to the possession of specific immovable property may recover it in the
manner provided by the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 (5 of 1908).

This section deals with action for recover y of possession of specific irrillimablc
property based on title. The essence of the section is that s hoever piovesa 'hettei
title' is a person entitled to possession'. The title may be on the basis of ossnetship
or possession. Titus, suppose 'I enters into peaceful possession of lurid claiming it as
his own althou gh he mi ght have no title to it, still he can sue another ss ho has
forcibly (Misted hi ii from possession and who has no better title to it, because .1,
although lie has no legal title, has at least a possessory title. The purpose behind
Section 6 is to restrain a person from using force and to dispossess a person rs ithout
his consent otherwise than in due course of law.4

4. Ecisi hi, fin 11oit.r lids Soid:ars. Thok, 1992 Supp (2) SCC 29, 36, lease premises had to he
sacated because of fire, earlier the lcor had terminated the tease on expiry of term, the
lessee was necking extension for another term, whether the lessee was entitled to be put back
into possession, directed to he referred to larger Bench.
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A suit under Section 5 is an ordinni y suit under ihc general law and the plaintiff
has to prove that he has a better title. Further, specific performar C can be decreed

onl y against the exccutzint of the contract having the right to dispose of the property
iii question.5

It Is a principle of law that a person o ho has been in long continuous possession

of an Immovable property, can protect the same by seeking an injunction against
arms person in the world other than itme true owner. It is also well settled that even the

owner of the property can get back his possession only by resortin g to the due
process of law. 6	-

6. Suit by person dispossessed by immovable property.—(I)

If any person is dispossessed without his consent of immovable
property otherwise than in due course of law, he or any person
claiming through him may, by suit, recover possession thereof,
notwithstanding any other title that may he SC[ up in such suit.

(2) No suit under this section shall he brou g ht—

(a) after the expiry of six months from the date of dispossession;
or

(b) against the Government.

(3) No appeal shall lie from an y order or decree passed in any suit

instituted under this section, nor shall any review of any such order or

decree he allowed.

(4) Nothing in this section shall bar an y person from suing to
establish his title to such property and to recover possession thereof.

Sections 5 and 6 aive aliernatise remedieS and are mutuall y exclusive. Under
Section 5 t person dispossessed can get possession on the basis of title, whereas

under Section 6 a person dispossessed may recover possession merely b y proving
previous possession and subsequent wrongful dispossession. Under Section 6 he
need not prove a better title against the occupier. The occupier will not be allowed
to show his title by ownership, contract, prescription or inheritance.

Clause (4) of Section 6, however, provides that the person against whont a
decree may he passed unuer clause (l) of 	 .,, nc:',': : :nn*ng

decree, sue to establish his title and to recover possession.
The objects of Section 6 are:

(1) To discourage people from taking the law into their own hands, however
good their title may he.

(ii) To provide a summary, cheap and useful remedy to a person dispossessed.
of immovable property otherwise than in due course of law.

Section 6 is applicable only if the plaintiff proves —
(I) that he was in juridical possession of the immovable property in dispute:

5. ,immnapoorani Amninal v G. Tliagapalarri, (1989)  3 SCC 287.
6. Prataprai N. Koi/,ari v Jo/in 1i'ragan,a, (1999)4 SCC 403: AIR 1999 SC 1666.
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(2) that he had been dispossessed without his consent and otherwise than in
due course of law; and

(3) that the dispossession took place within six months from the date of the
suit .'

Possession here means legal possession which may exist with or without actual
possession and with or sithout a rightful origin. Thus where a trespasser is allowed
to continue on the property and the owner sleeps upon his rights and makes no
efforts to remove him, he will gain possession under Section 6. The possession of a
tenant after the termination of the tenanc y continues to be a juridical possession. His
right to possession remains unless the owner gets a decree of eviction against him.
Till then if he is diSPOSSCSSCd he is entitled to seek restitution of his possession. In
the matter of-the struggle of the Express Newspapers P. Ltd against the Union of
India' the Supreme Court reminded the Government that even where a perpetual
lease for construction of an office block provided for the lessor's right of' re-entry
upon forfeiture of lease upon breaches of the conditions of the lease, the lessor
would not have the right to declare such forfeiture all by itself and then take to itself
to throw out the lessee either directly or through the summary procedure under the
Public Premises (Eviction of Unauthorised Occupants) Act, 1971. The Court said
that where a breach is found, the lessor must adopt the due process of law b y filin g a
civil Suit to enforce the right of re-entr y . Such a lessee is not an 'unauthorised
occupaiii -. of a ''public premises''. lie will he entitled to relief a gainst such
eviction.

Regarding appeals, the section itself says that there is no right of 'appeal'
a gainst a decree in a suit under this section. Similarl y a review of the dccision is

also barred. But a revision under Section 115. UPC ma y lie to the High. h Court.
although courts have not favoured this remedy because [Ile aggricsed PAftV has
another remedy open to him b y way of a regular suit.

An interesting question may arise: \Vhcther an action under Sect ion (' can be
maintained in relation to incorporeal or intangible propert\ e.g. right of lcrr - right
of fisher y , ri ght to collect rents, right to cut grass, etc. There is a cnntllct o
decisions on the point. The High Courts of Bombay and Madras have anso cred this
question in the aft'irmative, t ° These courts have held that a man is said to be in
possession of a right when he can exercise it, and he recovers possessioti
incorporeal right when the obstruction which interfered with it is removed. But a
contrar y view has been expressed by the Calcutta High Court,'' which has pointed

7. Nair Serric 5jy5 /j,f v K.C.,4leiirn,hr (1963) SCO 500. AtR 196S Sc t 65. /jr;':ri
1S'ioiilio,ian,i v KS! Krii/waia/i. (1998) 3 SCC 331: AIR 1993 SC 1132. here thc 500 Lii

pc sess 0:1 could nci he tiled sv oh in 6 months, the court said that a re g ul ar c ii so ecu td
tiled thereafter.

S. See K K. t'ynin v Union of India, MR 1954 Born 355: 1954 ILR Born 950; YcsI:,iiini S:i;ç'Ii

N Jag/i i/i Singh, AIR 1963 SC 620: Kris/i,iii I/an, 5hz/nile ', S/jib/ui Vt'n/iai Rao, (1959) -I
SCC 131: AIR 19S9 SC 2097: Kr:shna Kislirirt' v Goi. uI A.!'., (1991)  I SCC tS3:AtR
1990 SC 2292,

. 
the provision is fondcd more on public policy rather than on jurisprudence.

.9 R Lto v -r..../Iznui/oi in lS'i'ai irs Co-op So, icfv Lid, (2002) 3 scc 137, the ieiu.i iii
ii vcd ih:iu tic a is dispvssscSed, rco,ia,l of b' matter afier a long period was hcLl he
-,sronglul bcause it had defeated the very purpose of the summary remedy.

9. Lsprci.c Ncsum papers P Lid v Union of india, (1986) 1 SCC 133: AIR 1986 SC 872.

0 Slang a/do, v Jj','an Raw, 23 Born 673: Krishna v A/thinda, 13 Mad 54.

II. Pz'du flu-la v Gour 5/a/maim f/ida, 19 Cal 544
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out that this section does not extend to incorporeal rights because they are not rights
of which possession call 	 taken and delivered to the plaintiff.

Further, it should he noted that the only prayer in a suit under Section 6 can be
a pra\ cr for recovery of possession. Consequently a claim for damages cannot be
combined with that for possession. The section does not apply to suits based on title
to property.

Possess on, under the section, may be actual Ii e. physical) or constructive.
Hence the possession of a mortgagee or a lessee is that of the mort g a gor or the
lessor and vice versa. 13

Recovery of possession where possession gratuitous [S. 6]
\Vherc the grant of possession was purely gratuitous, the im tic  had the right to

reclaim possession even without the knowledge of the person in possession. The
part in possession in this case was using the garage owned by his sister, The owner
dispossessed him. The trial court ordered restoration of possession. The high Court
confirmed this order. The Supreme Court described this is an error.

It was evident that the respondent was using the garage of the appellant on
permission having been granted b y the sister to the brother. Accofding to the
judgment of the High Court the respondent was claiming no legal interest in the said
gara ge as he was not claiming its owtiership because he was not claiming to be a
tenant or even a licensee. His possession was purel y gratuitous and even if s thom
the knov led g e of the respondent the appellant has reclaimed the possession. it was
not a fit case/'for the High Court to have interfered under Article 227 of the
Constt tution.'

I'raver for declaration of title
.\lthough normally such a suit is not maintainable in the absence of a prayer for

declaration of title, it was held on facts that as the necessary averments were made
in the plaint (that registered lease deed for 99 years in favour of appellant-lessee was
void and not binding and that suit property was tfust propert y ), and answered in the
written statement, issues framed, evidence led and arguments advanced, no
prejudice was caused to the appellant-defendant by the fact that there was no formal
prayer seekin g ;i declaration. The High Court rightly dismissed the LPA filed 'by the
appellant-defendant under the Civil Procedure Code, 1908, Order 6, Rule 1.

The Court said:
'Even though there was no formal prayer, no prejudice has been caused to

the appellant inasmuch as he has not been prevented from leading evidence on
this aspect and has not been precluded from raising contentions in this behalf.
All that was necessary to cure the defect was an amendment by incorporating
one prayer. This could have been done at any stage.', 15

RECOVERY OF POSSESSION OF MOVABLE PROPERTY [SECTIONS 7 AND 81
Sections 7 and 8 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963 provide methods for recovery

of possession of some specific movable property.

2. Nagar Palika v logan Singh, (1995) 3 SCC 426: AIR 1995 SC 1377.
3. Joge.'hwar v Jawahar, I All 311.

14. Ar,iata ,Slallick v Ajoy Kumar Ray, (2000) 4 scc 119.
15. Saniukh Singh v Mahant Iqbal Singh. (2000) 7 SCC 215.
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7. Recovery of specific movable property.—A person entitled

to the possession of specific movable property may reco er it in the

manner provided by the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 (5 of 19(8).

Explanation 1.—A trustee may sue under this section for the

possession of movable properly to the beneficial interest in which the

person for whom he is trustee is entitled.

Explanation IL—A special or temporary right to the present

possession of movable property is sufficient to support a suit under

this section.

B y Section 7, a person entitled to the possession of the specific movable

propert y may recover the same in the manner prescribed b y the Code of Civil

Procedure.

This 'Section' corresponds to Section 10 of the ersts tile Specific Relief Act.

I S77 That Section carried the 101lo\ rio illusnations:

((j) .4 bequeaths land to B for his life. 'a oh remainder to C. .4 dies. B enters

on the land, but f, 'a ithout 13's consent, obtains possession of the t:tic-

deeds. B ma y recover them from C.

(6) .4 pledges certain jess As to B to secure a loan. B disposes of them before

he is entitled to do so. .4, without havino paid or tendered the amount of

loan, sues B for possession of the jeocls. The suit should be dismissed. as

.1 is not entitled to their possession. 'a hatever right he may have to secure

their safe custod y . jBased on Doirld v Sckliii , . I

(c) .4 reccives a letter addressed to him by 13. 8 gets hack the letter 'a ithout

.1's consent. A has such a popery therein as entitles him to recover it

trcnrn B. I Based oil Oliver v 0/ire,1

(if) A deposits hooks and papers for safe custod th B. B loses them and C.'

finds them, but refuses to deliver them to 13 s hen demanded. B may

recover them from C. subject to C's right, if an y , under Section 16$ of

the Indian Contract Act. 1872.

(e) .4, a sarehouse- keeper, is charged \¼ith the dehiserv of certain goods ti) Z.

shich B takes out of A's possession. .4 may sue B for the goods.

The main ingredients of this Section are:

(i) The plaintiff must be entitled to the pos
session. A person ma y be entitled

to possession either by ownership or as provided by Explanation 2 to

Section 7 by virtue of a special or temporary right. It is not necessary,

however, that the plaintiff should have been previously in possession, or

that the goods should have been remosed from his possession. A special

or temporary right may arise by either:

16. Punjab Urban Plarinng & Dr c lopnieti i A ut/ia ii iv S/i St on iii Irvin & Sr,(! 1?, 15 lb'ng

Mutt. (1998)  4 SCC 539, the plaintiff has to prove his own case. He cannot think of
succeeding because of the weakness of the defndan's case.

17. (1866) LR I QB 585.

18. (1861)11 CB NS 139: 132 RR 505.
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(a) the act of the owner of the goods, e.g., bailment, pawn, etc. In this
case the bailee or pawnec has special right, or;

by the act of the owner of goods, e.g., finder of lost goods. In this
case the finder of lost goods has a special right to possession except
against the true owner.

Evplanation / makes it clear that a trustee is the person entitled to the
immediate possession of trust propert y . Hence if trust propert y is
taken away by someone. he can recover the same.

A person who does not have a right to present possession of movable
propert y cannot maintain a suit under this section. An illustration
in point is: A pledges certain jewels with 1? to secure a loan. B
disposes the jewels to C before he is entitled to do so. A without
having paid the amount of the loan, sues C for possession of
jewels. The suit should be dismissed, as A is not entitled to
immediate possession of jewels, whatever interest he may have
(0 secure their safe custody.

(ii) Property in question must be specific movable property. Specific means
that which is ascertained or ascertainable. Specific property means the
very propert y itself, not its equivalent. Thus coins or g rains are not
Specific mv able propert y , because they cannot he distinguished from
other cotiror grain.

The specific movable property must he capable of being seized and delivered.
Where the goods have ceased to be recoverable or are not in possession or control of
the defendant, the plaintiff is not entitled to a decree for re--o' er in spceic; his rink
remedy then being dama ges or compensation.

Limitation
Article 91(b) of the Limitation Act, 1963 prescribe a period of three years'

limitation for the suit computable from the date when the properly is wrongfully
taken or injured or \% hen the detainer's possession becomes unlawful.

Liabilit y to delis er possession to person entitled
Section 8 of the Specific Relief' Act, 1963 provides:

&UUiAL 0 Persons III possession, not as owner, to deliver
to persons entitled to immediate possession.—Any person having
the possession or control of a particular article of movable properly , of
which he is not the owner, may be compelled specifically to deliver it
to the person entitled to its immediate possession, in any of the
following cases:

((z) when the thing claimed is held by the defendant as the agent
or trustee of the plaintif'f.ts (In cases under this class, there is
a fiduciary relationship existing between the parties.)

19. Proof of entrustment of the property in question would be necessary. Ganga !Thhen v ml
Niirii,r, (1986) 1 SCC 75: AIR 19S6 SC 44!.
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(b) when compensation in money would not afford the plaintiff
adequate relief for the loss of the thing claimed. (There may
he a thing which may hot have much intrinsic value, but. 1w
reason of Peculiar association or some special consideration,
have obtained in the eves Of its holders a value that cannot be
estimated in money, e.g. famil y idol. It would be great
injustice if an individual cannot have his property without
being liable to the estimate of people. who have not their
lee] i ngs upon i O A thing may have a preiiuni citls'clioil.v

which it is impossible to value in sordid gold or silver.
1-lowever, the principle must not he extended to cases
founded 

in weakness and foll y . It would, therefore, be a
perversion of the rule to apply it to the delivery of a lady's

lap dog)

(c) \ hen it would be extremel y diflicult to ascertain the actual
damage caused by its loss; (i.e. there exists no standard to
ascertain their value, e.g. rare picture painted by a dead
painter, articles of antiquity and the like).

(d) when the possession of the thing claimed has been
wrongfully transferred from the plaintiff (e.g. b y  tort, or

where defendant has •obtaiiied the goods by fraud or here
servant has pawned the goods of master without the aüthorit

of the master).

E.plmiorion —Unless and until the contrary is proved, the
court shall in respect of an y article of Movable property
claimed under clause (b) or clause (c) of this section,

presume—

(a) that compensation in money would not afford the
plaintiff adequate relief for the loss of the thing claimed,
or, as the case may be;

(b) that it would be extremely difficult to ascertain the actual
damage caused by its loss.

Illustrations in preceding Act
This section corresponds with Section 11 of the repeated Specific Relief Act,

1877. That section carried the following illustrations:
Illustration as to clause (a).—.4 proceeding to Europe, leaves his furniture

in charge of B. as his agent during his absence. B, without .4's authority,

pledges the furniture to C, and C, knowing that B had no right to pledge the

20 Proof of entrustment of the property in question would he neccsssy. Unn5'n BLOu'n v Jai

,Varjir,(iOS6) SCC75AIR t9S65C44i.
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furniture, advertises it for sale. C may be compelled to deliver the furniture to
A. for he holds it as A's trustee. IBased on Wood v Rowcliff°.j

lllastrotion as to clause (b).--Z has got pussesson of all belonging to
A's family, and of which A is the proper custodian. Z may be compelled to
deliver the idol to A.

Illustration as to clause (c).—..4 is entitled to a picture by a dead painter
and a pair of rare China vases. B has possession of them. The articles are of too
special a character to bear an ascertainable market value, B may be compelled
to deliver them to A. [Based on Faicke v Gray22.]

In order that Section 8 may come into operation the following ingredients must
coexist—

(1) the defendant has possession or control of the particular article claimed;
(2) such article is movable property;
(3) the defendant is not the owner of the article;
(4) the person claiming, that is, the plaintiff, is entitled to immediate

possession; and
(5) the thing claimed is held by the defendant as the plaintiff's agent or

trustee; or when compensation in money would not afford adequate relief
for the loss of the thing claimed; or
when it i. c\trcmel y difficult to ascertain the actual damauc caused by the
loss of the thing claimed; or
when the possession of the thing claimed has been wrongfull y transferred
from the citti niant.

An illustration of thc t ypes of cases falling under this section would be like ihts.
A person, while going abroad, leaves h:s furniture under the care of his friend. The
friend is a trustee of the articles and is bound to return them when demanded. If the
friend pledges the furniture, the pled g ee will also remain subject to the same trust
and similarl y bound to rMirri to the owner when demanded by him.23

An illustration under clause (b) would he, for example, s hen the idol of a
family temple is ni (Ile custody of a retired priest, tie is bound to return it to itnc
family-

Cases comin g under clause (c) would he, for example, when articles of rare
0 eacU a rein tile prlsSeSsRlil ill another.

Since they are articles of irreplaceable nature and their market value is of
unascertainable nature, the owner has  right to recover them Cii .npecic.

Under clause (vi) the onus is on the plaintiff to prove the fiduciary relationship
and under clause (Cl .) the onus is on the plaintiff to prove the wron g ful transfer. The
Explanation deals with the onus under clauses (h) and (c), which is placed on the
defendant and the defendant has to prove that compensation in mone y would be
adequate relief and that it would not he extremely difficult to ascertain the actual
dantage caused by the loss of the chattel.

21. (1844)3 Hare 304:64 ER 303.
22. (1859)4 Drew ô5I:113RR493.
23. Based on Wood V Rury!fe, (1844) 3 Hare 304:64 RR 303.
24. Based on Fn!eAv v Gray, (1859)4 Drew 651: 113 RR 493.
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Difference between Sections 7 and 8
(i) Lridcr Section S. no suit can be brought against the owner, o bile under

Section 7, it 	 having a special or temporary right to present possession niny
bring the suit even against the owner of the property.

(ii) Under Section 7, a decree is for the return of movable property. or for the
mone y value thereof in the alternative, while under Section S the decree is only for
the return of the specific article.

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE OF CONTRACTS

Specific perfo mince Is equitable relief given by a Court in case of hr'ach of
contract in the form of a judement that the defendant is to actuall y perform the
contract according to its terms and stipulations."

A contract, accordinir to the Indian Contract Act, is all a g reement enforceable
by law. From every contract there immediately and directl y results an obligation on
each of the contractin g parties towards the other to perform such of the terms of the
contract as he has undertaken to perform. And if the person on whom this obligation
rests, fails to discharge it, there results in moralit y to the other party a ri ght at his
election either to insist on the actual performance of the contract or to obtain
satisfaction for the non-performance of it.6

An obligation includes every duty enforceable by law. Consequentl y , whcnes cr
a man comes under a liability to do or forbear from doing anything, lie remains
under an obligation. This liability may be a consequence of either a contract or a
tort. An obli gation to forbear is a positive duty generally imposed by a contract.
This form of specific relief is described as 'the specific performance of contract'.

Defences against suits for specific performance based on contracts IS. 91

Section 9 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963 provides that except as provided in
this chapter (i.e. Chapter II, Sections 9 to 25) all defences open under the law of
contract shall he open to a defendant, where any relief is claimed under this Chapter
in respect of a contract. Defences that are available under the law of contract, such
as incapacity of parties, the uncertainty of contracts, coercion, undue influence,
fraud, misrepresentation, mistake, etc. have all been dealt with in the Indian
Contract Act. This section avoids their repetition in the Specific Relief Act. Thus it
is necessary that the contract in question should he valid and enforceable. The
Supreme Court refused to grant the relief of specific performance where the contract
was in an alternative form and one form had failed to materialise and the other was
void, being riot enforceable by virtue of uncertaint y . It was a contract of sale
stipulating that if the co-seller failed to sign the sale deed then the principal seller
would execute a sale deed of her own "one of two shares", otherwise pay back the
advance and compensation in the same amount. The co-seller did not sign. The
alternative for the promisor was either in sell her share or pay compensation. If she
opted for compensation there was no breach and no question of specific
performance, which was also not possible because her share was not defined nor

25. Nelson, Si'iscirnc REi.0 Ac-r.
26. Austin. JURISPRUDENCE
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was there any indication of the part of the lump sum consideration which was

applicable to her share. 27

A contingent contract to the effect that the mortgaged house would be sold as

soon as the mortgage was redeemed was held by the Court to be

specifically enforceable on the redemption of the mortgage, though no relief could

be provided on facts because (he claim was tiled more than three years after the date

of redemption.

Government contracts
It has been held that a Government contract which is concluded without

fulfilling the requirimen!s prescribed by Article 299 of the Constitution of India

cannot be specifically en forced 29

Validity of original contract
In a suit for specific performance, the subsequent purchaser challenged the

contention that the original contract to sell was fictitious and not genuine, but the

suit was ultimately decreed. It was held that the first appellate court ought to have

considered the evidence and recorded its own finding as to whether the original

agreement was true and valid.-'()

The defence that the purchase was made boon fide  for consideration without

notice of the earlier agreement for sale would have to be proved by the second

purchaser. This defence can be defeated by showing that a notice of the sale was

given to him. Where the only evidence of prior notice was a copy of art application

appearing to be endorsed by the Sub-Registrar but there was no corresponding

record or entry in the records of the Sub-Registrar, it was held that such an

application would not constitute prior.notice.31

Delay as ground of defence under law of contract
Where a suit was within the period of limitation, but delay had resulted in third

parties acquiring rights in the subject-matter of the suit or had given rise to a plea of

waiver it was held that it would provide grounds of defence in a suit for specific

performance of contract for sale of immovable property.3

The present appeal arises out of an agreement for sale of the slut property,

between the appellant would-be purchaser and respondent vendor. Under the

agreement the consideration iiXCLi su Ra ,OCO, niid Rs

17.000 at the time of the execution of the contract on 20-2-1977. The balance

amount was to be paid within five months, i.e. before 19-7-1977, at the time of the

27. Mayawono v Kar:.val ya Devi, (1990) 3 SCC I. A contract with the Go, ernrnent which did not
comply with the requirements of Article 299 of the Constitution was not allowed to he
enforced. So/ian La( v Union of india, (1991) 1 SCC 438: AIR 1951 SC 955.

28. Raniran v IIus.vahu, (1990) 1 SCC 104. Pnr,naiiand v Bajrang, (2001) 7 8CC 705, the
defence raised was that r:.oney was not taken as a consideration for sale but by way of loan
and the property was offered as a security for repayment of loan and he sought adjournment
for adducing evidence in prove the real nature of the transaction, rejecting his defence
sithotit giving him the opportunity to prove it was held to be ssrung. The Suit was remanded
for rctrtat.

29. Bishn,idayal & Sons V State of Orion, (200!) 1 SCC 555: AIR 2001 SC 544.

30. Ram NOvas V Bano, (2000)6 scc 685: AIR 2000 SC 2921.

31. Zorawar.Singh v Sat-wan Singh, (2002)4 SCC 460.
32. Litnitatinn Act, 1963, Article 34.
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execution of the kale deed. According to the appellant, the respondent would not
accept the balance amount due and did not execute the sale deed. Therefore the
appellant sent three notices dated 15-3-1978, 4-4-1978 and the last on 26-11-1978,
through his lawyer to no avail. On 10-8-1979, about nine months after the date of
the last notice, the appellant tiled a Suit for specific performance and, in the
alternative, for damages to the sum of Rs 38.00.0, The respondent-defendant denied
the execution of the agreement for sale, his signature on it and the receipt of Rs
17,000 as part-consideration. The trial court found that the agreement had been
executed as averred and decreed the Suit for specific performance.

On appeal the Bombay high Court affirmed the finding as to the cxistcnce of
the agreement but set aside the relie as to spci1ic performance and allowed
compensation. The Supreme Court allowed the appeal against this judgment with
costs. The Court said:

"The aspects of delay which are relevant in a case of specific performance
of contract for sale of immovable property are:

(,) delay running beyond the period prescribed under the Limitat ion Act;
(ii) delay in cases where, though the suit is within the period of

limitation, yet:
(a) due to delay the third parties have acquired rights in the subject-

matter of the suit;
(b) in the facts and circumstances of the case, delay may give rise to

plea of waiver or otherwise it will be inequitable to grant a
discretionary relief.

Here none of the above-mentioned aspects applies. The last notice was
issued on 26-11-1978 and from that date the suii .ws filed onl y after nine
months and not after more than a year as noted by the High Court. Therefore on
the facts of this case the ground bf delay cannot he invoked to den y rc1ief to the
plaintiff."33

Contracts which are specifically enforceable [S. 10]
Section 10 of the Specific Relief Act enumerates those cases in which the

specific performance of contracts can be enforced.

10. Cases in which specific performance of contract
enforceable.—Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, the
specific performance of any Contract may, in the discretion of the
Court, be enforced—

(a) when there exists no standard for ascertainihg the actual
damage caused by the non-performance of the act agreed to
be done; or

(b) when the act agreed to be done is such.t.hat compensation in
money, for its non-performance would not afford adequate
reliefs.

33. Motilal Join v Ranad.ti Devi, (2000) 6 SCC 420: AIR 2000 SC 2408.
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For the guidance of the discretion of the Court. the section lays

down the followin g explanation:

Explanation.— Unless and until the contrary is proved,
the Court shall presume-

(i) that the breach of a contract to transfer immovable
property cannot be adequately relieved by compensation
in money; and

(ii) that the breach of a contract to transfer movable property
can be so relieved except in the following cases-----

(a) where the property is not an ordinary article of
commerce, or is of special value or interest to the
plaintiff or consists of goods which are not easily
obtainable in the market;

(b) where the property is held by the defendant as the
agent or trustee of the plaintiff.

Clauses and (h) of this section correspond with clauses (flu and (c) of

Section 12 of the repealed Specific Relief Act, 1877. The relevant illustrations of

that Act may be reproduced:

Illustration as to clause (a)—.4 agrees to buy, and B agrees to sell, a

picture by a dead painter and two rare China vases. A may compel B
specifically to perform this contract, for there is no standard for ascertaining the

actual dama ge hich would be caused by its non-performance. [Based on

Falcke v Gray34.]

Illustrations as to clause (b)—( I) A contracts with B to sell hint a house for

Rs 1000. B is entitled to a decree directing A to convey the house to him, he

paying the purchase . money.

(2) In consideration of being released from certain obligations imposed on

it by its Act of Incorporation, a railway company contacts with Z to make an

archway throu gh their railway to connect lands of Z severed by the railway, to

construct a road between certain specified points, to pay a certain annual sum

tuc,n_,t	 .::d :-.-	 4ro rid a wh:irf
as specified in the contract. Z is entitled to have this contract specifically

enforced, for his interest in its performance cannot be adequately compensated

for by money; and the court may appoint a proper person to superintend the

construction of the archway, road, siding and wharf. [Based on Storer v G. W. R.

Co35.]

(3) A contracts to sell, and B contracts to buy, a certain number of railway-

shares of a particular description. A refuses to complete the sale. B may compel

A specifically to perform this a greement, for the shares are limited in number

and not always to be had in the market, and their possession carries with it the

status of a shareholder, which cannot otherwise be procured.

34. (1859)4 Drew 6SI: 113P.R493.
35. (1842)2 Y&CCC 48:60 RR 23.
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(4) A contracts with B to paint a picture for B. who agrees to pay therefor
Rs 1000. The picture is painted. B is entitled to have it delivdl&d to him on
payment or tender of Rs. 1000.
In a case before the Supreme Court a family woman (appellants mother)

borrowed a sum of money from a family member (responderi(s father) and
executed a deed of sale of her property in favour of the lenders minor son with an
agreement of reconveyance on repayment of the loan. The dues under the loan were
paid back and on denial of reconveyance. the Supreme Court upheld the decree of
specific performance ordering reconvc y ance. The mortgagee having disposed of the
property, the decree was allowed to be enforced against such bu yer also-36

Agreement for recon veyance or repurchase

An agreement to repurchase property which had been sold, popularly know as
agreement for reconveyance, has been held to be specifically enforceable. Referring
to such an agreement in V. Pecliiniut/iu v Gowrarnnia1 37 , the Supreme Court said:

'Such an agreement, not being merely a privilege or concession, such as
an option to purchase, granted to the owner, remains an agreement for sale of
immovable property and must be governed by the same provisions of law as are
applicable to ordinary agreements for sale. Decision as to whether an agreement
is an option to purchase or an ordi 'nary agreement depends on interpretation of
its terms. It was held on the facts that the reconveyance agreement in Ia\our of
the appellant-plaintiff, the original vendor, was an ordinary agreement for sale.
The High Court in second appeal erred in reversing the decree of specific
performance in his favour granted by trial court and affirmed by first appellate
court."

Delay

Unreasonable delay by a plaintiff in performing his part of the contract operates
as a bar to his obtaining specific performance, provided that-

(i) time was originally the essential element of the contract; or
(ii) it was made an essential element by a subsequent notice; or

(iii) the delay has been so unreasonable and long that it amounts to
abandonment of the contract.38

As a general proposition of law, in the case of sale of immovable property there
is no presumption as to time being the essence of the contract. Even if it is not of the
essence of the contract the Court may infer that it is to be performed within a
reasonable time if the conditions are evident:

(1) from the express terms of the contract;
(ii) from the nature of the property; and

36. Nivnrri Govind Ingale v RB. Pail! (1997) I SCC 475. Kaulas/iitari Devi v Nawal KLihore.
1955 Supp (1) SCC 141: AIR 1994 SC 1200, subsequent buyer of the property affected by
the decree.

37. (2001) 7 SCC 617: AIR 2001 SC 2446. Bls,nillah Begzini v Raliamatuj'Iah Khan. (1998) 2
SCC 226: (1998) 2 Mad U 6, time is of the essence in a Contract of reconvcyancc.

38. K. Vidvanandani v Vairavwi, (1997) 3 SCC 1, delay of 2½ years after paying a small
amount by way of earnest money for purchasing immovable property, disentitled from
claiming specific recovery of property. Deokaixil v Uuam, (1993) 4 SCC ISI, delay in
executing the conditions of the sale deprived the right to specific performance, refund of
earnest money ordered.

54
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(iii) from the surrounding circumstances, for example, the object of making
the contract.

From the expression, Rs 98,000 (rupees ninety-eight thousand only) will he
paid by the second party to the first party within a period of ten days only' in the
contract, it is clear that the amount of Rs 98,000 ought to have been paid on or
before the 10th day. Failure to do so constituted a breach committed by the
defendant. The word 'only" has been used twice over (I) to qualify the amount of
Rs 98,000, and (2) to qualify the period of 10 days. The evidence also showed that
the plaintiff was not willing to pay this amount unless vacant delivery of possession
of one room on the ground floor was given. The notices which were exchanged
between the parties have to he looked into in determining readiness and
willingness.39

It has been held that a person seeking specific enforcement of a contract must
approach the court within reasonable time even if time is not of the essence of the
contract. It was further held that ''reasonable time' means as soon as circumstances
permit. Where the defendant was to remove a telegraph pole from a property and
then to execute the sale deed, but he only removed the pole and did not execute the
sale deed despite notice and the plaintiff filed a suit within one month of removal of
the pole, it was held, on the facts, that the suit was filed within reasonable time.
Time was not of the essence of the present contract. The Court said:

"The word 'reasonable' has in law a prima facie meaning of reasonable in
re gard to those circumstances of which the person concerned is called upon to
act reasonably knows or ought to know as to what was reasonable, It may be
unreasonable to give an exact definition of the word 'reasonable'. The reason
varies in its conclusion according to idiosyncrasy of the individual and the time
and circumstances in which he thinks. The dictionary meaning of'reasonable
time' is to be so much time as is necessary, under the circumstances, to (tO

conveniently what the contract or duty requires should be done in a particular
case. In other words it means, as soon as circumstances permit.

The legal action initiated by the appellant-plaintiff was rightl y held by the
trial court and the first appellate court to have been commenced vithout delay
and definitely within a reasonable time. The High Court was not justified in
disturbing the finding of fact arrived at on appreciation of the evidence, while
disnosine of tlw	 n1 nnnp.,l ''

Sale by jaint owners
The Supreme Court propounded the following proposition:

"Where any property is held jointly, and once any party to the contract has
agreed to sell such joint property by agreement, then, even if the other co-sharer
has not joined, at least to the extent of his share, he is bound to execute the sale
deed. However, in the absence of the other co-sharer there could not be any
decree of any specified part of the property to be partitioned and possession
given. The decree could only be to the extent of transferring the share of the

39, CJiartd/?anivKamalRaiii,(1993) I SCC 519: AIR 1993 SC 1742.
40. Verrayee Arnrnal v Seem Ammo!, (2002) 1 SCC 134: AIR 2001 SC 2920. Where there is no

concluded contract, the relief of specific performance cannot be had, Gans/t Shei v C,S. G.K.
Serry , r1998) 5 SCC3I.
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appellants in such property to other such contracting party. In the present case,
it is not in dispute that the appellants have 5/6ths share in the property. So, the
plaintiffs suit for specific performance to the extent of this 5/6ths share was
rightly decreed by the High Court which requires no interference.

Performance of trust

Section 11(t) provides another circumstance when contracts can be specifically
enforced. it provides:

Except as otherwise provided in this Act, specific performance of
a contract may, in the discretion of the court, be enforced when the act
agreed to be done is in the performance wholly or partly of a trust.

The creation of a trust imposes a duty on the trustees, whrch may be enforced
even by strangers to the transaction who ma y not have been in existence at its date,
if they have an interest under the contract. Thus contracts connected with trusts can
be specifically enforced either at the instance of the beneficiaries or at the instance
of the trustees.

Section 11(2), however, provides that a contract made by a trustee:
(i) in excess of his powers, or

(xi) in breach of trust,
cannot he specifically enforced.

In the first case it is beyond his competence and, in the second case, it is
unlawful. 'In breach of trust' means acting in violation of the duties and obligations
imposed by the trust.

Illustrations in preceding Act
Section 11 brings together Sections 12(a) and 21(e) of the repealed Specific

Relief Act, 1877. The relevant illustrations of that Act may he reproduced.
(I) A holds certain stock in trust for B. 4 \vrongfullv disposes of the stock-

The law, creates an obli gation on .4 to restore the same cuanhity of stock to B,
and B may enforce specific performance of this obligation [This illustration
was repealed wherever the Indian Trusts Act, ISS2 is in turce—see Section 2
and Schedule of that Act.]

(2) .1 is a trustee of land with power to lease it far seven years. Ile enters
into a contract with B to grant a lease of the land for seven years, with a
covenant to renew the lease at the expiry of the term. This contract cannot he
specifically enforced. [Based on tslort Lock v BuIlc,4.1

(3) The directors of a compan y have power to sell the concern with the
sanction of a general meeting of the shareholders. They contract to sell it
without any such sanction. This contract cannot he specifically enforced.

(4) Two trustees. A and B, empowered to sell trust property worth a lakh of
rupees, contract to sell it to C for Rs. 30,0(X). The contract is so
disadvantageous as to be a breach of trust. C cannot enforce its specific
performance. :Bascd on Morr Lock v

41. A. Abdul Rcxshid Khan v P.A.K.A. Shahul Jlwnid, (2000) 10 SCC 636.
42. (1804)10 Ves 292:7 RR 417.
43. (1804) 10Ves292:7RP,,4t7.
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(5) The pronioters.of a company for working mines contract that the
company, when formed, shall purchase certain mineral property. They take no
proper precautions to ascertain the value of such property—and in fact agree to
pay an extravagant price therefor. They also stipulate that the vendors shall give
them a bonus out of the purchase money. This contract cannot be specifically
enforced.
A suit for specific enforcement should be filed for specific performance within

the period stipulated under Article 54 of the Limitation Act, 1963.'

Specific performance of part of contract
Section 12 deals with specific performance of a part of a contract. It provides in

clause (1) that as a general rule, the court shall not grant specific performance of a
part of a contract. The section, however, recognises in clauses (2) to (4) certain
exceptions to the above rule. Whether specific performance of a part of the contract
is to be ordered or not has been wholly left by the section to one deciding factor,
namely, the proportibn the part which can be performed bears to that which cannot
be performed. Where the part which cannot be performed bears only a small
proportion to the whole in value and the unperformed part can be compensated
adequately in terms of money, the court may order specific performance of one part
and compensation for the other.

A sli ghtly different principle comes into play where the part which cannot be
performed forms a considerable part of the whole. In such cases the court has first to
see whether the major part which has to be left out admits of money compensation
or does not do so. If the unperformed portion can he compensated in terms of
money the court may order specific performance of the rest, provided that the party
seeking relief has paid his consideration under the coniract as reduced by the
amount of compensation for the unperformed portion. Where the matter does not
admit of compensation the court may order specific performance only when the
party seeking relief has paid his whole consideration without any reduction
whatsoever.

Where the part that would remain unperformed does not admit of compensation
in terms of money, the court would order specific performance only if the party
seeking performance undertakes to pay the consideration for the whole of the
contract without any abatement.

in either situation, the party seeking performance of a part of a contract has to
relinquish all claims to the performance of the remaining part and also all rights to
compensation either for the deficiency or for any loss or damage sustained through
the defendant's default as to performance.

An illustrative account of the working of the principle is to be found in
Rutherford v Acton Adams45.

If a vendor sues and is in a position to convey substantially what the
purchaser has contracted to get, the court will decree specific performance with

44. Thakanwsa Mathew v M. Az.a,narhida, AIR 1993 SC 1120.
45. (1915) AC 866 (appeal from New Zealand): 84 UPC 238: 113 LT 931. Where the property

came to the share of two brothers jointly and one of them sold the whole to a neighbour, the
buyer was allowed to rccovcr only the selling member's share. Sardar Singh V Krishna Devi,
(1994)4 SCC 18.
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compensation for any small and immaterial deficiency, provided that the vendor
has not, by misrepresentation or otherwise, disentitled himself to this remedy.
Another possible case arises where a vendor claims specific performance and
where the court refuses it unless the purchaser is willing to consent to a decree on
the terms that the vendor will make compensation to the purchaser who agrees to
such a decree on condition that he is compensated. If it is the purchaser who is
suing, the court holds him to have even a larger right. Subject to considerations of
hardship, he may elect to take all he can get, and to have a proportionate
abatement of the purchase money. But this right applies only to a deficiency in
the subject-matter described in the contract.

The Specific Relief Act, 1877 (now repealed) carried the following illustrations
in the corresponding Section 14:

A contracts to sell to B a piece of land consisting of 100 big-has . It turns Out
that 98 bighas of the land belong to A. and the two remaining highas to a
stranger, who refuses to part with them. The two highas are not necessary for
the use or enjoyment of the 98 bighas. nor so important for such use or
enjoyment that the loss of them may not be made good in mone y . A ma y he

directed at the suit of B to convey to B 98 bighas and to make compensation to
him for not conveying the two remaining hiohas; or B ma y be directed, a the
suit of .4, to pay to A, on receiving the conveyance and possession of the land,
the stipulated purchase money less a sum awarded as compensation for the
deficiency.
In a contract for the sale and purchase of a house and lands for 2 lakhs of

rupees, it is agreed that part of the furniture should be taken at a valuation. The
Court may direct specific performance of the contract notwithstanding the parties are
unable to agree as to the valuation of the furniture, and may either have the furniurc
valued in the suit and include it in the decree for specific performance, or may
confine its decree to the house.

Where a contract was incapable of being performed and a party categorically
refused to accept part-performance, it was held that there was no readiness and
willingness at all stages to accept part-performance. Therefore such a party could
not be permitted later to change its position and elect to accept part-performance."
The Court said:

"In eases where a contract is not capable of being performed in whale then
the readiness and willingness, at all stages, is the readiness and willingness to
accept part- performance. If a contract is not capable of being performed in
whole and a party clearly indicates that he is not willing to accept part
performance, then there is no readiness and willingness, at all stages, to accept
part-performance. In that ease there can be no specific performance of a part of
the contract at a later stage.' '
In a case under the J&K Specific Relief Act, 1977 (S. 15) it was held that where

a party was unable to perform the whole of his part, the court could direct the

46. Based on Richardson v Smith, (1870) LR 5 Ch 648 and Arnold v Arnold, (1880) 14 Ch D

	

278.	 .	 , ...
4.7. , Surjir Kaur y Naurata Singh. (2000) 7 SCC 379: MR 2000 SC 2927.
48. Ibid.
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performance of so much of his part as he was capable of performing (1/3rd share of
the property).-)

Section 12 is reproduced below:

12. Specific performance of part of contract.—(l) Except as
otherwise hereinafter provided in this section, the court shall not direct
the specific perfonnance of a part of a contract.

(2) Where a party to a contract is unable to perform the whole of
his part of it, but the part which must he left unperformed bears onl y a
small proportion to the whole in value and admits of compensation in
money, the court ma y , at the suit of either party, direct the specific
performance of so much of the contract as can be performed, and
award compensation in money for the deficiency.50

(3) Where a party to a contract is unable to perform the whole of
his part of it, and the part which must be left unperformed either—

(a) forms a considerable part of the whole, though admitting of
compensation in money; or

(b) does not admit of compensation in money;

lie is not entitled to obtain a decree for specific performance;
but the court may, at the suit of the other party, direct the
party in default to perform specifically so much of his part of
the contract as he can perform, if the other party-

(i) in a case falling under clause (a), pays or has paid the
agreed consideration for the whole of the contract
reduced by the consideration for the part which must be
left unperformed and, in a case falling tinder clause (b),
the consideration for the whole of the contract without
any abatement; and

(ii) in either case, relinquishes all claims to the performance
of the remainin g nat-I nf th cra s.ihi to

compensation, either for the deficiency or for the loss or
damage sustained by him through the default of the
defendant.'

49. Mwi:oorAh,ned Magrav v Ghulanr Hassan Aram, (1999) 7 SCC 703.
50. For example, see the Illustration to Section 14 of the old Act, cited above. Under clause (2)

performance can be enforced either by the promisor or by the promisee.
51. While clause (2) relaxes the rule that pars of a contract cannot be specifically enforced in

favour of both the parties, clause (3) does so in favour of the party not in default. Party in
default is the party who is unable to perform the whole of his part of the contract. The
principle underlying clause (3) is that the pasty who is not at default is entitled to specific
performance of so much of a contract as the other can perform. Rachakonda Sr 'lyana v
Pontiiala Parsathantma, (2001) 8 SCC 173, the relief of directing the defendar parry to
perform specifically so much of his part of the contract as he can perform can be pleaded at
the appellate stage also when the fact of the defaulting party's inability to perform a part of
the contract comes to the knowledge of the party seeking specific performance.
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(4) When a part of a contract which, taken by itself, can and ought
to be specifically performed, stands on a separate and independent
footing from another part of the same contract which cannot or ought
not to be specifically performed, the court may direct specific
performance of the former part.52

Explanation—For the purposes of this section, a party to a
contract shall be deemed to be unable to perform the whole of his part
of it if a portion of its subject-matter existing at the date of the
contract has ceased to exist at the time of its performance.

Illustrations in preceding Act

Sub-sections (1), (2), (3), (4) and Explanation of this section correspond with

Sections 17, 14, 15, 16 and 13 of the repealed Specific Relief Act, 1877. That Act

carried the following illustrations:

Illustrations as to sub-section (2).----(a) A contracts to sell B a piece of land

consisting of 100 bighas. It turns out that 98 bighas of the land belong to A. and

the two remaining bighas to a stranger, who refuses to part with them. The two

bighas are not necessary for the use or enjoyment (of the 98 bighas, nor s

important for such use or enjoyment) that the loss of theta may not he made

good in money. A may he directed at the suit of B to convey to B the 98 hgh.i

and to make compensation to him fur not conveying the two remaining htghas.

or B may he directed, at the suit of A. to pay to .4 on receiving the conveyance

and possession of the land, the stipulated purchase money, less a sum awaided

as compensation for the deficiency. [Based on Richardson v Sniiihi.J

(b) In a contract of the sale and purchase of a house and lands for two lakh

of rupees, it is agreed that part of the furniture should be taken at a valuation.

The Court may direct specific performance of the contract notwithstanding that

the parties are unable to agree as to the valuation of the furniture, and may

either have the furniture valued in the Suit and include it in the decree for

specific performance, or may confine its decree to the house.

Illustrations as to sub-section (3).—(a) A contracts to sell to B a ie of

land consisting of 100 bighas. It turns out that 50 highas of the land belong to

A. and the other 50 bighas to a stranger, who refuses to part with them. A cannot

obtain a decree against B for the specific performance of the contract: but if B is

willing to pay the price agreed upon. and to lake the 50 bighas which belong to

A. waiving all rights to compensation either for the deficiency or for loss

sustained by him through A's neglect or default, B is entitled to a decree

directing A to convey those 50 bighas to bins on payment of the purchase

money.

(b) A contracts to sell to B an estate with a house and a garden for a lakh of

rupees. The garden is important for the enjoyment of the house. It turns out that

A is unable to convey the garden. A cannot obtain a decree against B for the

52 For example, if, at an auction, a person purchases several plots of land, the inabilit: of the
vendor to make Out good title to one plot will not prevent him from enforcing spcciflc
performance of the sale of other plots.

53. (1870) LR 5 Di 648.
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specific performance of the contract; but if B is willing to pay the price agreed
upon, and to take the estate and house without the garden, waiving all rights to
Compensation either for the deficiency or for loss sustained by him through A's
neglect or default, B is entitled to a decree directing A to convey the house to
him on payment of the purchase-money.

Requirements of order of specific performance under the sub-section

The requirements were stated by the Supreme Court as follows:54
''The ingredients which would attract specific performance of the part of

the contract under the latter part of sub-section (3) of Section 12 are: (1) if a
party to an agreement is unable to perform a part of the contract, he is to he
ueated as defaulting party to that extent, and (ii) the other party to an agreement
must, in a suit for such specific performance, either pay or have paid the whole
of the agreed amount, for that part of the contract which is capable of being
performed by the defaulting part y and also relinquish his claim in respect of the
other part of the contract which the defaulting party is not capable of
performing and relinquishes the claim of compensation in respect of loss
sustained by him. If such ingredients are satisfied, the discretionary relief of
specific performance is ordinarily granted unless there is delay or laches or any
other disability on the part of the other party."

Illustrations as to Explanation.—(a) A contracts to sell a house to B for a
lakh of rupees. The day after the contract is made, the house is destroyed by a
cyclone. B may be compelled to perform his part of the contract by paying the
purchase-money.

(b) In consideration of a sum of money payable by B, A contracts to grant
an annuity to B for B's life. The day after the contract has been made, B is
thrown from his house and billed. B's representative may be compelled to pay
the purchase-money.

Rights of purchaser or lessee where seller's or lessor's title imperfect
Section 13 deals with the rights of a purchaser or lessee against a person with

no title or imperfect title. The idea un.icr •g this section is that when a person
enters into a contract without the power for performing that contract and
subsequently he acquires the power of performing the same, he is bound to do so.
This section is, however, limited to contracts to sell or let nronertv.

The different clauses of Section 13 affect the remedy of the buyer and the
obligation of the seller. The section comes into play when the seller of immovable
property has no title or only an imperfect title. If he acquires any interest in the
property subsequently, the purchaser can compel him to make good the contract out
of such interest. Where concurrence of or conveyance by some other person is
necessary to enable the vendor to validate his transfer, and if that person is bound to
concur at the direction of the vendor, the purchaser can compel the vendor to
procure such concurrence and validate the transfer. Where the vendor purported to
sell the property as free from any encumbrance, etc., but the property is in fact
subject to a mortgage and, if the amount of the mortgage is equal to the sale price,
the buyer may compel the vendor to redeem the mortgage and transfer the roert'

54. Rachakor4a Narayana v Poinhala Parathamma, (2001) 8 SCC 173.:
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to him free from the mortgage. Where the contract of transfer was subject to the
responsibility of the vendor to apply for and to get the agricultural land converted
into non-agricultural use and though he had not obtained such permission, the land
in question was held to be specifically recoverable from him when, by virtue of an
intervening statutory enactment, the vendee was able to get , the land converted to his
use, 5 Where the vendor sues the buyer for specific performance and the suit is
dismissed on the ground of want of title or imperfect title, the vendee would he
entitled to refund of his deposit along with interest and also costs and this claim will
operate as a charge upon the interest, if any, of the vendor in the property.

13. Rights of purchaser or lessee against person with no title
or imperfect title.—(l) Where a person contracts to sell or let certain
immovable property having no title or only an imperfect title, the
purchaser or lessee (subject to the other provisions of this Chapter),
has the following rights, namely—

(a) if the vendor or lessor has subsequently to the contract
acquired any interest in the property, the purchaser or lessee
may compel him to make good the contract out of such
interest;

(b) where the concurrence of other persons is necessary for
validating the title, and they are bound to concur at the
request of the vendor or lessor, the purchaser or lessee may
compel him to procure such concurrence, and when a
conveyance by other persons is necessary to validate the title
and they are bound to convey at the request of the vendor or
lessor, the purchaser or lessee may compel him to procure
such conveyance;

(c) where the vendor professes to sell unencumbered property,
but the property is mortgaged for an amount not exceeding
the purchase money and the vendor has in fact only a right to
redeem it the purchaser may compel him to redeem the
mortgage and to obtain a valid discharge, and, where
necessary, also a conveyance from the mortgagee;

(d) where the vendor or lessor sues for specific performance of
the contract and the suit is dismissed on the ground of his
want of title or imperfect title, the defendant has a right to a
return of his deposit, if any, with interst thereon, to his costs
of the suit, and to a lien for such deposit, interest and costs on
the interest, if any, of the vendor or lessor in the property
which is the subject-matter of the contract.

55. RaJasara Ramjibhai v JaniNarorwindas La1lubhi. (1986)3 SCC 300: AIR 1986 SC 1912.
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(2) The provisions of sub-section (1) shall also apply, as far as
may be, to contracts for the sale or hire of movable property.

Contracts which cannot be specifically enforced

14. Contracts not specifically enforceable.—(1) The following
contracts cannot be specifically enforced, namely—

(a) a contract for the non-performance of which compensation in
money is an adequate relief;

(b) a contract which runs into such minute or numerous details or
which is so dependent on the personal qualifications or
volition of the parties, or otherwise from its nature is such,
that the court cannot enforce specific performance of its
material terms;

(c) a contract which is in its nature determinable;

(d) a contract the performance of which involves the
performance of a continuous duty which the court cannot
supervise.

(2) Save as provided by the Arbitration Act, 1940, no contract to
refer present or future differences to arbitration shall be specifically
enforced but if any person who has made such a contract (other than
an arbitration agreement to which the provisions of the said Act apply)
and has refused to perform it sties in respect of any subject which he
has contracted to refer, the existence of such contract shall bar the suit.

(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in clause (a) or clause (c)
or clause (d) of sub-section (1); the court may enforce specific
performance in the following cases—

(a) where the suit is for the enforcement of a contract,-

(i) to execute a mortgage or furnish any other security for
securing the repayment of any loan which the borrower
is not wilting to repay at once:

Provided that where only a part of the loan has been advanced the
lender is willing to advance the remaining part of the loan in terms of
the contract; or

(ii) to take up and pay for any debentures of a company;

(b) where the suit is for-
(i) the execution of a formal deed of partnership, the parties

having commenced to carry on the business of the
partnership; or

(ii) the purchase of a share of a partner in a firm;
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(c) where the suit is for enforcement of contract for the
construction of any building or the execution of any other
work on land:

Provided that the following conditions are fulfilled,
namely:-

(i) the building or other work is described in the contract in
terms sufficientl y precise to enable the court to
determine the exact nature of We building or work:

(ii) the plaintiff has a substantial interest in the performance
of the contract and the interest is of such a nature that
compensation in mone y for non-performance of the
contract is not an adequate relief; and

(iii) the defendant has, in pursuance of the contract, obtained
possession of the whole or any part of the land on which
the building is to he constructed or other work is to be
executed.

Illustrations in preceding Act
The section is based on Section 21(a), (b), (d) and (g) of the repealed Specific

Relief Act, 1877. That Act carried the followinc illustrations:
Illustrations as to sub-section (1)(a ,).—A contracts to set!, and B contracts

to buy, a takh of rupees in the four per cnt loan of the Central Government;
A contracts to sell, and B contracts to bu y . 40 chests of indigo at Rs. 1000

per chest:
In consideration of certain propertY having been transferred by A to B, B

contracts to open a credit in A's favour to the extent of Rs. 10,000, and to
honour A'S drafts to that amount.

The above contracts cannot be specificall y enforced, for in the first and the
second both A and B, and in the third A, would be reimbursed by compensation
in money.

Illustrations as to sub-section (1)(b)—A contracts to render personal
service to B:

A contracts to employ B on personal service:

A, an author, contracts with B, a publisher, to complete a literary work.

B cannot enforce specific performance of these contracts.
A contracts to buy B's business at the amount of a valuation to be made by two
valuers, one to be named by A and the other by B. A and B each name a valuer,
but before the valuation is made, A instructs his valuer not to proceed;

By a charter-party entered into in Calcutta between A, the owner of a ship.
and B, the charterer, it is agreed that the ship shall proceed to Rangoon, and
there load a cargo of rice, and thence proceed to London, freight to be paid,
one-third on arrival at Rangoon, and two-thirds on deliery of the cargo in
London;
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A lets land to B and B contracts to cultivate it in a particular manner for
three years next after the date of the lease;

A and B contract that, in consideration of annual advances to be made by A.
B will for three years next after the date of the contract grow particular crops on
the land in his possession and deliver them to A when cut and ready for
delivery;

A contracts with B that, in consideration of Rs 1000 to be paid to him by B,
he will paint a picture for B;

A contracts with B to execute certain works which the Court cannot
superintend;

A contracts to supply B with all the goods of a certain class which B may
require;

A contracts with B to take from B a lease of a certain house for a specified

term, at a specified rent. "if the drawing-room is handsomely decorated", even
if it is held to have so much certainty that compensation can be recovered for its
breach;

A contracts to marry B.

The above contracts cannot be specifically enforced.
Illustration as to sub-section (J)(c).—A and B contract to become partners

in a certain business, the contract not specifying the duration of the proposed
partnership. This contract cannot be specifically performed, for, if it were so
performed, either A or B might at once dissolve the partnership. [Based on Scott
v Rav,nent].

Illustration as to sub-section (1)(d.-4 contracts to let for twenty-one
years to B the right to use such part of a certain railway made by A as was upon

B's land, and that B should have a right of running carriages over the whole line
on certain terms, and might require A to supply the necessary engine-power,
and that A should during the term keep the whole railway in good repair.
Specific performance of this contract must be refused to B.

The effect of the provisions in Section 14 can be stated in terms of certain
propositions, namely, that in the case of the following contracts the relief of specific
performance cannot be allowed:

I.	 .. C..iiq..,_lL4i 0/i L. r1tIrijiL(.i1e

Courts will not order specific performance of a contract where the aggrieved
party can be adequately compensated in terms of money. An ordinary contract to
lend or borrow money whether with or without security is an example of a contract
which cannot be specifically enforced, though where a loan has been already
advanced on the understanding that a security would be provided against it, this can
he specifically enforced.57

2. Contracts Involving Personal Skill

It is not possible for the court to supervise the performance of a contract which
runs into minute and numerous details or is dependent upon the personal

56. (1968)LREqII2.
57. Section 14(3). Mrenakshisundara v Rathnasarnr, (1918) 41 Mad 959.
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qualifications of the promisor or is otherwise of vohtional nature. Contracts of
employment, contracts of personal service, contracts involving performance of
artistic skill, like contracts to sing, to paint, to act, contracts of authorship, are
ordinary examples of things requiring personal skill and, therefore, beyond the
capacity of the judicial process to enforce their actual performance. The only choice
in such cases is to be content with damages. 58 An employer may not be compellable
to keep an employee in accordance with a contract of employment, but the position
will be different where an employee has been removed, for, in that case, if the
removal is wrongful, the employee can be reinstated. The Supreme Court, however,
did not approve of an arbitrator's award reinstating a professor removed by the
Delhi University. 59 A contract to publish a piece of music and a contract to build a
houseso have been specifically enforced because both are purely mechanical
functions. It is observed in CHIlTY ON CONTRACTS:St

'But specific performance of a contract to build can be decreed if (i) the
work is precisely defined; (ii) damages will not adequately compensate the
plaintiff; and (iii) the defendant is in possession of the land on which the work
is to be done so that the plaintiff cannot get the work dore by another
builder.' '62

3. Contracts of Determinable Nature
Specific performance is not ordered of a contract which is in its nature

determinable. An illustration appearing under the corresponding provision in the
repealed Act of 1877 sufficiently explains this point:

A and B contract to become partners in a certain business, the contract not
specifying the duration of the proposed partnership. The contract cannot be
specifically performed, for, if it were so performed, either A or B might at once
dissolve the partnership.63

Similarly, no order of specific performance is likely to be passed when the contract
is revocable at the option of the opposite party. A revocable lease is in this
category. 64 But a tenancy from year to year, determinable by either party by half a
year's notice to quit, is specifically enforceable.65

A contract of employment is not specifically enforceable. A person who was
selected was not allowed to get the position to which he was selected. The Court
observed: "Courts do not ordinarily enforce performance of contracts of a personal
character, such as a contract of employment. The remedy is to sue for damages. The
grant of specific performance is purely discretionary and must be refused when not

58. Fee, Gunpat Narain Singh (1876) 1 Cal 74, contract of marriage; Banal Salt v Krishna
Chandra, AIR 1951 Punj 503, a lease carrying personal covenants for repair.

59. S.B. Durr (Dr) v University of Delhi. (1959) SCR 236: AIR 1958 SC 1050.

60. Barrow v C'happel & Co (unrep) cited in Joseph v National Magazine Co. (1959) tTh 14,
cited in C}iITTY ON CONTRACTS, p 1645 (Vol I, 24th edn, 1977).

61. Ibid. atp1646.
62. Citing Wolverharnpwn Corpn v Emmons, (1901) I QB 515 as modified by Carpenters

Estates lid v. Drvie.c, (1940) Ch I60 Jeune v Queens Cross Properties Lid, (1974) Ch 97
(Landlord ordered to restore collapsed balcony in performance of repairing covenant).

63. Based on Scott v Raiment, (1868) LR Eq 112, otherwise where the agreement is for a
definite term, England v Curling. (1844)8 Beav 129: 68 RR 39

64. Lxvvi3 v Bond, 18 Bray 85: 104 RR 377.

65. Lever v Kaffler, (1901)1 Ch 543.
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warranted by the ends of justice. Such relief can be granted only on sound legal
principles. In the absence of any statutory requirement, courts do not ordinarily
force an emplo yer to recruit or retain in service an employee not required by the
employer. There are, of course, certain exceptions to this rule, such as in the case of
a public servant dismissed from service in contravention of Article 311 of the
Constitution; reinstatement of a dismissed worker under the Industrial Law; a
statutory body acting in breach of statutory obligations, and the like. The facts of
this case do not fall within the exceptions. Therefore, the plaintiff's suit for
mandatory injunction, oil facts of the case, was rightly dismissed by the trial
court and wrongly decreed by the first appellate court and the High

A distributorship was held to be determinable in nature. An order could not be
passed for its restoration.67

4. Contract requiring Constant Supervision
Clause (d) of Section 14(1) says that a contract cannot be specifically enforced

where it involves the performance of a continuous duty which the court cannot
supervise.

For this reason courts have refused specifically to enforce an undertaking by the
lessor of a service flat to have a porter "constantly in attendance — ; 68 a tenant's
undertakine to cultivate a farm in a particular manner; 69 the obligation of a railway
company to operate signals and to provide engine power:" ) a contract to keep an
airfield in operation; 7 ' the obligation of a shipowner under a charter part y72 and a
contract to deliver goods by instalments. 7

\Vhere a tenant vacated a site for purposes of reconsu uction under an
understanding that a portion of the building would he rcailotted to him, the court
held that the landlord was boand to provide the premises as promised.74

Sub-section (3) qualifies to a certain extent the operation of the clauses dealing
with situations where compensation is an adequate relief and where the contract is
unilaterally revocable. It says that an agreement to provide a security or to execute a
mortga ge a g ainst a loan which has already been provided is specifically enforceable,
if the borroer is not willing to pay hack the loan at once. Where the lender has
advanced onl y a part of the loan, he can claim specific relief onl y when he is ready
and willin g to advance the remaining part of the loan also Art 	 in r't'
and oav for ih,' :c; Liiipanv is also specifically enforceable.
A g reements to execute a formal deed ot partnership where the partners have already
commenced business and to purchase the share of a partner in a firm are also
specifically enforceable.

66. Nandgaj Si/ion Sugar CoLid v Itadri Nath DLii:, (1991) 3 SCC 54: 1991 SCC (L&S) 981:
AIR 1991 Sc 1525: (1991)2 SLR 768:0991) 2 CLR 135: 1991 All U 213.

67. Indian Oil Civpn v Aiiirusar Gas Co (1991) 1 SCC 533.
68. R yan v %lutsal flnruie ,tsoi, k 1893) I Ch Ito.
69. Ra yner v Some, (1762) cdn, 123: P/iippn v Jackson, (1887) 56 U Ch 550.
70. Powell D[[ry,z Sfronz Coal Co v Tafj Vale Rlv. Co. (1674) [.R 9 Ch App 33!; Blackeu '-

Bates, (1865) LR I Ch App. 117.
71. Doocy Boulton Pan) Lad v Wolver/inii't. ' . (1971) W1.R 204.
72. Dc Patios v G:bson, (1858)4 D&i	 :24 1R 250.
73. Doiiiinuii; .•o' a V Damn:	 A Sire) Cv, (1919) AC 293
74 iowa B,	 G(:inaSisiia,nj, AIR 1967 Mad 369.
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As for agreements for the construction of a building, the principles crystallised
in English law have been adopted by sub-section (3)(c). The agreement will be
enforceable if the nature of the building is of exact nature, the plaintiff has a
substantial interest in the work and the work is also of such nature that it cannot be
compensated for in terms of money and the defendant is in possession of the whole
or a part of the site.

In a case before the Supreme Court,75 the Authority which had to supervise the
performance of the contract had ceased to exist. The Court said:

'There is also force in the contention that the agreement is not specifically
enforceable in view of clause (d) of sub-section (1) of Section 14 of the
Specific Relief Act, 1963. This provision provides that a contract, the
performance of which involves the performance of a Continuous duty which the
court cannot supervise, is not specifically enforceable. Having regard to the
nature of the Scheme and the facts and circumstances of the case, it is clear that
the performance of the contract involves continuous supervision which is not
possible for the court. After repeal, such continuous supervision cannot he
directed to be undertaken by the competent authority as such an authority is
now non-existent."

Arbitration
Section 14 provides in sub-section (2) that, except as provided by the

Arbitration Act. 1940, (now Arbitration and Conciliation Act. 1996) a contract to
refer a present or future dispute to arbitration shall not be specifically enforced. An
arbitration agreement operates as a bar to the filing of a suit.

Persons for or against whom Contracts may be Specifically Enforced [S. 151

15. Who may obtain specific performance. —Except as
otherwise provided by this Chapter, the specific performance of a
contract may be obtained by—

(a) any party thereto;

(b) the representative-in-interest or the principal, of any party
thereto:

Provided that where the learning, skill, solvency or any
personal quality of such party is a material ingredient in the
Contract, or where the contract provides that his interest shall
not be assigned, his representative-in-interest or his principal
shall not be entitled to specific performance of the contract,
unless such party has already performed his part of the
contract, or the performance thereof by his representative-in-
interest, or his principal, has been accepted by the other party;

(c) where the contract is a settlement on marriage, or a
compromise of doubtful rights between the members of the
same family, any person beneficially entitled thereunder;

75. Her Highness Maharani Shantidevi P. Ga,kwad v Savjibhoi Harzbhai Paw, 200 ti 5 SCC
10t: AIR 2001 SC 1462.
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(d) where the contract has been entered into by a tenant for life in
due exercise of a power, the remainder-man;

(e) a reversioner in possession, where the agreement is a
covenant entered into with his predecessor-in-title and the
reversioner is entitled to the benefit of such covenant;

(j) a reversioner in remainder, where the agreement is such a
covenant, and the reversioner is entitled to the benefit thereof
and will sustain material injury by reason of its breach;

(g) when a company has entered into a contract and subsequently
becomes amalgamated with another company, the new
company which arises out of the amalganation;

(h) when the promoters of a company have, before its
incorporation, entered into a contract for the purposes of the
company, and such contract is warranted by the terms of the
incorporation, the company:

Provided that the company has accepted the contract and has
communicated such acceptance to the other party to the contract.

The expression 'representative-in-interest" includes the assignee of a right to
purchase the property and, therefore, he would have the title to claim specific
performance.76

All bu yers or cow ractees must join
In order to oh Tiiln therelief of specific performance, all co-contractees must be

before the court but all of them need not be on the same side. Others can be joined
as co-defendants. Where there is a single indivisible contract to convey ]and to
several persons. some of them only cannot seek specific performance if the others
do not want it.77

Personal bars to relief [S. 16]
The relief of specific performance cannot he awarded in favour of the following

persons:

A prson cannot seek specific performance where the circumstances are
such that he would not have been entitled to compensation for breach of
contract.
A person who is guilty of any of the following cannot claim specific
performance:
(a) he has become incapable of performing his part of the contract;
(6) he has violated any essential term of the contract that on his part

remained to be performed:
(c) he has acted in fraud of the contract;

76. TM, Balakrislznn Mida1inr v Al. Sat' yanarayana Rao, (1993) 2 SCC 740: AIR 1993 SC
2449; K/iiria Devi v RameshwcirSao, AIR 1992 SC 1482, suit for rcconveyance.

77. Mukesli Kumar v Col !larjxins Warawh, (1999)9 SCC 380.
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(ii) he has wilfully acted at variance with or in subversion of the relation
intended to be established b y the Contract.

3. A person who has failed to aver and prove that he has performed or has
always been ready and wdiing to pciform the esscrstial terms of the
contract which Acre to be perfotmed by his excepting those terms which
he has been prevented from performing by the other party or the
performance of which the other part) has waived.

Where the contract involves payment of money, U is not essential for the
plaintiff to actually render to the other party or to deposit in court any money except
when so directed by the court. Performance must be offered according to the true
construction of the contract.

Before acting under Order 8, Rule 10 of the Civil Procedure Code, the court in
a suit for specific performance has to scrutinise the facts set out in the plaint to find
Out whether all the requirements. in particular those indicated in Section 16 of the
Specific Relief Act regarding readiness and willingness, have been complied with or
not.7S

Section 16 is as fol lo 5:

16. Personal bars to relief—Specific performance of a contract

cannot he enforced in favour of a person—

(a) who would not be entitled to recover compensation for its
breach;

(b) who has become incapable of performing. or violates any
essential term of, the contract that on his part remains to be
performed, or acts in fraud of the contract, or wilfully acts at
'aritce with, or in subversion of, the relation intended to be

established by the contract; or

(c) who fails to aver and prove that he has performed or has
always been read y and willing to perform the essential terms
of the contract which are to he performed by him, other than
terms the performance of which has been prevented or
waived by the defendant.

E.vplwzation.—For the purpose of clause (c),-

(i) where a contract involves the payment of nney, it is not
essential for the plaintiff to actually tender to the defendant
or to deposit in court an y money except when so directed by
the court;

(ii) the plaintiff must aver performance of, or readiness and
willingness to perform, the contract according to its true
construction.

78. Syed Dos magir v T.R. Gopalkrishno Sesty, (1999) 6 SCC 337; AIR 1999 SC 3029. The Court
foltowcd R.C. Charvitok v Chwmi La! S.thharwal, (1970)3SCC 140.

55-
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Ready and Willing

It is necessary for a party claiming specific performance to aver and prove that

he has been all the time ready and willing to perform his part of the contract.

Continuous readiness and willingness to perform his part of the contract on the part

of the plaintiff is a condition precedent for the grant of the relief. Where the plaintiff

was found to he dabbling in real estate transactions without means to purchase the

property and failed to pay the consideration money within the time given to hint by

the trial court, it was held that he was not ready and willing to perform his part.90

Where a contract for sale of a house stipulated making of part-payment ut purchase

price within a specified period so as to enable the owner who %; as residing in the

house to purchase a suitable residence by utilising the amount, it was held that the

part-payment must he made within a reasonable time and failure to do so would

seriously affect the proposed vendor's right to acquire an accommodation and show

that the proposed vendee was not ready and willing to perform his part of the

contract. The Court said that the grant of a decree for specific performance in the

circumstances would amount to an instrument of oppression giving an unfair

advantage to the proposed vendee which the court should take care to avoid.

In a suit, for specific performance of a contract for sale of land, the readiness

and illingness of plaintiff to perform his part of the contract is to be ascertained

from his conduct and attending circumstances. Where the plaintiff neither had

sufficient funds to pay ttie.consideration amount nor was he acting promptly within

the stipulated time where time was the essence of the contract, it was held that he

was neither read y nor willing to perform his part of the contract. Hence he was tilt

eniitted to a decree for specific performance of the contract .8

A person who makes himself a party to an illegal contract cannot enforce his

rights under this section.53

Where one of the terms of an agreement for sale was thai the appellants would

withdraw their suit for specific performance and the suit was not withdrawn, it was

held that the appellants-plaintiffs could not be said to be ready and willing to

perform their part of the agreement. The finding in the impugned judgment that the

condition regarding withdrawal of the suit was a condition precedent, was also

correct. As the appellants did not withdraw the suit they could not be said to be

ready and willing to perform their part of the agreement. For this reason alcrs rh

ciaim 101 specific pertormance could not have been enforced.

79. Gajanan Jaikiihctn Joihi v Probhakar Mohan/al Katwcsr, (1990)  1 SCC 166; SuJ,hbir Singh
v Brij Pal, (1997) 2 SCC 200, the fact that the party was present in the Sub-Registrar's office
with necessary funds was held to be a proof of the party's readiness and willingness. The
plea that the vendee did not show readiness and willingness can be taken by vendor only and
not by the subsequent buyer. Jagraj Singh v Lab/s Singh, (1995) 2 SCC 31: AIR 1995 SC
945.	 -

80. /VP. Thirugnanam v R. logan, (1995) 5 scc 115.
81. P.R. Deb  Suna,sda Ro y. (1996) 4 SCC 423: AIR 1996 sc 1504. The court followed C/sand

Reid v Kamal Rani, (1993) 1 SCC 519: Sunil D. Chedda v Saresh Bans/la! Sethi, AIR 1992
SC 1200, injunction for restraining alienation of propcoy pending suit,

82. Acharwi Swami Gausesh Da.v.tji v Sixa Rain Thappar, ((996)4 5CC 526: AIR 1996 sc 2095:
Jagdish Singh v Naihu Sing/s. (1992) 1 SCC 647: AIR 1992 SC 1604, on the question of
"ready and willing".

83. I.T.C. Lid vGeorge Joseph Fernandes, (1989)2SCC I: AIR 1989 SC 839.
84. JJis/sandayejl and Sons v State of Orissa, (2001) 1 SCC 555: AIR 2001 SC 544; Rain Kumar

.tgarwal v Thawar Dos, (1999) 7 SCC 303, a person who faisely claimed to have paid a part
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Averment as to readiness and willingness in a plaint has been held to be

sufficient if the plaint, read as a whole. clearly indicates that the plaintiff was always

and is still ready and willing to fulfil his part of the ohliga:ionc. Such averment is

not a mathematical formula capable of being expressed only in certain specific

voids or terms.85

The Court said:
'An averment of readiness and willingness in the plaint is not a

mathematical formula which should only he in specific words. If the averments

in the plaint as a whole do clearly indicate the readiness and willingness of the

plaintiff to fulfil his part of the obligations under the contract which is the

subject-matter of the suit, the fact that they. are differently worded will not

militate against the readiness and willingness of the plaintiff in a Suit for

specific performance of contract for sale.

In the instant case. a perusal of the plaint does clearly indicate the readiness

and willingness of the plaintiff. The onl y obligation which he had to comply

with was payment of balance of consideration. The appellant-plaintiff had

parted with two-thirds of the consideration at the time of execution of the

agreement for sale. There is no reason why he would not pay the balance of

one-third consideration to have the property conveyed in his faour.''

The judgment of the High Court was set aside and the jUdgment and decree of

the trial court were restored.

Selling or letting propert y WithOW hue [S. 171

A person who contracts to sell or let out immovable property with kno\ ledge

that he has no right to do so cannot ask for specific enforcement in his favour. This

will be so even if he honestly believed that he had the title but is not able to gte at

the time of performance a title free from reasonable doubt. The same principle is

applicable to sale or letting of movable property also. Section 17. is as follows:

17. Contract to sell or let property by one who has no title,

not specificall y enforceable.—(l) A contract to sell or let any

immovable property catttiot be speciflca]ly enforced in favour of a

vendor or lessor—

(a) who, knowing himself not to have any title to the property.

has contracted to sell or let the property;

(b) who, though he entered into the contract believing that he had
a good title to the property, cannot at the time fixed by the
parties or by the court for the completion of the sale or

of the money cannot be said to he ready and witting. 
Syed Da.rmagir v 71R. Gopalnkroiiiia

Setrv. (1999) 6 SCC 337: AIR 1999 SC 3029. 
deposit of money in court without court order

cannot go against the person seeking relict
85 5tnila' Join Rwndasi De ,-i. 2000) S SCC 420: AIR 2000 SC 240S. Ajaib Singh v Tutu

Dcii, (2000) 6 SCC 566: AIR 2000 SC 2493, dfauti in payment of instalment. rcsatnCSS and

willingness not proved. A. Abdu! Rashid Khan v P.A K.A. S/inhub fliniid, (2000) 10 SCC

636, acting in accordance with the terms of the contract, no delay and, t
herefore, ready and

witting Boraninici v Krishna Gowda, (2000) 9 SCC 214, concurrent finding of fact by three

lower courts as to readiness and willingness.
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letting, give the purchaser or lessee a title free from
reasonable doubt.

(2) The-provisions of sub-section (1) shall not apply, as far as may
be, to contracts for the sale or hire of movable property,

tVhc,e performance not possible i1i(/7olt( iariati(),, [S. 181

Where the contsact is in writing and, as against the party seeking specific
performance, the other party sets up the defence Of Vat anon, then in the following
cases specific performance cannot be awarded:

(a) where by reason of fraud, mistake of fact or misrepresentation the
written contract is different frofn what the parties agreed to, or does riot
Contain all the terms on the basis of which they entered into the
contract;

(h) where the object of the panics was to produce a certain legal result which
the contract, as framed, is not calculated to produce;

(c) where the parties have varied the terms of the contract subsequent to its
CXeCution

The provisions of Section IS are as follows:

18. Non-enforcement except with variation.—.-whcre a
plaintiff seeks specific performance of a contract in writing, to \vhih

the defendant sets up a variation, the plaintiff cannot obtain the
performance sought, with the variation so set up, in the following
cases, namely—

(a) where by fraud, mistake of fact or misrepresentation the
written contract of which performance is sought is in its
terms or effect difftrent from what the parties agreed to, or
does not contain all the terms agreed to between the parties

on the basis of which the defendant entered into the
contract;

(b) where the object of the parties was to produce a certain legal
result which the contract as framed is not calrtrlatoH ir,.....
C
.... 

"'-

(c) where the parties have, subsequently to the execution of the
contract, varied its terms.

Where a pan of the property was inaIiab1c on account of being excess land
urder a ceiling legislation and another part was inalienable because of acquisition
by the State, it was held that the buyer could not seek specific performance of such a
contract in respect of the remaining portion of the property only. The court said that
such a situation was not covered by Section 1 8.

86. K. Narendra v Riviera Apis (P) Lid, (1999)5 SCC 77: AIR 1999 SC 2309.
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The word 'court'' includes an ''arbitrator". Only because Section 20 confcrs
discretion on Courts to grant specific performance it does not mean that the parties
cannot agree that the discretion ma y be exercised by a forum of their choice.87

Relief against parties, their legal representatives or those c/a ilning
subsequent title IS. 19]

Section 19 provides that the relief of specific performance can be obtained
against the following parties:

• against either party to the contract
2. against any other person who claims title arising subsequently to the

contract, but not against a transferee for value who paid for the property
in good faith and without notice of the original contract;

3. against any person claiming under a prior title which was known to the
plaintiff, where the title was such that it could have been displaced by the
defendant.

4. against a new company which arises out of the amalgamation of the
transferor company;

5. against a company whose promoters entered into a contract for the
purposes of the company before its incorporation, provided that the
contract is warranted by (he terms of the incorporation of the company.

The section is cast in the followin g terms:

19. Relief against parties and persons claiming under them
by subsequent title.—Exccpt as otherwise provided by this Chapter.
specific performance of a contract may he enforced against—

(a) either party thereto;

(b) any other person claiming under him by a title arising
subsequentl y to the contract, except a transferee for value
who has paid his mone y in good faith and without notice of
the original contract;

(c) any person claiming under a title which, though prior to the
contract and known to the plaintiff, mi ght have been
displaced by the defendant;

(d) when a company has entered into a contract and subsequentir
becomes amalgamated with another company, the new
company which arises out of the amalgamation;

(c) when the promoters of a company have, before its
incorporation, entered into a contract for the purpose of the
company and such contract is warranted by the terms of the
incorporation, the company;

87. Olrmpuy Superstructures P. lid v /Ieeiio Vijay K/icon, (1999) 5 SCC 65: AIR 1999 SC
2102.
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Provided that the company has accepted the contract and
communicated such acceptance to the other party to the contract.

Parties claiming title it;tcier original ou-iicr

Under Section 19(b) of the Specific Relief Act, 1963, a specific performance of
a contract can he enforced not only against either party thereto but against any other
person claiming under him by a title arising subsequently to the contract, except a
trnferce for value who has paid his money in goodgood faith and withput notice of
original contract. Further, Section 91 of the Indian Trusts Act, I SS2 lays down that
where a person acquires property s ith notice that another person has entered into an
existing contract affecting that property, of which a specific performance could be
enforced, the former must hold the property (or the benefit of the latter to the extent
necessary to give effect to the contract. In a case Defendants 4 to 7 had notice of the
contract lietcen the plaintiff and Defendant 1 and they were not bona fide
purchasers therefore, the Hi gh Court was quite justified in passing a decree against

them as well.85
In the case of a bona fide purchaser in good faith for value without notice of

the original contract between persons in actual possession and owner of the
property, it was held by the Supreme Court that in order to establish his bona
fides such purchaser must show that he had made appropriate enquiries. 89 The

Court said:
''Section 19(h) of the Specific Relief Act, 1963 protects the bona fide

purchaser in good faith for value o ithout notice of the original contract. This
protection is in the nature of an exception to the general rule. 1-knee, the onus
of proof of good faith is on the purchaser who takes the plea that he is an
innocent purchaser. Good faith is a question of fact to be considered and
decided oil facts of each case. Section 52 of the Penal Code emphasises due
care and attention in relation to good faith. In the General Clauses Act emphasis
is laid on honesty."
''A transferee for value, who has paid his money in good faith and without

notice of the original contract, is excluded from the purview of clause (6) of Section
19 of the Specific Relief Act providing for specific performance against 'any other

oo Ju,iiii uift:ci by 	 66c. ci isisig subsequentiy to me conuact - in oroer
to fall within the excluded class, a transferee must show that:

(a) he has purchased for value the property (which is the subject-matter of
the suit for specific performance of the contract); -

(b) he has paid his money to the vendor in good faith; and

(c) he had no notice of the earlier contract for sale (specific performance of
which is sought to be enforced against him).

The said provision is based on the principle of English law which fixes priority
between a legal right and an equitable right. This principle is embodied in Section

19(b) of the Specific Relief Act.-

88. Vacaroha t'isanoihan v YK. E!avatsar, (2001) 8 5CC 133. For another authority see
Jagwiath v Jagthah Rai, (1998) 5 5CC 537: AIR 1998 SC 2028.

89. R.R. Stolid. Uhaidullah v I/dee C. Abdul Wahab, (2000) 6 SCC 402.
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"Notice' ma y be (i) actual, (ii) constructive, or (iii) imputed. Under Section 3,

Transfer of Property Act and Ep1anation ii thereof, a statutory presumption of

''notice' arises against any person who acquires any immovable property or any
share or interest therein of the title, if any, of the person who is for the time being in

actual possession thereof.
"The principle of constructive notice of any title, which a tenant in actual

possession may have, was laid down by Lord Eldon in Daniels v Davison.

"in the present case, the purchasers have acquired a legal ri ght under the sale
deed. The right of the tenant under it, if it is true and valid, though earlier in time, is

only an equitable right and it does not affect the purchasers if they are bona Ode
purchasers for valuable consideration without notice of that equitahle. right.' '°

Discretion and powers of court [S. 20]

DISCRETION AND POWERS OF COURT

20. Discretion as to decreeing specific performance.—( I) The

J ur i sdiction to decree specific performance is discretionary, and the
court is not bound to grant such relief merely because it is lawful to do

so: but the discretion of the court is not arbitrary but sound and

reasonable, guided by judicial principles and capable of correction by

a court of appeal.

(2) The following are cases in which the court may
, properI

exercise discretion not to decree specific performance-----

(a) where Ihe terms of the contract or the conduct of the parties
at the time of entering into the contract or the other
circumstances under which the contract was entered into are
such that the contract, though not voidable, gives the plaintiff

an unfair advantage over the defendant: or

(b) where the performance of the contract would involve some

hardship oil 	 defendant which he did not foresee, whereas
its non-performance would involve no such hardship on the

plaintiff;

(c) where the defendant entered into the contract under
ccumstanceS which though not rendering the contract
voidable, makes it inequitable to enforce specific

performance.

Explanation 1 —Mere inadequacy of consideration, or the mere

fact that the contract is onerous to the defendant or improvident in its
nature, shall not be deemed to constitute an unfair advantage within

the meaning of clause (a) or hardship within the meaning of clause

(b).

90. Ra,n Nibs-n y v fiaiin, (2000)6 SCC o5 ALR 2000 SC 2921.
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Explwiation 2.—The question whcther the performance of a

c ontract would involve hardship oil 	 defendant within the
meaning of clause (b) shall, except in cases where the hardship has
resulted from any act of the plaintiff, subsequent to the contract, he
determined with reference to the circumstances existing at the time
of the contract.

(3) The court may properly exercise discretion to decree specific
performance in any case where the plaintiff has done substantial acts
or suffered losses in consequences of a contract capable of specific
performance.

(4) The court shall not refuse to any party specific performance of
a contract merely oil 	 ground that the contract is not enforceable at
the instance of the other party.

Section 20 of the Specific Relief Act further lists certain circumstances in
which the court may at its discretion refuse specific enforcement. The section opens
with the remark that the jurisdiction to decree specific perfoi rnance is discretionary
and the court is not bound to gtvc such relief merely because it is lawful to doso
The section, however, immediatel y adds that such discretion shall not be arbitrarily
exercised. It has to he exercised on sound and reasonable basis. Its exercise shall he
guided by judicial principles and shalt he open to correction b y a court of appc:il
A person seekin g equitable relief should come with clean hands. Where the
pisuutiffs case was based on certain false and incorrect facts, the relief of specifcc
pci lorrnaiucc was not g ranted to. htm. Spccihc iecO\ cry of property is craned
where the hover was all the time ready and willing to perfin m his part of the
contract and had filed a suit for specific performance and yet the propert y was sold
to another person who was not a bona fide buyer.93

Granting of specific performance is an equitable relief, though the same is
now governed by the statutory provisions of the Specific Relief Act, 1963. these
equitable principles are incorporated in Section 20 of the Act. While gratitine a
decree for specific performance, these salutary guidelines shall he in the forefront of
the mind of the court. The trial court, which had the added advantage of recording
the evidence and ero !he der:oc; ..f .l. .uices, considered the relevant

facts and reached a conclusion. The appellate court should not have reversed that
decision disregarding these facts and the appellate court seriously flawed in its
decision. Therefore, it is held that the respondent is not entitled to a decree of
specific performance of the contract.''94

Discretion should be exercised in accordnce with justice, equity, good
conscience and fairness to both the parties. Where in suit for specific performance

91. Ku/lot/ic? Sreed/caran v Karnatir Pcrndrala Pra.can,ia, (1996) 6 SCC 218, impecuniosity of
the party to pay for the part of the joint-family property which came to her in CXCCSS of
share, advance paid, ordered to be refunded and spccific recovery not granted, V.
Pehuniuthu v Guwaramnrai, (2001) 7 SCC 617: AIR 2001 SC 2446, wrong exercise ofdiscretion.

92. Iicc,'rdu Mar? David v Loui.v ChirrnnyaArngia.rwaniv,(1996)5 SCC 589: AIR 1996 SC 2814.
93 J'irthi v Jati Ram, (1996) 5 5CC 457.
94. AC. Arui'appan v Ahalya Naik, (2001)6 SCC 600.
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Filed by the respondent in 1970, alternative relief of Rs. 12.000 as damages was also

claimed, and the defendant-appellant \\ as  then prepared to pay Rs. 10 lakhs as

alternative relief, it was held that the decree loi ,pccilic perfot mance at this distance

of time would he unrealistic and unfair, I lcnce, an alternative relief of pa yment of

Rs 10 lakhs was ordered.95

Sub-section (2) then enumerates situations in vliich the court can properly at its

discretion refuse to order specific performance.

1. Unfair Contracts

The court may refuse specific performance where a contract gives an unfair

advantage to the plaintiff over the defendant. The unfatrncss of the contract tisay

appear from the terms of the contract, front the conduct of the parties at the time

of entering into the contract, or other surrounding circumstances. It is not

necessary that the contract should he voidable. It is enough if it is exploitative

An ordinary example ssould be a case where a signature is obtained under a state

of utter surprise or drunkenness. 95 \Vherc a person contracted to purchase a

leasehold estate, the seller suppressing information that the landlord had scrs ed

notice for repair of a dilapidated portion, specific performance was denied to the

seller although the suppression was not sufficient in itself to allow rescission to

the bu y er. 97 Inadequacy of consideration ma y not be sufficient in itself unless it,rs

shocking and it appears that the defendant has taken advantage of his superior

bargaining position. 9S

The conduct of the person claiming specific relief also has an important bearing

upon the discretion of the court. .Specific relief has been refused on this g round in

persons who induced others to enter into contracts with them h\ holding out oral

assurances which they did not fulfil though such assurances ma y not he expressed in

the contract. 99 A person purchased another mans right to certain property but the

sale could not he completed because of the death of the seller before the execution

of the sale deed. Subsequentl y the purchaser acquiesced in the widow of the seller

disposing of the same property to another person. Subsequently still, the original

Purchaser disposed of his rights under the contract to another person who instituted

the present proceedings to specifically recover the property. The Supreme Court did

not favour him with a decree of specific performance. The original buyer had lost or

waived his rights by virtue of his acquiescence. The transferee of his rights had no

95. NaharS:ngh v Harnak Singh. (1996)6 SCC 699.
96. Walrers v Morgan. (1861) 4 LT 758 a person induced to sell property which he had just

purchased and not being able to know its rest value, Maflins v Free Mon, (1837) 6 Li Ch
I 33, drunkenness.

97. Befus v Lodge, (1925) Ch 350.
98. F"nfike v Gras, (1859) 29 Li Ch 28: It 2 RR 493; S. Rnnigaraju Naidii v S.

Thfruvarakkara.u, AIR 1995 SC 1769; .5. YR. Mudaliar v R.S.E. Buihari, (1995) 4 SCC IS:
AIR 1995 sc 1607, inequitable conduct in assigning rights under the contract.

99. handles Page Lid v Consrnrs. of Cusuinis and Excise, 1970) 2 Lloyd's Rep 459, specific
relief was resorted to in order to escape a set-off; Laniare v Di.ron, (1873) 6 HL 414. oral
promise to induce contract. Surva Narain L.'podhya .sa v R.R. Paridry, AIR 1994 SC 05, a
failure to make up the deficiency in court fee, an indication of inability to pay
consideration.
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better rights than the letter's rights. Thus he was only entitled to recover the
advance-money.'

Illustrations in old Act

The old Act contained the following illustrations on this point:
(1) A. a tenant for life of certain property, assigns his interest therein to B.

C contracts to buy. and B contracls to sell, that interest. Before the contract is
completed. A receives a mortal injury from the effects of which he dies the day
after the contract is executed. If B and C were equally ignorant or equally aware
of the fact, B is entitled to specific performance of the contract. If B knew the
fact, and C did not, specific performance of the contract should he refused to B.

(2) A contracts to sell to B the interest of C in certain stock-in-trade. It is
stipulated that the sale shall stand good, even though it should turn out that C's
interest is worth nothing. Iii fact, the value of C's interest depends on the result
of certain partnership accounts, on which he is heavily in debt to his partners.
This indebtedness is known to .4, but not to B. Specific performance of the
contract should he refused to A.

(3) A contracts to sell, and B contracts to buy, certain land. To protect the
land from floods, it is necessar y for its owner to maintain an expensive
embankment. 13 does not know this circumstances, and A conceals it from him.
Specific performance of the contract should be refused to A.

(4) A's propertv is put up to auction. it requests C, AS attorne y , to bid for
him. C does this inadvertentl y and in good faith. The persons present, seeing
the vendor's attorney bidding. think that he is a mere puffer and cease to
compete. The lot is kiiockcd do a to B at a low price Specific performance of
the contract should he rcfucd to B.

2. hardship

Specific enforcement is refused where it would cause considerable hardship to
the defendant which he did not foresee, whereas non-performance would cause no
such hardship to the plaintiff. Specific enforcement was not granted where the buyer
of land for farming purposes found it to he landlocked from all sides without atiy
right of way; 2 where the cost of performance to the defendant was wholly 010 of
proportion to the hn,fi i	 aad v-kc:c k
uncertain results to enable the defendant to perform.4

Ordinarily, the fact that the performance would cause severe hardship to the
defendant has In be considered on the basis of facts costing at the time of the
contract. And where the plaintiff has caused the hardship by his subsequent conduct,
that would also he taken into account. The explanation gives effect to this principle.
Where the grant of specific relief would have resulted ira special hardship to the
defendants who had already built costly structures on the land in question, it was
held b y the Supreme Court that Section 20(2)(b) should be invoked even though the

I. ]'nrnkuiinan Vcc:dl Joseph 's son Iifatlu'iv v Nedunibara Kuruvila's son, 1987 Supp SCC
340: AIR 1987 SC 2328.

2. Dn'a,ie v Light, (1857) 26 U Ch 459.
3. Morris v Red/and Bricks Lid, (1979) AC 652.	 .
4. W-'Ii v Tyler, (1974) Ch 30.
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Plaintiffs were ready and willing to perform the contract and it were the defendants
oho committed breaches of the contract. Accordingly, instead of cxeeuting the sale
dcccl in favour of the plaintiffs, the defendants were directed to pay to the plaintiffs
the specified present value of the land in instalments. 5 The jurisdiction under
Section 20 of the Specific Relief Act. 1963 to decree specific perfot rnance is
discretionary and the court is not bound to grant such relief merel because it is
lawful to do so; the discretion of the court is not arbitrary but sound and reasonable.

guided b y judicial principles and capable of correction by .1 court of appeal.

Performance of tire contract invuls HI,Q 
sonic hriidshrp on the defendant cs Nrc Ii he did

not foresee, schile non-perfoi mance in olving no such hardship, on the plarntifb is
cite of the circumstances in which the court may propei ly esci cisc disc rerror; not to

decree specific performance. The doctrine of comp:ir ative hardship has been

5 tatutorily recognized in India. I losvever. mete inadequacy of consiueratiotl or the
mere fact that the contract is onerous to the defendant or improvident in. its r;atirre
shall not constitute an unfair rid'antage to the plain t iff user the defendant or

unforesecahle h:irdsh p on the defend ant.5
Where the purchasers had purchased the property ,ome 25 scars before the case

i cached the Supreme Court and had spent huge sums of money on ir pros cmenrs. I

as held that decreeing the suit in favour of the opposite party ss ould has e Meant

hardship to the purchasers. Therefore compensation was ass arded in las our ot the

Opposite party.'

Price E,ccalcuiott

"Where the court is considering whether or not to grant a decree for spec:f:c
performance for the first time, the rise in the price of the land agreed to be cons cs
may be a relevant factor in denying the relief of specific pertcirmance. But in this
ease, the decree for specific performance has already been passed by the trial cuuit
and affirmed by the first appellate court. The only question before the Supreme
Court is whether the High Court in second appeal was correct in reserstng the
decree. Consequently the principle enunciated in KS. Vtdyornudrtni will not apply:

In another ease, the Supreme Court observed:
The grant of a decree for specific performance of contract is not

automatic and is one of the discretions of the court and the court has to consider
whether it will he fair, just and equitable. The court is guided by principles of
justice. equity and good conscience.

The court should meticulously consider all facts and circumstances of the
ease and motive behind the litigation should also be considered.

In view of the clear finding of the High Court that the appellant tried to
wriggle out of the contract between the parties because of escalation in prices of
real estate properties, the respondent is held entitled to get a decree as he has
not taken any undue or unfair advantage over the appellant. It will he

5 Danracherta 4njiintvulu v Danrc/rc,La tnkaia Sci/:aiah. 1957 Sup;' SCC 75 AIR 1957 SC

1641.
6 K Nare,rdra v Riviera Apar!nreirta (P) Ltd. (1999)5 SCC 77: AIR 1999 Sc 2309.

7. V. MurIuianri v Angarnntal, (2002)3 5CC 316.

S. V l'CclIIiiilSiIIU V Goworaniirial. (20011 7 SCC 6 t 7: AIR 2001 sc 2446. The decisio n in K.S

t',dicinothrni V Vairavan. (1997) 3 5CC I was dr.inngu&red on/acts.
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inequitable and unjust at this point of time to deny the decree to the respondent
after two courts below have decided in favour of the respondent.-9

Illastra;iona in preceding Act

The old Act contained the following illustrations on this point:

(1) A is entitled to some land under his fathers will on condition that if he

sells it within twenty-five years, half the purchase-money shall go to B. A,
forgetting the condition, contracts, before the expiration of twenty-five years, to
sell the land to C.. Here the enforcement of the contract would operate so
harshly on A, that the Court will not compel its performance in favour of C

(2) A and B, trustees, join their beneficiar y , C, in a contract to sell the trust
estate to D, and personally agree to exonerate the estate from heavy

incumbrances to which it is subject. The purchase-money is not merely enough

to discharge those incumbrances though, at the date of the contract, the vendors

believed it to be sufficient. Specific performance of the contract should he
refused to D. [Based on Wedgwood v .4 damst°

(3) A, the owner of an estate, contracts to sell it to B, and stipulates that he,
.4, shall not be obliged to define its boundary. The estate really comprises a

aluahle property, not known to either to he part of it. Specific performance of
the contract should he refused In B unless lie waives his claim to the unknoo n
property. [Based on I3axendo/e V Se/c1 I[

14 .4 contracts c. ith B to sell him certain land, and to make a road to it
from a certain railwa y station. It is bond afterwards that A cannot make the
road without exposing himself to litic:iiion. Specific performance of the part of
the contract relating ii the road should be relused to 8, even though it may be
held that he is entitled to specific performance of the rest with compensation for
loss of the road. [Based on Peacock v Pe,ison i 2]

(5) A. a lessee of mines, contracts with B, his lessor, that any time during
the continuance of the lease, B may give notice of his desire to take the
ni.ichineiy and plant used in and about the mines, and that he shall have the

articles specified in his notice delivered to him at a valuation on the expiry of

the lease. Such a contract might he most injurious to the lessee's business, and
S
p

ecifi c performance of it should he rt's ..:! 	 ...	 o,a	 v lord".]
(0) A contracts to buy certain land from B. The contract is silent as to

access to the land. No right of way to it can be shown to exist. Specific
performance of the contract should he refused to 8 [Based on De,ine v L811114

(7) A contracts with B to buy from B's manufactory and not elsewhere all
the goods of a certain class uSed by A in his trade. The Court cannot compel 8
to supply the goods but if,he does not supply them. .4 ma y be ruined, unless he

9. Go/mid Roni v Gino C/sand, (200) 7 5CC 54S. 'the essisri relied on Paroi,i 0 Ves'tillJoseph's son Mat/sass' v Nethwrbara skurus'jln'.s .snis, 1987 Supn SCC 340 and distinguished
Dasnnclis'rhcz Anjassevu/u v Danicbc'rla t'e,ikara Srshaia/s, 1987 Supp SCC 7510. (1843)6 Bca 600: 63 RR 195.

11	 (1854) 19Beav60: 105RR261,
2. (1848) II Bcav 355: S3 RR 193.

13. (1842) 13 Sim 173: 60 RR 314
14. (1857)8DM&G774- 114 RR 328
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is allowed to buy them clscwhere. Specific performance of the contract should
be refused to B. [Based on 1/il/s v CroIl.15]

3. Inequitable

\Vhirc the circumstances of a contract are such that, though they do not make
the contract voidable, they definitel y tender specific enforcement inequitable, the
contract is one-sided, an imposition by one upon the other, the parties ,irc riot on
equal footing, are some of the circumstances hich the court keeps in mind in
considering whether an order of specific enforcement would gi c rise to inequitable
results. One of the illustrations appended to Section 22 of the repealed Act of I S77
affords an example, .4 contracts with /i to bu y from B's rnanufactorv and not
elsewhere all the goods of a certain class used b y him in his trade. l'he court cannot
compel B to suppl y the goods but if he does not supply them .4 ma y he ruined,
unless he is allowed to buy them elsess here. B cannot specitic:illv enfurce the
contract against A.

''The jurisdiction to decree specific relict is discretionary and the court can
consider various circumstances to decide whether such relief is In he granted.
Merel y because it is lawful to grant specif i

c relict', the court need nut grant the order
for specific relief; but this discretion shall not he exercised in an arbitrar y or
unreasonable manner. Certain circumstances have been mentioned in Section 20(2)
of the Specific Relief Act. 1963 as to under what circumstances the court shall
exercise such discretion. If under the lerm s, of the contract the plaintiff gets an unfair
.idantage over the defcrdant, the court ma y not exercise its discretion in favour of
the plaintiff. So also, specific relief may not he granted if the defendant would be
put to undue hardship u hich he did not foresee at the time of agreement. If it is
inequitable to grant specific relief, then also the court \sould desist from grantin g a
decree to the plaintiff.

From the terms and conditions adumbrated in the second agreement it is clear
that the respondent had been trying to take unfair advantage of the appellant and
that the circumstances in which this agreement was executed was within a shun
period of termination of the first contract b y the respondent, make it highl y probable
that the appellant ni g ht not have readil y agreed to this contract.

There are other circumstances also to hold that the plaintiff-respondent had not
approached the court with clean hands. It is clear that she had been trying to get
possession of the house even before execution of the sale deed, for v hich she had
apparently colluded with the tenant. Moreover, the appellant in this case was clearly
in impecunious circumstances and so many loans were outstanding against him. He
had executed the first agreement to pay off these debts and in order to raise some
funds. From the first agreement it is clear that the parties were not very serious
about the sale of the house. The fact that after i few months the respondent resiled
from the agreement and sought repayment of the money also proves this fact. The
appellant had voluntarily retired from service. Admittedly, he had no other house to
stay in after retirement. The respondent-plaintiff had tried to take unfair advantage
of the defendant and throughout the course of the transaction she had not been fair.

IS. (1845)2 Pit 60:78RR23
6 liascd on Ui/h v Cmli, (1845) 2 Ph 60: 78 RR 23.
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The trial court, which had the added advantage of recording the evidence and
seeing the demeanour of the witnesses, considered the relevant facts and reached a
conclusion. The appellate court should not have reversed that decision disregarding
these facts and the appellate court seriously flawed in its decision. Therefore, it is
held that the respondent is not entitled to a decree of specific performance of the
contract.' 117

Where the true object of an agreement (construction of houses under Section 21

of the Urban Land Ceiling Act for weaker sections of society in this case) could not
be fulfilled (as a result of changes in the master plan in this case), it would be
inequitable to enforce specific performance of the agreement. Harm to the
reputation of the plaintiff was irrelevant.

'Grant of decree for specific performance is a matter of discretion under
Section 20 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963. The court is not bound to grant such
relief merely because it is lassful to do so. Discretion is to be exercised on sound and
settled judicial principles. One of the grounds on which the court may decline 10

decree specific performance is where it ssould he inequitable to enforce specific
performance. The present is clearly such a case. It would be wholly inequitable to
enforce specific performance for (i) residential houses for weaker sections of society
cannot he consirucied in viess of the existing master plan and, thus, no benefit can
he given to the said section of society; (iiJ in any case, it is extremely difficult, if not
impossible, to conuinuousl) supervise and monitor the construction and thereafter
allotment of such houses; (iii) the decree is likely to result in an uncalled-for
bonanza to the plaintiff; (ii) patent illegality of the order of the Competent
Authority dated 20-6-1998; (i) absence of law or any authority to determine excess
vacant land after construction of 4356 dwelling units; and Itt) agreement does not
contemplate the transfer of nearly 600 acres of land in favour of the plaintiff for
construction of 4356 units for which land required is about 65 acres. The object of
the Act was to prevent concentration of urban land in the hands of a few and also to
prevent speculation and profiteering therein. The object of Section 21 is to benefit
weaker sections of societ y and not the owners. If none of these objects can he
achieved, which is the factual position, it would be inequitable to still maintain
decree for specific performance." iS

Plaintiff' to come ti'itli clean hands

Where a party instituted different proceedings in different forums o ithin a shoi
span of time, it was held that such it party who abuses the process of courts could
not be said to be possessed of clean hands and is, therefore, not entitled to equitable
relief under the Act.!')

4. Stil,stantial Performance by one Side

Where a party to a contract has already substantially performed his part of it, it
would be highly inequitable to him if the other is not compellable to perform his
part. Sub-section 3 accordingly provides that the court may properly exercise the

discretion to decree specific performance in any case where the plaintiff has done

17. A.C. 4rrrinpmiti v Atialva Milk, (2001)6 SCC 600.
IS. tier 11igIi;ie. Maharani Shcrnrideti 1'. Gaikwcid v Savjthlrcri Thrifthcri ['ale!, (2001) 5 SCC

101: AIR 2001 Sc 1462.
9. Al ahcibir 1' rn, ad fain v C ingn Singh, (1999) 8 SCC 271.
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substantial acts or suffered Tosses in consequence of a contract capable of specific

performance. The old Act contained the following illustration on this point:

A sells land to a railway company, who contract to execute certain \orks

for his convenience. The company take the land and use it for their railway.

Specific perfoñnance of the contract to execute the works should he decreed in

favour of A.°

5. Muualiiv of Rc,tieds'

Sub-section (4) declares that the court shall not refuse to any part y specific

performance of a contract merel y on the ground that the contract is not enforceable

at the instance of the other party. It had been a common belief in this field 'that the

Court will riot order specific performance at the suit of one party unless it could do

so at the suit of the other '. The Privy Council had laid down in Stir Sarli'ar/(ui V

Fnk/iruddin Aid. C1101%.(111111,22, that a contract of purchase of land on behalf of a

minor was not specificall y enforceable at the instance of the minor because it could

not have been enforced against him. Their Lordships said that as the minor as not

hound by the contract, there was no mutualit y and that consequently the minor

could not obtain specific enforcement of the contract. But beginning with the case of

5'rikakula,u Sibraina,ivairi v Kurra Sub/ia Rao, the Priv y Council allowed specific

enforcement even in cases where there was no mutual equality. Thus the doctrine of

mutuality ceased to have any force. In English law also the requirement of mutuality

has been subjected to such a large number of exceptions that it has been observed in

Cttrvry : "the number and importance of these exceptions has given rise to a doubt

as to the existence of the requirement of Mutuality.- -- The provisions of Section 12

are sufficient in themselves to rid the law of the requirement of mutualit y . That

Section has been further supported by this sub-section which quite clearly sa y s that

the court should not decline specific relief only because of lack of mutuality.

It is also necessary that the plaintiff should have either done his part or should

be ready and willing to do his part. in the case of d transfer of property, the Supreme

Court observed that a transferee of immovable property can claim specific

performance of the contract only by showing his performance or willingness to

perform his part of the contract.-5 Accordingly, where the court in granting relief

under Section 16 paid no attention to the side of the seller and confined its findings

to the purchaser's side, this was described by the Supreme Court as a serious error.

In this case the plaintiff said that he had deposited the requisite amount in a bank

account and though he did not produce the passbook of his own accord no adverse

inference could be drawn against him because neither the defendant nor the court

had called upon him to produce the passbook. The concurrent finding of the trial

court and High Court was described by the Supreme Court as contrary to the

evidence and palpably unreasonable. The court did not hesitate to set aside the

20. Based on Storer v G. t4 R1 y. Cm, (1842) 2 Y&CCC. 48: 60 RR 23.
21. CItliTs' ON CONTRACTS. 1659 24th edo. 1977), cinng FRY ON SPEciFic PERFORMANCE. 219

(6th cdn.).
22 (19t2)39 Cal 232 PC: ) Al
23. AIR 1948 PC 95: (1948) '7 5 IA 115: 1949 Mad 141.
24. ON CONTRACTS 1659 (24th edn., 977).
25. JawaharLl Wadhe' Ilaripada	 '5eriv. (1989) I SCC 76: AIR 1989 Sc 606.
26, Indira Kaur v She" ..a/ Kapoor, (1938) 2 5CC 488' AIR SC 074: following Rararari Kuer v

D.P. Singh —," 967 Sc 1.134:(1967) 1 SCR 153.
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finding and decreed the plaintiff's suit for specific performance. The court said that

the only inference that could reasonably be drawn was that the defendant wanted to

defeat the claim of the plaintiff and wanted to wriggle out of the obligation

undertaken by him. In another case, the High Court had refuseu to grant the relief of

specific performance on the ground that it would be unjust to do so in view of

p;issage of time resulting in escalation of prices and the Supreme Court did not

agree with this view of the matter. The court went hr the facts that the whole of the

price had been paid long ago and the premises were in the possession of the

purchaser in pact-performance of the agreement. The case was remanded to the High

Court for decision on merits.27

Power of court to award compensation [S. 21]

The provisions of Section 21 are as follows:

21. Power to award compensation in certain cases.—(1) In a
suit for specific performance of a contract, the plaintiff may also claim
compensation for its breach, either in addition to, or in substitution of,
such performance.

(2) If, in any such suit, the court decides that specific performance
ought not to be granted, but that there is a contract between the parties
which has been broken by the defendant, and that the plaintiff is
entitled to compensation for that breach, it shall award him such
compensation accordingly.

(3) If, in an y such suit, the court decides that specific performance
ought to be granted, but that it is not sufficient to satisfy the justice of
the case, and that some compensation for breach of the contract should
also he made to the plaintiff, it shall award him such compensation
accordingly.

(4) In determining the amount of any eompdnsation awarded under
this section, the court shall be guided by the principles specified in
Section 73 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 (9 of 1872).

I	 NT	 Je ii wdeu under this section unless
the plaintiff has claimed such compensation in his plaint:

Provided that where the plaintiff has not claimed any such
compensation in the plaint, the court shall, at any stage of the
proceeding, allow him to amend the plaint on such terms as ma y he
just, for including a claim for such compensation.

Explanation—The circumstances that the contract has become
incapable of specific performance does not preclude the court from
exercising the jurisdiction conferred by this section.

27. Ajaib Sing/i v GurbrLr Singh, (1988) I SCC 143. Another decision emphasising the equitable
and discretionary naturc of the relief. Om Prakash vA ma rj it Singh. 1988 Supp SCC 780.
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Every party seeking the relief of specific performance is allowed by this Section
to claim compensation for the breach of the contract. Such relief may be claimed
either in addition to specific performance or in substitution of it. If the court is of
opinion that specific performance ought not to be ordered, the court may award
compensation if a valid contract and its breach are established. Should the court find
that specific performance by itself would not he sufficient relief, it may, in addition,
award compensation also to meet the ends of justice. Compensation would be
assessed in accordance with the principles stated in Section 73 of the Contract Act.as
Even where the contract has become incapable of specific enforcement, the court
can exercise the power under this section to award compensation. In a case where
reconveyance was refused, the court on ordering the same, observed as follows:
"When the plaintiff by his option has made specific performance impossible,
Section 21 does not entitle him to seek damages. Where the contract, for no fault of
the plaintiff, becomes impossible of performance Section 21 enables the award of
compensation in lieu and substitution of specific performance." The court
continued: 'So far as the proviso to sub-section (5) of Section 21 is concerned, two
positions must be kept clearly distinguished. If the amendment relates to the relief of
compensation in lieu of or in addition to specific performance where the plaintiff
has not abandoned his relief of specific performance the Court will allow the
amendment at any, slage of the proceeding. That is a claim for compensation falling
under Section 21 of the Specific Relief Act. 1963 and the amendment is one under
the proviso to sub-section (5). But different and less liberal standards apply if what
is sought by the amendment is the conversion of a SUIt for specific performance into
one for damages for breach of contract in which case Section 73 of the Contract Act
is invoked. This amendment is under the discipline of Rule 17, Order 6, CPC. The
fact that sub-section (4), in turn, invokes Section 73 of the Contract Act for the
principles of quantification and assessment of compensation does not obliterate this
distinction."

The measure of compensation is by the standards of Section 73 of the Indian
Contract Act. Dealing with the facts, the Court said:

"In the present case assuming that the respondent had not actually sought
the amendment of plaint for compensation in lieu of specific performance, the
amendment was hereb y permitted so that complete justice could be done. The
quantum of compensation is ascertainable with reference to the determination
of the market value in the land acquisition proceedings. The compensation
awarded ma y safely be taken to he the measure of damages, subject, of course,
to the deduction therefrom of money value of the services, time and energy
expended by the appellant in pursuing the claims of compensation and the
expenditure incurred by him in the litigation culminating in the award.
Accordingly, there will he a decree aardin g to the respondent compensation in
lieu and substitution of one for specific performance which, but for the
acquisition, the respondent would have been entitled to the quantum and the
measure of the compensation being the entire amount of compensation
determined for the acquisition of the suit properties together with all the
solatium, accrued interest and all other payments under the law authorising the
acquisition, less a sum of Rs. 150,000 which was to go to the appellant towards

28. See Rrncdies under the Law of ccn:raC.

56
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his services, time and amounts spent in pursuing the claims for compensation as
well as the consideration stipulated for reconveyance.' '29

It is necessary that the plaintiff should have asked for the relief of
compensation. The court may, however, allow the plaint to be amended at any stage
to enable the plaintiff to claim compensation.

Where, for example, a buyer of land is allowed to recover it specifically and it
takes him about a year to get the relief, the court may award compensation for the
loss of time. The followin g four illustrations appeared under the earlier Act;

I) A contracts to sell a hundred maunds of rice to B. B brings a suit to
compel A to perform the contract or to pay compensation. The Court is of
opinion that A has made a valid contract and has broken it, without excuse, to
the injury of B, but that specific performance is not the proper remedy. It shall
award to .8 such compensation as it deems just.

(2) A contracts with B to sell him a house for Rs 1000, the price to be paid
and the possession given on the 1st January , 1877. A fails to perform his part of
the contract, and B brings his suit for specific performance and compcnsaiion,
which is decided in his favour on the 1st January, 1878. The decree may,
besides ordering specific performance, award to B compensation for the loss
which he has sustained by A's refusal.

(3) A. a purchaser, sues B. his vendor, for specific performance of a
contract for the sale of a patent. Before the hearing of the suit the patent
expires. The court ma y award A compensation for the non-performance of the
contract, and ma y , if necessary, amend the plaint for that purpose.

(4) A sues for the specific performance of a resolution passed by the
Directors of a public company, under which he was entitled to have certain
shares allotted to him, and for compensation for the non-performance of the
resolution. All the shares had been allotted before tho institotion of the suit. The
court may, under this section, award A compensation for the non-performance.
[ Based on Ferguson v Wi/suit.301

Order for deli'ierg of goods

The court can issue a direction for delivery of goods despite there being an
f	 dcc. C	 u iiipurilcuiar case, tile court said:

In case of non-delivery of goods, where there was an alternative plea for
damages, court may not direct delivery of the goods (Units of UTI) after their
purchase from open market along with benefit of rights issue. Instead the court
can compensate the plaintiff with return of the money paid by him with interest
and award of reasonable damages.''

29. Jgdish Singh v Notha Singh, (1992) I SCC 647; AIR 1992 SC 1604.
30. (1586) 2 Ch 77. K. Narendra v Roiera ApIs (P) Lid, (1999) 5 5CC 77: AIR 1999 sc 2309,

Agreement, on facts having become incapable of performance, compensation equol to the

amount of price already received by the vendor, directed to be paid to Inc vendee by the
vendor in addition to the refund of the amount received. Interest directed to be paid on the
amount of compensation from the date of decision and on the refundable amount, front he
date the vendor had received the same.

SI. Stale Sank r;fSaurathtra v I'.N.B., (2001) 5 5CC 75: AIR 2001 SC 2412; (2001) 103 Comp
Cas 852.
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An agreement was entered Into for sale of units of UT! by the appellant to the
respondent. Payments by way of consideration for purchase of the units were made
b y the respondent to the appellant and banker's receipt was issued by the appellant
in respect of the said transaction. But units were not delivered by the appe tarn. By a
letter dated 1-7-1992 the respondent claimed compensation for breach of contract
treating the same to have taken place on 30-5-1992 and on that basis it claimed
difference in price between the rate that was paid and the rate of UT! as on 30-5-
1992. Since no amount was paid by the appellant, a suit was filed by the respondent
claiming delivery of the units in respect of which payments had been made. An
alternative prayer was also made for payment of a certain amount as damages plus
further interest @ 17.5% pa. on the said amount till the date of payment. The
Special Court constituted under the Special Court Act of 1992 granted relief o
specific performance requiring the appellant to buy the units for which payment had
been made and also to purchase and sell to the respondent the units representing the
right issue which the respondent was deprived of availing because of the non-
delivery of the units. Costs of Rs 27,87,000 were also awarded. Disposing of the
appeal, the Supreme Court said:

The appellant admits that the respondent, to whom delivery of the units
was not made, would be entitled to the refund of the money plus damages
thereon calculated in accordance with the principles contained in Section 73 of
the Indian Contract Act, 1872. Considering the fact that there as an alternative
plea for dama ges, on the facts of the present case a decree fur spcc:flc

performance in the manner in which it was passed was probably rn appropriate
especially when the respondent could he compensated with the return of mone>
and award of reasonable damages."

Relief of possession, partition, etc. [S. 22]

Where the relief sought is for the transfer of immovable property, the court ma\
also g rant, if so prayed by the party, relief by way of possession, partition and
separate possession. The court may also grant any other relief, such as refund of
earnest money or deposit paid in case specific performance is refused. Where the
party has not made any such prayer in the original plaint, the court may permit
amendment of.the plaint.2

Section 22 runs as follows:

22. Power to grant relief for possession, partition, refund of
earnest money, etc.—(I) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary
contained in the Code of Civil Procedure, 190 (5 of ]90), any
person suing for the specific performance of a contract for the transfer
of immovable property may, in an appropriate case, ask for--

(a) possession, or partition and separate possession, of the
property, in addition to such performance; or

1!') any other relief to wh i ch he may he entitled, including the
refund of any earnest mone y or deposit paid or [made by]
him, in case his claim for specific performance is refused.

The sccurr	 e3ahtlrig provision, Adcun L('Ltr,,r!CC Lad v Düidnt, (2001)  7 SCC 69S.
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(2) No relief under clause (a) or clause (b) of sub-section (1) shall

be granted by the court unless it has been specifically claimed:

Provided that where the plaintiff has not claimed any such relief in
the plaint, the court shall, at any stage of the proceeding, allow him to
amend the plaint on such terms as may be just for including a claim
for such relief.

(3) The power of the court to grant relief under clause (b) of sub-
section (1) shall be without prejudice to its powers to award
compensation under Section 21.

Relieffor possession has to be pleaded
Relief of possession can be granted only if it is specifically prayed for.

Sub-section (1) of Section 22 of the Specific Relief Ac e , 1963 is an enabling
provision. A plaintiff in a suit for specific performance may ask for further reliefs
mentioned in clauses (a) and (b) thereof. Clause (a) contains reliefs of possession
and partition and separate possession of the property, in addition to specific
performance. The mandate of sub-section (2) of Section 22 is that no relief under
clauses (a) and (b) of sub-section (1) shall be granted by the court unless it has been
specifically claimed. Thus it follows that no court can grant the relief of possession
of land or other immovable property, subject-matter of the agreement for sale in
regard to which specific performance is claimed, unless the possession of the
immovable property is specifically prayed for.

In the instant case the suit is for specific performance of the agreement for sale
of the suit property wherein relief of delivery of the suit property has not been
specifically, claimed, as such it cannot be treated as a 'suit for land".

It is not possible to accept the contention that in the present case the suit is for
acquisition of title to the land and is a "suit for land". In its true sense, a suit
simpliciter for specific performance of a contract for We of land is a suit for
enforcement of the terms of a contract. The title to the land as such is not the
subject-matter of the suit.33

S. .3
Where the parties to the contract have fixed the amount of compensation which

would be payable in the event of default, this would not constitute any bar to the
relief of specific performance. The court may examine the circumstances of the
case. If they show that compensation was fixed in order to secure performance and
not to allow the defaulting party an option to pay compensation, the court may allow
specific performance. Where, on facts, the plaintiff-respondent was found ready,
willing and able to perform his part of the agreement for the sale of orchard, it was
held that such plaintiff was entitled to specific performance despite the existence of
a penalty clause providing for payment of Rs 10,000 by the party violating the terms
and conditions of agreement. The Division Bench of the High Court rightly

33. Adcon E!ecrro,vcs (F) Lid v Daulat, (2001)7 SCC 698.
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dismissed the appeal of the appellant-Defendant 1 vr.ndor 	 The court cannot,

however, in the same decree order the pa y ment of the fixed amount also.

The Act of 1877 carried this power under Section 20 ad had the follosrng
illustration:

.4 contracts to grant B an under-lease of properly held b y A under C. and

that he will apply to C for a licence necessary to the validity of the under-lease,

and that, i f the licence is not granted. A wilL pay B Rs. 10,000. A refuse-s to

apply for the licence arid offers to pay B the Rs. 10,000 5 s neeheless
entitled to have the contract specifically enforced if C consents to give the

licence.

4 Iternative relief provided in contract
Whcre the agreement (for sale of agricultural landl itself providing tar

contingencies of (i) selier refusing to sell and ii ;.) pur b :iser refL.s:n, to hi) by
s:ipulating the return of e.srncst i1cine plus arntacr SUM circler c;rcumsLrflcc. 1
was held, that on facts, there vas no obigurian oil inc scticr t: cot trleir the sac
'ransaction and the contract could not be stc.ctf really enfrccd The Hiah Co; , (('

erred in upholding the decree of speci fic periorniaflcc awarded by 1hc first .ippcli:r

courI.

Enforcement of awards and direction to execute settlements
Section b c the Act provides that die provision: of d'....chapte;	 r Cl epic

ii shill pph to n .e	 to which the Arbitration Act. 1040 loc not atpl	 iro to

di: ect:ons in a will r codicil to xccutc particula settlement.

Rescission of contracts
The rcscrss:n ct conIact r:cccsc.ok constitutes a bar to us he frrnanen: b

etiher ot w	 ......... ipter XXIV, The crrrnds or hrinog :;.surl

reserston hasc been :! :INC,) in Sections 2 7, and 2 of the Spe ftc Rel,c: \ct. 190.1

27. \Vheu reset' (112 rfltfl 11C adJUdgOO or Ci'fLiSCd.—' .

rers:r n Intetesled in a ortracl nas sito to ha< e it rcsciaded. and s'

tescisstnn nias be aLltudcc U by the ccntrt iii any of the fob, '.s tue unsos

namely :--
(it) where the cufilra .—' t is votdable or teitninabic by he p1 itr1[::.

(b) where the contract Is unlawui for causes 110L Jppi1iCtli. en

face and the delcndnnt is moree to blame than the platrttff

(21 Notwiihstandiag anvhn 0 contained in sub-section 1), he

court ma refuse to rescind the contract—

(a) where the 1nintitf has e\nressiv or impliedly ratiticd Ihe
contract; or

3-i	 ,,znzrrAhn;ed Mare y	Ohuit;n: :4n.o-,n:.	 c.,	 VV 7 SCC	 .O C.	 -n	 O,f

S\rd Khc.Ja, (1973) 2 SOC. 515: Prr.:r. C/rtvrdrn. v .4ngtrdr.1, (l979 4 5CC 393: Kr. rio

Singh v jThrr.der Singh, (1990) 3 scc 51-1,
35. L)adr.roo v Ror.vmo, 0999) 8 SCC 416.
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(b) where, owing to the change of circumstances which have
taken place since the making of the contract (not being due to
any act of the defendant himself), the parties cannot be
substantially restored to the position in which they stood
when the contract was made; or

(c) where third parties have, during the subsistence of the
contract, acquired rights in good faith without notice and for
value; or

((i) where only a part of the contract is sought to be rescinded
and such part is not severable from the rest of the contract.

Explanation.--In this section 'contract'', in relation to the
territories to which the Transfer of Property Act, 1882. does not
extend, means a contract in writing.

Illustrations in preceding Act

This section corresponds with Section 35 of the repealed Specific Relief Act,
I S77. That section ca;ricd the followin illustrations:

Illustration as to sob-section (1 )(a).—A sells a field to 8. There is a right of

way over the field of Miich A has direct personal knowledge, but which he
conceals from B. B is entitled to hac the contract rescinded.

lIlus pri,on as to sub-section (fl(b).—A, an attorne y , induces his client, B,
a Hindu widow, to transfer property to him for the purpose of defrauding B's
creditors. Here the parties are not equally in fault, and B is entitled to have the
instrument of transfer rescinded.
The relief of rescission comes hand y to a pci son who has become the victim of

an imposition by means of a contract. This burden of a contract has beeti imposed
upon him by means of a fraud or illegality or something equivalent which makes the
contract either void or voidable. He ma y ask the court that the contract should be
declared as not binding upon him. This is rescission, that is, getting rid of a contract.
Section 27 accordingly provides that the court may allow the relief of rescission in
the following cases:

(1) Where the contract is voidable or terminable by the plaintiff;
('	 "he'c hc cc.;	 s uiiiawtul br causes not apparent on its face and the

defendant is more to blame.

The relief of rescission is available subject to very important limits. This is so
because every voidable contract is valid as long as it is not avoided. If the relief of
rescission is not quickly obtained, circumstances may so seriously change that it
would then not be desirable to put an end to the contract. Sub-section (2)
accordingly provides that the right of rescission is not available in the following
cases:

I. Affirmation

The plaintiff loses the right of rescission when on becoming aware of his right
he chooses to ratify the contract. Once the contract is affirmed it cannot afterwards
be avoided. Affirmation may be express or implied. An express affirmation takes
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place when the right to rescind is openly waived. An implied affirmation takes place
hen the party having the right to rescind is instead enjoying the benefits of the

con tract.

2. Where restitution not possible

The right of rescission is also lost where the position of the parties has been
altered to such an extent that they cannot be put back to their original status Where
one party has already resold the goods or consumed them, restoration of the stains

qua ante becomes impossible.

3. Intervention of Third Parties

Where the rights of third parties have intervened, rescission cannot he allo\\ ed
to the prejudice of such rights. Where, for example, a person has obtained goods by
fraud and, before the seller is able to catch him, he transfers the goods to a bona Jide

buyer, the deceived seller would not now be allowed to get rid 01 the sale on

account of the fraud.

4. Severance

Rescission is not allowed where the plaintiff is seeking rescission of onl y a part

of the contract and that part is not severable from the rest of the contract.

28. Rescission in certain circumstances of contracts for the

sale or lease of immovable property, the specific performance of
which has been decreed.—(1) Where in an y suit a decree for specific

performance of a contract for the sale or lease of immovable property
has been made and purchaser or lessee does not, within the period

allowed by the decree or such further period as the court ma y allow.

pay the purchase money or other sum which the court has ordered him

to pay, the vendor or lessor may apply in the same suit  in which the

decree is made, to have the contract rescinded and oil application

the court may , by order, rescind the contract, either so far as regards

the party in default or altogether, as the justice of the case may

require.
(2) Where a contract is rescinded under sub-section (1), the

court—

(a) shall direct the purchaser or lessee, if he has obtained
possession of the property under the contract, to restore such
possession to the vendor or lessor, and

(b) may direct payment to the vendor or lessor of all the rents
and profit which have accrued in respect of he property from

the date oil possession was so obtained by the
purchaser or lessee until restoration of possession to the
vendor or lessor, and, if the justice of the case so requires, the
refund of any sum paid by the vendee or lessee as earnest

money or deposit in connection with the contract.
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(3) If the purchaser or lessee pays the purchase money or other
SUM which he is ordered to pay under the decree within the period
referred to in sub-section (1), the court may, on application made in
the same suit, award the purchaser or lessee such further relief as he
may he entitled to, including in appropriate cases all or any of the
following reliefs, namely:—

(4) the zxecution, of a proper conveyance or lease by the vendor
or lessor;

Li) the delivery of possession, or partition and separate
Possession, of the property on the execution of :uch
conveyance or lease.

(4) No separate suit in respect of any relief which may he claimed
under this section shall lie -'a the instance of a vendor, purchaser,
lessor or lessee, as the casc may be.

(5) The costs of any proceedings under this section sh:di he in the
discretion of the court.

SeLtion 28 enables the court to put an nhutlt reniedv of rescission in Cecree of
specitc perforrnance. Where a decree of specific performance ha s been pascd in
respect of a contract for the sale or lease of immovabie property, but the puny to
s horn intL h re!1 .has been granted does not pay the price sithio the cie detirniocd,
Ole seller ma y ash the court for rcscsion. The court v. itt dtrcct the purchaser or

	

Ic'aec, if he has already taken ovei posse;"(-'n. in ress 	 ic ihe seller and aloe ire
t him ear for the pcciod d:ing o hit  he ira jo cC bc 4 nosss:oe'.

\\hew justice so requires the court maY 01CC. 'elutid LI rho earnest r.noieY . it any.
paid by the vendee cc l'ss.see. Where, no the other h:;r,d. he 'erdsr: cr lcsee has
deposited the money as dtrccred by the court, he may he a!!nwnrd lily iC

seem dust ro the court in use circumstances.55

Alterriaiise prayer ,tie, rescission to suit for cper.ti- jector"taric'

As provided by Section 29 of the Spec;fic Relici Act, i 963, the plaintiff
delivery of the instrument for being cancelied.

But the ecsiiveree c ot	 '1'r '"'c:	 -	 .,aci o iflc LUIILISU or,
in the alternative, for a decree of specific pert rrrnan',c IS 1101 petit; oTie

Rcissoj and equity
Section 30 lays down rhio the cou rt ma require narrios rscnC:cw i ...

It provides:

36. RcJ;ef wee atlowrd 'ien whrt iht deposit was trite but ii was m,jc dur:ri. the acrJe:ie
the appeal. Flie court Jciains co:iu'oi oart the zesiher erca after the passing nI lhe
Rarr,ar,kctt y Guptnn s .tvora (1994) 2 5CC 642: AIR 1 1 	 SC 16Q. t ,.S /'annichcimy
Chemar S C. A!gi-rppen, (1999) 4 SCC 702: AIR 199 SC 91 g . applicat ion to the c'.ecuiloii
court for esientiun of lime. T he court c.spiair,ed the feeiors 'hicti hasc Lu Sc tekc 	 110
account In dealing with such applicatio.

37. Fry, SCtFK PERJFORMANCE, S. 1058 (5th cdn.).
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30. Cort may require parties rescinding to do equity.—On

adjudging the rescission of a contract, the court may rcqu -e the patty
to whom such relief is granted to restore, so far as may he, any benefit
which he may have received from the other party and to titake tiny

compensation to him which justice may require

It is maxim of law that "he who seeks quiiy must do in hr

transaction i n respect of which relief is sought Sr whtI dcreeirisi reSc:tS:Ort bC

(tours might direct not only payment of compensation to the deferidunt but .sisi•

restoration of any benefit received by the plaint i ff tinder the contract.

A part seeking specific relief may as the same time ztsk that f spi'c1ic

performance cannoi be allowed, she contract may be ordered to be rcsctndeO. if tire

court refuses one relief, it may order the other.

Ttie party at whose instance the contract is cancelled ma y be asked b y the cuur

to restore ' bent-fits, ti am'. icceived under the contract o the e;ocnt to '-h:ch

1USSiCC re ii

Roiicat top of nst&-iments [Section 261

Section 26 of she Spcific Rel i c' Act, 19t.7 pros idus rtrneiv	 r rccttitcati

tnstrurnents. The term tnslrument has been det:icd	 Sc,'ttcn 2, .idUSC 14) cr1

tndtan Stamp Act i if of 1,1',99), AccordinIy, instrument includes c Cr

by which any nhs or liability is or purports to be crcncd, trunt Zer;Cd l,tit,

u\tendcd. extincuished or recoded.

A suit, therefore, lieS for the rectification of a	 it!. a dcuice and also for th

ces nficaeuin of an award-decree or the ground of fraud

Tbe wot J natrumeni', however. does not include Ar ic, 1 o 'r ta ion

Sect i on do of the Specific Relict Act, 196 runs thus:

2$. When insinsme.rtt now be rectified--( I) When through
or a rrnrual mistake of thc p arties. ti contiaci cc cuber strarnert

ir, 'vrtiine (not bein g the articles of association of a corrpatv which

he Ccrnipanies Act, 1956. applies does not express thciç real
intentiOn, then—

(a) either pasty or his representaliveln-inuerest may iOStltUt2 a

suit to have the instrument rectified; or

(h) thc plaintiff may, in arty suit in which any right arising under
the instrument is in issue, claim in his pleading thot she
tnrtrtrnent be rectified; or

(c) a defendant in any such Suit as is referred to in clause (h),
ma", in a noon to any other defence open to him, ask for
rcctfjcatjori of the instrument.

0 C.T.	 !tanda Tnn Trust, (1996) 7 SCC '47: AIR t996 SC 66, pcncr to cdcr
rectincaton of uusi deed; rectification was ordered 10 declare that the trust wits a harilchc
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(2) If in any suit in which a contract or other instrument is sought
to be rectified under sub-section (1), the court finds that the
instrument, throu g h fraud or mistake, does not express the real
intention of the parties, the court may, in its discretion, direct
rectification of the instrument so as to express that intention, so far as
this can be done without prejudice to rights acquired by third persons
in good faith and for value.

(3) A contract in writing may first be rectified, and then if the
party claiming rectification has so prayed in his pleading and the court
thinks fit, may be specifically enforced.

(4) No relief for the rectification of an instrument shall be granted
to any party under this Section unless it has been specifically claimed:

Provided that where a party has not claimed any such relief in his
pleading, the court shall, at any stage of the proceeding, allow him to
amend the pleading on such terms as may be just for including such
claim.

Illustrations in preceding .4 ci

Sub-section (1) and clause (a) of' this Section corresponds with Section 3i and
sub-section (3) of this Section corresponds with Section 34 of the repealed Specific
Relief Act, 1877. That Act carried the following illustrations:

Il/usti aliens as to sub-section (1) and clause (a).—(a) A. intending to sell
to B his house and one of three godowns adjacent to it, executes a conveyance
prepared by B, in which, through B's fraud, all three oodowns are included. Of
the two godowns which were fraudulently included. B gives one to C and lets
the other to 1.) for a rent, neither C nor D having any knowledge of the fraud.
The conveyance may, asagaiiist B and C, be rectified so as to exclude from it
the godown given to C. but it cannot be rectified so as to affect D's lease.

(b) By a marriage settlement, A. the father of B, the intended wife.
covenants with C. the intended husband, to pa y to C. his executors,
administrators and assigns. during .4's life, an annuity of Rs. 5,000. C dies
insolvent and the official acc;n,' rir	 !he	 fc.. ..	 , u
tinding it clearly proved that the parties alwa ys intended that this annuity
should be paid as a provision for B and her children, may rectify the settlement
and decree that the assignee has no right to any part of the annuity.

lllu.strouons as to sob-scctioii (3)—A contracts in writing to pay to his
attorney, B, a fixed sum in lieu of costs. The contract contains mistakes as to the
name and rights of the client, which, if construed strictly, would exclude B from
all rights under it. B is entitled, if the Court thinks fit, to have it rectified, and to
an order for payment of the sum, as if at the time of its execution it had
expressed the intention of the parties. [Based on Sied,nan v Collctt.39]

39. (1854) 17Beav 608: 99 RR 310.
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In the matter of rectification, the true question, is what was the intention of the
parties at the time of its execution and not what the parties intentionally omitted.40
The plaintiff must establish that the alleged intention to which he desires the
document to he made conformable, continued concurrently in the minds of all
parties down to the time of its cxecution. For, if the parties after an agreement
changed their minds and it is their changed intention that is embodied in Il'

instrument, there is no ground for rectification. What is done on purpose, is
obviousl y not done b y mistake.42

Essentials 10 he proved

1) That there was a mutual mistake or fraud, and
(2) that the instrument on that account did not truly express the intention of the

parties

Mistake

The mistake to form a ground for the relief of rectification must be mutual and
not unilateral. A mistake on one side may be a ground of defence or a g round for
rescinding a contract, bui not for correcting or rectifying an instrument. The mistake
may be either of fact or of law although the court of equity will not generall y grant
relief against a mistake of law, except where the mistake results in an inequitable
result."

The principle of granting relief by way of rectification is that where a contract
as finall y made fails to express or embody the agreement between the parties as
originally made, it can be had rectified so as to bring it in accord with the intention
of the parties. Thus where the final draft mentioned the price in wei g ht when in fact
it was agreed to be in count and riot risk was mentioned in an insurance cover by
mistake, the court allowed rectification. The court said that the matter came within
Section 26 of the Specific Relief Act of 1963 which provides that an instrument can
be rectified if through fraud or a mutual mistake of the parties, the contract does not
express their real intention.45

Cancellation of instruments [Ss. 31-331
Sections 31 to 33 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963 provide for the cancellation

of instruments. They are reproduced below:

31. When cancellation may be ordered.—(1) Any person
against whom a written instrument is voidable, and who has
reasonable apprehension that such instrument, if left outstanding may
cause him serious injury , may sue to have it adjudged void or
voidable; and the court may, in its discretion, so adjudge it and order it
to be delivered up and cancelled. -

40. Launan v Gwipcu, 2 NLR 4.
41. Ibid
42. ]bid.
43. AIR 1946PC42.
44. Nawab Begl4nm v Creet, 27 All 678.
45. New India Rubber Works F' Lid v Oriental Fire and Germ j ,is Co. (1969) 1 Camp U 153 Cal.
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(2) If the instrument has been registered wider the Indian

Registration Act, 1908 the court shall also send a copy of its decree to

the officer in whose office the instmment has been soregistered; and
such officer shall note on the copy of the instrument coittaiiie.d in his

books the fact of its cance;flation.

Iiiustraiio.ns in preceding Ac!

This Section coricsporids with Section 39 of the repealed Ssei:ifc Rebel it,
1877. That section carried the following illustrations:

(a) A, the owner of a ship, by fraudulentl y rcriresenting her to be saworthy,
induces B, an underwriter, to insure her. B rosy obtain the ci eLla1on of
the policy.

(b) A conveys land to B, who bequeaths 't to C and dies. Thereupon Li gets
possession of the land and produces a forged instrument oating that the
convcyancc s made to  in trust for him. C may obtain the cancellation
of the forged instrument

.e) is, representing that the tenants on hs land were ill at will. selL it to B,

and con v eys to hint by an in;trumeril, datca the 1 :t Januar y , 1877, Soon
after the d,v. A fraudulently grants to C a lease of art of the lands, dated
the:St October, 1576. and procures tne lease t o be registered under the

Indian Registration Act. B may ohiain the canceil.otion of this deed.
(tT A aerees to se! and deliver a ship to B. to be paid for by B's acceptances

of four htlls of eschanrte, for sums amounttnr to Rs 30.01110, oi he dram
ar B The bills are drawn and accepsed, but the ship is not deliveted

IC i:	 :reeriicnt .ASieS B on mine of the hdia. B may obtain

the cr cli.:':. of all the bilL. )I3ascd co ,4.itio-Diz.imuhntt Co v

i. Whot -it 000ticsalS ma be pirlialJ caricellerL—Wheic an
b e ViLenee of different rights or different obltgations, the

oui1 matv, in a pro per case, ConCC] it in part, ar1d allow b to stand for

the residue.

I!lustrafiotis in preceding Act
This Section corrcsponrL with Section 4() of the repealed Specific Relief Act.

I 577, ]hat Section carried the following illustration:
4 drascs a bmll on B who endorses it 10 C, by whom it appears to be

endorsed to .t.), who cnidoises to B. Cs endorsement is forged. C is entitled to
ha-, e such ir,strumeni cancelled, leaving the. bills to stand in other respects.

33. Power to require benefit to be restored or compensation
to be made when instrument is canceiled or is successfully resisted
as being void or voidable.---()) On adjudging the cancellation of an
instrument, the court rutty require the patty to w norn such relief is
granted. to restore, so far as may be, an y benefit which he may have

46. (1857) LR 4 Eq 3.
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received from the other party and to make any compensation to him

which justice may require.

(2) 'Where a defendant successfully resists any suit on the

grounds—

(a) that the instrument sought to he enforced against him in the
suit is voidable, the court may, if the defendant has received
any benefit under the instrument from the other party, require
him to restore, so far as may be, such benefit to that party or

to make compensation for it;

(b) that the agreement sought to be enforced against him in the
suit is void by reason of his not having been competent to
contract under Section 11 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872,
the court may, if the defendant has received any benefit under
the agreement from the other party, require him to restore, so
far as may be, such benefit to that party, to the extent to

which he or his estate has benefited thereby.
The relief provided in Section 33 of the Specific Relief Act is based on the

principle of protective or preventive justice. This section applies to instruments
executed by the plaintiff as well as to other instruments which he seeks to have
adjudged void or voidable . S? It is not necessary that the plaintiff must be a party to a
contract; he can maintain the suit under this section if the instrument is against his

interest.
The conditions precedent to the applicability of this section are—

(a) the instrument should be void or voidable against the plaintiff:

(b) there is a reasonable apprehension of a serious injury;-18

(c) that the case is fit for the exercise of the court's discretion to grant the
prayer.49

Void
An agreement not enforceable by law is said to be void [Section 28) of Indian

Contract Act]. A contract is void—

(1) where the consideration or object or an agreement is forbidden by law, or

(ii) is of such a nature that, if permitted, it would defeat the provisions of any
law, or

(iii) is fraudulent, or

(iv) involves or implies injury to the person or property of another, or,

(v) the court regards it is immoral or opposed to public policy (Section 23.
Indian Contract Act).

47. Surajket v Chandra Mel, AIR 1934 All 1071

45. T'ka Daa v Bai J:v:. 39 BLR 1072.
49. ibid.
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Jr will also be noted that an agreement in restraint of marriage of any person
other than a minor 50, or by which anyone is restrained from exercising a lawful
profession, trade or busiess 51 or legal proceedings or agreements of unmeaning or
of agcririg nature tnd zn a-cmcnt without consideration as a general rule 52 are
void. A contract by a minor is void.53

Voidable

An agreement which is enforceable by law, at the option of one or more parties
thereto, but not at the option of the other or others, is a voidable contract.5

When consent to an agreement is caused by coercion, fraud or
misrepresentation, the agreement is a contract voidable at the option of the party,
whose consent WOS so caused.5

A contract induced by undue influence is voidable at the option of the party
whose consent was so caused.56

Reasonable apprehension
The relief provided under Section 31 of the Specific Relief Act is based upon

protective justice and upon the idea of 'quia time " (for fear) and, therefore, where
there is no apprehension of InJw-y to the plaintiff, no suit can be instituted.57
Reasonable apprehension is to be determined with reference to the circumstances of
each case which the court has to deal with.

Limitations
(1) The relief under Section 31 of Specific Relief Act cannot he claimed as a

matter of ri g ht the court svill act upon the principle of the exercise of sound
discretion, havin g due regard to the conduct of the parties 51

(2) Where the Pa rties are in pari delicto and fraud is alleged as the giound for
cancellation the court may refuse the relief to the plaintiff, as he is equally to blame
as is defendant.50

(3) No relief can he granted under Section 31 or the Specific Relief Act where
there is a question of mere inadequacy of consideration.°3

(4) No suit for the cancellation of a will can he instituted durini-, a testator's
lit come.

rartta j cancellation

Section 32 of the Specific Relief Act will be applicable only when rights and
obligations under an instrument are distinct and separahe.

SO. Section 26, Indian Conirai Act.
St. Section 2S, Indian Conriaci Act.
52. Section 25, Indian Conuact Ai.
53. Alohri fib: v flhiar,inr(/,ri .30 Cal 539.
54. Sccinori 210, Indian Coniraci Act.
55. Secinoni 19, Indian Contract Act.
56. Section 19 . A, Indian Contract Act
57, C/icra,n/n1 v Dhiarnrn,uhn c, 7 [torn 607.
5S. Vn/!ey '. Da//rib/nr, 25 Bout 10.
59. Bin:,`:vliwanr v Lk1rrnj, 20 CWN 760.

\ Pfai'i7n;1tnjr 1 0 I Cal 740
KlutZ: .S;nih V Jo/ta,? La!, 12 CPCR 13.
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Compensation

The plea of compensation must be taken in the first coiirt.62

Limitation

Article 59 of the Indian Limitation Act, 1953 prescribes a period of 3 years for

a suit for cancellation of an instrument computable from the date when the fact

entitling the plaintiff o here the instrument cancelled first becomes known to him.

The provisions have been frequently used by the courts in rescuing minors fioiii

the burden of contracts made by them, One of the outstanding cases is the decision

of the Privy Council in Aiolioribthi v Dharntocias Ghcsc. m' 3 A minor, declaring

himself to he of full age. mortgaged his two houses as against a loan, a pait of \k hich

was paid to him in cash. He then applied to the court for cancellation of the

mortgage. The court had to cancel the moitgage because it was in lact void The

moneylender pleaded for refund of his money. The provisions do authorise courts to

require a minor to restore the benefits obtained or make compensation, but only to

the extent to o hich justice so requires. In the present case their Lordships said that

Justice did not require any relief in favour of the lender because he was reckless in

his dealings with the minor.

The provisions quite clearly contemplated that the emit could ask onl y that

person to make compensation who was seeking the relief of cancellation In a case

before the Lahore High Court' relief was sought by a person agawsi a minor who

had taken the price in advance of the land which he purported to sell but refused to

complete the sale. It vas powerfully contended that the provisions would permit

relief only a gainst a person who himself seeks cancellation and not against one who

came to the Court as a defendant. But the court ordered he niinor to refund the

money. As against it, the Allahahad High Court refused to ask the minor, who sas a

defendant in the court, to refund the rnorivage money- 15 When the Specific Relief

Act was re-enacted in 1963 in terms of the proposals of the Law Commission.

Section 33 which provided for the relief of restitution- on the cancellation of a

contract contained provisions to cover both situations, namel y , whether the person

seeking relief is the plaintiff or the defendant. The provisions can he presented in

terms of the following propositions:

(1) Where a void or voidable contract has been cancelled at the instance of a

party thereto, the court may require him to restore such benefits as he has

received under the contract and to make any compensation to the other

party %k hich justice may require.

(2) Where a defendant successfully resists any suit on the ground that the

contract, by reason of his being incompetent, is void against him, he may be

required to restore the benefits., if any, obtained by him under the contract,

but only to the extent to shich he or his estate has benefited thereby.

Declaratory decrees

Sections 34 and 35 lay down the law relating to declaratory decrees.

declarator y decree is a decree declaratory of a ri g ht which is doubtful or

62. (ik/ Kcri,n, S ['C 72.

53. 30 t.A 14: 30 Cal 39 (1903).

64 K!	 ;t i-u cog;'. ILR 192S! 9 LaS 701 MR 192S LaS 609
/'d	 ('gi,1di; L,d. AiR 1937 All 610 P14
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requires to be cleared The object of declaratory decrees is 10 prevent future

litigation by removing the existing cause of the controversy. In other words, if a
cloud is cam upon the title or legal character of the plaintiff, he is entitled to seek the
aid of the cowl to dispel it.

Section 34 of the Specific Relief Act lays down the circumstances under which
a declaratory decree may be passed. It provides:

34. Discretion of court as to declaration of status or right.—
Any person entitled to any legal character, or to any right as to any
property, may institute a suit against any person denying or interested
to deny, his title to such character or right, and the court may in its
discretion make therein a declaration that he is so entitled, and the
plaintiff need not in such suit ask for any further relief:

Provided that no court shall make any such declaration where the
plaintiff, being able to seek further relief than a mere declaration of
title, omits to do

Explanation.—A trustee of property is a 'person interested to
deny' a title adverse to the title of someone who is not in existence,
and for whom, if in existence, he would be a trustee.

Section 34 of the Specific Relief Act does not sanction every kind of
declaration but only a declaration that the plaintiff is entitled to any legal character
or io any property. It is not a matter of absolute right to obtain a declaratory decree
and it is discretionary for the court to grant or refuse to grant it.

It is essential for a. decree under Section 34, Specific Relief Act, that the
plaintiff must be entitled to any legal character to any right to property. 'Legal
character' is a position recognised by law,67 and a person's legal character is made
up of the attributes which law attaches to him in his individual and personal capacity
and the phrase is synonymous with the word 'status'. 68 It includes the right of
franchise and the right of election. 69 It may be observed that the words 'legal

character' and 'to any right as to any property' are separated by the disjunctive 'or'
and, therefore, the plaintiff can maintain a suit for a mere declaration, if he can show
i't h is entitled to any legal character, even though he cannot lay an immediate
claim to any property.

(i) Essentials to be set up for relief under Section 34

(1) That the plaintiff is entitled to a legal character at the time of the suit, or t
any right as to any property.70

66. AIR 1910 Guj 145
67. 1/ira !...al v Gutab, 10 CPCR t; Rain Das v So/un A/toted. (199S) 9 SCC 719, weakness in

defendant's claim for title to the property cannot establish plaintilPs title Plaintiff not
entitled to get declaration of title if such title could not be established by him by leading
convincing evidence. High Court failed to consider the specific finding made by the lower
appellate court that the plaintiff had failed to establish its title.

63. Rant Kr/s/wit v Na,rivan, 27 MU 639.
69. Sot Narni,, Gurwaht v I/an union Pra.td, 224 IC 322.
70 Padntini Chandrasekiiarait v R. Rajagopal Redd y . (1996) 8 SCQ 632, entitlement to property

on family partition. Sowrashtpa Vipra Sabha v Nantakal Municipalirr, (1996) 11 SCC 554,
title perfected by formalities.
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(2) Defendant has denied these or he is interested in denying that character or
right of the plaintiff, and

(3) The plaintiff is not in a position to ask for relief consequential upon the
declaration.

If these conditions are satisfied. the plaintiff need not ask for any further relief
than a mere declaration. But tft court shall not make any such declaration if he,
being able to seek further relief than a mere declaration of title. omits to do so.

71

 Prairie of the plaint

The plaint must disclose—
(1) the title or right claimed by the plaintiff,

(2) the circumstances in which the cloud was cast over the same or the same
was denied or threatened.

(3) the prayer.72
The right to any property, mentioned in this section, must be a right actually

existing at the date of the suit, though the enjoyment itself may be deferred, e.g.. a
right of the reversioner. But when the plaintiff had no vested or contingent right to

fainthope .of being selected as a shebait after the death ofany property but only a  
the existing shebait, he could not maintain a Suit for declaration. 73 In Qahool Singh

V Board of Revenue", it was held that the plaintiff must show subsiting ri ght not
only on the date of the suit but also on the date of decree.

The defendant should be a person who actually denies or is interested to deny
the plaintiff's title, status, right to any property: even the lease denied b y a person or
the agent of a person who is interested to deny invests the plaintiff with a cause of
action for a declaratory suit under Section 34, Specific Relief Act, 75 but a mere
apprehension existing in the mind of the plaintiff does not give him any right to
bring a suit for declaration.-' 6

 suit for declaration will not lie in the following cases:

(1) for a declaration that the plaintiff did not infringe the defendant's trade
mark. 77 Negative declaration will not be allowed,

(2) for a declaration that a disposition made by the father of the plaintiff in a
will is invalid and that the propert y is ancestral and that the plaintiff is
entitled to a share in it. This suit would be barred by the proviso of
Section 42 Specific Relief Act, because the plaintiff can claim further
relief or partition:78

(3) for a declaration, during the lifetime of the testator, that the will i
invalid. The reason is that the will is revokable and no property is
transferred during the lifetime of the testaior;9

71. Man Ki,,nwar Asram v Mo. Badlu Mukandi. AIR 1957 .lP 211.
72. Siote v Giidge. Pat (HC) 262.
73. Sam,hwi v Giirsaran. AIR 1929 AU 904.
74. AIR 1973 All 158.
75, NanA.har S:nt.J: v Quidir Bux, 1251 Cal 14.

76. Jagti4 Mat v La.nnan Das, 157 IC 523.
77. 1111C176.
78, 25 Mad 504.
79. 27 All IS.
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(4) for a declaration that the plaintiff is a purchaser under an unregistered
deed of sale;80

(5) no declaratory suit lies to set aside a succession certificate granted under
Act XXVII of 1860;81

(6) no one can ask: for a declaration of a non-existent right, as of succession,
i.e., the chance or possibility of acquiring a right in the future;

(7) a suit by a student against a University for a declaration that he has
passed an examination;82

(8) a declaration tending to affect the free flow of capital and commercial
operations would he unjust.83

(iii) Proviso

All that the proviso to Section 34 of theSpecific Relief Act forbids is a suit for
mere declaration without further relief if the plaintiff can sue for further relief. The
term further relief' means 'the relief to which the plaintiff is necessarily entitled on
the basis of declaration of the title'. This is done in order to avoid multiplicity of
suits. Further, relief must be in relation to die legal character or right to such
character or the right which the defendant denies or is interested in denying. It must
also be relief appropriate to, and consequent on the riht asserted. Thus, the term
simply means the relief which is necessary for the plaintiff to claim.

For example, vhere .4 claims thathe is entitled to half portion of the house in
the occupation of B. he must pray in his suit:—

(s) that a declaration be made that A is entitled to half portion of the house
and,

i icy that the defendant be asked to deliver the half portion of the house to A
This is consequential relief.

In Rain 5y. ;j v Conga Devi", the defendant was in possession of some of the
suit properties and the p laintiffs in their Suit did not ask for the possession of those
properties. They merely prayed for a declaration that they were the owners of the
suit properties. It was held that the suit was not maintainable and was hit by Section
42 of the Act of 1877 (now Section 34 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963).

Illustrations in preceding Act	 -

Section 34 is a reproduction of the rit1 ccto. 42 ui' the repeaie Act. That
iiun carried the following illustrations:

(a) A is lawfully in possession of catain land. The inhabitants of a
neighbouring village claim a right of way across the land. A may sue for
a declaration' that they are not entitled to the right so claimed.

(h) A bequeaths his property to B, C and I), "to be equally divided amongst
all and each of them, if living at the time of my death, then amongst their
surviving children". No such children are in existence. In a suit against

80. 10 WR 51 (FB). Set' also SecLion 53-A of'Fransfcr of Property Act, 1882.
81. 22 WR 312. ne new Act is the Indian Succession Act, 1925.
82. Ramugra/i v Bnaras Hindu Univirsity, 47 IA 434.
83. Express flank Lid v (alcut:a Steel Co. (1993)2 8CC 199, 213,
84. 26CWN211.

iR 1972 SC 685.
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As executor, the court may declare whether B, C and D took the property
absolutely, or only for their lives, and it may also declare the interests of
ihe children b-forc their rights are vested.

(c) A covenants that, if he should at any time be entitled to property
exceeding one lakh of rupees, he will settle it upon certain trusts. Before
any such property accrues, or any persons entitled under the trusts are
ascertained, he institutes a suit to obtain a declaration that the covenant Is

void for uncertainty. The court nay make the declaration.

(ci) A alienates B's property in which A has merely a life interest. The

alienation is invalid as against C, who is entitled as reversioner. The court

may in a suit by C against A and B declare that C is so entitled.

(e) The widow of a sonless Hindu alienates part of the property of which she
is in possession as such. Tfie person presumptively entitled to possess the
property if he survive her 'may, in a suit against the alienee, obtain a
declaration that the.alienation was made without legal necessity and was
therefore void beyond the widow's lifetime. (Section 14 of the Hindu
Succession Act has now chan ged the position into this that a widow is

entitled to full ri ghts over her property.)

(f) Out of date illustration, hence omitted

(g) A is in possession of certain property. B, alleging that he is the sinner Of

the property. requires A to deliver it to him A may obtain a declaration ol

his right to hold the property.
Declaration of rights or status is one at the discretion of the court under Section

34 of the -Specific Relief Act. .1963. Equally, the g rant or refusal of the relief of
declaration and injunction under the provision of that Act is discretionary. The
plaintiff cannot claim the relief as of right. It has to he granted according to sound

principles of law and e. ,c debiw jussirfae. The court cannot convert itself into an
nstrunient of- injustice or vehicle of oppression. While exercising its discretionary

puss er, the court must keep in its mind the well principles of justice and fair

play and the discretion would be exercised keeping in view the ends of justice since
justice is the hallmark and it cannot be administered in -vacuum-- Grant of declaration
and injunction relating to comercial transctions tend to. aid dishonesty nod
perfidy. Conversely, refusal to grant relief generally encourages candour n business
behaviour, -facilitates free flow of capital, prompt compliance with cosenants.
sustained growth of commerce and above all inculcates respect for the efficacy of
judicial adjudication. Bekire granting or refusing to grant relief of declaration or
injunction or both the court must weigh pros and eons in each eaSe, consider the
facts and circumstances in their proper , perspcctisc and exercise discretion s; ith

circumspection to further the ends of justice. In this backdrop of fact situation'  it was

held in a ease that the relief of declaration granted was unjust and illegal as it tended
to impede the free flow of capital, thwarted the growth of mercantile business and
deflected the course of justice.

Section 35 lays'down that a declaration made under this chapter (i.e. Chapter \ I

of the Act) is binding only:
(1) on the parties to the suit,

86 Thakaniira Marh' vM. Azaniathulla Khan, AIR 1993 SC 1120.
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(u) on persons claiming through them respectively, e.g. reversioners, widows
and Sons etc.. and

(iii) where any of the parties are trustees, on the persons for whom, if in
existence at the date of the declaration such parties would he trustees.

For example, A, a Ilindu, in a suit to which B, his alleged wife, and her mother,
are defendants, seeks a declaration that his marriage was duly solemnised and an
order for the restitution of conjugal rights. The court makes the declaration and
order. C claimin g that B is his wife, then sues A for the recover y of B. The
declaration made in the former suit is not binding upon C.

(n') L/mitnrioo.— l'he governing Articles in the Indian Limitation . Act, 1963
are Articles 56, 57 and 58.

INJUNCTION
The term 'injunction' has been the subje- t of varioLls attcmprs at a definition. It

has been defined by Jo yce as 'An order remedial, the general purpose of which is
to restrain the commission or continuance of some wrongful act of the party
informed.'

In Burney 'Injunction' has been defined to he a judicial process, by v hich one
i ho has invaded or is threatenin g to invade the rights, legal or equitable, of another
is restrained from continuin g or commencing such wrongful act.87

Both of these definitions are expressive more of what is called a pn.hibitory
injunction that mandatory injunction. The definition which clearly includes both is
the one given by Lord Ilalsbury. Accordin g to him 'An injunction is a judicial
process whereby a P°Y is ordered to refrain from doing or to do a particular act or
thing'.

Injunction acts in per.sonamii. It dries not run with the property. For example A.
the plaintiff, secures an Injunctioji against B forbidding him to erect a wall. A sells
the property to C. the sale does carry the injunction with die property.

An injunction may be issued for and against individuals public bodies or even
the State. Disobedience of an injunction is punishable as contempt of court.

There are three characteristics of an injunction:
(i) it is a judicial process,

(ii) the relief obtained thereby is a restraint or prevention, and
(ii!) the act prevented or restrained is wrongful.

Nelson suggests that ''the nature of discretion and the rules for its guidance, in
the case of Indian Courts are the same as in England",

Under English Law:

(I) if ttie injury to the plaintiff's legal rights is small; and
(2) is one which is capable of being estimated in money; and

(3)" is one which can be adequately compensated by a small money payment;
and

(4) the case is one, in which it would be oppressive to the defendant to grant
an injunction,

87. ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF THE LAWS OF ENGLAND, by A.W. Renton, p 464 (10 edn, Vol 6).
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then damages in substitution for an injunction may be given.

In India some of these points have been incorporated into rules of jurisdiction

by being enacted as sections of the Specific Rebel Act. 1963,

They may be stated as below:

An injunction will not be issued-

(i) where damages are the appropriate remedy.

(ii t where injunction is not the appropriate relief,

(iii) where the plaintiff is not entitled to an Injunction on account of his

conduct,

(is-) where the contract cannot be specifically enforced,

(v) where the injunction would operate inequitably.

Kinds of injunction

Injunctions are either temporary (interlocutory) or perpetual. They are defined

in Section 37, Specific Relief Act, which reads-

37. Temporary and perpetual injunctions.---(1) Temporary

injunctions are such as are to continue until a specified time, or until
the further order of the court and they may be granted at any stage of a
suit, and are regulated by the Code of Civil Procedure. 1908.

(2) A perpetual inlunction can only he granted by the decree made
at the hearing and upon the merits of the suit, the defendant is thereby
perpetually enjoined . from the assertion of a right, or from the

commission of an act which would be contrary to the rights of the

plaintiff.

() Teniporarv injunctions
The procedure for granting temporary injunction is governed by the rules laid

down iii Order XXXIX, Rules 1 and 2, Civil Procedure Codc
33 which reads as

under:

1. Cases in which temporary injunction may be granted--Where in any

suit it is proved by affidavit or otherwise—

(a) that any property in dispute in a Suit IS in danger of being wasted,

damaged or alienated by any party to the suit. or \vrongflilly sold in

execution of a decree, or

(b) that the defendant threatens, or intends, to remove or dispose of his

property with a view to defraud his creditors,

(c) that the defendant threatens to dispossess the plaintiff or otherwise cause

injury to the plaintiff in relation to any property in dispute in the suit.

the court may by order grant a temporar y injunction to restrain such act, or

make such other order for the purpose of staying and preventing the wasting.

damaging, alienation, sale, removal or disposition of the property as the court thinks

fit until the disposal of the suit or until further orders.

88. For the U.P. amendment of Order XXXtX, Rules 1 and 2, ,eë Section 13 of the Uttar
Pradesh Civil Laws (Reforms and Amendment) Act, 1976.
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2. Injunction to restrain repetition or continuance of breach.-- .(l) In any
suit for restraining the defendant from committing a breach of contract or other
injury, of an y kind, whether compensation is claimed in the suit or not, the plaintiff
rniv, at any time after the commencement of the suit, and either before or after
judgment, apply io the court for a temporary injunction to restrain the defendant

mfrom corniitingthe breach of contract or injury complained of, or any breach of
contract or injury of a like kind arising out of the same contract or relating to the
same property or right.

(2) The court may by order grant such injunction, on such terms as to the
duration of the injunction, keeping an account, giving security, or otherwise, as the
court thinks fit.

It should he rioted that grant of injunction is discretionary with the court.
Section 36 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963 expressly lays down that 'Preventive
relief is granted or the discretion of the court by injunction, temporary or
perpetual'' 55 . Therefore the court will grant temporary injunction if the following
conditions are satisfied

(i) The plaintiff must establish a prima facie case. He is not required to make
out a clear title but he must establish that there is a substantial question to
he investigated and that matters should be preserved in status quo until
the injunction is finally disposed of.

(ii) An-irreparable injury would result if the injunction were refused and that
there is no other remedy open to the applicant by which he could protect
himself from the consequences of the apprehended injury.

(iii) The conduct of the plaintiff has not been blameworthy.
(is) The balance of convenience requires ihat the injunction should be

granted.

Disobedience or breach of injunction

Section 94(c) and Rule 2-A of Order 39 of the Civil Procedure Code (Act V of
1908) provide for the consequences of disobedience or breach of injunction. Section

provides:
In or0ei	 p revent the ends of justice from being defeated the Court may,

if it is so prescribeci . . 	 g rant a tempoary injunction and in case of
disobedience commit the person guilty h reof to the civil prison and order th'at
his property be attached and sold.
And Rule 2-A of Order 39 provides:
2-A. Consequence of disobedience or breach of injunction.—(l) In the

case of disobedience of any injunction granted or other order made under Rule 1 or
Rule 2 or breach of any of the terms on which the injunction was granted or the
order made, of the Court granting the injunction or making the order, or any Court
to which the suit or proceeding is transferred, may order the pfo ,erty of the person
guilty of such disobedience or breach to be attached, and may, a,lso order such
person to be detained in the civil prison for a term not exceeding three months,
unless in the meantime the Court directs his release.

89. Rairi Singhal v Mannh Sing/rn?,' (2001) 8 SCC I: in an application for interim relief in respect
of a settlement, the court said that it is at the discretion of the court to grant interim sciief and
exercise of discretion should not be perverse or irrational.
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(2) No attachment made under this rule shall remain in force for more than one

year, at the end of which time, if the disobedience or breachcontinues, the property
attached may be sold and Out of the proceeds. the Court may award such
compensation as it thinks fit to the insured party and shall pay the balance, if any, to
the party entitled thereto.

The above provisions provide for the penalty of either arrest or attachment of
property of the person who has committed disobedience or breach of the injunction.
But the detention in civil prison shall not exceed three months and the attachment of
property shall not remain in force for more than one year. If the disobedience or
breach continues, the property attached may be sold and out of the proceeds the
Court may award suih compensation as it thinks fit to the injured party.

(ii) Perpetual injuflCtia?tS— Section 37(2) lays down that a permanent
injunction can be granted only by a decree at the hearing and upon the
merits of the suit. In other words for obtaining a permanent injunction, a
regular suit is required to be filed in which the right claimed by the
plaintiff is examined on merits and finally the injunction is granted by
means of the decree.. A permanent injunction therefore finally decides
the rights of parties wheteasa temporary injunction does not do so. A
permanent injunction forbids the defendant from asserting a right or

committing all 	 which \Ould he contrary to the rights of the plaintiff.

Section 38 of the Specific Relief Act states the circumstances in ; hich a

permanent injunction can he granted. It pro\idc.s:

38. Perpetual injunction when granted.-4. 1) Subject to the

other provisions contained in or referred to by this chapter, a perpetual
injunction may he granted to the plaintiff to prevent the breach of an

obli gation existing in hi.s favour, whether expressly or by implication.

(2) When any such obligation arises from contract, the court shall
be guided by the rules and provisions containcd in Chapter 11.

(3) When the defendant in'ades or threatens to invade the

plaintiff's right to. or enjo yment of. property, the court may grant a

perpetual injunction in the following cases, namely—

(a) where the defendant is trustee of the property for the plaintiff;

(b) where there exists no standard for asccrtaitting the actual
damage caused, or likely to he caused, by the invasion;

(c) where the invasion is such that compensation in money
would not afford adequate relief;

((I) where the injunction is necessary to prevent a multiplicity of

judicial proceedings.
The conditions prerequisite to the applicability of this section are—

(1) there must be a legal right express or implied in favour of the applicant;
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(2) such a right must he violated or there should be a threatened invasion90
(3) such a right should be an existing one;
(4) the case should be fh for the exercise of court's disL'reti	 Where the

inconvenience likely to result from granting injunction is greater than that
which is likely to arise from withholding it, the injunction should not he
granted92;

(5) it should not fall within the sphere of the restraining provisions contained
in, or referred to, in Section 41 of the Specific Relict "Act."

Illast,'at ions in preceding .4ct

Section 54 of the original Act upon which the present section is based carried
she following illustrations:

(a) .4 lets certain land to B, and B contracts not to di g sand or grasci thereout
A may sue for an injunction to retrain 13 from digging in violation of his
con tract.

b) A trustee threatens a breach of trust. His co-trustee, if any, hou!d,
and the beneficial owner may, sue for art to restrain the
breach.

(c) The directors of a public compan y are about to pay a dividend out of
capital or borfowed mone y Any of the shareholders MaV sue for an
injunction to restrain them.

(d) The directors of a fire arid life Insurance company are about to engage in
marine insurance. Any of the shareholders may sue for an injunction to
restrain them.

(e) A, an executor through misconduct or insolvency, is brin g ing the
property of the deceased into dan ger. The court ma y g rant un iiqunvl ion

- to restrain him from getting at the assets.-
(/) A, a trustee for B, is about to make an important sale of a small )artof

thetrust property. B may sue for an injunction to restrain the sale, even
• though compensation in money would have afforded him adequate

relief.
(g) A makes a settlement (not founded on marriage or other valuable

consideration) of an estate on B and his children. A then contracts to sell
the estate u C. 13 nr an y of his children may sue for an injunction to
restrain the sale.

(Ir) In the course of A's eriiplovment as a vakil, certan papers belongig
his client, B, come into his possession. A threatens to make these papers
public, or to communicate their contents to a stranger. B may sue for an
injunction to restrain 4 from so doing.

90. 30 All 70.
91. GurvBhag,.9ÔPR 1911:11 IC213.
92. Raja Mahes)iwar Dayal Seth V Yur'raj Duit Singh, AIR 1964, p. 42.
93. 4tiar Singh Ba/rain Singh v K/shari Diss Prabhu Dims, tLR 18 Lab 345. An injunction is notallowed w here iht suit is an abuse of the process of cour t, 514 rya Nath Singh v K/iedu Sing/i,

(1994')Supp3 5CC 56!.
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(i) A is B's medical advisor. He demands money of B which B declines to
pay . A then threatens to make known the effect of .8's communication to
him as a patient. This is contrary to A's duty, and B may sue for an
injunction to restrain him from so doing.

j) .4, the owner of two adjoining houses, lets one to B and tiherwards lets

the other to C .4 and C begin to make such alterations in the house let to
( as svtll pres Cot the comfortable enjoyment of the house let to B. /3 may
sue for an injunction o restrain them from doing so.'°

(k) .4 lets certain arable lands to B for purposes of husbandry, but ss ithioit

an y c.\prcSS contract as to the mode of cultivation. contrar y to the node
of cultivation customar y in the district. B threatens to sow the land ss oh
seed injurious thereto and requiring many years to eradicate A mar sue
for an injunction io restrain 13 from sowing the lands in contra' ention
his implied contract to use them in ;I 	 manner.[Based ott

Font V Their0.

.4. 1? and C are partners, tire partnership being determinable at %k ill- .4
threatens to do an act tending to the destruction of the partnership
property. B and C may, without seeking a dissolution Of the parinci ship.
sue for an injunction to restrain .4 from doing the act. [Based ii Mi/cs V

110nias 1. I
(Ut)	 [	

*	 *)	 -

ii) .4, B and C are members of an undivided Hindu famil y . .4 cuts timber
growing ott the famil y propeR, and threatens to destro y part of the
famil y house and sell sonie of thcfamilv utensils. B and C mar sue for an
Injunction to restrain him.

(0) .4, the owner of certain houses in Calcutta, becomes insol ent. B burs
them from the official assignee and enters into possession. .4 persists in
trespassing on and damaging the houses, and B is thereby compelled, at
considerable expense. to emplo y nieh to protect the possession. 13 may
sue for an injunction to restrain further acts of trespass.

ip) The inhabitants of a village claim a right of wa y over A's land. In a suit
against several of them, A obtains a declaratory decree that his land is
subject to no such right. Afterwards each of the other villagers sues .4 for
obstructing his alleged rights of way, over the land. A may sue for an
injunction to restrain them.

(q) A, in an administration Suit to which a credttor, if, is not a party, obtains a
decree for the administration of C's assets. B proceeds against C's estate

for his debts. A may sue for an injunction to restrain B.

94	 lsiouoc Iiliutr \ I imappa Nui.e. AIR 097 Kcr 165. neighbour disturhmg ific peace uf the
person in possession and enjoyment of the land in question and threatened trespass. retained
permanently. Also to the same effect. Wairci Louis Franklin V Gtorge Swigh, (1997) 3 tiCC

503.
95	 (1817)2Madd62:I7RR.187.
96 (t839)9 Sim ôOó47RR320.
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(r) A and B are in possession of contiguous lands and of the mines
underneeth them. A works his mines so as to extend under B's mine and
threaten,- to remove certain pillars which help to support B's mint. B may
sue for an injunction to restrain him from so doing.

(s) A rings bells or makes some other unnecessary noise so near a house as to
interfere materially and unreasonably with the physical comfort of the
occupier, B. B may sue for an injunction restraining A from making the
noi se.

(t) A pollutes the air with smoke so as to interfere materially with the
physical comfort of B and C, who carry on business in a neighbouring
house. B and C may sue for an injunction to restrain the pollution.

(u) .4 infringes B's patent. If the court is satisfied that the patent is valid and
has been infringed, B may obtain an injunction to restrain the
infringement.

(i) A pirates B's copyright. B may obtain an injunction to restrain the
piracy, unless the work of which copyright is claimed is libellous or
obscene.

(is') A improperl y uses the trade mark of B. B may obtain an injunction to
restrain the user, provided that B's use of the trade mark is honest.

(c) A. a tradesman, holds out B as his partner a gainst the wish and without
The authorii of B. B may sue for an injunction to restrain A front
do ing. Based on Routh v Wobster

I) A, a very eminent man, writes letters on family topics to B. After the
death of A and B. C, who is B's rcsiduar.y legatec, proposes to make
money by publishing A's letters. 1), who is :4's executor, has a property in
the letters, and may sue for an injunction to restrain C from publishing
thcm.

(c). A carries on a manufactory and B is his assistant. In the course of his
business, A imparts to B a secret process of value. B afterwards demands
money of4;threatening, in case of refusal, to disclose the process to C. a
'rival manufacturer. .4 may sue for art 	 to restrain B from

losing tite )i oLcSs.

(cc> A person who had played a role in the production of a serial film but his
name was not included in the title was allowed to have all order for
such inclusion. Award of damages would riot have been an adequate
remedy.

The word 'obligarion' in Section 38(1) has been used in a wide sense and it
my arise from:

(i) Contract,
(it) Trust,

97. Sitariboo Nat/i T:koo v Ginn Singh, (1995) Supp (3) SCC 26, injunction against causingdisturbance by religious prayers.
98. (I847)'10 Beay561:76RR21I
99. Suis'sh undo! v Risü(j Corriere Delia Sera, AIR 1991 SC 2092.
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(iii) Tort,t
(is') Any other legal obligation.

Section 38 expressly states that where such obligation arises- from a contract,
the court shall be guided by the principles and rules given in connection with the
specific performance of contrituts. ihus a permanent injunction will be g ranted to
prevent breach of contract only in those cases where the contract is capable of
specific performance. It is again made cleat by the lancuage of Section 41(c) which
says the an injunction ss ill not be granted to prevent breach of a contrac v.t hich is

not capable of specific perforniance. Section d 2. howeaver. sayS tit where a euroi act
comprising a positive agreement to . do a certain act is coupled with a negative

agreement not to do a cert ain act, whether expressly or impltedly, the fact that that
positive part is not capable of specific performance will not preclude the couit from
enforcing the negative part of the agreement b y means of an injunction. p:ovisted
that the plaintiff performs his part of the contract. For example, A contracts to sing
at B's theatre for one year and not to sing elsewhere. 'To sing at B's theatre for one
year' is a contract which depends upon the personal qualifi cations or volition of the
parties and hence cannot be specifically enforced. But the ne g atise part of this
contract that .4 %s ill not sine elses here can he speetfically enforced. Hence A can he
compelled by injunction not to sing elsewhere. Section 42 corresponds with Section
57 of the earlier Specific Relief Act and that provision carried (lie - following

illustrations:

Illustrations in earlier Act	 -

(a) A contracts to sell to B for Rs 1000 the goodwill of a certain business
unconnected o oh bus iness premises, and further agrees not to carr y on

that business in-Calcutta. B pays A the Rs 1Q00 but .4 cannes on the
business in Calcutta. The Court cannot compel A to send his customers to
B. but B may obtain an injunction restraining A from carrying on business

in Calcutta-	 -
(b) A contracts to sell to B the goodwiti of a business. .4 then sets up a similar

business close by B's shop and solicits his old customers to deal with
him. This is contrary to his implied contract, and B may obtain an

Injunction to restrain A from sollcittng.thc customers, and from doing any
act whereby their goodwill may be withdrawn from B.

In a case before the Supreme Court an injunction was prayed for direcung the Municipal
Corporation, not to issue a licence for running or operating a 'hhattt'' (baking oven) for a
bakery . The Court said.- ''InsofarInsofar as the Municipal Corporation is concerned, the dismissal of the suit against it
by the irial court was not challenged by the plaintiffs by tiling an appeal. Grant of licence is
a statutory function to he discharged by the Municipal Corporation- The licence ha ing
already 'been issued by the Municipal Corporation to appellant-Defendant 1, the mat court
rightly observed that the plaintiffs were at liberty to approach the Municipal Corporation and
seek cancellation of licice or pray icr a i;hhoi'Juig the renewal thcrccf by niukiug out a
case for the grant of such ectiel within the framework of the legal provisions governing the
grant and renewal of such licence- In the event of the pi31nutfs being illegally or
unreasonably denied relief by the Municipal Corporation, they would be at liberty to pursue
the remedy of appeal or approach the superior authorities within the framework of the
Punjab Municipal Corporation Act or such other remedy as may be available to them in
accordance with law. A'uidip Singh v SsbhcnIr Cliwmdcr Join, (2000)4 SCC 50: AIR 2000 SC
1410.	 -
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(c) A contracts with B to sing for twelve months at B's theatre and not to sing
in public elsewhere. B cannot obtain specific performance of the contract
to sing, but he is entitled to an injunction restraining .4 from signing at
any other place of public entertainment. [Based on Lumlev v Wagner

(d) B contracts with A that he will serve him faithfully for twelve months as a
clerk .4 is not entitled to a decree for specific performance of this
contract. But he is entitled to an injunction restraining B from serving a
rival house as clerk.

(e) A contracts with B that, in consideration of Rs 1000 to be paid to him by
B on a day fixed, he will not set up a certain business within a specified
distance. B fails to pay the money. A cannot be restrained from carrying
on the business within the specified distance. (But see Scction 27 of the
Indian Contract Act, 1872.)

The essence of the section is that where a contract contains both affirmative and
negative agreements and although it may be beyond, the powers of the Court to
compel specific performance of the affirmative part, a part y may be restrained from
committing a breach of the negative part, provided that the plaintiff has performed
his part of the contract.

The conditions essential to The applicability of this section are—
(I) the contract must contain two a greements, that is. (i) an affirmative

agreement to do a certain act, and (ii) a negative agreement (express or
implied) not to do a certain act and the negatise part must be capable of
being separated from lie rest of the contract; and

(2) the applicant must have full carried out his part of the contract
The court is not bound to grant an injunction in every case. An injunction to

enforce a negatie covenant would he refused if it would indirectly compel the
emplo yee either to idleness or to serve the employer.'

Again, \ here the defendant invades or threatens to invade the plaintiff's right to
or enjoymerit of property, the court may grant permanent injunction in the following
cases:

(ii Where the defendant is a trustee of the property for the plaintiff. For
example. in the course of A's emplo yment as an	 vn' 

to nis cijent B, came into his possession. A threatens to make
these papers public or communicate their contents to a stranger. B may
site for all to restrain .4 from so doing. A legal practitioner is
under an obligation in the nature of trust not to disclose secrets of his
clients.

(ii) Where there exists no standard for ascertaining the actual damage caused,
or likely to he caused by the invasion;

For example, A pollutes the air with smoke so as to interfere materially with the
Ph

ysical comfort of B and C, who carry on business in the neighbourhood. B and Cmay sue for an injunction to restrain A from polluting the air.

'2. (1852) 1 DM&G 604; 91 RR 193.
3. Giijarac Bottling Co Ltd v Coca-(7010 Co. 0 995) 5 SCC 545; (1995)  84 Comp Cas 618.
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(iii) Where the invasion is 
such the compensation in terms of money will not

afford adequate relief, for example. A, a professor of law, dciivrs

lectures to his students, the lectures being his own iitcrr y composition,
does not communicate such lectures to the whole world. These lectures

are the property of the professor and not of the students. A is entitled to

restrain the students from publishing the notes without his consent.

(ii') Where it is necessary to prevent a multiplicity Of judicial proceedings.

Section 41 lass down the circumstances when perpetual injunction will be

refused by the court. In mher words, Section 41 1as down the defences that can he

raised a g ainst the prover for crant of an injunction. It provides:

41. Injunction when refused. - An injunction cannot be
granted—

((I) to restrain any person 1mm prosecuting a judicial proceedi rig
pending at the institution of the suit in which the ill ' Liriction is
sought, unless such restraint is necessar y to prevent a.
multiplicity of proceedings;

(b) to restrain any person from instituting or prosecuting any
proceeding ill not subordinate to that from wh eN the
injunction is sought;

(c) to restrain any person from applying to an y legislative body;

((I) to restrain an y person from instituting or prosecuting any
proceeding in a criminal matter:

(c) to prevent the breach of a contract the performance of which
would not be specificall y enforced;

(f) to prevent, on the ground of nuisance, an act of which it is
not reasonably clear that it will be a.nuisancc;

(g) to prevent a continuing breach in which the plaintiff has
acquiescenced;

(Ii) when equally efficacious relief can certainly he obtained by
any other usual mode of proceeding except in case of trust;4

(i) when the conduct of the plaintiff or his agent has been such
as to disentitle him to the assistance of the court;'

(f) when the plaintiff has no personal interest in the matter.

4. Thus whcr'c a wrong can be compounded in money, compensation sOil he an equally
efficacious relief. But in such a case also if the defendant is an insolvent or pauper, a decree
for darnaes would be a mere mockery and :heielorc the court may grant injunction.

5. This clause Incorporates the maxim: ''Hewho comes to equity must come with clean
hands." For example, where an article name as 'Mexican Balm' is said to he consisting of
rare medicinal qualities, but si hich really is nothii:S but an ordinary ointment, the vendor's
dcscnption being dishonest no injunction can be issued to restrain another dealer from
selling a similar article under the same name in order to misguide the people. Preinji
Raraneq Shah v Union of India, (1994) 5 5CC 547 at 550, no injunction can be issued in
favour of.a trespasser or a person who gained unlawful possession as against the true ossner.
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Illustrations in old Act

This section corresponds with Section 56 oI the repealed Specific Relief Act,
1877. That section carried the fotlowipg illustrations:

(a) A seeks an ihjunctibn to restrain his partner, B. from receiving the
partnership debts and effects. It appears that A had improperly possessed
himself of the book of the firm and refused B access to them. The Court
will refuse the injunction.

(h) A manufactures and sells crucibles, designating them as "patent
plumbago-crucibles'', though in fact they have never been patented. B
pirates the designation. A cannot obtain an injunction to restrain the
piracy.

(C) A sells an article called Mexican Balm'', stating that it is compounded
of divers rares essences, and has sovereign medicinal qualities. B

commences to sell a similar article to which he gives a name and
description such as to lead people into a belief that they are buying A's
Mexican Balm. A sues B for an injunction to restrain the sale. B shows

that A's Mexican Balm consists of nothing but scented hog's lard. A's use
of his description is not an honest , oiie and he cannot obtain an injunction.
[Based on Perry v Trueflre61

In a suit by a coparcencr for a permanent irjunction for restraining the Krici or
manager of the joint Hindu Family- from transferring the joint family 'property in
pursuance of asale agreement with a third party. it was held that such an injunction
could not be granted. The court said that though , in the case of waste or ouster an
injunction ma y he granted against the. manager but ahlanket injunction restraining
permanently from alienating the family propert', evri in the case of legal necessity,
cannot be granted. The-court further said that Section 38 of the Act has to be read
with Section .41 - - As the coparcener has an adequate remedy to impeach the
alienation under the family law, he cannot, in view of Section 41(h) move the court
for an injunction restraining ilie Karta from alienating the coparcenary property.?

Mandatory Injunctions
The injunction which commands the defendant to i.i something is termed as

'Mandatory Injunction'. Salmond defines mandatory injunction as "an order
reqpIi ii. inc ccLIj t, . r", thr nf nnFiin an nod to a
wrongful state 'of things created by him, or otherwise, in fulfilment of the legal
obligations, for example, an order to . pull down a-building which he has already
erected to the obstruction of the plaint[fis lights"-"

Section 39 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963, reads: "When, to prevent the
breach of an obligation, it is necessary 'to compel the performance of certain acts
which the court is capable of enforcing, the court may in its discretion grant an
injunction to prevent the breach complained of, and also to compel performance of
the requisite acts."

6. :(1842)6Bc3v66:63RR tt.	 -
7. Saul! Kunuir v Ram Prakash, .(1998) 2 SCC 773: AIR 1988 SC 576: (1988) 1 HLR 573,

overruling Shiv Ku,narMoctchadldflrorO v Moo! Chand, AIR 1972 P&1-{ 147 and approving
...:JiujharSi'c'h v Giauiy Talok Singh 	 1R 1987 P&H 14. .	 -

8. Salrnond. 'J:r LAW OFTORTS, 18 (13	 --	 96I,chan	 'in later editions).
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Illustrations in oldAct

This section corresponds with Section 55 of the repi ;slcd Specific Relict Act.
1S77. That section carriedthe following illustrations:

(a) A. by new buildings, obstructs lights to the access and USC of which B has
acquired a right under the Indian Limitation Act, Part IV. B ma y obtain
an injunction; not only to restrain A from going on with the buildings, but
also to pull down so much of-them as obstruct B's lights.

(6) A builds a house with eaves projecting over B's land. t3 may sue for an
injunction to pull down so much of the eaves as so project.

(c) In the case put as Illustration (1) to Section 54, the Court may also order
all written communications made by B, as patient, to .4, as medical
adviser, to be destroyed.

(if) In the case put as dllustration Lv) to Section 54, the Court may also order
A's letters to be destroyed.

(e) A threatens to publish statements concerning B which ould be
punishable under Chapter XXI of the Indian Penal Code. The Court may
erarit an injunction to restrain the publication, c\ en though it ma y he
shown not to be injurious to B's property.

(f) .4, being B's medical adviser, threatens 10 publish B's'written
communications with him, showing that 13 has led an immoral life. B may
obtain an injunction to restrain the publication.

(g) In the cases put as Illustrations (r) and (ii') to Section 54 and as
IllustratiOns (e) and (f) to this section, the Court ma' also order the cop,s
produced by piracy, and the trade marks, statements and
communications, therein respectively mentioned, to be given up or
destroyed.

When a mandatory. injunction is granted under this section. two elements have
to be taken into consideration: In the first place, the Court has, to determine wbat
acts are necessary in order Co prevent a breach of the obligation; in the secood place,
the requisite acts must be such as the Court is capable of enforcing.'° These acts
may assume a variety of forms, e.g. pulling down of a building as in Illustration (a)
above, the pulling down of eaves as in Illustration (b), the destruction of written
communications and letters as in Illustrations (c) and (d), destruction of copies
produced by piracy of copyright and of trade marks improperly, used by the
defendant as in Illustrations (v) and (w) of former Section 54, set out under Section
38 above, and Illustration (g) above.

Mandatory injunction, however, will not be granted in the following cases:

(,) Where compensation in terms of money would be an adequate relief to
the plaintiff.

(ii) Where the balance of convenience is in favour of the defrndan.

9. Now the Limjiatioci Act, t963.
tO. Lkshi v Tarn, :19N) 31 Cai 944, 949; Khazwi S/ 'i	 Rat/a Pim, AIR 1937 Lah S39;

Madho Sinth v 4buL4/ Qai'.wn K	 \tR 1950 All 505.
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(iii) Where the plaintiff is guilty of allowing the obstructions to be completed
before coming to the court, i.e. where plaintiff has shown acquiescence in
the acts of the defendant.

(iv) Where it is desired to create a new state of things. Mandatory Injunction,
as is clear, is granted to restore status quo. It cannot be granted to create a
new state of things. Thus, it was held by the Allahabad High Court in
Slieo Natli v Ali l 1 , that where the defendant constructed a structure which
interfered with the privacy of the plaintiff's house, he could not be
ordered to erect a wall on the roof, so as to prevent a view of the
plaintiff's house from the roof.

Illustrations in old Act

Section 39 corresponds with Section 55. of the repealed Act. That section
carried the following illustrations:

(a) A, by new buildings, obstructs lights to the access and use of which B has
acquired a right under the Indian Limitation Act (now Limitation Act of
1963). B may obtain an injunction, not only to restrain A from going on
with the buildings, but also to pull down so much of them as obstruct B's

lights.

(b) A builds a house with eaves projecting over Bs land, it may sue for an
injunction to pull down so much of the eaves as so project.

(c) the court ma y order a communication made in confidence to be
destroyed where the person receiving the communication is threatening to
disclose it.

(d) The court may order the destruction of letters of literary value written by
an eminent person to another where the person havin g- the custody of the
letters is threatening to publish them for money.

(c) A threatens to publish statements concerning B which would be
punishable under Chapter XXI of the Indian Penal Code. The court may
grant an injunction to restrain the publication, even though it may be
shown not to be injurious to B's property.

(f) A, bein g B's medical adviser, threatens to publish B's written
communications with him showing that B has led an immoral life. B my
oht:iin an iniunction to restrain the publication.

(g) The court can order the destruction of books produced b y infringement ot
another person's copyright, documents constituting infringement of a
trade mark or patent and communications made in professional
confidence when there is a threat to misuse them.

Damages in lieu of or in addition to Injunction [S. 40]
This section provides that the plaintiff in a suit for perpetual injunction under

Sectiort 35, or mandatory injunction under Section 39, inay claim damages either in
addition to, or in substitution for, such injunction, and the court may, if it thinks fit,
award such damages. The plaintiff has specifically to include in his plaint a claim
for damages also. If he has not done so, he may seek permission of the court for the

11. 80A1170.
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amendment of his pleadings. But where a suit, in which damages were not claimed,
is dismissed, a subsequent separate suit for damages would not lie. The court can
award damages in lieu of injunction where the injury is threatened though not yet
caused. The House of Lords in Leeds, Industrial Co-op. Society Ltd v Black 12, laid
down that damages could be allowed to a person whose tenement is sure to suffer
loss of his right to light when a planned building structure comes up. Where, for
example, a person happened to raise his building to encroach upon the land of his
neighbour up to three inches, the court allowed the neighbour compensation instead
of an order for demolition of the building. 13 Damages have also been allowed under
this principle where information delivered in confidence was put to use)4

12. (1924) AC 851 (1924) All ER Rep 259. Non-compliance is an offence of a perpetual nature.
.Ini Dayni v Krishan La! Garg, (1996) II SCC 588.

3. Tilokchand v Dhundiraj
'

AIR 1957 Nag 2, of the same kind; Armstrong v Sheppard & Sh
L!d,(1959)2All ER 651 CA.

14. Fraser v Thames Television lid, (1983) 2 All ER 101 HL.
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